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THE

APPROACH.

AN

N Author, like an Evidence in the Court of Juſtice, ſhould

confider himſelf as on oath at the bar of the PUBLIC : he

ought to ſpeak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth and his evidence, like that of the fubpoena'd affertor,

will be credited or difcredited in proportion to his education, his

character, and connexions in life. Ought not, therefore, every

PRIVATE Man, who offers himſelf at the tribunal of the PUBLIC, to

preface his teftimony by fome account of himſelf?

The Author of the enfuing pages was born a Farmer, bred to

Traffic, and returned to the Plow a few months before the com-

mencement of the following MINUTES. He had long been convinced

of the imbecility of Books, and prefently difcovered the unfitneſs

of BAILIFFS. He refolved, therefore, to be a Farmer from his

OWN EXPERIENCE : He endeavoured to fathom the Theory and

PRACTICE of every department.---AS USEFUL TRUTHS occurred,

he planted them, and raised the REFLECTIONS which naturally

came up.

Theſe facts and reflections being frequently the fubjects of refe-

rence and perufal, he began to regifter his ideas in a manner more

intelligible, not only to himſelf, but to his Friends, to whom the

Regiſter was ever open.

The more numerous thefe MINUTES grew, the more pleaſure he

took in increaſing the number ; the Retrofpect became more and

more
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THE AP PRO ACC

more intereſting, ----and he began to fancy them really important ș

His Friends, too, praiſed, or feemed to praiſe.

At length the queftion was put : " Thefe Memorandums I find

" ufeful to myſelf , may not fome of them be ſerviceable to others ?

"Will they not exhibit a picture of PRIVATE AGRICULTURE totally

new to the PUBLIC? Will they not expofe a collection of HAGARD

FACTS, ---and give a view of the MINUTIE OF FARMING--- as totally

ftrange to WRITTEN AGRICULTURE ? Will they not, by fhewing that

" AGRICULTURE, as a SCIENCE , is exceedingly abftruſe, and as an Avo-

" CATION, laboriously fericus, check that falfe and pernicious ſpirit of

Farming which has of late been induftriouſly propagated, to the

' fignal injury of many Individuals, and which muft, in its effects,

" be injurious to the State ?" AMBITION, the cafting vote, gave it in

66

66

the affirmative.

But the difficulty lay in the felection.-The Author was anxious

to give a REAL LIKENESS OF FARMING ; but forefaw the tediouſneſs

which must attend on too minute a detail : he therefore determined

to draw a middle line ;-to infert every MINUTE, great or fmall,

which was made during the firft Eighteen Months ; but of thoſe

made during the laft Eighteen Months, to give fuch only as feemed

to convey fome uſeful HINT, or lead to SOMETHING USEFUL .

―
Therefore before JANUARY 1776, is published every PETTY

MEMORANDUM ; which the Reader who claims the ſmalleſt degree of

candour, will perufe as he would PRIVATE MANUSCRIPTS in the

cloſet of his Friend ; for he may be well affured, that nothing but a

defire in the Writer to give a real sketch of PRIVATE AGRICULTURE,

could have induced him to publish that which may appear, in the

eyes of fome, too minute for publication. He expects, however, that

the Reader will not determine Separately on each MINUTE ; but fuf

• A ſketch which otherwife might never have been held to public view.

pend



THE APPROACH.

pend his judgment until he has ſeen the feveral fcattered rays con-

verged in the DIGEST ; where, faint as they may feparately feem, he

hopes they will be found to throw more or lefs light on the object,

or objects, to which they are conducted.

The MINUTES being generally made under the immediate influence

of the (perhaps fanguine) ideas which gave rife to them ; and the

Writer always confidering his Minute Book as his confidant ; to

whom he communicated his fentiments in the very fame lan-

guage that he would have conveyed them to his intimate Friend; there

may (in the Minutes) be a FAMILIARITY and WARMTH of expreffion

unpardonable in any thing-except a Memorandum-Book. But would

it not have been evaporating the ſpirit, and marring the ſenſe of the

MINUTES, to have changed the autographical phraſeology ? Would it

not have been as truly ridiculous to have dreffed up private Memoran-

dums in the majeſtic ſtole of a JUNIUS, as it would have been in

that magnanimous Writer to have arraigned the mifconduct of

Miniſters of State in the ftyle memorandal?

Generally-the Writer hopes not to bejudged by Men of narrow

minds ; by Men who read and judge by rule : but by Men of en-

larged ideas ; by Men of SCIENCE ; by Men who think, and think

liberally ; and who dare to think, in defiance of CUSTOM, and the

falſe awe of EDUCATION : by Men who know that IN MATTERS OF

SCIENCE THE SMALLEST TRUTHS ARE VALUABLE ; by Men who are

aware that GREAT EFFECTS RESULT FROM MINUTIAL CAUSES ; that

flames proceed from fparks ;-that rivers are collections of rills,-

armies, of individuals ;-and that UNIVERSE itſelf is MINUTIÆ

SYSTEMIZED .

The Author has one favour to beg of the INEXPERIENCED

AGRICULTURIST : If, in the perufal ofthe following ſheets, you meet

with an Implement, a Procefs , or a Plan of Management which

pleafes you, do not hurry to the field of practice : confider deliberately

whether
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whether or not it can be affimilated with your own plan of manage-

ment : confult deliberately your foil, your fituation, and your fervants ;

and thus, by a judicious adoption, and an attentive application, fave

the credit ofyourſelf and the MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE . For altho'

the Author practifes what he preaches ; yet he wishes not to lay

down POSITIVE RULES for others : and he here enters a Proteſt againſt

fuch didactic paffages, whether they occur in the MINUTES or the

DIGEST, as may have escaped a Perhaps ; for his meaning is, not to

enforce PRECEPTS, but to convey HINTS.

Near Croydon, Surry,

10 March, 1778.

W. M

ERRORS IN THE MINUTES.

1775- Feb. 28. Laft line but two-for cafting read collecting.

1776. Mar. 6.

July 15 .

Oct. 25. The third Minute-for wrist read wreft.

Laft line but 14-for arm read wrest.

Second line—for and as one, read and ifone,

Ninth line-for just read first.

Aug. 22. A note-for are read is.

1777. Mar. 3 . Eighteenth line-for It read I.

June 10. The third line of the fourth page-for Lancashire read Cheshire

ERRORS IN THE DIGEST.

Page 16. 1. 20. for confufion read confufing.

18. 1. 4. from bottom, for tithe read tilth.

20. 1.
9.

for were read are.

50. 1. 4. from bottom, for Whining read Whinny.

73. 1. 10. from bottom, for Rye Grafs read Rib- Grass.

101. The note at the bottom of this page belongs to page 100.

104. 1. 3. from bottom, for then read there,

MINUTES



MINUTES
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AGRICULTURE.
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YE

1774.

18.JULY

SERVANTS.

Efterday diſcharged George Black. Why ? Becauſe I ſuſpected

him of fmuggling;-becauſe he was unequal to the management

of the Farm, and is too much of a Bailiff to be reduced to a Buftler.

He is hated by the men, and defpifed by the neighbours. He has

good hands, but a bad head-a crazy couch, dangerous to lull upon

---a good implement of huſbandry (fpoilt by being made into a Bailiff)

but a bad Husbandman.

I am refolved to be, henceforward, my own Bailiff, and learn to-

morrow's management from to-day's experience, and next year's pro-

cefs from this year's mifcarriages * .

HAYING. 26. Began carrying the hay ofRiver Mead-got fourloads

into ftack-caught in the rain with two more on the waggons-left

* The Writer muft now, and during the first year, be confidered as a traveller in a

ftrange foreft ; who, confcious that the PRESENT TRACK, tho ' tolerable, is frequently

winding, here rugged and there miry, difcharges his Guide, and refolves , if poffible,

to ftrike out a NEW ROAD, nearer, fafer, and more agreeable. He fees at a diſtance

the fummit of the mountain he wishes to attain, and determines , at all hazards, to

make his way towards it. The Reader must therefore expect frequently to ſee him

entangled in a Thicket, baffled by a Quagmire, or climbing out of a Pit. But, when-

ever this happens, he will fee him cautiously endeavouring to leave behind him fuch a

Guide-mark as may prevent the like inconvenience in future.---Nor when he meets with

an open, friendly glade, does he leave the approach unobvious. He equally marks

out the RIGHT and the WRONG, that, in afuturejourney, he may chooſe the one, and

avoidB



MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE.

26. JULY, 1774.

four or five in the field , fit to be carried-the ſtack and waggons abroad.

-In future, I will accord to the adage, " CARRY HAY WHILE YOU

MAY."-Some of it was fit yeſterday ; but I was unwilling to break

the day's work of a plow-team .

27. The hay is not much worſe for the fteeping rain of laſt night-

and the SAIL-CLOTH + faved the flat ſtack ſurpriſingly.

28. Carried all River Mead- got on brifkly.-Remember,

BUSTLING NECESSARY TO HAYING..

COMPOSTING. 31 .31. Finiſhed compofting the border of Ley-Lands.

At 18d. a rod (of 5 yards and half) , the men earned 3s . a day each ; but

they worked very hard.-There was a load of dung laid on about every

4 yards and a half ; fo that digging up the flooring ( this was a border

which produced nothing but weeds and rubbiſh) , and making the

mould into compoft with the dung, (for the young clover of the fame

field) coſt about 15d. a load of dung.

JULY, 1777. This is very expenſive management, and its eligi-

bility is ftill a moot point with the Writer t.

WEEDS.

AUGUST.

6. Cutting thiſtles and fern onNorwoodCommon, (border-

ing on the incloſures) to prevent their feeds from being blown into the

avoid the other ; fometimes looks behind him, to reflect on the good or the evil he has

miffed---or theorizes on the moſt eligible track to be taken hereafter.

+ An old Sail of a Ship.

Theſe Obfervations under JULY, 1777, are to be confidered as the public remarks,

explanations, and criticiſms, of a Perſon whofe judgment has reached fome degree of

maturity, by three years elaborate experience ; whereas the Minutes themſelves are

only a private Regiſter of his afcendant ideas during his novitiate ; yet on which,

collectively, his prefent judgment is formed.

WhentheMINUTES arefull and juft (in the Writer'sprefent opinion) , the OBSERVATIONS

are unneceffary. When they are deficient or falfe, yet contain ſomething intereſting

to Agriculture, it is judged more eligible to explain than to alter the original. And

theſe explanations occurring fo frequently, it is deemed more convenient to the Reader,

to



MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE.

6. AUGUST, 1774.

fields, and to raiſe MANURE.-Drew them into the yard, green, and left

them in heaps to ferment.

JULY, 1777. This management wants no recommendation.- It

is obviouſly eligible.

WORKING CATTLE * . 9. The Men and Boys are unanimous in their

diſlike of the oxen.-The buying of them was unluckily premature.-

Their keep has thus far been treble the value of their labour, and they

muſt now lie a dead weight ' till after Harveſt. They have been the

cauſe of more impertinence, vexation, and bickering, than all the other

appendages of the Farm.

JULY, 1777. Theſe were four oxen bought in Suffex, the pre-

ceding ſpring, at a time when the Writer was fully employed in

the ordinary buſineſs of the Farm, befides the immediate fuperin-

tendence of a new Farm-yard, with a complete fuit of Erections :-

and this Minute is inferted as a hint to fuch as wiſh to introduce

SOMETHING NEW; for if it ſhould interfere with the neceſſary bufi-

nefs of the Farm, ten to one it will miſcarry.

WHEAT. 20. Laft Tueſday's rain had a remarkable effect on the

mildewed wheat .- On Monday it was fmall, fhrivelled, and ſteely

to join them immediately to the Minutes to which they belong, than to call off his eye

perpetually to the bottom of the page, to feckfor a Nete.

The Indenture, it is hoped, will be thought fully fufficient to diftinguish the Obferva-

tions from the original Minutes.

* It is as abfurd to distinguish Animals which Nature fent into the world red-and-

white, bythe name of Black Cattle, as to call thoſe which never had, nor were ever in-

tended to have horns, and of courſe bornlefs , Horned Cattle. Nor is it leſs ridiculous

to fuffer a word fo altogether English as CATTLE, to remain in the ENGLISH

LANGUAGE, without a determinate fignification . The Writer, therefore, makes no

apology for adopting it as the general name of Bulls, Cows, Oxen , Steers, Heifers and

Calves, whether they happen to be black or white, horned or hornlefs ; nor for ufing

it in the fingular as well as the plural, analogous with Sheep.

B 2 ---on .



MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE.

26. AUGUST, 1774.

-on Thurſday and Friday it became plump and kind.-The longer

it ftands, the more it improves.

Is not this a fufficient hint for letting blighted wheat have a fhower

in fhock ?

---

Cows. 29. Yefterday one of the Lancashire cows died of the red-

water. This is the fame which fuckled the two rearing calves loofe

in the field . Could this have affected her ? On opening her, her maw,

though he had not ate for fome days, was full of half- digefted vege-

tables-her urine-bladder full to the ftretch of blood -like, muddy

water-and her gall-bladder remarkably large and yellow.

WORKING HORSES. 30. Brought down from Adfcomb eight facks of

oats in chafffor the cart-horfes .-Would it not be ridiculous to winnow.

them ? Surely, to drefs oats intended for private ufe, is muddling

through a dirty, fuffocating job, without any other advantage than that

ofhaving the pleaſure of remixing the corn and chaff in the ſtable.

JULY, 1777. This may be plaufible theory ; but in evidence that

it is not eligible in practice, thoſe were the firſt and laſt oats the

Writer gave to the Horfes without winnowing.---The quantity of

corn cannot be aſcertained ; ſome oats yield more chaff than others,

and the Carters were ofcourſe diffatisfied ; befides the inconveniency

of carrying a quantity of duft, weed-feeds and trumpery, into the

ſtable, and from thence to the dung- hill .

HARVESTING. 30. We have had a great deal ofwet weather.-Some

wheat which was caught in it, as it lay on the ground, is very much da-

maged.-Laſt night I put fome men to work, to cut forked props

about fifteen inches long, which I meant to have fixed in the ground as

fupporters of tiling-laths, on which I intended to have laid the wheat

which
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30. AUGUST, 1774.

which was growing.-The laths would not have been worfe for the

buildings, and the whole labour trifling.-However, to-day's wind and

fun have luckily made them ufelefs .

Perhaps, had this precaution been taken at firſt, ( inſtead of turning

three or four times) not an ear would have fuffered.-For by thus

raifing the heads from the ground, not only a free circulation of air

would be gained, but the elevation would ſhed off the rain, and pre-

vent its lodging in the ears.

JULY, 1777. If, thro' careleffneſs or ill-luck, wheat be caught

in the rain, perhaps this management may be worthy of purſuit.—

But except the weather prove very bad indeed, perhaps fetting it

up in finglets is a fufficient preventive, and the labour of it

much lefs, as will appear hereafter.

-

SEPTEMBER.

BUSTLING. 3. A fine morning.---Carried the remainder of O. 2 . *---

part of N. 5. &c. &c.---A number of little obftructions continued to

retard us all the morning ; but at last we killed the devil effectually

(over-turned the waggon), and depofited the laſt load of O. 1. in the

rivulet, in Home-field . - Got into G. 1. when we ought to have finiſh-

ed carrying it. In the duſk, a cart went to load in E. 1.-Coming out

of the field, got to aſtand-ftill, and ſhifted the load.-Sent more ftrength

tohelpout. In the gate-way between F. 2. andtheCommon, lo ! the gate-

poft catched the tumor of the ſhifted load, and ſcattered its contents in

the brim-full ditch .- Re-loaded part of it, and got it into the barn be-

tween nine and ten in a dark night.-Left part of E. 1. uncarried, G. 1 .

* Though theſe new names of different fields were not thought of, nor confequently

adopted, until January 1776 ; they are uſed, priorly, in the tranfcript, equally to

avoid barbarifm and prolixity.

in
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6. SEPTEMBER, 1774.

in a flovenly condition, and a load of cocked oats in M. which ought

all to have been cleared before dark :-but this was aday ofmisfortunes.

In future -BUSTLE IN THE MORNING, AND DEFY THE LITTLE

DIFFICULTIES OF THE DAY.

HARVESTING BEANS. 6. Going this morning among the bean-cut-

ters, a thought ftruck me, that pulling (eradicating) would be preferable

to cutting (with fickles) . On making the experiment, I found that

I could pull them faſter, and much cleaner, than they cut them—

beſides leaving the land in a ſtate greatly fuperior. The wafte too is

leſs-ſcarcely a bean loft.- Being perfectly clean from weeds and graſs,

the beans are immediately ready to bind and ſet up---and the roots lifting

them fromthe ground , give the air a free circulation.---The work, alſo,

is eaſier to theLabourer.--He ftands more upright, andthe powerrequired

is much tefs (the furface is now moiſt ; they may not pull * ſo eaſily in dry

weather). By ſtriking the roots of each handful againſt the foot, the

mould is almoſt wholly difengaged from the fibres ; ---the foil in the

drills, inſtead of being bound by the roots, and cumbered by the

ftubble, is left as loofe as a garden, and the furface free from ob

ftructions ; and, if thoroughly hoed, is as fit as a fallow to be fowed

with wheat on one plowing.

IMPLEMENTS. 11. During the late rainy weather, I ftumbled on an

Implement, which Theory fays is of that obviouſly uſeful fpecies, which

her elder fiſter, Practice, always approves.--- She ſays +, it may in a few

minutes be a fub foil, a move-foil, a turn-foil, a mid-foil, and a fur-foil.

It is multifurrow-the number may be increaſed or decreaſed at pleaſure.

JULY 1777. The Writer wiſhes to give a drawing of this plau-

fible Plow ; but as it is little more than a complication of the

The Active Verb is here, and frequently in the Minutes, uſed paffively.---It is

technical and familiar.

† Do not believe her, her name's up for a Liar, OCT. 1775.

double-
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13. SEPTEMBER, 1774.

double-fhaft Plow, Minuted under the 24th of AUGUST, 1775, he

defers its defcription till then.

-

13. Tefted the Coulter-rake (for the first time fince the low

wheels were put to it ) in S. a bean-ſtubble.- It exceeds my ex-

pectations. It leaves the furface, at twice going over, as clean and

pulverous as can be wifhed for ;-but fingle fhafts would be pre-

ferable to double ones.-With thefe, the off- horſe treads that which

is textured, and deſtroys the effect : With thofe, it will be an ex-

cellent preparative for wheat after beans.

JULY, 1777. This Implement was conftructed of a range of

coulters inſerted into an axle, fupported by two wheels about

eighteen inches diameter, and dragged by a pair of double

fhafts. The theory of it aroſe from feeing the coulter of the

common plow eradicate and collect the weeds and rubbish as

it paffes along ;-and this was meant to eradicate and collect the

weeds, and at the ſame time leave the ſurface of ſtiff land pulve-

rous and porous.-The fronts of the coulters were therefore not

ſharp, and their backs thick ; on the contrary, their fronts were

about half an inch thick, and their backs hammered down almoſt

to an edge :-nor were they placed upright in the axle, but with

their points tending forward, the line of their tendency making

an angle with the horizon of about 45° .

ThisImplement was not deftitute of merit, but its complexity and

expence cancelled it totally :-befides, the Sub-plow, Harrow and

Horſe-rake, cleanſe and pulverife the ſurface ſtill more effectually.

LEYING . 18. In June, mowed fwaths acroſs a field of barley

and a field of oats, to try its effect on the graſs-feeds, which were fowed

* Leying is here uſed for the procefs whereby arable land is reduced to fward, to

grafs land, to a Ley.

255969B
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18. SEPTEMBER, 1774.

with the corn in the fpring.---The green corn was given to the cart-

horſes.---The refult is this :--The parts mowed are perfect mats---the

young graffes, much ranker and ſtronger. ---They and the fecond crop of

corn would have made an excellentfummer-pafture. Thefecond crop of

oats, though puny, was in full baw, when the first crop was cut.

JULY, 1777. If green fodder and pafturage be wanted, this

may be eligible management.

EARLY SOWING . 25. A great quantity of rain has fallen laſt night

-the whole country is deluged.-O the charming effects of a late

Harveft ! In fome parts of Kent, and on the hills of Surry, the Far-

mers are in the midst of it.-In future, RATHER BE BEFORE, THAN

BEHIND THE SEASONS.-It is true, the beans only are now, out ; but

the oats and fome of the barley are but indifferently got in, and had

the inceſſant rains fet-in only a few days fooner, they muſt have been

very bad indeed.

OCTOBER.

THE WEATHER. 2. "What a wet Seafon ! The like was never

"known!" isthe general cry.-But is not every year-almoſt every

Seaſon, remarkable for fomething ? And, indeed , the greateſt wonder

is, how the rains and fair weather come fo regularly as they do.

In future-EMBRACE THE FAIR OPPORTUNITY, AND PREPARE FOR

THE UNCERTAINTY OF SEASONS.

COMPOST-FALLOW. 17. Finiſhed taking up the potatoes, and ſpread-

ing the compoſt of F. 2.-The crop is not large, but the roots are

very fine.

JULY, 1777. Led by the idea of making compoſt uſeful while

in a ſtate of maturation, and of culturing and cleanſing the foil,

while
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17. ОСТОВЕR, 1774.

while a crop is produced ; in each furrow of a foul wheat-ftubble,

ftrewed potatoe-plants-covered them with rows of long dung-

(ſtrawy, undigested dung)—and reverfed the ridges, as if no

dung nor potatoes had been depofited.-During fummer,

plowed and cleanſed the intervals, and hoed and earthed up

the rows . In autumn, opened the potatoe-ridgelets with a plow

-gathered-harrowed- re-gathered-and ſpread the compoſt over

the intervals with fhovels.

-

A very fine crop of wheat
and another

of tares
fucceeded

; and

were the Writer to plant potatoes for fale, he would make com-

poft-fallows-with thefe improvements : Inftead of covering the

plants with the dung, he would firft bury the dung, and after-

wards dibble in the plants ; and inſtead of plowing and harrow-

ing up the potatoes, he would dig them up, and cleanfe the

compoft by hand- picking.

The evil attendant on this procefs, is the prevention from

cross-plowing during fummer.

NOVEMBER.

SUMMER-FALLOWING . 5. Sowed two ridges of the exhauſted foul

part of Barn-field, a bean-ſtubble, with wheat.

MAY, 1775. Plowed it in.- Good for nothing.

JULY, 1777. This field was fummer-fallowed, and fown with

wheat the enſuing autumn, without manure ; the crop very good-

from three to four quarters an acre.-It is now in clover, as clean

as a garden ; and the Writer is convinced that fummer-fallow-

ing, if the foil be foul, is the moſt ſpirited of all ſpirited

managements ; and if one fummer will not cleanſe it, it is doubly

fpirited to give it two.

C
CARTERS.
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CARTERS. 19. Boy Joe broke two dung-carts to-day thro' careleff-

nefs . Infuture,---Never fuffer Boys to drive ; it is only faving ten - pence

a day, and twenty fhillings will not pay to-day's damage.

BARN-ECONOMY. 22. We are over-head-and-ears in oat-fraw. It

is one man's employment to fupply the horfes with oats, and no vent

for the ftraw. To thrafh oats in autumn, whilft the cattle are

abroad, is infamous management.

---

Infuture-Save a ftack of oats until the eve of Harveft, fufficient to

fupplythe horſes until the cattle be taken up (at leaſt till Martinmas) ;

--ftraw in Hay-time is neceffary for thatch, and ufeful to mix with in-

different hay, or fecond crop of clover.- Fill the barns with wheat ;

laying fuch as will fhew for a feed-fample eafily to be come at. -Begin

thrashing as ſoon as poffible, and have them cleared by Martinmas,

ready to throw in fpring-corn and pulfe, for fodder for the Araw-

yard-ſtock- oats for the cart horfes-peafe for the hogs, &c. &c.-

The wheat in ftack will take poffeffion in the ſpring, when the ftraw-

yards are ſhut up, and this again give way to the reſerve of oats.

At any rate, do not make a fhameful waste of ftraw, by having oats

to thraſh in October ; ---rather beg, buy, ſteal, or let the horſes ſtarve .

FALLOWING. 29. Re-began to ftir the fallow of B. 3. Before,

(when we were obliged to leave off) it was between wet and dry, and

clung to the plow.-Now, the froſt, fnow, and rains, having run the

foil to mortar, it flides ; but it is abfolute plafter, and turns up in

whole furrows.

DE CE M B E R.

LEYING. 5. Plowed furrows in K. 2. to take off the water which

ſtood on the ſurface :-the young graffes were totally covered in

many
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many places, and in others buoyed up by the foliage, which fwam on

the furface.

I am convinced that a ftiff, level, retentive foil may be leyed too

flat, and that this field ought to have been gathered up into wide,

gentle ridges .-The furrows which we drew to -day, are but a partial

relief to it, are at preſent very uncouth, and will be troubleſome in

the spring.

Perhaps, an Implement may be contrived to cut furface-drains of

a fufficient depth, and at the fame time carry off the fod :-the attempt

is worth making.

very
The condition of this field muft ftill be

hurtful to the young

trefoil, clover, rib-grafs, &c. and the dung cannot with any propriety

nor conveniency be strewed in the water.

JULY, 1777. The Writer is ftill clearly of opinion, that a reten.

tive foil ought to be acclivated, whether it be intended to produce

corn or grafs ;-with this difference,—for winter-corn , the ridges

ought to be high and narrow ;-for grafs, lowand wide :—perhaps

half a rod wide for the former---two rods wide for the latter.

It is true, the graffes did not perish ; but, tho' the foil is clean,

in tolerable heart and fine tilth , this field never yet bore a middling

crop ; excepting the upper head- land, which lies perfectly dry.-

It is obfervable, that this part begins every year to vegetate much

earlier than the part which lies flat and wet. -The fun has here

double duty -firſt, to exhale the fuperfluous moiſture, and then

to throw in an extraordinary degree of warmth, to roufe the be-

numbed fibres . When That has fecured its furface from the

fpring drought, This is but beginning to fhoot ; and the dry

weather fetting-in whilft its furface is wholly unfhaded, it is of

courfe baked to a cruft, and the crop ftinted.

C 2 The
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The Writer, therefore, has ever ſince acclivated, and ( if not

convinced of its ineligibility by repeated comparative experi

ments) will ever acclivate a cold foil.

The Implement before-mentioned was attempted, and the

wood-work nearly finiſhed ; but a more fimple, and leſs expenſive

mode of furface-draining occurring to him, it may never be uſed.

MANURE. 7. Shot a load of gravelly loam in the gate-way of

Adfcomb Farm-yard, to prevent the road-water from overflowing

into the yard, and carrying away the effence of the dung.

It is bad management to fuffer the water which falls immediately

upon dung, to drain from it waftefully ; but infamous, to fuffer that

which is extraneous to drain thro' it ; tho' the latter is a common

practice.

THRASHING. 7. How neceffary is it to attend narrowly to the

thraſhing ofwheat !-Two Fellows , whom I have employed for fome

time, have been cheating the Public in general, and myſelf particularly,

upwards of a fortnight.-I did not difcover their rafcality until

yeſterday. I ordered half a load of the ftraw which they had bound

for fale, to be drawn from the reft indifcriminately, and re-thraſhed.

-To-day, we have cleaned up above half a buſhel of prime wheat !

covered them with fhame and diſgrace, and diſcharged them, publicly,

as a warning to the reſt.

SWINE. } 26. The fatting-hogs havefinished the potatoes, which

POTATOES. have fwelled them out prodigiouſly. They were boiled

to batter, and given to them warm.-The effect exceeds my expecta-

tions .-Put them to peafe and damaged barley unground.

SWINE.

BARLEY.

peaſe alone,

29. The barley paffes thro' them whole :-therefore,

unground barley is improper for hogs.-Put them to

FENCES.
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FOOT-PATHS.

SMALL FIELDS.

31. DECEMBER, 1774.

31. Crooked fences-public paths-and clofe

fields, are heavy, if not the three heavieſt curſes of

arable land ; and I feel a peculiar fatisfaction in

having finiſhed grubbing the uncouth hedges and borders of the five

acres, four acres, &c. &c.-and no lefs pleaſure in having confined,

by a new ſtraight ditch, a quarter of a mile long, the nuiſance of the

foot-path to a corner of the Farm ; which corner I mean to ley the

enfuing ſpring.

The expence
and attendant advantages ſtand thus :

8 12 0

Paid for breaking up, deep enough for the plow to paſs £. s. d.

fafely, 86 rods in length, and about a rod in width, at 2s.

-Cleaving and ſtacking 28 ftack of wood (cankered

pollards, and the roots of timber-trees taken down forthe

buildings), at 5s.

-Binding 320 bavins, at 2s . 6d .

Making 79 rod of ditch, five feet wide at top , three

feet deep and ten inches wide at bottom, at 17d.-- (In future,

16d. is a fair price for fuch a ditch)
-

The new bank and ditch take up about 55 fquare rod,

worth, during the remaining term of the leaſe, about

7 3

O 8 0

5 9 1

· 5 OO

£. 26 10 4

The wood is worth on the fpot, 15s . a ſtack, and the bavins---

fpray bavins---10s . a hundred.

28 ftacks of wood, at 15s.

320 bavins, at ios.

£. s. d.

21 39

I 12 O

There is, as near as may be, half an acre of land re- claimed,

worth, on a par with the reſt of the Farm, during the re-

mainder of the leafe, 71. 6s. 3d .; but it is freſh virgin foil,

which will give three or four good crops without manure,

and is worth, during the remainder of the term, at leaſt,. IO

£. 32 159

Thus,
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Thus, there is an apparent neat profit of 61. 5s . 5d. befides the in-

valuable advantages of open fields and long ridges. But the ditch is

not a fence ;---the quick is yet to be planted, a temporary hedge to be

made, and the quick to be weeded and defended.

STUBBLE . 31. Re-began to harrow down the ſtubble of O. 2. with

a pair of large Harrows ; ---but the tines ftand too wide, and the ſtubble

isftilltoo tough. Hung a pair of ſmall Harrows behind a plain Roller,

which anſwer very well.---Going twice in a place breaks it down fuf-

ficiently, in a froft, to be gathered up with the Horfe-rake, when

damp.

SWINE.

CABBAGES.

JANUARY, 1775-

3. Yeſterday, put the remainder of the fatting-hogs

to peafe.-Cabbages take more boiling, and are not ſo

well affected, as potatoes —and make an abominable ſtink .-However,

to precede potatoes, or when thefe cannot be had, cabbages may do ,

as relaxingpreparatives to peale.

JULY, 1777. The Writer has not fince boiled any cabbages ; --

but, given raw, he finds them of very great uſe to the yard-hogs,

particularly the fuckling fows ; and he hopes never to be with-

out a patch of cabbages.

STUBBLE. 4. (See 31. DECEMBER, 1774. )---The Horſe-rake, going

twice in a place, this open weather, gathers it up very clean.

PURPLE BEANS .

PROLIFICKNESS OF VEGETABLES . }

8. Counted the produce of the

double ftem of Cape beans from

one root, which has been a piece of parlour-furniture fince Harveſt.---

It
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It had, when drawn, upwards of ninety pods ; but fome of them were

immature. I now opened,

2 pods of 5 each, 10 beans.

12

37

27

7

85 pods

4

3

· -
48

· - III

2 - -
54

· -
7

230 vegetative beans.

A pod of one was dubious, which I threw away ; the reft were dried

to powder. Put up the fives and fours---the threes---and the two's

and ones, in three feparate papers, to try, hereafter, whether the feed

which fprings from a root fpecially fructuous is, or is not, in itſelf

peculiarly prolific, and whether the particular circumftances of its

production influence its produce.

JULY, 1777. Theſe beans were drilled indifcriminately, in a

patch of the fame fpecies.---The particular produce of the pods of

different fizes, were identified by labelled ftumps, and the expe-

riments rigidly attended to. But at Harveſt, the fmalleft degree

of diſparity could not be difcovered ; the bean which was brought

forth fingly, being equally fruitful with that which happened to

be produced in a pod of five or fix ; and that which happened to

be produced on a ſtem of ninety, not more fertile than its neigh-

bour, grown on a ſtalk of fifteen or twenty.

Theſe beans are faid to be natives of the Cape of Good Hope.

They are ſmall, remarkably plump, and of a beautiful purple.

In general, they pod very well ; but, being ſmall, do not fill the

bufhel: a middling crop, laſt year, yielded only eighteen bushels

an acre.

CABBAGES. 10. A patch of fixty rods this year has abundantly

ſupplied the kitchen, (with fix or eight hungry fellows in it from

5 Auguft
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Auguft till now.---Some have been given away, and probably fome

ftolen ;---the yard-hogs have been fed with them, more or lefs, feveral

weeks, and fix fatting-hogs brought forward eight or ten days ;---four-

teen dozen were drawn to-day, and laid-in, in freſh ground, to prevent

their running ;-a great many are ſtill left in the field for the ſtore-hogs

to be turned to ; ---and of thofe fixty rods, there was at leaſt one

quarter deſtroyed or ftinted by the grub . The foil, it is true, was

well tilled and well dunged, but I apprehend it has diſcharged the debt

with intereft.

CLAYEY LOAM . 16. I wiſh to break up E. 1. for a fallow.---At-

tempted to plow it with the ftubble upon it ; but this and the may-

weed, added to the clingynefs of the foil, forbade it.---Attempted
to

horſe-rake it off ; but it hangs to the teeth, as if dipped in bird-lime,

and I am obliged to give it up wholly.

If this field was ever in grafs, the man who broke it up ought to

have been buried alive under the laft furrow.

HARVESTING WHEAT. 21. Two men have been fix days each in

thrashing-out three quarters and feven bushels of wheat ! At four

fhillings a quarter, ( the agreement) they did not, ( including a fhilling

a load for the ſtraw) earn common day-wages, tho' they thraſhed hard,

and ſtuck cloſe to it ; ---but it was got in damp. The ftraw thraſhes

all to pieces, and the corn is cold.

Infuture---Be careful not to carry wheat into barn, while damp, if

it can poffibly be avoided. Perhaps, in general, there is more danger

of harming it in mowthan in fhock.

MANURE.

HORSE-RAKE.

}

24. Horfe-raking M. 3.-The dung laid on one

fide of it was much too long for a ſward---too un-

digefted to diffolve with the rains . It lies in large

lumps on the furface, and the grafs under it is become yellow and

FERN.

rotten.
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rotten. The Horfe-rake makes good work.--- It gathers up the undi-

gefted, pulverifes and ſcatters the digefted, and ſcarifies the fod .

"
What rakes up is chiefly fern ; fome of it as entire as when brought

from Norwood, though it has been in the dung near twelve months.

This is a heavy charge againſt fern . Perhaps, it delays the maturity

of a dung-hill, a full year longer than ftraw.---Perhaps, ſtraw at fifteen

fhillings a load is more eligible litter, and cheaper than fern at five.

Perhaps, the received opinion that fern breeds fmut may be thus

accounted for :---When a ſtraw-mixen is fully digefted, and fit for the

, field, a fern-mixen is in the height of fermentation : ---but it ſuits the

Farmer to carry them both on at the fame time---That, pure Spade

dung---This, crude, porous, and ſwarming with animalcules of various

fpecies, and in various ftates.---Thefe are of courſe conveyed to the

foil ; and perhaps, from infects or vermicules, or both, comes fmut.

Thus, the crop from the ftraw-mixen is healthy, whilft that from the

fern is diſeaſed .

JULY, 1777. The Writer, convinced, from this and other ob-

ſervations, that fern retards very confiderably the maturation of

manure, has not uſed it fince, except in cafes of great ſcarcity of

litter for the barns and ftack-frames.

But he does not hereby mean to decry fern wholly---it may be

very eligible in many fituations---nor does he mean to convey an

idea, that the manure produced from it, is of an inferior quality

to that produced from ſtraw ; but, on the contrary, to expoſe that

received vulgar error :---for he is of opinion, that manure from

fern thoroughly concocted, is as meliorating, and as free from in-

fection, as that which is made from ftraw ; and, where it can be

kept feparate, fern may be very eligible cart-horſe-litter.

HORSE-RAKING DUNGED SWARD.

SCARIFYING SWARD. }

28. Finiſhed carrying off the

fern-rakings. The rake left

them in rows, out of which they were ſhook into heaps, and returned

Ꭰ in
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in carts to the Farm-yard for litter. This is very neat, and must be a

very good job ;---the ſurface is difcumbered, and the digeſted dung

worked thoroughly into the fod.

Experimentally, raked one rake's width harder than the reft .---

Tore much ofthe clover and rye-grafs up by the roots.---Will it in-

vigorate thofe plants which are lacerated but not eradicated, or will

the froſt perish the expoſed fibres ? Remember, ---the upper part was

raked in the afternoon, preceding the verysharp night.

JUNE, 1775. No obvious difference---the whole field a very good

crop---upwards of two loads an acre.

WHIP-REIN PLOWS, 30. Laft week fetched home two Yorkſhire

Plows, (to be drawn by two horſes without a driver)---and to -day got

one of them to work.---Man and horfes as tractable as could be ex-

pected from a firſt effay, and made very good work.---Whip-reins

against every thing, for Adfcomb ! ( a light foil ) A boy and a horfe

( 2s . 1d. a-day) are faved, and the ſoil beneficially trodden : ---beſides,

two horſes in rank move quicker, much quicker, than three in file,

and feem to carry off their work more chearfully.

Soor.

SOWING-CART.
}

30. Laft fpring, I fet two men to fow foot over

wheat.---They ftript themſelves naked, and, poor

devils, not being uſed to it, narrowly escaped fuffocation.--- I was hurt

to ſee them, and then made a reſolution never to fow any more foot,

except I could contrive an Implement which would fcatter it with

fome degree of comfort to the labourer.

Since then, I thought ofone.---Laft week I built it, and tried it to-day ;

but the wheels are too narrow---they cut-in three or four inches :---

inſtead of one man, it requires two men to draw it.---Ordered a pair

of old wheels, much broader, to be fitted to it.

3
STUBBLE.
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STUBBLE . 30. In fix days, one man has chopped (cut with a fithe

againſt the left foot, collecting it at the fame time between them)

No. 34, 36, 37, 38, 39 , 42 , and 27 , of O. 1. making together 4 acres,

2 roods, 9 perches, which, at 10s . a week, is 2 s . 2 d. an acre---but

the ends offome of the pieces were not worth cutting.---Suppofing he

cut four acres , it coft 2s. 6d. an acre. The rolling in froſt, and

raking in thaw, coſt, as nearly as poffible, the fame money.---The rake

leaves lefs upon the ground, and eradicates many weeds ; but the

ftubble is fit only to litter the yard with.---The fithe gathers it freer

from dirt, and it is litter for the cart-horfes.

In future,---If horfe-litter be wanted, chop ftubbles ;--- if not, rake

them.-It raiſes a greater quantity, and leaves the furface much cleaner.

Beſides, raking a-cross the ridges fcarifies the ſurface at right angle

to the direction of the Plow.-O. 2. breaks up like a fallow.

FEBRUARY.

WORKING CATTLE. 3. Harneffed the old oxen in all their new

finery---their fringes and taffels---their gaudy bridles and houſings ; ---

the Pantheon never faw two more ridiculous Macaronies : ---but what

is ftill more ridiculous, the very men who fancied it beneath them to

affociate with oxen, are now ambitious of being the companions of

horned borfes ! and their new name and finery have had the defired

effect.

In the field they behaved very well ; but coming into the yard,

Duke broke looſe with his trappings upon him , and put the pigs and

poultry in bodily fear ; ---a bated bull was never more furious , and it

is well that it ended in fear, and the breaking of one trace.---But I will

certainly be up with him to-morrow.

4. Got a ring made to put in the ox's noſe.

JULY, 1777. This thought arofe from feeing a mischievous bull

in Yorkshire tethered by the nofe. The Writer, however, was

D 2
very
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very reluctant in making uſe of it ;-and indeed, nothing but ne-

ceffity (for this ox was become truly dangerous) could have

perfuaded him to it ; for he was afraid that it would give the

men an opportunity of torturing him. However, to the credit

of their humanity, he believes it was never made ufe of for that

purpoſe.

6. Rung the riotous ox. --The operation is very eafy :-We attempted

to punch the hole to receive the ring, but a penknife opened it much

better. The noftrils above the large cartilage which feparates their

extremities, are divided only by two very thin membranes, that are

eafily perforated. The ring is about three inches in diameter ;- but

perhaps an oval would fit eaſier.

SOWING-CART. 6. Re-tried it.-(SeeJANUARY 30. ) ---It anſwers much

better with the broad wheels, and, I hope, experience, and a few trifling

alterations, will complete it.

WORKING CATTLE . 7. The rung ox is as paffive as a ſpaniel, and

leads like a cur.

SWINE. 10. Yeſterday a fow farrowed, and laft night fhe over-laid

one of her pigs.---This has frequently proved the cafe, and, perhaps,

in future, give fows very little litter the firſt week after farrowing---

They cannot feel their pigs---they cannot diſtinguiſh them from the

lumps of litter, if much :---Perhaps, a dry platform is the moſt

natural.

JULY, 1777. , This is falfe theory ; for if a fow farrow in the

fields , ſhe collects a quantity of graſs or weeds, and makes her-

felf a foft, dry, warm bed :---therefore, fome litter is natural---

nevertheleſs, much is undoubtedly dangerous ; and, perhaps, the

5
beft
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beſt rule is to give them more than enough before farrowing;

but as foon as they have made up their bed, take the furplus away.

FARM-YARDS.

MANURE.

15 Shovelling the gangways, and re-littering

} themwithlong dung.

Littering Farm-yards is an excellent practice ; --- it forwards the digef

tion of ftubble, offal ftraw, or long dung very much, and makes the

yard comfortable.

WORKING CATTLE. 16. The points of the fhoulder-blades of one

of the oxen are fwelled exceedingly His fhoulders are made very ,

aukwardly for harneſs---they protuberate both at the top and bottom ,

and leave the middle hollow.

Perhaps, chooſe the ox for harneſs, whofe ſhoulder-blades are thin

and withers fine---whofe fhoulders from the withers to the elbow are

convex, not concave, [ JULY, 1777. Thefe are rarely to be met with. ]

and whofe elbows are fhort and blunt ; ---but, perhaps, a collar may be

contrived to fit a fhoulder, be it ever fo hollow.--- Perhaps, drawing

in yoke makes their withers foul, and not fo fit for harneſs. This

ſeems to be the cafe with Butler; but he is altogether a loofe, croſs-

made lump of dead flesh, and totally unfit to work with horfes.--A

cart-ox ought, no doubt, to be handfomely made, deep-chested, ftraight

and clean - limbed, ſhort-horned, full ſhouldered, active, ſpirited, and

carry his head high.---Duke, if poffible, is perfect.

SOWING-CART . 22. (See FEB, 6. ) -It is ftill too heavy to be drawn

by hand, and cannot be drawn by one horfe, without injury to the

crop---therefore put two horfes to it---one to walk in each furrow .

Its construction is ftill imperfect : ---the foot is ſomewhat damp, and .

when the cart (the hopper) is full, it binds, and forms an arch over the

roller.--Something must be contrived to loofen it, and bring down aw

regular fupply.

HARROWS.
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HARROWS . 23. Began to prepare for drilling beans in K. 4. The

common ox-harrows, (large harrows for four or more horſes) are totally

unfit for half-rod ridges.---Two are too wide, and one waddles on the

top, and is too narrow, ---Perhaps, a jointed harrow, with the horſes

fingle, would be beft.

WORKING CATTLE. 24. Rung the younger oxen with femicircles---

(with irregular figures, refembling the letter D. )---but the Smith has

made them too wide (the diameter too long) : when they are reduced to

a proper ſize, perhaps they will be preferable to circles. He put

them in without throwing the bullocks.---It is a mighty eaſy piece of

buſineſs.

JULY, 1777. The Writer having now more leifure, (See Aug.

9, 1774 ) was determined, in defiance of vexation and ill luck,

to work oxen : at least , to give them a fair trial. ~ Self-emolu-

ment, however, had very little ſhare in the attempt; for, from the

experience he had had, he did not then believe, that around London,

oxen are cheaper beafts of labour than horfes : and he wishes to

confefs, that PATRIOTISM was his leading motive, but forbears

countenancing publicly fo unfaſhionable a virtue, left his loyalty

fhould be doubted !!!

CROOKED LANCE. 25. (See the 23d.) ---This field was a rye-grafs ley

of eight or nine years old, and was gathered up, in winter, into half-

rod ridges to be drilled with beans :--but the ley being quite flat, and

of courſe wet (the foil a retentive, clayey loam), it broke up as tough

as glue, and the harrows cannot nearly raiſe mould enough to cover

the feed.-- I have therefore been contriving an Implement to ſcarify the

furface, that the harrows may have more effect . It is ftill too wet to

bear the horſes : an Implement which can be drawn by the horſes

walking in the furrow is therefore neceffary ; and that which I have

made,
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made, refembles a horfe-rake with a joint in the middle, and the two

arms crooked , to fit exactly the round half-rod ridges. Instead of

teeth, the arms are furniſhed with blades, four inches apart, ten

inches long, and about two and a half broad at the top, growing

narrower towards the point, refembling nearly the point of a hanger.

Tried it to-day.--- It fits the ridges exactly ; but the points of the

blades ftand too forward---the angle which their fronts make with the

fhafts is too acute they do not cut, but tear up the furrows.
4-9

STACKS. 27. The late ftormy night has ſhifted almoſt every pillar

of the wheat-ſtack . -.- It is aſtoniſhing how it ſtood the tempeft out ! ---

Had it fallen during the rain , the damage must have been confiderable.

In future,--- Attend well to the frame, before the corn be put upon it.

DRAINING. 27. The good effect of fetting-out the ridges of the

twenty acres, and opening the cross-drains, is glaringly obvious.---

Laſt ſpring, a man could not walk over it without danger of ſticking in

the mire.---This ſpring, it is fit for a race-ground, notwithſtanding the

late wet weather.---But the beavier the rains fall, the firmer they make

the furface.

LEYING. JULY, 1777. This is another field ſpoiled, by being

leyed flat.--It had, the preceding winter, whilft the Farm was

without a tenant, been trod by large cattle (thro' the rafcality

of a butcher) to me e mortar.---The whole twenty acres did not,

in the year 1774, more than fummer two cows. It was the latter

end of May before any ſtock could be turned into it ; the furface

was fo wet, and the grafs fo backward ; nor could it , with any

propriety, have been plowed until the latter end of April. Left

this ſhould be the cafe the enfuing ſpring ( it being totally ruined

as a ley) a pair of furrows were laid back to back, at every half

rod, and cross-drains opened to carry off the water which thefe

furrows
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furrows might collect. This was done in autumn, before the fur-

face was again reduced to puddle, and it had fully the defired effect.

Inftead of the latter end of April, the plows began to work in

February . Thele furrows became the middles of the ridges ; fo

that instead of five, there were now but four ' bouts to be made to

each ridge.

RYE-GRASS. But the Writer does not reft the blame wholly

on the flatness of this field ; the feed with which it had been leyed,

is in part culpable ; ---for rye-grafs fhooting much earlier in the

ſpring than other graffes, totally fmothers the tender herbage,

which ought to form the bottom, and defend the foil from the

fummer's drought. In a few years, the rye-grafs itſelf wears out,

and leaves thefurface wholly unoccupied, except by a few ftrag-

gling bents. But the fod is left a mat of durable wiry fibres,

which prevent, in future, any other grafs from thriving.

Theſe were identically the circumftances of this and two other

fields of ten acres ; and the Writer is of opinion, that to ley a

field in itſelf flat, and of a retentive foil, with rye-grafs , and with-

out acclivating, is management infamous in the lowest degree.

Watered meadows are here foreign to the queſtion.

ROLLING. Perhaps, this field was rolled ( to reduce the pro-

tuberances, before they became too stubborn) before it was fuffi-

ciently dry.---Perhaps, this not only hurt the grafs in fome degree,

but affifted in making it break up fo intolerably gluey. How-

ever, this could not affect the whole field, as fome higher parts

were perfectly dry before rolling.

THE LANCE. 28. Finiſhed the alteration, and re-tried it. It

anſwers my beſt expectations :---The blades, by being fet farther back

(fo far, that in work, their points are feen fome inches behind the

wood

1
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wood-work), inftead of tearing up the furrows, [ See FEB. 25. ] prefs

them down, and make inciſions of a proportionate depth to the weight

which is put upon the handles, and their pofition prevents them from

cafting the ſtubble and trumpery.

The coft of the wood-work

Of the iron-work

£. s. d.

0 17 0

2 04

£. 2 17 4

PULLING BEANS.

MARCH.

1. Began cafting the tick beans (throwing them

from one end of the barn-floor to the other with a fhovel) ; but this is

of very little ſervice.---They are full of lumps of dirt, which are too

large to be fifted out, and too heavy to be blown out ; ---nor does

cafting feparate them .

This is a bad effect of pulling beans ; and I was anxious to remove,

or at leaſt to palliate, it.---After fome fuccefslefs attempts, I put about

half a bushel into a fack, and thrafhed them for a few feconds.---They

were then ſhook in a wheat-riddle, and came out a very good fample.

---The flail bursts the clods, and the wheat-riddle lets the duft and the

fmall refuſe-beans thro' it.

This is quite a diſcovery ; for there is an advantage of pulling beans,

which (befides the benefit the foil receives) will more than pay for the

extra labour in cleaning : They are as hard as old beans, tho ' boufed imme-

diately after the deluging rains of laft autumn.---The ſtubbornneſs ofthe

roots, I apprehend, keeps the mow open, and admits a circulation ofair.

WORKING CATTLE. 1. Yeſterday, harneffed the young oxen, and

put them into a team of horfes.---Thofe very oxen which were laft

year fo unaccountably rebellious , are now, (tho' they have been well fed

and done no work theſe feven months), as tractable as horfes ! They

E were
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were led into the field like a brace of pointers, and ſcarcely made

one licentious effort.---Each ring is worth its weight in gold !

The convex collars, too , are every thing which is clever * . They bite

on the fleshy part of the ſhoulder, and leavethe bones full room to play.

SWINE. 7. Finiſhed killing the fatted hogs.---They have been at

clean peafe-

5 hogs, 1 week, -11 , 2 ,-9 , 1,-7, 2, —5, 1 , 3 , 2 , —2 , 2,

or one hog fixty-two weeks ; during which time, they have ate nine

quarters and fix bufhels of peaſe, or a buſhel and a quarter a-hog,

a-week. They weighed 23, 25, 27 , 26, 30, 26, 28 , 22 , 25, 23,

and 26, in all 279 ftone, ( of 81b. ) which at 3s. the market-price,

is 411. 175.

JULY, 1777. The Writer made a calculation on the coft ofthis

pork, but it is not ſufficiently correct.---As near as he could guess,

it coft him 3s. 2 d . a ſtone.

FENCES. 9. Finiſhed planting the quicks. (See 31. Dec. 1774.)

Digging the trench , putting in the plants, and moulding them with

finely tilled foil of the adjoining field, took fixteen days work :

therefore, 97 rods coft 11. 6 s . 8 d. or 4 d. a rod.

They were planted about four inches a-part :---therefore, each rod

took half-a-hundred-They coft 8 d . a-hundred collecting ; this is.

therefore, 4 d. a rod more.

-

In future, Three-pence a-rod is a fair price for planting quicks in

this manner. In the prefent cafe, the men had their trade to learn ,

and did not hurry themſelves.

JULY, 1777. A defcription of this mode of planting quicks

will be given in the DIGEST.

*

JULY, 1777. As the Writer then conceived.

FENCES.
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FENCES. 10. Finiſhed making the Bruſh-hedge, (a hedge without

ftakes or edders, made by ſetting the rough fence-wood nearly upright

in the bank) behind the tranſplanted quicks of Barn -field .

Thefe quicks, perhaps twenty or thirty years old, were grubbed

up entire, fome of them eight or nine feet high, and re-planted as

near to each other as their roots would admit-fome fix inches, ſome

a foot aſunder, and the interstices filled up with young plants. A

Bruſh-hedge placed on the eaft fide keeps them warm, and makes

immediately a fence, fit even for hogs. The expence ſtands thus :

Forming the bank with a plow (not ten minutes work)

Digging the trench, taking up and putting down the quicks,

about ten dayswork (butthe men were intolerably idle) at 20d.

One and a-half load of bushes, and fetching,

Making the Bruſh-hedge,

A hundred ofyoung quicks, and pricking in,

£. s. d.

O O

0 16 8

O 10 6

£. 1

3 4

I O

II 6

The hedge meaſures 19 rods, and therefore coſts about 20 d. a rod.

-Its being an immediate fence is its chief merit. Perhaps, if it live,

plaſh it when the dead hedge fails , and it will be an excellent fence,

during the leafe.

JULY, 1777. The branches foon began to wither : the roots,

immediately after transplanting, could not collect fap enough for

the entire ſhrubs ; therefore, cut them down hedge height. But

they are still puny, and many of them dead.

If old quicks be tranfplanted, they ſhould be cut off a few inches

above ground, before grubbing; and be re -planted in a puddle.

SERVANTS. 14. David perfuaded Thomas White (the Buftler)

PLOWING. that he could not plow M. 2. with a ſmall Cat's-head

PLOWMEN. plow, and White was fool enough to believe him,

and fent him into another field . I ordered him back, and ſhameful

E 2 work
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work he made-His coulter ftood within two inches and a half of the

breaſt ofthe plow, and of courſe every handful of trumpery that ac-

cumulated choaked her and threw her out. His mould-board (put on

under his directions ) worked in the ground at leaſt a foot behind the

land-board .---This of courfe threw her out of land, and, in endeavour-

ing to get her in again, this and the fin of the fhare threw her above

ground.

I fet the coulter as forward as the coulter-hole would admit---fix or

eight inches from the breaft---and cut away the mould-board, under

ground, to the fame length as the land-board, leaving the upper part

to turn the furrow ; and never did plow go ſteadier nor make better

work---and perhaps, with one-third leſs draught.--- I gave her to the

plow-boy, not higher than the handles, and a better furrow could

not be turned.

-

The plowman's behaviour muſt proceed either from ignorance or

obftinacy. If from the former, it is proof pofitive that few know how

to fet a plow ; for he is eſteemed the beſt plowman in the country !

If from obftinacy--but I believe it was from both--- I took this method

to cure it.---I remonftrated with him on the fcandaloufneſs of running

away from a field which had been dunged for tares (vetches), and the

feafon of fowing fo far fpent. He was piqued at the boy's making

better work than himſelf, and grew fulky.--- I left him.---Coming into

the Twenty Acres, the bull, broke-in yeſterday, had likewife become

reftiff (he laid down, fuffered himſelf to be dragged on the ground---

they were obliged to turn him out of the team) . --In the evening, gave

a pitcher of ale, by way of a chriftening, and ordered the bull to be

called David.---Perhaps, this may get the fellow laughed out of his ob-

ftinacy. Remember to notice the effect.

HARROWS. 16. Tefted the jointed, concave harrows. (See 23. FEB )

They fit exactly the half-rod ridges. I am quite delighted with
----

1 them
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them ; and Thomas Good-old-way cannot fmother his approbation.

The handles make them truly handy.

The cost of the wood-work,

Ofthe iron-work,

£. s. d.

I 00

2 10 0

£ 3100

JULY, 1777. A draught of theſe Harrows will be given in the

DIGEST.

DRILLING . 18. What a diſadvantage attends the drilling of beans !

When other people were fowing at random, we were only preparing for

the drill .—The rains are fet in-They have gained, and we have loſt

a very fine ſeaſon.-However, if by curtailing the intended quantity,

we can get part in ; and by hoeing keep them clean, and overtake the

broadcaſt, perhaps, drilling may, nevertheleſs, be the better proceſs.

JULY, 1777. How comforting is Hope !

-

SERVANTS. 18. Juft fo---(See the 14th. ) He was the laugh ofthe

whole Yard. This for a while increaſed his fullennefs ; but find-

ing the laugh grow louder, he forced open his countenance, and next

day bedighting it with a grin, laid his complaint in good humour.- I

promiſed him, that whenever he altered his ugly temper, I would alter

the bull's ugly name. He has, fince then, been perfectly pliable, and

behaved himſelf as he ought to do ; ---and the name of the bull is no

longer David, but Blueman.

Is not this better than bickering ?

HARROWS. 22. Tefted the fine concave harrows, on the fame

principle as thoſe of the 16th, but much lighter. Thoſe were made

for four horfes ; Thefe for two :-Thofe lacerate at every two inch and

half ;
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half; Theſe at one inch and quarter :-Thofe are for roughing ; Theſe

for finiſhing ; which they do very highly.

}

PLOWS.
23. Began to break up P. 3. for oats , with a

DEPOSITING. Whip-rein plow, but could not go on. -This field

is too ftiff for the light Yorkſhire plows, eſpecially at prefent ; for

being depofited quite flat, the water has ſtood on it all winter, and run

the foil, which has formerly been chalked , to a cement.

Infuture,-Keep this field in half-rod ridges.

24. A large plow and four horfes make very good work in P. 3.

Therefore,----HoWSOEVER ELIGIBLE A LIGHT PLOW AND TWO HORSES

MAY BE FOR LIGHT LAND, A LARGE PLOW AND FOUR HORSES ARE

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY TO STIFF LAND .

SOWING OATS. 24. Finiſhed ſowing oats at Norwood.------

Perhaps, in future, plow ftiff land for oats in January or February,

and fow in March. Thefe ftubbles (which were) and thofe of Wood-

fide, broke up the beginning of laft month, harrow as fine as a garden,

notwithſtanding they came up very ſtubborn, and confequently lie

rough. But being fince tempered by the rains and froft, the clods

fall like lime that has been flaked, and are ſhattered to powder by

the flighteſt touch of the harrows.

JULY, 1777. This is plauſible theory ; but the crops which re-

fulted from this management, did not recommend its practice.

WHIP-REIN PLOWS. 24. Began breaking

Whip reins, and charming work they make.

up S. 1. with a pair of

They cut it up feven or

eight inches deep with eafe. This is cheap plowing-but the foil is

a fandy loam .

WHIP-
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THE LANCE. 24. Lancing the Twenty Acres .

Where the furrows are whole and fmooth, it makes very good

work. But where they are broken and lie rough, fome care is re-

quired to prevent its pulling them up.

What a keen-eyed critic is Practice ! No flaw can eſcape her-I had

thought this Implement perfect !

QUICK-SETS. 24. Watering the quicks of Foot-path fence with

dung water---yard liquor. Carried it out in a water-cart, and poured it

into the trench with pails.

Here the advantage of planting quicks in a trench is evident.

WINNOWING. 25. Three men have been all day in making up fix

quarters and ſeven bufhels of oats.-This is more than half as much

for cleaning as for thrashing. A winnowing machine of twenty

pounds coft, would buy itſelf the firſt winter.

JULY, 1777. And yet, ftrange to tell ! the Writer has not yet

purchaſed one. This proves the prevalence of cuftom , and the

danger in adopting bad practices : It is the cuftom of this

Country to make-up with fackcloth-fans.-The Writer found

two on the premiſes.-They were fet a-going-and they ſtill go

round.

THE LANCE. 28. On Saturday, to afcertain its merit, left three or

four lands unlanced. The rough harrows feemed to cover the feed

as much on thefe lands, as on the reft ;-but they did not penetrate

the foil, norſhake the furrow, nor let down the feed ; -they onlyſcratched

-and when we came to fine-harrow them to-day, the difference is

obvious : The ridges do not lie round-there are many flat places,

where the feed lies on the furface, as when fown.

THE
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Throughout the rest of the field which was lanced , the feed is well

covered, and the furface is fine : perhaps, remarkably fine for fuch a

livery, leathery, water-fhaken Ley. If one may judge from appear-

ances, the Lance has already earned its coft.

-

JULY, 1777. And yet the Writer never ufed it fince-and hopes

never to uſe it again. He hopes never to break up ſuch another

gluey, wiry, hide-bound Ley ; nor ever again to ſee a field fo

bafely plowed as this was. A field in tolerable tilth , and well

plowed, needs no lancing.

PRACTICE PERFECTS BOTH THE ART AND THE ARTIST.

FARMS. 28. Began to plow N. 7. for oats.-The lower end of

this field is a nafty, boggy foil, not worth plowing ;---the upper part,

rich, mellow, and plowable by a pair of Whip-reins ..

Continued breaking up O. 3. This, too, is an aukward field to

plow. Here, it is a ftiff clay ; there, a fharp gravel . One part is

plowable by two horfes ; the other requires four. One patch is fit

for beans ; another for peaſe. One fits for barley, and another for oats.

The middle of the field may be plowed any day in the year ; ---for each

end the critical minute must be watched. O. 1 , and 2. and many ofthe

pieces in P. are under the fame diſagreeable circumſtances ; ſtrewed

with boggy patches, totally unfit for arable, while the much greater

part is as unfit for grafs. This is teazing to a degree which cannot

be conceived by theory, nor deſcribed by writing.

JULY, 1777. The Writer has leyed the clayey and boggy pat-

ches, and keeps the gravel in tillage.-The clay produces hay,

and the bogs a long grafs, uſeful in topping up ſtacks and mak-

ing bands for the hay. This, though minute, is material to a ſtack-

yard.

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, this is making the moſt of a patched foil, which, at

beſt, is uncouth , uncomfortable, and unprofitable ; becauſe the

labour, attendance, and attention, are greater, than on a Farm of

fields of uniform foil.

WORKING HORSES. 29. Yeſterday, put a ftrong hack ( a faddle-

horfe) into the plow-team.---He hung back a little at first, but foon

went and worked very well.-To-day, put him to one of the Whip-

rein plows. He was a little frolickfome ; but two fair falls broke him

in perfectly. To-day, put another into the team--He went and worked

like a cart-horſe.

WHIP REINS. JULY, 1777. Caſt-off coach- horſes or faddle-horſes,

if ftrong, tho' flightly lame, do very well for Whip -reins. If

the work be light, they ftep quicker, and, if not too gay, are

preferable to heavy cart-horfes---for Whip-reins. !

TRENCHING-PLOWS . 29. Plowing for carrots with Ducket's* trench-

plow in S. 2. and tried her in G. 1 .

In that, ſhe made very good work ; fhe fetched it tip ten or twelve

inches, and left the furface as fine as it would have been made by half-

a-dozen common plowings :-but the foil is as light as an afb-heap.-In

this, ſhe could not act ; -the ſurface- plowchoaked at every ten yards ; -

but the foil is ftiff (not very ftiff) , foul, and clingy.

-

Perhaps, one trench - plowing of a light, clean foil, for barley, is as

good as any number ofcommon plowings. But perhaps, two plows are

neceffary to trench a tenacious foil. Mr. Ducket's plow has great merit

in a loofe foil.

• Mr. Ducket, the inventor, or the improver of the trenching-plow, and feveral

other implements of Agriculture, is a noft ingenious, aboriginal Farmer, near

Richmond in Surry.

F CABBAGES,
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CABBAGES. 30. Finifred planting early cabbages.

Remember, the roots of the plants, planted on the first land from

the gate, were dipped in train-oil, to preferve them from grubs : Laft

year, at leaſt one plant in four fuffered by them.

Experimentally, put a grub which had already lodged itfelf in one

of the roots into the oil ; it was inftantaneous death.- Perhaps , if the

oil is not too powerful for the plants, it will not only preferve but

invigorate them.

OCTOBER, 1775. Several of the plants died, and thofe which

furvived were not better than the reft of the patch.

Ju Y, 1777. The grub, no doubt, is a great enemy to cabbages,

and a preventive is worth looking for. If train-oil alone be

too ftrong, perhaps, dilute it.-Perhaps, foot-perhaps, brine may

anſwer the purpoſe.

SAIL- CLOTH. 30. Brought home a body full of oats in chaff, from

Wood-fide, thus :-Spread a fail- cloth in the waggon-drew her into

the barn-filled her with fhovels-covered up the oats with the ſkirts

of the cloth-drew her into Front-barn, and fhovelled them out.

This is a mighty fimple mode of conveyance, and particularly conve-

nient when facks are ſcarce.

Sail-cloths are very ufeful things.

SWINE. 31. Fencing Garden-field againſt the hogs, which have

already deſtroyed a number of the cabbage-plants.-They are in per-

petual miſchief.

This evening, took a pair of dog-couples, and coupled two of them

together. For a while they were as obftinate as hogs , each contend-

ing for his own way : but after eating a handful of barley together,

they became more amicable. If there be no material evil attendant,

I will
3
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I will couple all the young ones, bow the old ones, and try to teach

even hogs fubjection .

APRIL.

A NEW DRILL . Re-re-re-tried the drill .- Not yet compleat !
3.

HARROWS. 4. Tefted the fine flat harrows, on the fame plan, and

of the fame dimenſions, as the fine concaves-( See 22. MARCH) except

that the beams of theſe are ſtraight, of the other crooked .

JULY, 1777. Becauſe one man excels in poetry, painting, or

chimney-fweeping, it does not follow that all ofthe fame family

fhould be excellent.

corner.

The Writer, from feeing the wonderful works of the JOINTED

CONCAVES, had conceived it barbarous to drag a harrow by the

But how eligible foever a pair of fquare harrows jointed

together, and drawn fide-foremoſt, may be for round ridges, he

is fully convinced of the admirable fimplicity of the common

harrows, and of their utility on a flat furface. Their greateſt de-

merit lies in their not being capable of having handles fixed in

them ;—and for couching, handled harrows are preferable.

WORKING CATTLE . 4. Yesterday, fent a man to Colnbrook to meet

four oxen from Glocefterſhire, which arrived ſafe this evening : three

of them five, one four years old . They are large powerful oxen, and

made for going ; but, being bought in the middle of fpring-leed-time

by a Dealer, and in a diftant county, they come very high.

SERVANTS . 4. Laſt week, caught David pilfering oats in chaff

for his horfes.-(Alas ! how the Davids have degenerated, within

thefe
F 2
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thefe last eight-and-twenty hundred years ! ) For this, I abridged him

in his weekly allowance.-He again rode reftiff.-This morning, I took

his team from him, and ordered him into the barn to thrash.-He

would not, but loitered about all day, demanding his team.-In the

evening he begged it.-On condition of his thraſhing beans for half an

hour, I have returned it him,

A manoeuvre of this kind faves a great deal ofthat damning, which

in-door farming-fervants habitually expect.

NEW IMPLEMENTS. 5. Began drilling peafe ! But the drill is not

yet complete ; -it ſcatters the peaſe too thick.-O for fhame ! to have

the drill to feek, when the peafe ought to be green above ground !

6. Drilled three pieces of M. 1. The drill does its work well in

this loofe mould ;-but the Regulators do not yet pleaſe me.

WORKING CATTLE . 7. Harneffed the laſt of the new oxen. They

all behave very well, except Hail (a great aukward beaft, at leaſt

feventeen hands high) ; but I hope a ring to-morrow morning, will

help to civilize him.

Hounfome commenced ox-carter.-He purpoſes driving four horned

borfes alone.

FENCING. 7. Finiſhed fpring fencing this evening.

I have this year, agreeable to the cuſtom of the Country, allowed

wood (given each Fencer the right of taking home a bundle of fire-

wood every night) . This is an infamous cuftom.-I caught Muf.

grove, the other night, carrying home as much prime wood as would,

with a little ſpray, have made three bakers bavins.

Is
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--
Infuture-give them their price, but do not give wood ; for ifthey

arenot thieves already, this will make themfuch.

THE DRILL . 8. Finiſhed drilling M. 1. The Briftle - Regulators

anfwer perfectly.

DRILLING PEASE . 10. Finiſhed drilling peafe.

In future---Plow deep or trench-plow for drilling peafe.--M. 3. was

plowed much too fhallow ;-there is no crumb ( loofe mould) to make

the drills in ;-the peaſe are not buried deep enough.

HAZARD OF FARMING. 10. This morning one of the Carters-

through carelessness, no doubt-overturned the large harrows, and threw

two of the hories upon them---Peacock and Dumplin. - Dumplin re-

ceived only one tine in his thigh ; but Peacock's condition is fhock •

ing he hay, until affiftance was called, with five or fix in his body,

thirteen inches long, up to the very beams of the harrows ! He was

obliged to be drawn into the ditch by the other horfes, to get the har-

row from under him, and then to be dragged out again.

Some of the wounds may be probed feven or eight inches ;-they

feem to run up among his inteftines ; and altho' no caul nor guts

appear, moft probably, fome of them are mortal.

11. Through Smith's carelessness ( the mother of misfortunes) Mac

and Rattle broke-in the other day, ran away with one of the Whip-

rein-plows, and broke it to pieces ;-but " misfortunes never come

alone."

WORKING CATTLE. 12. Yesterday Hounfome attempted to drive

oxen without a horfe to lead them. They fet off a little aukwardly,
-

2 and
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and he had a boy to affift him yesterday ; but, to-day, they go on very

well without one.-Bran makes an excellent fore- horse.

THE DRILL . 13. Began to drill beans !-(for fhame ! for fhame ! )

Two men and one horfe drilled full five acres with eafe.

Two men at 20 d.

One horſe at 15 d.

Not a fhilling an acre .! This is very cheap indeed !

£. s. d.

3 4

I

£.0 4

3
7

HAZARD OF FARMING. 13. (See the 10th) On Tueſday there was

fome hope ; but yeſterday he died in great agony- ( unfortunately I was

ignorant of his extreme mifery, until it was too late to ſhorten it) .

This morning I had him brought on a fledge from the hovel where

he died, and placed oppofite the ftable-door, where he lay in ftate,

with this label upon him : " See the fhocking confequence of CARE-

" LESSNESS ! Let this be a warning to you all." The youngsters flocked

round him :-Thoſe who could read , were anxiously communicative to

thoſe who could not.-May each have a lafting leffon impreffed on

his mind !

The Collar-maker fkinned and opened him.-One tine had penetrated

quite thro' into his thorax, cloſe to his heart ; and another perforated

the peritoneum of his colon, leaving fome hair between it and the

inner coats. In fo fhort a time as twenty-four hours, a general mor-

tification had taken place :-even the limbs which had not been

wounded, were becoming putrid.

I faved his ears and dock to nail over the ftable-door, as a perpe-

tual caution to the Carters,

THE
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THE DRILL .

DRILLING.

INVENTION .

14. APRIL, 1775.

14. Finiſhed drilling beans .

The drill has at laft performed its work exceed-

ingly well : -it is ftill in the rough ; but it may eafi-

ly be made a very complete Implement. Its merit, if it has any,

lies in its fimplicity-its expedition-and in that the feed, in a looſe

foil, is covered in the act of drilling, without harrowing, or any ad-

fcititious complication .

The loofer the foil, and the finer and evener the furface, the better

it works. But it has not yet refufed any foil, nor any furface : how-

ever, onftiffland the harrow is neceffary to cover the feed

Perhaps, in future, drill three-'bout ridges, lengthway ; or broad,

flat beds, acroſs.

The ſharpneſs and poſition of the coulters make it fit for ftiff or

for light land. If the ſurface be moiſt, it will even drill beans on a

Ley, without plowing.

But remember-Never, in future, have an Implement to contrive

when it ought to be at work : nor, perhaps, ever fwerve far from

original ideas-from first thoughts, before they be tested.

Except the poſition of the coulters (but I found that they pulled up

the furrows) this is halfof the very drill I conceived fix months ago.-

I thought that I could have gone a nearer way to work ; but I loft my

road, and was obliged to return to my ORIGINAL IDEAS ; from a plan

of which I built the drill, exactly, except the coulters .

JULY, 1777. A ſketch ofthis drill will be given in the DIGEST,

COVERING DRILLED BEANS.

THE HORSE- BROOM :

15. Swept in the beans of K.

thus :

4.

Nailed fome rough long heath, by the means of a ſtrong broad

lath, to the front of the Lance, and with this went once in a place

in every furrow. It effectually covered the beans, and left the ridges

as fmooth as gravel-walks.

This
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This Implement was made in five minutes, at not fix-pence ex-

pence. The blades keep the heath from breaking down, and the

heath keeps the blades from cutting.-It exactly fits the half-rod

ridges wants no guiding-is eafy work for one horſe-and is far

more effectual than the harrow.

WHIP-REINS . 16. Two pair of Whip-reins have plowed juſt ſeven

acres in three days . Two three-horfe teams, in that fhort, cross

work (in a common field) , would have made four of it, at leaſt.

What a faving !

Three horfes 3s. 9d. a man 20d . a boy iod . 8 days

Two horfes 2s . 6d . a man 20d. 6 days

Afaving of exactly one-half !

£. s. d.

I 5 O

2 10

£. I 5 0

Surely there muſt be ſome error in the calculation !--No-not the

fhadow ofone. But, forthe fake of calculation, fuppofe they plowed

equal quantities-

Three horſes 3s . 9d. a man 20d , a boy 10d

Two horfes 2s. 6d. a man 20d.

£. s. d.

6 3

4 2

£.0 2 I

There is still a faving of one-third ;-and I am pofitive that all the

horfes and all the drivers in the County could not have made better

work. Who would ftir light-land barley-fallows, with any thing

but Whip reins !

HORSE-BROOM. 18. Sweeping Rivulet Mead with a ſtraight horfe-

broom ; made by nailing twigs of holly (prickly holly ) to the front

of the horse-rake, as I did heath to the front of the Lance- (See

the 15th. )

I have
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I have long wished for an improvement of the common buſb -barrow,

and I have found one. Buſhes (thorns or other rough boughs) foon

wear down to the wood, and then plafter the furface-This, bears fole-

ly on the prickles. A bufh-harrow of a proper fize requires two

horſes :-This, by touching where it acts only, requires but one, and is in-

comparably more effectual-not a worm-caft can eſcape it. Beſides, the

teeth of the rake pull down the little protuberances which fall in their

way, and the furface is left beautiful.

COUCHING.

THE SURFACE .

Į 20. Surfacing and re-harrowing Up-field , for

couching.

The SURFACE grinds the clods, and difengages the couch ſurpriſingly.

Where the foil is foul, the roots accumulate in fuch quantities, that they

are obliged to be pulled over the croſs-bar with a dung-drag.

JULY, 1777. This Implement was made in the Spring of 1774,

before theſe Minutes commenced. The Writer was then leying

fome fields, and wished to leave their furfaces level, fine, and

ſmooth. After ſeveral attempts and repeated alterations, he fuc-

ceeded in an Implement, which perfectly anfwered his intentions.

But he was not then aware of its ufe to a fallow. He only wished

for a Surfacer for an Implement which would give a beautiful,

bowling-green furface. However, he has fince uſed it, and ftill

continues to uſe it, with great fuccefs on fallows. It pulverizes

and mixes the foil, and difentangles the root-weeds in a manner

highly beneficial.

A Drawing will be given under the head IMPLEMENTS, in the

DIGEST.

DRILLING CARROTS.

THE DRAW-DRILL.

20. Finiſhed the Half-acre patch to- day.

The drills were opened by fixſplayed coul-

ters, fixt a foot apart, in a light beam of ſeven feet long, drawn by a

G T handle,
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T handle, by one man, walking backwards. The feed was ſtrewed by

hand, in theſe trenchkits (little trenches), and covered with a hand-

rake.-One man was full two days in drawing the drills, dribbling the

feed (this employed nine-tenths of his time) and covering it—about

an acre.

75.

JULY, 1777. Theſe coulters were part of the wreck of a caft-

away bean drill ( See 14. APRIL. )-Therefore, whatever merit

the Implement may have, it owes its origin to chance, rather than

to contrivance.

If, however, carrots in rows be eligible, and a draw-drill be

wanted, a more fimple one need not be defired.

SOWING SOOT. 25. Re-began to fow Barn-Field.

Before this rain, the foot ran like quickfilver :---now, it clogs the

roller of the SowING-CART, and with difficulty leaves the hopper.

Infuture-Sowfoot immediately after fetching ;-it confolidates and

gets clingy by lying in the cart.

COUCHING. 27. Continued couching (cleanſing the ſoil from the

roots of couch-grafs ) in Up-field .

Six women and one man were four hours in hand-picking half an

acre-Two men hand- raked two or three acres in the fame time.

Picking (without or after raking) ſeems to be a nice piece of buſineſs

(tho' common), and fitter for garden than field culture.

Perhaps-Plow-rough-harrow- furface or roll- fine-harrow--

rake---burn-is themoft eligible proceſs for cleaning land from couch .

FARMS. 27. Finiſhed cross - plowing C. 1.

What a diſadvantage attendsstiffland, fmall fields, and straggling Farms !

This pimping patch of two acres and a quarter, has taken four

four-horſe teams to give it the ſecond plowing for barley !

What
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What a diſparity of expence between this and the fecond plowing of

P. 2-(See the 16th. )

Four teams at 7 s . 6 d . is 30 s. or 13 s. 4 d . an acre !

13 s. 4 d.---3 s. 7 d.

plowing !!!

9 s. 9 d. the difference of expence in one

But how can this be ? Surely there muſt be ſome miſmanagement in

the cafe. There may be fo ; but it is fuch mifmanagement as will

ever attend a fcattered Farm, be the Farmer ever fo alert. The dif-

parity aroſe thus :

In the first place, the foil being broke-up in the beginning of Win

ter, (and that was the proper time to break it up) when it was quite

wet, this remarkably dry fpring (and who can hinder a remarkably dry

ſpring ?) had baked the furface to bricks. It was like plowing the

ſurface of a rock. (This can never happen to a light loam . )

--

In the fecond place, the field is narrow, and crooked-hedged,

(thanks to our fore-fathers ! ) and long teams take more time in turn-

ing than ſhort ones. Laftly, this is a corner which lies quite detached

from the rest of the Farms, and I was fully employed with eighteen or

twenty Couchers, at a diſtance from it of nearly two miles.-The fer-

vants knew this, and embraced the favourable opportunity of being

idle. This alone, perhaps, made a difference of almoft one team.

Befides, the field plowed with the Whip-reins, lies within a hundred

yards of the ſtable in which the horſes were fed ; this field, upwards

of a mile from it.

JULY, 1777. The Writer, aware of the inconvenience of arable

land at a distance from the Farm-yard, wifhed to ley this

field-it was much too ſtiff for barley, but was too foul for oats

on one plowing. He therefore meant to cleanſe it by a ſpring-

fallow, and fow barley, by way of raifing a nurſery for the

young graffes. However, Bufynefs and dry weather forbade him.

He therefore gave it a fummer-fallow, and fowed it with wheat

in Auguft ; and with grafs-feeds in the ſpring.

G 2 On
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On tranfcribing the preceding Minute, he referred to the la-

bour-account of the Divifion C, to fee whether the breaking-

up, and the fucceeding stirrings, bore any parity to this cross-

plowing. The account ftands thus :

Teams. Men.

Harrowing, and ſpikey-rolling

Nov. 23 to 29. Breaking-up,

April 26 & 27. Croffing,

May 10 & 11. Stirring,

June 10.

11 & 12. Re-ftirring,

29. Surfacing,

July 1. Harrowing, fowing with turnips.

and harrowing,

Aug. 22 to 25. Plowing in the turnips,

30.

30.

Sept. 5.

Sowing 4 bushels of wheat,

Covering it,

-

Raking and picking,

3.

4.

21

I.

3/23/!

01.

01/1.

3 .

01.

3.

194.31.

Thus it appears, that the five plowings coft fixteen teams and

three-quarters ; and therefore the teams, on a par, did not plow

more than two-thirds of an acre a-day. Such is one of the curfes

of untoward foils-fmall inclofures, and detachedfarms !

The Writer has been attentive to this calculation , and he be-

lieves it to be very exact.—It is true, fome of the teams were ox-

but he apprehends, this did not make one furrow's

difference in the days works.

teams ;

SOWING BARLEY .

THE FLUTE. }

29. Began couching and fowing barley in

O. I.

Three teams plowing-three harrowing ; one rolling- and one

fluting. Rippinger all in an uproar ! -eight teams (fome of two, fome

ofone horſe)-fixteen men---fix women, and two boys.

3. They
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They were all fully, and , I hope, well employed.-Lovely roafting

weather for the barley-fallows ! It is lucky, as it happens, that we are

fo much behind-hand with our barley-fowing * .

Wegotin near feven
acres

to-day.-The FLUTE
forwarded

us much
.

-With
the fix fplayed

coulters
(See the 20th. ) and a pair of old

ſhafts
, one horſe

makes
a finer furface

, and, where
the foil is clean

, rids

as much
ground

as half-a-dozen
plows

. It fets the ſurface
, after be-

ing rolled
, raked

, &c . in regular
ridglits

(little
ridges

) nine inches

apart
; leaving

channels
(reſembling

the flutes
of a column

) about

three
inches

deep.

JULY, 1777. Neceffity is the mother of Invention, and the father

of this barley-flute. The feafon was far advanced, and the

Writer had more work to do, than horfes to do it with.- The

foil was tolerably clean and in fine tilth ; but after couching, the

furface was left quite ſmooth, and it was neceſſary to raiſe it into

inequalities, by plowing, or fome other proceſs, in order that

the feed might be effectually buried. The carrot-drill occurred

--but the coulters ftood too far apart, and did not make the

channels deep enough .-He therefore put them nearer together

in a ſhorter beam, which he fixed to the ends of a pair of uſeleſs

cart-ſhafts, and ſtrapped on a pair of flight handles. The altera-

tions were made, and the Implement in the field, in a couple of

hours-and fully anfwered the purpoſe intended .

COUGHING. 29. Yeſterday finiſhed P. 2 .

Raking, picking and burning, eleven acres and twenty rods, took

twenty-four men's and thirty-four women's days works.

Thirty-four women, at rod.

Twenty-four men, at 20 d .

£. s. d.

I 8.4

2 0

£. 3 84

• As it happened, it was rather unfortunate the drought continued too long.

JULY, 1777.

about
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About 6s. an acre ; befides the extra-rollings, harrowings, &c. But

perhaps, the foil received an adequate benefit from thefe, independent

from its being cleanfed from antivegetative trumpery.

JULY, 1777 The Reader may be ſurpriſed at not finding the

Horſe rake at work-Hands were more plentiful than borfes.

M A Y.

BARLEY. 2. Continued fowing barley in O.

Laft night put four bufhels of barley into two facks, and immerged

them in the dung-water in the Farm-yard.-This morning, dried the

feed with wood-afhes, and fowed it on No. 40. and 42. The water

ſwelled it out confiderably ; and perhaps, this dry weather, it will

vegetate quicker than the feed fown dry.

JUNE, 1775. The ſteeped has no apparent preference to the

dry-in this experiment.

THE DOUBLE HAND-HOE. 2. Laſt year, the edges of the ſhares

were ſtraight :-This year, I have made them circular-convex.- They

cut with more eaſe, and get lefs foul.

JULY, 1777. This is an Implement made the preceding year,

for hoeing beans in rows.-It ftrides a row ; hoeing, at once, the

two adjoining intervals. A Drawing will be given in the DIGEST.

SPIKEY-ROLLER.

- >

3. Spikey-rolling E. 3 .

This field is fo exceedingly cloddy, perhaps not any number of

plowings, this dry weather, could bring it to a barley-tilth.-- Four

horfes find the rolling very hard work ; but its utility is very great

indeed.

JULY, 1777. This field has not yet forgot this fpring-fallow

and fpikey-rolling. The ftiff-land Farmer without a ſpikey-

roller is very much to be pitied.

ROLLING.
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ROLLING.
5. Began to roll the oats of the Twenty Acres.

High half- rod ridges are very bad to roll .-The Carter was going

ftraight acroſs in the common method . Every furrow was enough

to ſhake his horfes and roller to fhatters .-I ordered him to go a little

obliquely (enough to prevent both ends of the roller from falling in

at once, but not ſo much as to hinder their reaching the bottoms ofthe

furrows, one after the other), and the diſagreeable effect ceaſed.-He

could not have gone on, his horfes were fo frightened and fo fretful ;

---and, by mere chance, I hit off the remedy.

PLOWING 5. Began to hoe the peaſe of M. 4.

----

Infuture, -Never drill peaſe on a ley on one common plowing :

---The grafs is above the peaſe, and the fod as tough as matting.---

Perhaps,---Trench a ley or a ftubble ; or, perhaps , give a ſtubble

three or four common plowings ; ---but trenching againſt the world for

drilling.

JULY, 1777. The plowing here mentioned was a very common

one indeed :---but fuch plowings every young Farmer muſt expect,

until he learn to guide the plow himſelf.---Perhaps, A good common

plowing is equal to every department of Farming, except burying

completely a foul crop, or other herbaceous dreffing; and, perhaps

in this lies the only peculiar merit of the Trench-plow.

BARLEY. 10. Finiſhed fowing barley.

E. 1. is ftill exceedingly rough ; and as there is no appearance of

rain, it would be folly to think of fowing it with barley for corn.- I

will therefore fow it with tares and barley, to defend the clover, and

give the green herbage to the cart-horfes, or make it into hay. C. 1 .

is in the fame predicament. This, I will endeavour to get ready for

turnips, to be plowed in for wheat. Perhaps it is---indeed, it cer-

1

tainly
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tainly must be--good management to NEVER SOW OUT OF SEASON .

P. 3. was, laſt year, fown on this very day.---It was caught in the

autumnal rains, and entirely ſpoilt for malting.---When barleys fown

but a few days before it were ready to cut, this was quite green.

Perhaps, infuture, ---Never fow barley before the middle of April,

nor after old May-day. Early-fown barley is fubject to froſts ; ---on

wet land, to being chilled ;---and, this remarkably dry fpring, on dry

land it looks wan and fickly.---But, worſe than this ! the fallows have

miffed this roaſting weather ; ---an opportunity equal to fome fummer-

fallows.

JULY, 1777. In a dry fummer, early-fown barley has a great

advantage ;---but, perhaps, except the foil be very clean indeed,

the opportunity of an April fallow ought not to be miffed .

COMPOSTING. 10. Finiſhed the large mixen on the Common.

It has taken about twelve men's days works, and contains about

eighty or ninety loads.---It is a collection of various kinds of manure.

---Perhaps, by pulverizing, and mixing the feveral ingredients together,

each other will be meliorated.---Perhaps, a new fermentation will be

raifed, and the degree of digeftion increaſed.

Infuture,---About three-pence is a fair price for compoſting by the

load, or three-pence a load by the lump.

FALLOWING.

MINUTING.

13. Continued breaking up G. 1. land for land,

thus :

The team began yeſterday, on the right-hand-fide of the field, and

plowed a 'bout (an abouí, a turn---a pair of furrows) in each furrow *,

• How difficult the task to write intelligibly (it would be weakneſs to attempt to

write elegantly) on infant fciences ! The term furrow has, in Agriculture, three or

four diftinct fignifications, and muft of neceflity be a fource of perpetual ambiguity.

It fignifies, the foil turned by the plow, and the trench left by the operation.---It fig-

nifies,
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(in each inter-furrow) until it reached the left-hand-fide . The plowman

then began again on the right-hand-fide ; and to-day, he is again work-

ing towards the left, and will thus continue ' till the field be finished .

By this mode of plowing, each furrow (each plow -furrow), and the

freſh-formed ſurface of each plit, may lie one, two, or more days, in

nifies the interval between two ridges, and the croſs-drain which receives the rain-

water collected by theſe intervals.---Johnſon adds a fifth ; but he mistakes furrow for

drill, or totally mifunderftands Mortimer.

How fhall the Writer conduct himself? Shall he be guilty of the fin of ambiguity

or of innovation ? He will not heſitate---for the one is deadly , the other only venial ; and

he trufts, that the See Critical will grant him a difpenfation .

66

But he finds it difficult even to fin ; and confeffes, that he was never more puzzled

in coining a word, than in the prefent inftance.---Johnſon's general definition is, " any

long-trench or hollow. " This includes three out of the four fignifications above-

mentioned ; ----but thefeil turned, has no claim to it whatever ; ----nor perhaps, does it

ftrikingly refemble any thing :---a bad furrow, indeed, might be compared to the leaf

of a book, or the lift of cloth ; but a good furrow is nearly fquare, and the ideas have

no connexion .

Will analogy help us ? A fpade-full is called a Spit , and , by analogy, a plow- full a

Plit.---A hit ! Why not a plait or fold ? ---Perhaps, no other worded idea bears fo near

an affinity. But this will not do ; ---it conveys an idea too effeminate for the robuſt

operation of plowing.--- It reminds one of Milliners, Mantua-makers, and Laundry-

maids, rather than of Plowmen and Horned Horſes.

Willthe operation afford us a better ? What is the intent ofthe act ? The intention

is various , but the act itſelf is uniformly, to turn the foil with aplow , upfide down---to

cut off with aplow , a long piece of foil , of a certain breadth, and certain thickness,

and turn it topsy-turvy.-Simply, the act is turning the foil by aplow , and the thing

produced is the portion of foil turned by the plow ; and if we raiſe a name here, turn

or plow , or both, is the root or roots from which it muſt ſhoot. Turning would be

ambiguous ; becauſe it is generally understood to mean two of theſe things made by one

turning of the team-and ſo would plowing, becauſe it has already two or three figni-

fications.

As it is fo difficult to find a ſuitable word which has any determinate meaning, ſhall

we look for fome general term without any meaning at all ? Shall we call themfirings,

freds, flips orfrips ? No ; thefe are too infignificant for fo important an operation.

What ſhall we do ? The Engliſh language has not a word which conveys the idea

either directly or obliquely, and yet this very idea will occur perpetually. Shall we

apply to fome other language ? What ! make Englishmen talk Greek and Latin,

when they can transfer their ideas in English ? For WHATEVER IS AGREEABLE TO EN-

GLISH ANALOGY IS ENGLISH , whether or not it has happened to have been ſpoken or

written. A ſpade is a hand-plow ; a plow is a fpade worked by cattle. The portion

of earth turned by a fpade is, in English, a Spit ; and the Writer will not hesitate to

call the portion of earth turned by the plow, a Plit.

H But
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proportion to the fize of the field, and width of the lands, ---wholly

expofed to the weather. As for instance, if the field be a ftubble in

five-'bout ridges, and contains five acres , and but one team at work in

it, each furrow will be expofed one day ; if ten acres, two days ; if

fifteen, three ; and if twenty, four days. During this interval of

time, the air is let in, and the foil fweetened ; the roots of weeds lie

obnoxious to the fun, and the infects and grubs to the birds ; which,

while the team was working on one fide of the field , were, I perceived,

bufy feeding in flocks on the other.

By plowing in the common way, land after land, the majority ofthe

root-weeds are re-covered in a few minutes, and, perhaps, in fome de-

gree invigorated by being tranfplanted into fresh mould ;-the birds

are intimidated by the prefence of the team, nor have they time to

feed, were they ever fo bold ;-the infects, inftead of being expofed to

theſe and the weather, are preſently lodged in commodious cells, fit, per-

haps, for the purpoſes of propagation . And to counterbalance theſe

apparent, indeed obvious advantages, I cannot difcover one evil

But there are ſtill three ideas which lay claim to the word Furrow :

The trench made by the plow ;

The collateral drains ;

And the crofs drains ;

which the Writer will diftinguifh, when diftinction is neceffary, by

The Plow-Furrow ;

The Inter-Furrow ;

The Croſs-Furrow.

How unthankful foever the office of Innovator may be, the Reader will be able to

judge from this Note, that it is not the moft delightful task in the world ; for the

Writer has fcarcely introduced or altered any word throughout theſe MINUTES and

the DIGEST, which has not coft him a train of ideas bearing fome refemblance to

thofe above-registered.

As a proof of the ambiguity of this term, it is clearly the Plit, which is meant

both by Mortimer and Dryden ; and which even DR . JOHNSON (being no Farmer)

miftakes for a " fmall trench."

2. attendant :
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attendant : itis even convenient tothePlowman.-He is under no necefi-

tyofbeingcrampt at the ends-the team may always take fufficient room

forturning-and the cattle may be eaſed, by turning offward or to-

ward, at pleaſure.

JULY, 1777. Fallowing is a more important part of Farming,

than perhaps Farmers in general are aware of ; -and the Writer

was very well pleaſed with this mode of breaking-up, until the

more eligible one of balking occurred . But altho' balking is more

eligible for breaking-up, plowing land-for-land ftands, perhaps,

unrivalled inftirring ;-and yet this mode offtirring never occurred

to him till this moment.

What a proof is here of the frailty of the human mind, and of

the uſe of Minute-making ? After the Writer had adopted the

method of breaking-up fallows by balking, he never more

thought of plowing land-for-land ;-nor would it, perhaps, have

ever re-entered his mind, had he not copied forthe preſs the pre-

ceding Minute.

SOWING SOOT. 13. Sowed feventy- fix bushels on G. 2.

SOWING-CART .
They took two men and one horſe half-a - day-

and therefore coft in fowing 2 s. 3 d. which is about 3-8ths of a penny

a bufhel.-The chimney-fweepers charge a penny, and do not fow it

nearly fo even as the fowing-cart.

This foot was fown immediately after fetching, and nothing could

work better (See 25 APRIL) .

THE DOUBLE HAND-HOE.
13.

INVENTION.

SERVANTS.

Gave Bades half-a-crown for his

expertnefs and willingneſs in ufing the

drag-hoe. Instead of drawing it after

him uniformly, he ftrikes- gives it a jerk, at every step.-This is a

H 2

. very
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very great improvement ; and the work goes on full as faft.-It

keeps the edges free, and makes them take the grafs, be it ever

fo tough.

•
JULY, 1777. An Inventor ( of Inftruments ofAgriculture at leaſt)

has but done half his work when he has conftructed his Imple-

ment.-The beſt mode of ufing is fometimes more difficult to afcer-

tain than the beſt mode of construction . Perhaps, many valuable

Inventions have perished for want of patience, attention , and

perfeverance in the practice of them .

A perſon habituated to analogous Implements is more likely to

perfect a new one, which he ufes day after day, from morning

till night, than a ſtranger who takes it up but for a few minutes.

And the Farming-Servant who endeavours to improve a new Im-

plement is worthy of encouragement ; for he is more likely to

fucceed than even the Inventor himfelf; who probably is, at beft,

unhandy, and wants that Machine-like perfeverance which day.

labourers are bleft with, but which few Geniuſes enjoy.

HOEING FURROWS.
16. Plowing a ' bout in each Inter-furrow of

the wheat of Barn-Field .

Why? I mean it, ift. To deftroy the weeds, which generally abound

in the furrows-2d . To gain an even fample-(the furrows are lateſt

ripe-the corn puny-and the grain, of courfe, fmall and thin. ) — 3d.

To keep the plants healthy, by preferving a circulation of air.- 4th.

To facilitate the weeding.-5th. To preferve the corn from blights .

-6th. To keep it from lodging.-7th. To make it yield.

The intervals form breaches, which prevent the plants of one land

from ſupporting, or being entangled with, thofe of another ; and, of

courſe, encreaſe their motion.-The motion of vegetables is their exerciſe ;

-and perhaps, to exercife, vegetables, as well as animals, owe their

Strength and bealth.

The attendant evils which occur, are, the labour, and the deſtruc-

tion of fome of the plants.-The former is trifling.-Aman, a boy,

and
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and two horfes would do fix or eight acres a-day.---The latter is more

than counterbalanced by the finalleft of the propofed good effects,

and totally vanishes in the laft.

I

THE DOUBLE HAND -HOE . 16. The double convex Drag -hoe has

performed the firſt hoeing very well.---Eight acres have taken one man

nine days---juft 1 s . 10 d. an acre.---Three acres were exceedingly

graffy---three acres remarkably foul---and the man had his trade to

learn. A man in practice would hoe an acre a day.

2

COMPOSTING. 16. Finiſhed the mixen of O. 3.

This was a heap of digefted potatoe-halm, couch and mould, co-

vered with ſtrawy dung---the whole 30 or 40 loads . ---The labourers

began, in the customary way, to turn it---to throw down the top, which

was entire dung, and to bring up the bottom, which was entire mould,

to cover it with. This by no means anfwered the purpoſe intended.---

I ordered them to compost it---to mix the ingredients ;---one man to caft

the dung, the other the mould, on a flope. It has taken about fix

men's days works, and therefore coſt about 3 d. a load.

JULY, 1777. A ftill more effectual way of compofting a mixen

of various materials, is to hack it down with a pick-axe or mat-

tock, as if it were a bed of gravel, or ſome other hard fubftance

to be dug away, and then caft it on a flope with fhovels.---If the

face of the mixen be kept upright, the hacking at once breaks

the materials into finall pieces, and mixes them thoroughly toge

ther. The Writer has, for fome time paft, practifed this method,

uniformly.

PLOWS. 17. The Yorkshire---the Rotherham----the Whip-rein-

plows are totally unfit for a ftiff foil :---in loofe mould they make very

good work. But, perhaps, they are too fhort and ſtubbed for any

foil-
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foil. Their fhortnefs makes them unsteady---they are one moment bu-

ried, and the next above-ground.---This is teazing both to the plow-

man and his cattle.-

Perhaps, make them much longer, and add the falſe coulter---(a ftay

whichgoes from the fhare to the beam) : the sheath of one of them was

very much ſtrained to - day.

HARVESTING BEANS . 19. Winnowed the trodden beans.

One man, I find, has trod between two and three quarters a-day---

but he is an old man, and had his trade to learn ; ---therefore pulling

beans incurs an extra expence in cleaning, of 7 d. or 8 d. a quarter.---

(See ift MARCH . ) .--Treading, I find, is more expeditious than thrashing,

and does not damage the fack ſo much.---About 2 buſhels in a 4 bufhel

fack ſeems to be the propereft quantity.

FALLOWING. 20. Began to re-fallow B. 3.

This field was fallowed all laft fummer ;---but it was fo exceedingly

foul, and the weather fetting-in wet, we could not get in a crop of

wheat with any propriety. In winter, it was gathered up into five-

'bout ridges, perfect mortar interwoven with couch.---The men and

horfes worked to their knees in mire.---An extra man could fcarcely

keep the plow free from couch.---I would not even venture a crop
of

drilled beans in the fpring, for fear of the couch, which lay dead on

the furface in mats, and which, I apprehended, was alive in the foil.---

But, furprifing ! on beginning to flit down the ridges this morning,

not a trace oflive couch appears :---the little which remains undiffolved,

is quite black and rotten.

This, I remember, was just the cafe of the upper part of T. 3.----

It was landed-up in winter as foul and as wet as it could be worked.

Whenwe cameto ftir it for barley, the couch, it is true, was there, but

it was without the leaft figns of life.

How

1
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How is this myſtery to be cleared up? Does plowing in winter very

wet kill couch ? Both the fields lay very flat---B. 3. as flat as the Sur-

face could make it.---Perhaps, lying in a puddle chilled the roots---

and, perhaps, diſturbing them with the plow, whilft in that ftate, pre-

vented their ſtriking a freſh when the water fubfided .---But it had not

the fame effect on the black bent, which ftill predominates.

Perhaps, infuture---Lay couchy land flat, and roll it in winter.---Fix

a fcraper to a heavy roller.---Land-up the mortar.

LEYING.

PLOWING.

20. Sowed over the barley of Foot-Path-Field fix

pounds of rib-grafs---fix pounds of trefoil---and four

pounds and a half of white clover an acre.---I intended only 4,.

4 and 3; but the ſeaſon is ſo very dry, I was afraid to riſk them .

JULY, 1777. The Writer prides himſelf on the management of

this field .---Indeed, had he occafion to ley a thoufand acres of

retentive foil, he would not deviate far from the proceſs uſed in

Foot-Path-Field . And for the Reader's information, as well as

to gratify his own vanity, he here gives its hiftory.

In 1774, part of this field was fummer-fallowed (becauſe

very foul), part of it was beans in rows (becauſe tolerably clean ),

and the whole had an April fallow, in the remarkably dry ſpring

of 1775.

By the laſt plowing-but-two, it was gathered up into half-

rod ridges, which were crofs-harrowed ; and by the next plowing

thrown two-into-one. Thefe rod lands were likewife harrowed

and furfaced acroſs, which pulled them down confiderably, and

reduced them to gentle fwells. By the laft plowing, two of

theſe were gathered into one large land, two rods wide.

This last operation required fome plowmanship ; for had it

been performed by one plow, carrying an equal Plit, there

would have been a lank---a hog-trough on each fide of the mid-

dle
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dle of each land. To prevent this, the infides were plowed by a

wide-fterned plow, in deep, narrow furrows ; and the outfides,

with a narrow-fterned plow, in fhallow, wide furrows.---Croſs-

harrowing and crofs-furfacing, added to this precaution , reduced

them to beautiful, gentle inequalities ; fufficiently acclivous for

the rain-water to drain off, without waſhing away the foil, or

giving offence to the eye.

Thefe waves, which the Surfacer had left as ſmooth as gravel-

walks, were then raiſed into flutes---fown with barley, and harrow-

ed once in a place, by a pair of fmall harrows and one horſe.

When the barley was up (or ought to have been up---the dry

weather prevented the major part from vegetating), they were

fown with the grafs-feeds mentioned in the Minute,

During the hard froft of January, 1776, the young graffes

were meliorated with about five-and-twenty jags of compoft,

containing ten or twelve loads of dung, an acre.

The enfuing fummer, they were fed down by cows , and afford-

ed a great deal of pafturage. The feeding was of infinite ſervice ;

and if there are pofitive rules in Agriculture, this is one---

PASTURE A LEY THE FIRST YEAR.---For at harveft, the Writer

was much difpirited ; and during winter and fpring, the whole

field had a bald and fhabby appearance : ---there did not feem to

be plants nearly fufficient to form a fward.---He put fome con-

fidence, however, in the dung and the pafturing, and his ex-

pectations have been more than fatisfied ;---for this ſpring, ſo

lovely a carpet was never feen---nor, perhaps, did the fithe ever

knowfuch delicious herbage.---The cropwas larger, too, thancould

have been expected from theſe fine graffes. Had they not been

beaten fo cloſely to the ground by the unmerciful rains of this

Midfummer, there would have been nearly two tons an acre.

There
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There is an advantage of pafturing white clover, which the

Writer was not, until a few days ago, aware of.---Each joint of

the ftem furniſhes a fresh root, (and of courſe a freſh plant)

whenever fuch joint comes in clofe contact with the foil ; and

confequently, the more it is trodden, the thicker it willget upon

the ground.

The fpontaneous blade-grafs is now fpringing up very thick

among the after-grafs, and bids fair to form a natural fod, by the

time that the artificial berbage be worn out : and on this hinges

the prime principle of leying.---Furnish the foil with ARTIFICIAL

HERBAGE, until the SPONTANEOUS GRASSES gain ftrength enough to

form a NATURAL SWARD. And perhaps, to obtrude an artificial

blade-grafs, is bad management.

PEASE:

HOES.

30. Earthing up the peafe of M 1.

The lower part of this field is fo exceedingly full of

ketlock, the double earth-up cannot clear its work : the double hoe is

obliged to precede it.

But this double earth-up does not pleaſe me.---Where the weeds are

long, they hang to the uprights, and drag down the peafe.-The

Single one, laſt year, where the rows were equidiftant, did much better ;

but neither ofthem is a perfect Implement.

JULY, 1777. It would be tedious for the Writer to defcribe

every attempt he has made at new Implements.-He was much

pleaſed with the double boe, and he wiſhed for an earth-up on the

fame conftruction ;-but he did not fucceed :-and he is ſtill of

opinion, that there is not, nor can be, any Implement fuperior to

the common hand-hoe, for earthing-up peafe..

He does not, however, by this , mean to diſcourage any other per.

fon from attempting an improvement ; but this is hisprefent opinion.

HOEINGI
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HOEING WHEAT. 1. Finiſhed hoeing the wheat of the little Four

Acres.

The hither fide of this field is a very bad, foul crop -the further

fide, as fine wheat as can ftand on the ground. This wanted very

little hoeing, but the other a great deal ;-the weeds had almoſt over-

come the wheat, which muft, before harveft, have been fmothered,

had it not received this timely hoeing.

Perhaps, generally,-If wheat is thin, weeds are thick, and hoeing

abfolutely neceffary to tolerable management.

JULY, 1777. Hoeing wheat is fpirited management ; but it is

a tedious, expenfive piece of bufinefs. If wheat be very ftrag-

gling, as the above-mentioned patch was, it ought, certainly, to

be hoed, or plowed-in.

SELF-ATTENDANCE .

SERVANTS. }

2. Labourers want looking- after.-Yefter-

day, I was in town ; -to-day, at home.-

The two plow-teams and the eight Weeders did as much work to-

day before noon, as they did all day yefterday. They were happily

fituated for goffiping and fun ;-the teams on one fide of a hedge,

the Weeders on the other.

PEASE. 3. Finiſhed hoeing peaſe.

Houſe-field and the two upper pieces in M. 1. have had one flat

hoeing and one earth-up, and are paffably clean :-The lower part of

M. 1. has had two flat hoeings and an earth-up, and is fo intolerably

full of wild-muſtard , it muſt undergo a tedious hand-weeding. -M. 4.

has got too high for the double earth-up, and too graffy for the fingle-

one :---Beſides, it was plowed fo fhallow, there is no mould to earth them.

up with ; and it muſt take its chance, after a curfory weeding.

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, in future, ---Winter-fallow, or trench-plow a wheat-stubble.

for peaſe.---Harrow it a-croſs fine, -drill four buſhels , at leaſt, in foot-

rows, as foon as the foil can be croſs-harrowed ---cover and roll.

If clean, give one, if foul, two flat hoeings, with the double drag-

hoe ;---and, if clean, earth them up with the double drag-earth-up ; ---

if foul, with the band-hoe.---Perhaps, nothing but this can earth them

up completely---can give them that regular inclination, which keeps

them from ravelling ; which, by covering the whole ſurface, ſmothers

the remaining weeds ; and which, by giving a perfect fhade, mellows

the foil.

DISCUMBERING . 6. Began to hand-weed the rows of the peafe

in M. 1.

Had theſe peaſe been left unhoed, they muſt have been totally

fmothered in wild-muftard ; for that which grows in the rows only,

makes the whole as yellow as a field of turnips in bloffom.

Perhaps, nothing but ten or twelve plowings and harrowings in a

wet fummer, can effectually cleanfe land fromketlock (wild-muftard) .

---A dry fummer, no doubt, quells the roots ; but a fhowery fummer

exhaufts the feeds of weeds :---In That, many may efcape vegetation :

---In This, they ſcarcely can.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT . 9. Mowing weedy grafs by the fide of

the rivulet in River-mead.

The weeds are now tender and full of fap, and make very good

verdage * . Had they ſtood (as they did laſt year) until the reſt of

the field be fit to be cut, many of them would have fhed their feeds,

and their aridage have marred the hay-ftack .

Verdage is adopted as the general name ofgreen herbage, cut and given to cattle

green ; in oppofition to aridage, which the Writer has adopted, as the general name

of dry herbage ; whether hay, kraw, or halm. Soiling is a dirty, very bad word .

I 2 That

!
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That which was cut to-day, is worth 20s. to the working-

horſes and oxen : Befides, the fecond crop will be fine enough to mix

with the hay of the rest of the field, without injury.

THE WEATHER .

TIME OF SOWING.

DUNGING LEYS.

HAY.

Cows,

10. We have had only one ſhower of rain,

during the last three months ! Yet the crops

which covered the ground when the drought.

fet-in, ſtill hold their vigour . This ſeems un-

accountable ; and perhaps, nothing can account

for it, except the remarkably ftrong dews which we have conftantly

had.

Wheats, in general, look very well ; and fo do early-fown oats and

barley ; but much of the backward-fown barley is not yet up, tho'

fown a month ago !

Thebackward meadows and up-land leys, in general, are burnt up;

but M. 3. and M. 6. which were dunged in winter, and got a-head

in the ſpring, are very fine crops of rye-grafs and clover.

Grafs of each ſpecies yields, this arid year, remarkably well. N. 1 .

which feemed fcorched up to the very bents, and which I had laid at lefs

than half a load of bay an acre, has yielded full three quarters ! In-

ftead of forinking, I really think it has fwelled after cutting. How is

this to be explained ; except that dry weather gives more fubftance,

wet weather more fap?

And what feems equally aſtoniſhing ; cows, this dry fummer, milk

well, and look fleek and healthy, in paftures as brown as fallows. But,

perhaps, the fubftance is there, tho' in a fmall compaſs, and the ad-

joining rivulet fupplies the fap.

FARMS. 10. Perhaps, land around the Farm-yard is cheaper at

20s. than the fame foil a mile from it, at 10s. an acre.

Two
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Two teams went yesterday to stir the fallow of C. 1. They did not

plow more than an acre ! I have juſt been over the wheat at Norwood.

---It is, in patches, fmothered in May-weed ; and the wheat being in

bloom , it would, perhaps, be dangerous to weed it :---Had it been

near home, I ſhould have been over it fifty times, and it would have

been all hand-hoed, or hand-weeded, long ago.

I find it a pleafing AMUSEMENT to attend to contiguous crops ; but

a difagreeable task, to have the care of thofe which are fcattered . - The

ftroll is inviting, while the fields are connected ; but half a mile of

dirty, rough, or dufty road mars the amufement.

FALLOWING.

CLOVER-LEYS.

ley ofthree years old.

15. Continued breaking-up, for a Dog-days-

Fallow, for wheat, M. 6. a rye-grafs and clover-

The teams do not plow more than half an acre a-day, each. The

foil is fo exceedingly dry and gravelly, the plowmen are obliged to

have their ſhares ſharpened twice a-day. This is a diſadvantage ofDog-

days' fallows. But are there no advantages to fland againſt it ? Yes.---

Two load of hay an acre, this year of fcarcity ; and a breaking-up in

dry weather.

Had it been broke-up in winter or in fpring, the hay of courfe

would have been loft. Had the wheat been fown on one plowing,

many roots of rye-grafs would no doubt have vegetated, and have

become weeds to the crop. With fuch a roafting plowing as this ,

furely they will wither, and by two or three firrings, totally perish .

A clean clover-ley of one year old may require but one plowing ; for

here are neither fod-worms nor noxicus roots to get rid of.

CARROTS.
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CARROTS. 16. Finiſhed hand-weeding them.

The feed being fown in windy weather, and the quantity of it too

fmall, the plants came up at random, rather than in rows. (See 20.

APRIL.)

The dry feafon, too, has been much against them ; for tho' they have

been above-ground a month, they are ftill too weak to admit the hoe ;

and nothing but a hand-weeding could have faved them from being

fmothered in hog- weed and wild-muſtard.

Perhaps, infuture, --- Scatter 6 or 8 lb. offeed an acre, in flutes , a foot

apart, and two or three inches deep ; covering the feed in fuch a man-

ner as to leave obvious traces of the rows. This will give an opportu-

nity of keeping down the interval weeds, with the double hand-hoe,

before the carrots be up. As foon as the plants are diſtinguiſhable,

hand-weed the rows, and continue to hoe the intervals.

SWINE. 17. Put twelve couple of hogs to the four grafs and weeds,

in P. 1.

The couple mentioned the 31ft MARCH, went very amicably toge-

ther, while alone ; but, coming among the large uncoupled hogs,

they were taken the advantage of ; I therefore uncoupled them, until

a fufficient number of couples were prepared for the whole.

They have now, all, except the fows and young pigs , been coupled a

month at leaft.---Two of them got hung one day under a gate, but

without any
harm ; and one of them got lamed, but whether from

coupling or not is uncertain ; --- otherwife, they have gone on very

well--- have been quite manageable---have gone on the Common, with

fcarcely any other food, -and, confidering the feafon, look very well.

They are now gone into a field with only common fences, to pick up

that, which, without the couples, muft have been wafted.

2 DISCUMBERING.
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DISCUMBERING.

Cows.

19. JUNE, 1775.

19. Mowing weeds every where for the cows.

19. Mowing

This is literally turning evil into good... weeds.

into milk. The ftubs in many of the borders hinder the fithe very

much. Remember to grub them up .

WOODEN COLLARS. 20. At laft I am pleaſed with an ox-COLLAR !

I have had them in all fhapes and forms .--- My original idea was

wood-but I miftook the construction of the fhoulders of an ox.-

They are, in general, very much concave, not convex ; -and I

wrung them very much at the points and tips.

Finding that tallow abforbed by hair prevented a tender-fhoul-

dered horfe from galling, and being determined, at any price, to

work oxen in collars-I made them convex, and ſtuffed them with

hair and tallow.

In theſe they worked very well, all fpring-feed- time.-But the bot-

tom-pieces hooked the traces at the turnings, and gave the whole a

clumfy appearance.-The Spring-pins, too, which faftened them at the

top, were tedious, and the whole expenſive, complex, and uncouth .

At length, after making many cafts, I have hit off one whichfatis-

fies me. Inftead of the hair and tallow, I have ſubſtituted a wooden bl-

fter-inftead of the bottom- piece, an ircn fpring bow-and inftead of

the ſpring-pins, catches.

The nine-pins-another fort-have a fimplicity in them which pleaſes

me very much ; but the men do not feem to like them fo well as the

bolſters. They are not, however, yet matured *.

The idea of a wooden collar arofe from this obfervation : When a

horfe galls, it generally proceeds from fome knot or lump in the ftuff-

ing ; and betheftraw collars ever fo hard, if they arefmooth they feldom

*ADrawing of each fort will be given in the DIGEST.

gall.
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1

gall. The truth of this obfervation is fully proved on the oxen's

fhoulders, for they are become as fine and fmooth as the wood itſelf.

I havejuſt finiſhed one on the fame principle for a tender-ſhouldered

HORSE-and he is now hoeing potatoes with it.-Duration (including

cheapness, ) neatness, eafe, and coolness to the horſes, are the propofed

good effects.

BREAK-UP Plow. 21. Tefted the alterations of the Breaking- up

Plow.

This plow was made last year (out of an old fwing-plow) with a

fhort fwing beam ; but fhe ran upon her nofe, and was difficult to

hold. I have now put in a longer beam, and fitted it to the carriage of

the trenching-plow.

The variations from the common plow are, the narrowness of the

ftern, and the poſition of the mould-board . Inſtead of that being 12

or 14 inches wide, it is but 6 or 7 ; and inſtead of this forming with

the land-board the fruftum of a wedge, it ftands parallel to it. The

one leffens the reſiſtance-the other ſuffers her to keep in the

ground.

WINTER TARES.

EXHAUSTION.

22. Sold a patch of the tares of N. 5. at

ſeven pounds an acre !*

Surely this muſt be a profitable crop ! A barley-ſtubble once plowed,

and two bushels of tares- the expence not 20s. an acre.

It is true, they are carried off, but they are carried off without any

expence ; nor is the foil exhauſted by a ripened crop. And, perhaps, it

is not ſo much the berbage as the grain which drains the foil of its

treasure.

* The Writer has fince fold tares at eight pounds an acre.

HONEY-DEW.
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HONEY-DEW. 22. This morning there was a remarkable honey dew..

The leaves ofthe oak were not ſprinkled, as is ufual, but varnished with

a fweet, fhining, vifcous matter, which on fome leaves had run intò

large drops : with a little trouble, a quantity might have been col

lected. I tremble for the effect!

JULY, 1777. Several oaks and other trees were blighted ; but the

corn did not receive any obvious injury.

DOUBLE-PLOW. 24. Earthed-up the cabbages and early potatoes

with the double mould-board plow.

A monftrous neat, expeditious job.

JULY, 1777. This Implement is too common to need a parti-

cular deſcription ; and too uſeful, in opening furrows and earth-

ing-up potatoes or cabbages, to be left wholly unnoticed. Thoſe

whofe mould boards move on hinges, and may be fet wide or

narrow at pleaſure, are the moft convenient.

THE WEATHER.

BARLEY.

28. On Saturday, the BAROMETER* got up to

9°. 10-we had fome fhowers.-On Sunday it

got down againto 8 ° . 30'-On Monday it reached 9 ° . 30'---It began to

rain about 9 o'clock, and rained ' till three. This finiſhes a drought

of upwards of three months.

The major part of the feed-barley which was fown in E. 2. the be-

ginning of May, was yesterday as found, firm, and bright, as on the

day of fowing ! This rain may, indeed, make it vegetate ; but it can

A quadruple tube of fixteen inches , indexed by a tincture which rifes for rain.

K never
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never make it come in time for a crop : ---Befides, the fprinkling which

is already up, will be ripe long before it.

SWINE. 29. This morning one of the fmall hogs was found ftran-

gled in its couple :-two couple had entangled themfelves together in

the night, and the weakeft of courfe fell.

This is the first real accident which has happpened ( See the 17th) ;

and I do not fee how this rifk can be removed, without uncoupling

them every night . This will be troublefome, and perhaps the labour

of it more than the riſk.-Perhaps, this is a cafualty which may ne-

ver happen again.

SELF-ATTENDANCE . 30. Deuce take the Town ! The day's work

of ateam loft !

A team went this morning to harrow at Wood-fide.--The horfes ran

away with the harrows, and kicked each other, with the Carter, into

the ditch. The horfes efcaped unhurt, but the man was lamed very

much ; and, being from home, the horſes ſtood kicking their heels in

the ftable the remainder of the day.

" You may talk of your Farmer This and your Farmer That,

" but I fay, FARMER SELF-ATTENDANCE is the beſt Farmer in all

" this country."

JULY.

FALLOWING. 1. Sowed C. 1. with turnip-feed ; the turnips to be

plowed-in for wheat.

I now look upon this field as a clover-ley, which has been once

mowed, and the fecond crop of which is intended to be plowed-in for

wheat.
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wheat. The more feed weeds which now vegetate, the better-the more

food for the wheat.

This is fhortening the buſineſs of fummer-fallowing ; and, if the

foil be clean from root-weeds, it is, perhaps, better management than

ftirring it thro' the throng of hay-time and harveſt ; befides raifing

nutriment for the fucceeding crop.

JULY, 1777. If a fummer-fallowbe thoroughly clean from root-

weeds, it is certainly moſt eligible management to ſow it with the

feeds of fome quick-growing herbage, in the wane of July or

beginning of Auguft, to be plowed-in for wheat in the

wane of September.

But to lay up a fallow in the beginning of July, which is not

perfectly cured of its couchinefs, is very indifferent management

indeed. C. 1. is a living witnefs for this affertion.

HAYING. 1. I have adopted this method of making mix-grafs and

clover-hay.

Let it lie a-while to wither in fwath ; but while it is tough-.-before

it be crifp-make it into light minikin cocks, and rake the bared fur-

face. As the cocklits become dry, aggregate them ; and continue to

rake the bared grafs till the hay be dry enough, and the cocks big

enough.—If rain beat down the cocklits, catch a dry opportunity of

turning them upfide-down, and lightening them up ; -- not shaking them

out.

Thus, it will always be out of harm's way, and the leaf, fap and

colour, be preſerved .

BARLEY ON GRAVEL.

QUANTITY OF SEED .

feed-weeds. A neighbour

1. The barley of O. and P. is, and was,

rom its first coming up, choaked with

fowed fome at the fame time, in the fame

K 2 common
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common field (a gravelly loam), which is clean, and, at preſent, a fine-

looking crop . We fowed two bushels over-plit ;-he, five bufhels at leaſt,

half over, half under. His came up very thick-fmothered the

weeds-and kept the ground moiſt : -Ours thin, with an abundance

of feed-weeds could not branch for want of rain-and the foil is of

courſe expoſed to the drought.

Perhaps, on dry land, fubject to feed-weeds *, thick fowing is preferable

to thin fowing.-On moiſt foils , tolerably clean, thin fowing is better

than thick ſowing.

Perhaps, generally-thin fowing gives ftronger ftraw, and larger

grain -thick fowing fmothers the weeds, and gives finer fødder.

}

SWINE. 3. Another hog hung ! and in the very fame man-

FARMS. ner (See 29th JUNE . ) . It is ftrange, that for fix or

eight weeks no accident happened, and now for two to come

together !

There must be fomefpecial caufe.-Could they be entangled mali-

ciously ? I hope not.-I rather think this was the cauſe :-They were

both ſtrangled on ftormy nights--they were in Adfcomb Farm-Yard,

without litter-they got into a heap to keep themſelves warm and dry,

and thus got entangled , and being weak, for want of better attend-

ance, the little ones were preſently ftrangled.

In future, give them plenty of meat, plenty of litter, and plenty of

room, in a dry place.

Brought them home last night.----Had they never gone to

Adfcomb, they might ftill have been all alive ; for I fhould of

This mayfeem a vague expreffion : it is a technical phrafe : and that fome foils

have an exhauſtlefs fource of the ſmall oleaginous feeds ofweeds, while others are eaſi-

ly kept free fromthem, is a fact indubitable .

courfe
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courſe have ſeen that they were in want of proper victuals and

lodgings.

This is another inconvenience of a ſcattered Farm.

PLOWS.

INVENTION .
}

4. Began to croſs -plow M. 6. (the fecond plowing

of a tough rye-grafs ley. )

Tried it with a fwing-plow : the fods gathered under the beam,

and threw her out. Took out the furface-plow of the trenching-plow,

and tried her the tough plits wedged-in between the coulter and

the breast, and threw her out. Took the coulter entirely out : the

falfe coulter drove them before her into large heaps. Put the coulter

into the coulter-hole of the furface-plow : never plow went better.

This is a ftriking inftance of the utility of making the coulter-hole

at a confiderable diftance from the breaſt of the plow. Perhaps, a

foot and a half is little enough. In this inftance, the coulter ftood at

leaft three feet before the plow, without inconvenience.

JULY, 1777. It is dangerous to generalife ideas precipitately.

The Writer, fully convinced that the coulter might be fet

eighteen inches before the breast . of a wheel-plow, took it for

granted, that the fame rule might be applied to the fwing-plow ,

and he built one on that principle : but fhe did not anfwer hist

expectations.She was unsteady ; and if a ftone, or other obftruc-

tion, threw her out of her work into the furrow, it was almoſt

impoffible to get her into land again. At prefent, he is of

opinion, that the point of the coulter of the fwing plow (a plow

without wheel or foot ) ought not, except it ftand very high, to

precede the point of the ſhare. The precife fituation of the

coulter-hole depends, therefore, on the fhape of the breaft, and

the length of the ſhare. Ifthe breaſt be ftraight; perhaps ten or

twelve inches is a mean diſtance.

SWINE..
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SWINE. 7
4. Stewed fome green clover for the hogs. They

CLOVER. S drank the liquor, but would not eat the greens.

BARLEY. 4. The remainder of the barley of Foot-path-field , fown

the 9th ofMay, juſt two months ago ! is now coming up as even, as

if it had been fown but a few days.- That which came up preſently

after fowing, is now in ear. What a motley it will be at harveſt !

E. 1. and E. 3. are in the fame predicament.

NEW CART.
6. The two-wheel-waggon came home laſt night.

The coſt of the wood-work

of the iron-work, about

£. s. d.

7 15,0

7 70

£. 15 20

I have great expectations from her, and the men do not feem to

diflike her.

JULY, 1777. This is a carriage, whofe body reſembles, as nearly

as poffible, the body of a waggon, yet makes a very convenient

dung-cart.

BARLEY. 7. By way of experiment, ( See the 4th. ) mowed two

lands of E. 3. in order that the firſt and ſecond comings-up may ſtart

fair, and come-in together at harveſt.

JULY, 1777. This had not the deſired effect ;—the part mowed-

down was in ear again, before the laft coming-up had covered

the clods.

3 SWINE
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SWINE. 7. Uncoupled the hogs ; to try if they will ftay quietly

on the Common, loofe.

They are aukward to ferve at the troughs, and waſte the waſh.

Oiled the couples, and put them by till ftubble-time.

No accident has happened fince they have had plenty of meat, litter,

and room. (See the 3d . )

HAYING. 8. A fine afternoon.-Got the remainder of D. 1. and

K. 2. into larger cocks : The one-pitch cocks, every-where, are almoſt

fit to carry, notwithſtanding the fun has not fhone theſe three days.

I apprehend, had this hay been treated in the common mode of

hay-making, ( See the 1ft. ) it would have been black, if not rotten ;

whereas the flowers ftill retain their bloom, and the leaves their

verdure.

This process may not be fo expeditious as the common method,

but I am pofitive, it is more certain,

WORKING CATTLE . 11. The horned borfes have brought home a

great part of the hay to-day. This is the first time they have gone

upon the road in a waggon.

They ſeem to be equally as handy as polled borfes, and answer the

purpoſe juſt as well : they made the fame number of journies, and

the hay bears exactly the fame colour and the fame fmell.

TARE-VERDAGE. 11. Finiſhed the tares of H. 1. The horfes have

lately made great waſte ofthem : the wheat which grew among them

got ftrawy as it grew old, and they would not eat it.

Perhaps, in future, -Sow barley, or oats, or beans, inſtead of wheat

or rye, among winter-tares : The felf-fown barley, among thefe, is

very luxuriant, but not fo arundinaceous as wheat.

1

Perhaps,
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Farmer **

Perhaps, fomething by way of Jupporters is abfolutely neceffary to

tares. Farmer ***** had a field of winter-tares, which, early in

the fpring, looked remarkably well.-He is now cutting them, tho'

they are ſcarcely worth the trouble : They are, at the root, quite black

and rotten-only a fmall part of their tops are eatable. Thoſe in

N. 5. which have rye and wheat to fupport them, are green to the

ground, and are, at leaft, of double the value of his, tho' in

the ſpring they did not appear to be half the crop. The one is three

or four feet high-the other beaten into the ground-not eighteen

inches. What can be the reafon of this, except the want of

fupporters ?

HAYING. 11. (See the ft . ) To try how the cocklits would make

in pitch cock, without lightening up ; I put three of them, one- upon-

the- other, without fhaking. In this manner I made two rows : the

reft of the field, two cocklits together, fhook up. The former was

the greeneft, fineſt hay by much.

WHEAT:

CLOVER-LEYS.

MELIORATION.

VEGETABLE ECONOMY.

13. In the year 1773, C. 1. was a re-

markably fine crop of wheat.

To-day, I enquired of the Bailiff, who

had then the management of it, and who

now works for me, the proceſs of this field.

It was fimply this : A clover-ley dunged, as foon as the firſt crop of

clover was off. The fecond crop of clover, he fays, was not great ;

but the wheat was the crack of the country.

Does not this confirm the propriety of the idea of feeding on a firm

furface, and contradict that of the volatility of vegetable food ?

The fecond crop of clover, it is true, was not good, becauſe no

rain fell to wash in the dung : But before wheat feed-time, the ma

nure
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1
nure became incorporated with the foil, and gave the noble crop which

followed.

The dung (being laid on in July) was of courſe expoſed to the

exhalation of the Dog-days ' fun-and the " plant-feeding nitrous par-

" ticles," confequently, " diffipated."

They might be fo :-But pray, who, or what re-called theſe itinerant

particles to the identical field from whence they took their flight ?

Nonfenfe ! The food of vegetables is too grofs for aerial flight.

Whence foot, then, and its vegetative quality ?

Soot is forced up a fmall aperture, by a strong fire ; not voluntarily,

as it were, raiſed in the open air, by the feeble influence of the fun.

That is rarefaction , caufed by actual combuftion, affifted by an arti-

ficial current of air : -This, but attraction , with a ſmall degree of rare-

faction , cauſed by reflection only.-Becauſe a chimney will fuck- up

a Bank-note, is it therefore dangerous to expofe Bank-notes to the

fun in Dog-days, for fear of their being exhaled !

JULY, 1777. The Writer does not offer this loofe Minute as a

piece of finished philofophy : He is fill, however, of opinion,

that the FOOD OF VEGETABLES is neither principally nitrine, nor

dangerously volatile.

CABBAGES. 15. Mending the rows, with the weak plants, left ( at

the time of planting) in the feed-bed . Very eligible.

HAYING. 19. The flack of mix- grafs hay ( See the 1ft, 8th, and

11th . ) takes as fine a heat as can be wished-for, notwithſtanding it

was out three weeks of rainy weather.

JUNE, 1776. Not a fpeck of mould, nor a handful of muſty

hay, in the whole ſtack .

L WORKING
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WORKING CATTLE. 21. Cutting tare-verdage for the oxen.

On clover they did very well- on the weedy grafs of the margins

but indifferently-on tares, exceedingly well ; they eat ready to blow

themſelves.

Who will affert, that oxen cannot be used as beafts of labour, with-

out meadows to graze them in ?

SERVANTS.
22. Some of the men having worked at the hay later

than ordinary, I began this evening (Saturday) to pay them 6 d.

each, for over-bours.

The first man was thankful, but the fecond began immediately to

talk of an advance of wages ; whereas, had I given him his 10s.

only, he would have given me a low bow, and, " Thank you, Sir."

I begin to think, tho' with reluctance, that hard work and low

wages are the only means of making good fervants : the reft went

away perfectly fatisfied with their common wages.

SERVANTS. 23. Laft week, took the best team from Will, and

it to old Caper.

gave

The best team ruins the Carters : Hounfome was a very good fervant

before he had the best team ; but this preſently made him confequential

and impertinent. David, too, while he had the best team, was a man

of confequence : fince I took it from him, he is very much improved.

Gave it to Will.-As foon as he found himſelf likely to keep it, he alfo

began to fet up for himfelf : He fancied wooden collars were wrong

-and that it is not the first carter's bufinefs to load hay ; at leaſt,

without a prong . I have given him the rips, inſtead of the best team,

and he is all fubmiffion.

It is dangerous to grant a favour to farming-fervants : and certain

ruin to feem to grant it.

HAYING.
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HAYING. 26. Finiſhed hay-making.

Had the hay of River-Mead, &c. been tedded (spread abroad), it

was fo exceedingly fhort, a confiderable part of it muſt have been left

in the field ; befide the additional expence, and the exhalation of its

juices : nor could it have been made in much leſs time ; for what was

carried to-day (Wedneſday) , was cut on Monday afternoon.

Perhaps, infuture,-Never ted a light, nor a middling crop of

grafs, of whatever fpecies. If the weather be fine, let it make itſelf in

fwath.-Iffoul, make it in cocklits.

Perhaps, hay makes fafter in heaps, of whatever ſhape or fize,

than is generally imagined ; eſpecially in windy weather.-It is amaz-

ing how much the large heaps in River-Mead dried, after they were

mixed and ſhook up light :-even the good-old Hayers acknowledged

their aftoniſhment.

DEPOSITING. 26. The wheat on the North-fides of the ridges of

G. 2.-I. 1.-H. &c. which all lie Eaft-and-Weft, is green, while that

on their South-fides , is turning yellow : There are feveral days' dif-

ference in their degrees of ripeneſs .

Thoſe which lie North-and-South, are equally ripe on all fides :

therefore, Eaft-and-Weft is an improper direction for round ridges.

WORKING CATTLE.

Two-WHEEL WAGGON .
}

28. Carrying the hay of the margins,

&c. with two oxen, and the Handy.

This is a fight I have long wished to ſee in reality. - I find the idea

in a Minute I made five years ago. They (Duke and Bran) brought

a tolerable load up to the ftack with eafe.----No horfes could be

handier.

Withers---diffipates its fuperfluous fap.

L 2 Yeſterday,
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Yeſterday, I meaſured a load of hay brought to the ſtack on a

waggon, and one brought on the Handy ;-this was longer, wider, and

much deeper, tho' the lowness of the wheels made it to the eye not

nearly fo large.

CARROTS.

TRENCH-PLOWING .

FOUL CROPS.
}

28. Finiſhed hoeing the turnips of Garden-

field, and began to hoe the carrots : but they

are fo thin, and fo foul, they will never re-

pay the labour.-Therefore, left off hoeing, and began to hand-draw

the largeſt of the weeds.

The foulness of thefe carrots proves the inefficacy of trench-plow-

ing to kill weeds ; for fuch variety, luxuriance, and abundance, I

never faw, tho' hand-weeded very clean about fix weeks ago.

But, perhaps, the lofs at harveft is but halfthe lofs of a bad crop :

it encourages the weeds, and, if not a hoeing crop, muft fill the foil

full of trumpery.

Therefore, perhaps, it is good management to plow-in a ftraggling

foul crop, while fucculent ; tho' it might, at harveſt, be worth fome-

thing : the land is doubly benefited, and the lofs reduced to certainty ;

and, perhaps, even this may fometimes be removed by a crop of

turnips.

SWINE. 29. Re- coupled the hogs .-They are in perpetual miſchief

-complaints ring at both ears.

-

WORKING CATTLE . 29. From the 3d of February, to the 24th

July-five months-Duke has not had one day's eafe, Sundays ex-

cepted. No horfe has worked harder.- He was a little tender-footed

once or twice, but prefently came round again :-he was as fit and

free to work the laft, as the firſt day.

Not
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Not being very bufy, turned him out for a few days, as a reward

for his paſt ſervices.

WOODEN HORSE COLLAR . 29. This horfe ( See 20 JUNE ) not being

in conftant work, I put it on to the fore-horſe of the beſt team.

He was preſently galled about the middle of the fhoulder.---I mif-

took the horſe's as I had done the ox's fhoulders.---Horfes do not draw

fo much by the fhoulder, as by the cheft---the bofom :-inſtead of a

muſcular hollow about the middle of the ſhoulder, there is a prominent

bone ;---I therefore continued the bolſter quite round the bofom, and

hollowed it out concave in the middle of the fhoulder, where it was

before convex .

He has worked in it tolerably well theſe three weeks ; but it is ra-

ther too fhort for him---it chafes his withers.---I hope to fit him better

in a new one.

The men do not like it at all.---He wore it one day to Croydon, to

the great difquietude of the Collar-makers.---They gave both Carter

and Carpenter a hint, and I was obliged to finish it, and attend to

the wear of it myſelf.

I am not yet clear that wooden horfe-collars are equal to ftraw ones,

---nor that wooden collars are as fit for horfes as for cattle. Horfes

perfpire more than cattle ; and, perhaps, thestraw collar abſorbs the

perfpiration : but I have not yet given up wooden horſe - collars .

JULY, 1777. This collar ftill hangs up in the Harneſs-houſe,

and the intended new one yet unmade : But the Writer can ſtill

repeat, that he has not yet given up wooden horfe-collars.

SERVANTS.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.
}

29. The harveſt is upon us all at

once, and Thomas White afleep. I

rouzed him yeſterday, and to-day have given him a book of memo-

randums of work to be done, to keep him awake.

He
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He has all along beenfiding with the men ; inftead of affifting me to

manage them, he has been affifting them to manage me.-He is now,

however, acquainted with the confequence of fuch behaviour in

future.

The laft twelve months have, purpofely, been an Apprenticeſhip to

Farming.---Had it not been for the AMUSEMENT which accompanied it,

I fhould truly have been a flave to the MINUTIE OF AGRICULTURE.---

I have now, however, had a full view ofthem, and intend that he, or

one who has more fpunk in him, fhall attend to the Spread-bats and

whippins in future.--- I hope, after harveſt, to have leifure to enjoy fome

of thofe athletic and mental amufements, for which, in part, I came

into the country.

Is it impoffible to manage a Farm with the pen ? Proper orders,

properly executed, muft produce proper management.---If the orders

are injudicious, it is my own fault.---But if the execution be bad, the

blame falls immediately on the Ordereé, not on the Labourers ; -- and,

of courſe, it may be readily rectified by a daſh of the pen---But this

may need a Perhaps:

CARROTS. 31. To expedite the weeding, and to invigorate the

LUCERNE. carrots, took a large iron garden-rake, and raked the

furface very hard ; this pulled up the running weeds : the standards

left, were readily drawn by hand.

Perhaps, clean random lucerne in this manner.

HAYING. 31. Twenty-four loads of rye-grafs hay,'

off 17 acres this year, has coft in manual labour,

for making

18 loads of mix- grafs, off 20 acres

15/1/ mead-grafs, off 21 acres

£. s. d.

4 2 0

4
8

6
5

3
2

8
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The first was tedded-the fecond made in cocklits-and the laft

in fwath. The firft was made while the heat of the earth and fun

would have roafted an egg ;-the fecond was out three weeks of rainy

weather ; and the laſt had a few ſhowers.

This furely proves the expence and abfurdity of tedding grafs ; be-

fides, perhaps, the hay's being robbed of its effence .

Perhaps, in future-If the crop be very large, turn it, before it be

made into cocklits, with a rake, not a prong. This is tedious-fcat-

ters it about-and lays it flat : That fets it on-edge, fnug, and expe-

ditiously.

AUGUST.

CLOVER. 1. Perhaps, letting the first crop ftand too long, fpoils

the fecond. Perhaps, if it ftand till it has done growing, the fecond

does not fhoot from the ftem ; but forms an original ftem from the

root, and is , of course, much retarded .

What noble ſecond crops Meffrs . A— , C ——————— , M—— , &c. who

cut foon, have ! how fhabbily our's look ! -Mr. C's firft crop hardly

paid for mowing: he will have at leaſt two loads an acre from his fe-

cond. If Mr. A's was now cut, he would have time enough for a

third crop .

Infuture-Cut clover in the beginning of June ; before the middle,

be there much or little. Cutting while in full vegetation, no doubt

makes it branch . And, perhaps, ifthin, top it in May , and mow only

once.

OXEN. 7 4 Hoed the late-planted cabbages with one

THE NOSE- HOOK. Sox and the nofe-hook.

Caught him in the Pafture with the hook, and led him home by

the ring. Harneffed him, and lead him, at work, with the hook, by

3 the
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the bit-full as handy as a horfe-and does not tread-down the

cabbages fo much.

The double hook is every thing I could wish ; it retards or accele-

rates-draws toward, or puſhes off-ward, at pleaſure.

HARVESTING WHEAT. 7. Two Scotchmen have made moſt ſloven-

ly work in reaping Great Six Acres.—I laſt night gathered fixty-feven

ears without ſtirring a foot ! I apprehend it would pay for raking.

Whywere they not difcharged ? Becauſe there was no other to be had.

Began to mow the plot of wheat in Barn - Field. I want to bring

this patch into the fame crop as the reft of the field ; and were it to

be reaped, the ftubble would be in the way of the plow ; befides, I

embrace this circumftance as a good plea for mowing of wheat-a fa-

vourite proceſs-and fome plea was neceffary to bring the Labourers to

do their beſt. Under this they have exerted themfelves, and have

fucceeded pretty well : they have made much better work than the

Scotchmen. One mows it outward-a fecond lays it in band— and a

third rakes and binds it.

SOWING WHEAT .
7. Obferving the refults of the experiments on

fowing over-plit, and under-plit.

The experiment made in Hither Four Acres, the 5th November,

is quite decifive.-The Six Lands under plit, are glaringly the worſt

wheat in the field . -The Two Lands harrowed twice in a place, obvi-

ouſly the beſt of theſe fix..-The four left rough as the plow left thein,

obviouſly the worſt.

A fairer experiment could not be made : the preceding crop of

beans was exceedingly even ; and the foil-procefs exactly alike through-

out the field.

But
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But this experiment was on a bean-ftubble once plowed ; not on afine

fallow. This wants further experiment : the management of That, I

think, is fully aſcertained .

BARNS.

RATS. }

9. Clearing the barns and killing the rats .

Killed twenty in Home-barns, and twelve in Adfcomb-

barns ; and the Thraſhers, within theſe fewdays, have killed near forty

more.

A remarkable circumftance happened : When they found themſelves

beſet on all fides, and their ſtrong holds broken down, a march was

founded ; and a large body of them, taking the opportunity whilft the

Thraſher was cutting verdage, fallied out, in ſearch of a more peace-

ful habitation ; but by mere accident they were intercepted, and in

five minutes, fifteen or twenty of them put to the prong.

Surely, killing of rats, on the eve of harveft, is a piece of buſineſs

which ought every year to be religiouſly obſerved ; for what would

have been the confequence, had thefe fixty rats eſcaped, and increas'd

till next fummer ?-Fifty of them, at leaſt, were full-grown, breeding

rats ! Nay, even the twenty which the rat- catcher ferretted out to-day,

would have over- run the land.

In future, employ a Rat-killer even on fufpicion. If he kills none,

him for his trouble. They have eaten fome bufhels-perhaps quar-
pay

ters of wheat, and other corn, this year.

MOWING WHEAT . 9. It has been mowed and bound by bits-and-

fcraps ; but I made a calculation , the firſt day, of the coft , and it was

about 5s. an acre. The crop was thin, but could not have been lett

to reap under 7s. 6d. or 8 s . an acre ;-and I think we have not a reap-

ed field which has not double the wafte of this in it. Here, every ear

is feen -thouſands are hid amongſt the ftubble of reaped wheat, which

M do
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do not appear to the eye. The greatest objection feems to be, the

ftraggling ears in the tails ofthe fheaves ; which, in cafe of wet wea-

ther, by being in contact with the ground, would foon grow and

another, the ſtraw cannot be made up fo neatly for market. The

advantages comparative are, difpatch in cafe of hurry-cheapnefs-an

increaſe of ſtraw---and the foil's being freed from ſtubble, without the

expence of cutting it.

JULY, 1777. If hands be fcarce---the crop be thin and ftand

fair .the weather fine---and the ftraw be not intended for mar-

ket ; mowing wheat may be very eligible. The Writer, how..

ever, has not fince mowed any : ftraw has lately bore the efti-

mable price of 3.1 . a ton.

POTATOE-HALM .

CABBAGES.

11. The 29th June, planted rows of cabbages

in the intervals of a patch of potatoes.

But though the intervals were more than three feet wide, the halm

is become fo luxuriant that the cabbages do not thrive, and are in

danger of being quite fmothered.

Obferving this, the other evening, and regretting, at the fame time,

that fo much fucculent herbage ſhould be ſuffered to rot where it grew ;

I broke off fome of the ftems, and threw them before the cows :-They

readily eat them.

This being a daggly day, fet a man to work with a fickle, to cut a

patch of it, to try if the cows would eat it in quantity ; and like-

wife to try its effect on the roots.

The first was prefently decidea :-They eat as many as a man could

wheel in a large wheel- barrow, prefently ; leaving only the woody part

of the ſtems. Threw thefe to the hogs :-They greedily eat or fuck'd

them-the refuſe might be hid in the crown of a hat.

If
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If the cows ſtill continue to eat the halm, and the roots fuffer no

bad effect, what a faving ! For tho' the potatoes were planted wide,

there is verdage equal to a middling crop of tares, befides the ſurface

being left open for the cabbages ; which may be hoed and earthed-up

with the hand-hoe, as if no potatoes were there.-And, perhaps,

checking the rifing fap may reflect it to the roots, and, inftead of an

evil, prove a good . The fucculence of the herbage muſt create

milk.

-

Twoofthe Labourers have just brought home an arm-full each , and

thrown them to the hogs .-They are devouring them moſt greedily ; —

they do not chew themfor their fap, as they do tares and, clover, but

'chew and ſwallow ſtems of half an inch diameter.

They have ſcarcely left a trace of them. I begin to fancy it good

management to plant potatoes as a verdage, independant of their

What an enthufiaft ! I even arrogate a diſcovery.roots.

BUILDING. 12. The Carpenters have done building--job-

THE FARMERY. S bing-gate-making-and tarring- and, thank

my ftars, they are off!

It is now near eighteen months fince I commenced Master-Carpenter,

and have had my ears grated with the din of faws and mallets .

I must confefs, however, that the anxieties and attention which

the immediate fuperintendance occafioned, were frequently relieved by

the approved defign, and the rifing convenience. And what is ftill

more flattering (but it may be the fuggeftion of vanity), there is a fym-

metry and perfection in the whole, a title of which I do not, at pre-

fent, wiſh to alter. May I long retain the pleaſure of this reflection !

SooT. 12. Obferving the refult of the experiments in G. 2.—I. 1 .

and I. 2.- I find, that which was fown and washed-in with a

M 2 ſhower
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ſhower before the drought fet-in , has been obviouſly of ſervice.- But

where it lay on the furface, till almoft harveft, without rain, there

does not appear any benefit. This is very obvious in. I. 2. part of

which fell under the firft, part under the latter circumſtance.

Perhaps, in future-If the foil be much out-of-heart, fow it twice

with foot ; once with the feed, to make it ftrike, and to cheriſh the

youngplants during winter ; -and again in ſpring, to affift the bloom,

and fill the ear. Perhaps, the fooner the fpring-fowing is given, the more

ftraw ; the later, the more corn . Perhaps, April is the beſt month ; or,

perhaps, as foon as the land will bear a horfe and harrows ; being care-

ful to embrace the opportunity, before the wheat get too high, or

dry weather fet- in .

If the foil has ftrength enough to fend up the plants, and ſupport

them thro' the winter, but not to fill the ear ; give the fecond dreffing

only.

Twentybushels are the leaſt that can be given each dreffing : a rich

foil wants not foot ; -a foil much out-of-heart wants forty or fifty

bufhels at leaft.

FARMS.

lands.

15. Ox-harrowed A. 2. and gathered it up into five-'bout

This field, tho' it has lain fallow two years, is ſtill ſuch a meagre,

thin-fkinned piece of poverty, that it would be folly to rifk a crop of

wheat without a good dunging ; and it lies too far from the dung-hill :

it must therefore lie dry till fpring, for a crop of oats and mix-grafs.

This dirty corner is a very bad bargain. Except Nº 1. there is not

a field worth the expence of one plowing. N° 3. and 5. were dunged

for wheat, which was fcarcely worth reaping ; and the oats this year,

tho' fown in March, will hardly pay the contingent charges. Befides,

the incontiguity of it renders the management doubly expenſive.

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, get it into fward as faſt as poffible, and thus let it lie ,till

the two or three laft years of the leafe : It may then, perhaps, be

worth plowing ;-at prefent, its heart is entirely torn out.

JULY, 1777. This is a little paltry Farm offeventeen or eighteen

acres, which lies contiguous to an extenſive Common, to which

the Writer meant thefe fields as an affiftant fheep-pafture. The

Common, however, is fuch a rotting one, that the Writer has

not yet rifked a flock ; and the Farm hangs on his hands as an

arable Farm, at the distance of a mile from the Farm-yard.

He was led to believe, too, that this Farm was good land, in

good heart ; but he finds himſelf very much miſtaken ; and pub-

lifhes the foregoing Minute as a caution to fuch Gentlemen as

may be about to purchaſe, or take a leaſe of incontiguous, arable

land ; for if it be foul and out-of-heart, it is dear on a leafe of at

leaft feven years, rent-free.

SUB-PLOWING. 16. A land of early fown turnips, in Garden-field ,

miffed ; the foil of courfe was over-run with weeds :-gravel-bind

was predominant.-Put old Nimrod to the fub-plow.

Sub-plowed,

Harrowed,

Carried off the weeds ;

Sub-plowed,

Harrowed,

Raked off the weeds ;

Turn-plowed,

Harrowed,

Rolled.

Theſe feveral operations were performed by one man, one boy, and

one horſe, in three hours. A dozen men could not have made it (about

fixteen rods) fo clean, fine, round and firm ; fo fit for planting favoy's.

and colewort on, in the fame time. Nothing can equal fub-plowing,

for clearing the furface from running weeds ; and, indeed , from every

thing, except a perfect bed of couch : the fecond fubbing was eight:

or nine inches deep.

WORKING:
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17. The tares being all eaten, turned

HAZARD OF FARMING. the oxen into the clover-after-grafs, of

Ley-lands, laſt Thurſday—a week ago ;-but, to prevent their blowing,

let them first fill themſelves on the meadow-after-grafs of River-Mead ;

and for the first day or two, I attended them myself; keeping them

Airring.

While theſe precautions were taken, all was well , but last night,

the Carters, in a hurry to get to Croydon, to ſee their brother-black-

guards, the Felons from New-Gaol, carelessly (Careleffnefs ! thou

fpawn of Ignorance ! Thou haggard pandar of Ill-luck ! ) turned them

hungry from the plow immediately into the clover.-This morning

Bran lies dead.

It ſeems a little ſtrange, that a field of only fix acrés, after having

been eaten-down, near a week, with from four to eight oxen, and fome

days with four or five horſes, ſhould now have this effect . Nothing

but turning them in hungry can account for it...

In future, —on the ſlighteſt ſuſpicion of blowing, feed them well

with hay or verdage, before they go out of the ſtable ; and never fuffer

clover, whether red or white, to get too high, before they be turned

to it.

This forms a capital diſadvantage of cattle ; for there is no guard-

ing againſt careleffneſs ; nor are they ſafe adjoining, nor near, to a field

of clover or other fucculent herbage, except the fences be very good

indeed.

The horſes and oxen are now on a par-Bran and Peacock-with

about an equal number of fick and lame on each fide. But I would

rather have loft two Peacocks than one Bran. The lofs of him has

thrown us all off the hinges. I had laid out four teams for the wheat-

ſeaſon, beſides the odd horfes, to get on the compoſts. We shall not

only be an ox fhort, but Bran was a leader, and the prettiest little ox

we had.

3
HARVESTING
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HARVESTING OATS. 18. Fifteen load of oats, off Seventeen Acres,

took twelve men, two boys, and ſeven horſes, to cock, rake and carry

them. The cocking and raking took about five men, or 10d. an

acre. The carrying, therefore, took ſeven men, two boys, and ſeven

horfes, worth 11. 11s. 6d. or 2 s . 1 d . a load.

But had there been ftrength enough to have cocked them faft

enough for two pitchers and two loaders, the horſes would have carried

in half as many more. However, this does not reduce the price much,

as the men were employed. The diſtance was medial-not half a mile

-and they had done in good time . Perhaps, 2 s . is a middling coft

of carrying oats into barn.

POTATOE-HALM .

POTATOES AND CABBAGES .

18. (See the Tho' they

} have not had it regularly, nor in

great quantities, the increaſe of milk is very fenfible ;-the milk rich,

-the butter perfectly-remarkably fweet-and the cows feem to in-

creaſe in their affection for it.

This proceſs, tho' ſtumbled upon, ſeems very eligible. The whole

foil receives a perfect fallow ; for the intervals of the potatoes are

tilled, before the cabbages are planted ; and the intervals of the cab-

bages, after the potatoes are taken up. The foil gives four crops :

the halm, the potatoes, the cabbages, the ſprouts. The halm nur-

tures the infant plants, and fmothers the running weeds. I fee but

one plant out of a thouſand , which has miffed ! Many of thofe planted

alone in freſh-tilled earth failed.

There isnothing to fear but the damaging of the roots-and I have

left a patch uncut, by way of experiment.

WINTER TARES. 21. Laft October, I made an experiment on the

quantity of feed-tares, by fowing one land of H. 1. twice as thick as

the
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the reft of the field, which had about two bufhels and-a-half an acre.

The refult is, the part which had five bufhels, is rather, but not ob-

vioufly, better than the reft.

Another experiment I made in fowing under and over the plit of a

barley-ftubble. The land fown ander, looked fhabbily during winter,

and in fpring,-when it was harrowed ; but it is now on a par with

the rest of the field-a very good crop. The feed was plowed-in

very ſhallow, and the foil as loofe as a garden.

In future,----Sow over-plit the ufual quantity of two bushels of tares,

and half a buſhel of fupporters of any kind, which are ftrong and

fucculent.

}

SOWING WHEAT IN SPRING. 2 21. In the fpring of 17745 fowed

SEED-WHEAT . experimentally, part of a field with

wheat ;-part with barley. The fummer proved wet, and wheats in

general were blighted ; but this patch in particular : the ſtraw was as

black as bean-halm , and the grain as light as chaff.-It was merely a

flough of bran, without flour to fill out its wrinkles.-The Millers

would not grind it, and the pigs and poultry would hardly take the

trouble of eating it.

Laſt autumn-after having found, by a few grains, that it was

vegetative, I made feveral experiments on a larger fcale ; and to-day

I have been attending to their refults.

Thro' the feveral experiments, I can find no obvious difference be-

tween the crops produced from this worthlefs rubbish, and thoſe

raiſed from wheat worth 7 s . 6 d . a bufhel ; except in I. 1. where

That from the blighted is obviouſly inferior. This, however, does

not prove that ſowing blighted wheat is ineligible : -it rather fhews,

that a change of feed is favourable to the crop ; for the rubbiſh in

queſtion was produced in the adjoining field (an identical foil) to the
"

field
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Field above-mentioned-and I am byno means convinced, that fowing

light wheat, in autumn, is bad management.

But, what is very ſtriking, the fame wheat ſown, in ſpring, never ve-

getated. It was fown among fummer-tares in three feparate fields ; but

not a blade from it appeared.

Perhaps, it had juft fertility enough to propagate in autumn ; but

its vigourbeing diffipated during winter, its vegetative virtue was loft.

POTATOES. 21. Obferving the rows, off which the halm had been

cut ; the dry furface I perceived was mottled with wet spots. On ex-

amining farther, I found that each ſpot was centered by a ſtump of

halm . On touching thefe, they were covered with vegetable-blood

which had followed the amputation. One, whoſe top was pendant,

had ſpilt at leaſt a table-ſpoonful ; for it had completely wetted a ſpot

as large as the palm of the hand.

Is this the ordinary perſpiration (for the halm had donegrowing), or

does it flow from the roots ?

CARROTS.
22. Experimentally mowed a fwath acroſs the carrot-

piece--even with the furface---and raked it to a perfect fallow :---fcarce-

ly a green fpeck to be feen. If this does not hurt the roots, it is a

moſt eligible method of keeping them clean.

JULY, 1777. This patch of carrots was fo infamouſly bad, no

decifion could be drawn.

PLOWING IN HERBAGE. 22. Begun plowing for wheat in C. 1.

There are a great many turnips ( See 1. JULY), but more ketlock ; it

is two foot high.---Set Thomas White and David to work, to plow it in.

After many efforts, they at laft hit upon the ingenious method, of firſt

N
mowing
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mowing it, and then poking the fwaths into the furrows, by

little-and-little. This is, at leaft, employment for four people. Sure-

ly there is a better way than this .

23. Hung the timber-chain round the beam of the plow-before

the coulter,---fo as to drag-down the ketlock, and tuck it in under the

plit. It anfwers the purpoſe very well , without rolling, or any other

preparation. Some of the weeds being very long, a few of their tips

ftick out ; but thefe are not of the least bad confeqence . They will

foon wither and difappear.

POTATOES.

VEG TABLE ECONOMY.

ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY. }

23. (See the 21ft. ) The pendant

ftem ftill bleeds profufely. I timed

its dropping---it drops once in two

It has been cut five

3600 drops, and ſtill

ninutes- 30 times in an hour---720 in 24 hours.

days.--- It has therefore diſcharged, at that rate,

continues the ejection ; and from the fame roots there are two other

branches ; tho' this is the main ftem.

I obferve in general, that the higher they are cut--(the more

banches and leaves there are left) the lefs they bleed . It is only the

bare ftumps that do it very perceptibly ; and thefe I fee, bleed them-

felves to death. The liquor is limpid, foft, and fomewhat brackish.

24. This morning, there is a table ſpoonful in a cabbage-leaf,

which I placed laft night to catch it, and it ftill continues dropping.

25. This evening the ftump is quite dry---It was cut the 17th or

18th , and has therefore bled about ſeven days---ſay juſt a week.

It will be, at leaſt, curious, to calculate the quantity of fluid ejected,

during the feven days of evacuation ; and therefrom to draw the quan-

tity of element conveyed to the atmoſphere, by the vegetable world ;

for, perhaps, had not the halm been amputated---had the vegetable

been left entire---the fame, or nearly the fame quantity of moiſture

would have been exhaled in imperceptible perfpiration .

If
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If this ftump ejected an equal number of drops each day, it eva-

cuated 5040 drops in feven days. In phyfic, 16 drops are a drachm---

8 drachms an ounce--- 16 ounces a pint : therefore , from one ſtem were

ejected, in one week, two pints and a half of element.

Theſe potatoes were

plants a foot apart in

contains 14,520 roots.

planted in rows, three feet afunder ; and the

the rows : therefore an acre of theſe potatoes

Suppofing that each root ( or bunch of roots)

furniſhes two ftems, there are in an acre of fuch potatoes 29,040 ſtems.

Therefore-an acre of potatoes conveys from the earth to the at-

moſphere, daily, 10,371 pints, or five tons of element.

In another point of view-if ore ftem perfpire 2 pints, and every

three fquare feet contain two ſtems, every foot fquare furniſhes 48

cubical inches, weekly.

Therefore-a field of potatoes, in full halm, exudes, weekly, a

fheet of water equal to its own fuperficies, and one third of an inch

in thickness.

Every other vegetable, and every animal, muft likewife furnish their

feveral proportions ; and perhaps the oceans, rivers, and other naked

waters do not fupply the atmofphere with fuch copious exhalations as

is generally imagined.

"

JULY, 1777. Thefe ideas may be familiar to the able in philo-

fophy to the Writer-and, he believes, to the Many- they are

new ; and he makes no other apology for publiſhing them, crude

asthey are.

INVENTION.

IMPLEMENTS.

PLOWS.

24. Re-tested THE DOUBLE-SHAFT PLOW, after

having lain eleven months dormant.

Altho' I was by no means convinced of the inu-

tility of this Implement ; yet a reluctance, or rather an indifference,

about re-trying it, made me fufpicious. I wanted that anxiety which,

perhaps, always attends inventions of REAL USE. I do not mean the

N 2
anxiety
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anxiety of a man who hunts novelty ; but that of the man who is

hunted by invention .

Perhaps, generally-WOODEN SIMPLICITY is preferable to iron compli-

cation, in Implements of Agriculture : --this plow-the wheel-rake, and

the iron-furfacer, have coft me more than all the other contrivances I

have thought of; and not one of them has anſwered my expectations.

But my theory never betrayed me fo much as in this inftance. Let

me recollect my original ideas.-They were thefe : a plow workable in

any foil, by two oxen in yoke :-for then, feven years ago, I had no

idea of oxen in collar.-In order to bring the refiſtance and the impelling

power as near together as poffible, and to clear the furrow effectually, I

conceived a ſhare fixed to the bottom of the plow, inftead of preceding

it and, inſtead of a beam and chain-a pole five or fix feet long,

to pass from the body of the plow, immediately to the yoke ; fo that

the point of refiftance would be but a few inches behind the heels of

the cattle . To leffen the refiftance of the fuper-fliding plit, I con-

ceived a very hollow breaſt ; and, to turn it effectually, a concave

ſtern very much over-hanging.

But, convinced of the inferiority of yokes, I wiſhed to adapt theſe

favourite ideas to collars. A pair of expenfive double fhafts was ne-

ceffary ; and to theſe a great deal of iron-work. Here I ought, and

perhaps fhould have ſtopt , if a pair of old ſhafts had not tempted me

to proceed. I built the body, and hung it by a very strong, fimple

hinge, totheſe ſhafts ; which hinge regulates, in a moment, the width

of the plit. To regulate its depth, a notched iron ftay ' paffes

from the ſhafts to the handles : this too is ftrong, and readily altered ..

The ſhare is a right-angle triangle, fixed underneath the body of

the plow *; andthe coulter, the fruftum offuch a triangle, fixed to the

land-fide of it. The fhare hooks on to the plow, and the coulter

* The Hypotenufe forms the edge, which is about two feet four inches long, and.

projects about three inches from under the plit-fide of the plow.

into .
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into the fhare ; faſtening at the top by a flower-de-luce fkrew. The

whole apparatus, tho ' ftrong and compact, may be ſhook to pieces and

put together again in five feconds . If I am a judge, the whole is too

ingenious to be useful.-Vanity at leaft tells me that it has fome claim

to the first : Experience fays, flatly , that it has no right to the latter.

The lodging of the mould was what I never dreamt of ; tho' the hol-

lowness of the boſom, and the fituation of the fhare, both of them

aid in it. This , in a crumbly foil, is alone fufficient to damn her :

but the increase of refiftance fends her to hell headlong.-When the

ſhare precedes, the body of the plow has only the loose plit to turn :

but here, (eſpecially in a ſtiff foil) the Spring of the plit is added to its

weight ; the plow becomes a wedge, whichforces open the foil, while

the ſhare cuts it ; and, perhaps , fhares, in general, are placed too near

the breaſt ; eſpecially for tough leys.

I have taken her to pieces, for the laſt time, and have already found

uſes for many of the materials.

I

Iam thoroughly convinced that the ſhare ought to precede the plow ;

put the fame two horſes to a whip-rein plow, and tried her in the fame

foil-ſhe did her work much better, and with far leſs ſtrength.

I am likewife convinced that the farther a plow hangs behind the

cattle, the more fteadily fhe goes, and the neater work fhe makes the

fmalleft deviation in fhafts makes a hook in the furrow.

JULY, 1777. The Writerwished to have given a ſketch of this Im-

plement ; and has been endeavouring to gather together its fcattered

fragments- not as a monument of his own folly, but as a guide

to future projectors of plows .-The materials, however, are too

much defaced to take an original likeneſs : and, indeed, the only

uſeful leffons which could have been drawn from the delineation,

are briefly theſe :--

THE SHARE OUGHT TO PRECEDE THE PLOW-and THE PLOW

OUGHT TO follow THE CATTLE .

1

3:

WORKING
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WORKING CATTLE . 28. Captain is now under the Leech's hands

for a furfeit-and Lyon, it feems, has got the red-water.

Altho' we have not been without eight, nine, or ten working cattle

during the last fix months, yet we have never been able to make two

teams, of four each, for more than a few days together. We have

feldom been without one, or more, fick or lame. Surely I am out of

luck, or the idea of cattle being fubject to fewer cafualties than horſes,

is a falfe one.

SERVANTS. 28. The harveſt -month was up on Saturday night ;

but the barley, fome oats, beans, and ſpring tares are ſtill to be cut,

and come in. The men very fenfibly wanted a continuance of har-

veft wages, 3 s . inftead of 20 d . a-day. I told them, that they ſhould

be paid for over-hours, if fuch fhould happen , but that I would pro-

mife no more than common wages. I find they are all come this

morning ; and the year's wages of a day's man, conſtantly employed

is now aſcertained . Forty-eight weeks at 10 s . is 24 1. andthe harveſt

month 31. 10 s. is 271. 10s. a-year, no beer.

HARROWING WINTER CROPS IN SPRING . 30. Part of the tares of

H. 1. were harrowed in the ſpring ; and I recollect that each fide-the

parts left unharrowed-was free from a weed, which half-fmothered

the rest of the field.

Harrowingwheat in fpring is alfo allowed, to bring ketlock and pop-

pies ; indeed, I have frequently obferved, that wherever the ground

happens to be broken in ſpring, ketlock foon appears ; tho' the reſt of

the field be free from it.

Perhaps, it is bad management to harrow winter crops in ſpring ;

except they be hide-bound, or to remove fome particular ob-

ftruction .

DEEP-
0 12 1
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DEEP-PLOWING . 4. Yeſterday a great quantity of rain fell-the

roads were ſheets of puddle. But on riding over fome fallows, which

lie as fine and flat as abowling- green, I was furprized to findthem ftill firm .

The caufe did not occur, until I recollected in converfation, that

theſe fields were plowed remarkably deep ; and, perhaps, their prefent

firinneſs is owing to the quantity of cultivated mould-to the deepneſs

of plowing. For had there been but half the depth of porous foil,

its abforption, perhaps, would have been fatiated , and the mould re-

duced to mortar.

Is not this a ſtrong evidence in favour of deep-plowing of wet foils ?

Inftead ofthe fuperfluous moiſture being checked by the SUB-SURFACE

in the immediate region of the feeding fibres, it is fuffered, by the po-

rofity of the foil , to drain away beneath them, and leave, at leaſt, a

fufficient quantity of vegetative mould, ſtill dry enough for the pur-

pofe of vegetation . For tho ' the roots of corn may ſtrike two or

three feet deep, this, perhaps , is no reaſon whyfix inches is infufficient

to bring even wheat to perfection.

Therefore, perhaps, on wet land, it is neceffary to prepare a certain

depth of foil for the nouriſhment of the vegetable, and a ſtill greater

depth as a drain of the furperfluous moiſture.

But how, in this point of view, does deep-plowing affect dry foils ?

Superficial reaſoning fays, "the reverſe, to be fure :" But this I

doubt.-A retentive SUB-SOIL creates wet land-an abſorbent one dry.

The retentive, by being made porous, becomes abforbent ; -- and per-

haps the porous, by pulverization, confolidates, and becomes reten-

tive ; eſpecially if aided by compreffion .

Therefore, perhaps, deep-plowing is univerfally good management.

4. Finiſhed raking and picking C. 1 .
PLOWING.

SEMI-CULTURE.

SERVANTS.
}

This field ( See 23. AUGUST. ) was plowed in

feven bout lands, which I find are too wide to be

laid up round from a level ; for tho' theſe were plowed by a good

Plowman,
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Plowman, they are lank-fided . * The harrows, too, pulled up fome

of the weeds and trumpery which was not fufficiently buried, and the

field had a moft uncouth appearance ; notwithſtanding the plow and

harrow had done their utmoſt.

By opening the inter-furrows (which by cross-harrowing had been

quite filled with clods) with the double plow, a ridge of clods ſtood

aukwardly on each ſide of them, and aſſiſted in making the ribs of the

lands ftill lanker.

I therefore ſet two men, with garden-rakes, to rake theſe clods back

into the lanks, and to pick off the trumpery . It has coft about 2 s.

an acre.---Perhaps 10 s. an acre is not equivalent to the benefit

which the crop may receive ; for the rain-water must have hung on

each fide of the lands, and have chilled the wheat ; ---whereas now they

lie dry, and decently round.

Had I not found, by former experience, that femi-culture---horti-

agriculture-femi - gardening-gardenly agriculture---a curfory digging,

hoeing, or raking, is not fo labour-confuming, as at firft fight it

may appear ; I ſhould have been ſtartled with the idea of expence.

But what is the expence of 2 s. on an acre of wheat ?

It would not, perhaps, be eligible to reduce each field to a garden ;

but I would wish to fee an arable field and a kitchen-garden bear fome re-

femblance.

In Agriculture --as in every other department of life --there is a

middle way, difficult to hit ; and Labourers fit for gardenly agricul-

ture are difficult to be met with. A man brought up in the good old

way is habitually a floven, and incapable of inſtruction . One tutored

in a garden is too tenacious of his profeffion, not to be too nice ; an

acre requires one day's work---the former cannot perform it, and the

latter will not in lefs than two.

* Have a flat hollow place on each fide of the ridge.

The
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THE BAROMETER.

7. Strange weather ! Sultry days and de-

luging nights. It is impoffible to keep the

barley from growing. The glaſs was never

fo low (fince I have had one ) as on laft

Sunday morning :-It was down to 6º . 20-and I never faw the rain

more in earneſt. Laft night, it was below 8 ° . while a tempeft blew,

and a deluge of rain fell.

SELF-ATTENTION.

The Vegetiſt, perhaps, more than any other man, is fubject to the

power-I had almoſt faid the caprice-of the elements. Nor can

the moſt confummate experience guard against it. Prognoftics, even

to the vaineſt Connoiffeur, are often vague ;-and the Barometer,

tho' it may balance the air, does not, fufficiently, indicate the

weather.

Therefore, ---THE FARMER WHO HAS, ANY OTHER DEPENDANCE,

THAN HIS OWN WATCHFULNESS OF THE FAIR OPPORTUNITY, MANAGES

BUT INDIFFERENTLY.

DISCUMBERING .

RAISING MANURE.

7. From the pea-rakings, weeds and

trumpery, brought home and ftrewed in

the fore-part of the Farm-yard-to be trod by the paffing and repaff-

ing of the cattle, hogs and horfes, --carried out feven or eight jags of

dung ;-as much as will, in a very little time, make five or fix loads of

good manure. Surely, this is better than burning it.

Brought in fome couch and other weeds to re-place it with. It is

fcarcely poffible, that either root or feed can remain vegetative, after

being incefiantly troden, fometimes wet and fometimes dry, for a

month or fix weeks in the yard, and after being piled and compoſted

in the mixen.

Ο Tie
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THE WEATHER. 7. Provoking ! Yeſterday, we turned all the bar-

ley that was mown, and by ten o'clock this morning it was in toler-

able order. Got twenty hands to work ;-all Up-field was ready ;

but before we got the fourth load into the ſtack, and the fifth loaded ,

the rain fet-in almoft heavy enough to float it in the field .

WORKING ON SUNDAY. 11. The barley which was cut on Thurf-

day, was yeſterday morning beginning to grow :-Turned it between

church and dinner.

Surely an Enthufiaft would as readily excufe this , as he would the

Archbishop of Canterbury's driving his carriage, or his Majefty's

building ſhips, on a Sunday. One is natural neceffity ; the other, pro-

bably, the work of ambition .

THE WEATHER .

FALLOWS,

DEEP-PLOWING .

11. Yeſterday evening, it rained hard, and

haft night it poured. I fent one of the ox-teams

to finish landing-up G. 1.- Followed it down.

-On walking acroſs the part to be plowed, I funk to the mid-leg at

every ſtep-fairly down to the fub-foil. The mould was not mortar,

but abfolute puddle.

The lower end of the tares which were fown about three weeks ago,

were entirely under water. The men put off their fhoes and ſtockings

to draw the cross -furrows.

It is very lucky that this (about half an acre) is the only piece

which remains flat-except H. 1. the very piece mentioned the 4th of

September, and this is ftill plowable--the reſt is all laid-up in five-

bout lands. Indeed I claim fome management, as well as luck.-It is

the refult of caution, learned from last year's experience. And,

Perhaps generally, low- land fallows fhould be got out of the water's

way by the beginning of September.

POTATOES..
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POTATOES. 12. (See 19. AUG. ) Made a fair teft of the effect

on the roots . Took up two rows of equal length- the halm of one

cut-the other uncut :-the uncut, obviouſly the beſt . The number

of roots, no doubt, was the fame ; but the quantity was nearly double.

The roots of Theſe large and fine ; of Thofe, ſmall, and probably had

not waxed fince the halm was cut ;-but they did not appear fhrivelled.

Quere, Does not the gain of the halm more than balance the lofs

in the roots ? It is faid, when the halm begins to turn, the potatoes

have done growing. And,

Perhaps, infuture,----Cut the halm when the roots are large, but

before the tops have loft their fucculence ;-if poffible, foon enough

for the halm, and late enough for the roots.

THE WEATHER . 12. This has been a very fine day. Got nine loads

of barley into ftack, in pretty good order. Carried till dark , when it

fet-in to rain-and,

13. Rained till this morning. Cleared up-a fine forenoon.-Got

the barley into tolerable order, and was about to begin to cock.- The

carriages and ftack ready-when a heavy fhower came, which ſtill

continues to pour.

With three or four teams, and ten or a dozen men, nothing is done.

By the time that the plow-teams have got into their work, they are

taken off to turn barley-the rain comes, and all is undone ;-befides,

the little which the teams do land up, cannot be fowed-the fallows

are mere mortar.

WORKING CATTLE . 13. At noon, unharneffed the oxen-put their

harneſs into Adfcomb-ftable, and turned them into the very fields

where they had been at plow. They have conftantly, for this week or

ten days, been taken off about this time of day ; and the carter and

O 2 plowman
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plowman gone to making of hay, -turning or carrying barley,-until

dark.

This is a great advantage of cattle : Horfes must have attendance,

work or play. A boy turns out the oxen, and they are done with for

the day.

COMMONS.

Cows.

SUCKLING. }

13. Last year, we made nothing from the Com-

The cows feafted on the meadows, and the

hogs werestarved in the Yard, at Adfcomb.

mon.

This year, the Common has not only been their paſture till within.

a few days, but has afforded the run of four heifers, and two or three-

horſes.

Suckling in fummer is unprofitable : lean calves are dear-fat ones

cheap. In winter, fpring, and autumn, it is advantageous. Cows,

in fummer, are confequently a burden to a fuckling Farmer. What

an advantage then is a Common, whereon they are not only joifted:

gratis, but yield a clear profit of twenty or thirty pounds ? And it.

would be ridiculous to think of any other cow-management than this..

From the time of ſhutting up the meadows to the time of opening

the after-grafs, ftubbles and common- fields, let them run on the Com-

mon, or in Norwood. From this time to that, fpare no expence nor

care upon them. After the herbage is gone, feed them with grains,.

malt-duft, turnips, cabbages, or any other aliment fuccedaneous of

hay. Let ftraw fubftitute this, if poffible ; if not, perhaps, fuckling

in winter may pay even for hay..

STRAW-HAY. 14. The fecond cut of clover, all over the country,

except that cut very early, is totally loft. Ours had been fpit-dung

by this time, had we not carried it mere grafs, and mixed it with.

fome oat-ſtraw faved for the purpoſe. Notwithstanding there is as

much
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much straw as hay, it was fo full offap, the ftack now fimokes like a

chimney. The ftraw is fopped with fweat ; and, if it does not fire,

it muſt be excellent fodder.

-

This is certainly a good plan of management.---I drew it from last

year's experience and obfervation. It is convenient to fave a ſtack of

oats until fummer (See 22. Nov. 1774. ) ; and the fecond cut

of clover is at beft precarious. By this management, the ftraw is

converted into hay (the cows eat the little which we mixed laft year, as

greedily as they did middling hay) , and the clover, in cafe of dripping

weather, is faved from the dunghill.

—

THE WEATHER. 18. Saturday, a fine day-turned all the barley.

Yeſterday, fine. It was, in the evening, in very fine order. Laſt

night, fine. Began cocking about feven o'clock this morning ; but

before we could get one jag into the cart, it began to rain, and has

rained ever fince. Thus the morning was loft, and worſe than no-

thing done. This is the third time we have had the mortification to

tofte, without the fatisfaction ofeating.

The atmoſphere may be ſubject to fome certain law of Nature ; but

this law may have been ruffled by the meddling of man.-The Seafons

in the Weft-Indies were more regular before the forefts were broken :-

but whether this law be ftill entire-whether it be ftill original, or has

been mutilated, it is fo exceedingly intricate-fo totally incomprehen-

fible to man, that to him it is mere matter of chance ; and the attentive

Farmer, who lofes his crop by the weather, has the fame caufe of

repining, as the cautious gamefter who has made an unfortunate bett,

or the adventurer whofe fhare in the Lottery proves a blank.

EARLY SOWING. 18. Early fowing has many advantages. The

is got off while the days are long :-The chance of being caught

in,

crop

2..
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in the autumnal rains is leffened :-The crop is not fo liable to the de-

vaftations of domeftic animals of every fpecies, as the ftraggling, late

crops are.

Our own hogs are perpetually in Foot-path- Field.- Mr. R***'S,

I found to-day in the barley of E. 3. and, from the deftruction they

have made, they muſt have lain in it for fome days paft.-Went down

to Woodfide.- P***** ' s pigs have eat at leaſt one-third of the crop

of beans in B. 4. notwithſtanding he has been warned at least half-

a-dozen times .---Mr. M***** ' s horfes have done five pounds - worth

of damage in Up-field, Rippinger, and Bench-field : He had repeated

notice given him without effect. Laid hold of them last Sunday morn-

ing, and locked them in the Farm-yard. He fent a meſſage, that

he would pay any damage to the amount of five pounds. I truſted to

his word, and fent him his horſes, with an account of half the damage

---I had laid it at 5 .

At this time of the year, ſtock of all kinds are abroad. It is con-

venient for people who have nothing out, to take it for granted that

all is in, and their care at an end. It is, therefore, next to an im-

poffibility to preferve a backward, ftraggling crop.

TARES. 19. The tares of Scrubs, while green, were beautiful. The

heavy rains took them juſt as they were beginning to ripen, and beat

them flat to the ground. The weeds and grafs prefently grew through

them, while the continuance of the rain, and the attendance ofthe

barley, prevented their being cut.

With much difficulty (they have coft not less than 6s. or 8 s . an

acre-nobody would cut them by the acre) finished cutting them to-

day. But the pods are rotten, and I am afraid the first hot day will

open them, and fcatter the head-tares in the field.

Seed-tares are a very uncertain crop.

STACKS.
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BARN-ROOM.

20. SEPTEMBER, 1775.

SELF-ATTENDANCE .

SERVANTS.

20. A fine day at laft, thank God!

Turned the barley, and got it into rare order ;

but lo ! when we came to open the ftack ,

tho' covered with two very good cloths-

one fide was almoft rotten, four or five feet down ! Wewere obliged to

carry a load and- a-half into the field again to dry and fweeten--- it

ftunk like a dung-hill.---This is a proof of the utility of BARN-

ROOM.---Shook the remaining worft to the out-fides, and let the ftack

lie open till fun-fet to air---then threw in a load to fill it up round.

Aftrongerproofofthe neceffity ofSELF -ATTENDANCEneed not be pro-

duced. I fent Thomas White, about eleven o'clock, to uncover and air this

ftack (he has been a ftack-maker thefe twenty-years ) . He went up---

threw off the cloths---and moved a few pitches from the inner part to-

ward the out-fides, and thus left it. About one, being that way, I went

up the ladder, to ſee what condition it was in ; when, to my furprize, I

found it in that above-defcribed. Had it not been for SELF -ATTEND-

ANCE, the ftack muft have been aired in the evening ( after the firft load

had been brought to it, and the evening's work confequently broken)

when the fun had loft its power ; or, ten times worfe, the dry barley

have been laid over the layer of long dung, and the whole flack inevi

tably ſpoilt , part rotten, the reft muity --and what ſtill ſtrengthens

the evidence, he is not generally a carelefs fellow.

TURNING BARLEY. 20. There is a right way and a wrong in doing

every thing ; barley may be turned well or ill. The heads of rakes

and the tines of forks are infamous.---The handles of either, or any

other long ſtick, is much better. Thoſe break the fwaths, and confuſe

them heads-and- tails :---Thefe preferve them entire, and lay them much

lighter. But a corn-fork, without the thumb, is the beft ; for be the

fwaths ever fo much broken, this turns them clean, and lays them

light. It will do very well with the thumb.

PLOWING.
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21. Hither-Field was laid in very high round ridges for

wheat ; and I wanted to lay it ftill high and dry for tares, on one

plowing. How was this to be done ? To have gathered upon the

fame lands would have laid it too high ;-;-to have gathered in the inter-

furrows would have laid it too flat ; nor could two of them have been

laid fufficiently round in one ; and confequently the lank , left in the

middle, would have been under water all winter.

I hit off this method :-I plowed them in double lands ; but instead

of filling up the old inter-furrow with the first pair of plits, I dropt

them fhort of it, leaving the old furrow quite open. This pair I

plowed fleet, the next three or four deep, and the out-fides of the

lands as fleet as poffible.

Thus it lies almoft in the fame lands-fufficiently round- and drier

for tares than for wheat.

BARLEY.

THE WEATHER .

QUANTITY OF SEED .

}

22. Finiſhed carrying at Adfcomb.

Confidering theweather we have had, it is

furpriſing to ſee what condition the barley

is in. It is true, that it has all loft its colour, and totally ſpoilt for

malting ; but in the fifteen acres of O. I do not think there is fifteen

hillings-worth of damage done bygrowing.

Foot- path-Field, not lying fo open , has fared worſe ; but, upon

the whole, I ſtem to be better off than my neighbours.-Farmer

M's was grown into a mat, and Mr. C. it feems, turned his hogs into

a field of eight acres.

But, perhaps, there is fomething due to management. It was

never thoroughly dry at the top, without being carefully turned three,

four, or five times over.

Or, perhaps, it was more owing to the quantity of feed. This being

fmall, produced a ftrong, reedy ftraw ; which not only kept itkept it open in

the
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theſwath, but prevented the ears from being beaten into the ground

by the heavy rains.

The crop too is beyond expectation. From twenty-fix acres in O.

and P. we have carried thirty-fix middling jags,---and ſome of it is

very well headed.

TILLAGE. 23. While we were taking up the barley to-day, in

F. 1. I obferved two or three lands very foul-quite graffy-the reft

of the field very clean :-the difference glaringly obvious.

I recollect that this part had one plowing less than any other part

of the field. The hither fide was fown with turnips, on one plow-

ing;---the further had three.--- This was a good crop : That almoſt

choaked with weeds.---Plowed up part of it, and re-fowed it.---

The part not re-plowed is the part inſtanced.

THE WEATHER. 25. (Monday) During the late rainy weather I

made theſe obfervations :

The Sun never fet clear, except one night, and the next day was

fine.-Laſt Wedneſday evening he was lucid till within a few minutes

of fetting, when he ſeemed to drop behind a duſky, gloomy moun-

tain it lightened very much all night, and next morning thunder'd

and rain'd a good deal .- On Thurſday he fet amid fome broken

clouds ; but whenever he appeared, it was with a vividity which

ſhew'd the tranſparency of the atmoſphere :-he did not, as before,

ſeem to immerge in an ocean of vapour. We have had remarkably

fine days ever fince.

The wind was chiefly to the weftward, and generally high.-It

once got round to the eaſtward, and ſtood for fome time, but with-

out any change of weather.

P The
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The atmoſphere was feldom free from large towering Clouds - fome

vertical, fome oblique, but few horizontal . On Monday and Tueſday

they became less unwieldy ; -they feemed to fpin themſelves into

threads of vapour, which fcudded across the zenith with great rapi-

dity, fometimes bending to the earth, caufing drizzling fhowers.

The geefe, during the intervals of fun and wind, repeatedly waſhed

themſelves with a glee which fhewed an agreeable expectation, and

always preceded heavy fhowers .

The red-breafts whiflled faintly under the fhed and in the hovels till

Friday morning, when they fung aloud upon the barns and houſes,

feeming to proclaim the agreeable change.

Theflies bit, but not very remarkably yet I could gueſs , by the

uneafinefs of my horfe, the quantity of rain which was coming.

Until Wedneſday evening I do not recollect feeing a cobweb upon

the ground for the month preceding.-Some barley, which we then

fpread in the field to dry, was covered in five minutes. Before fun-

fet the whole earth was fo completely ftrewed, that one was ready to

idea the foil itſelf to be ſpiders.-They have continued fince to ſpin

out their threads fo profufely, that they fly about the fields in ropes ;

and by perpetually coming across the face, make it difagreeable to

ride through the lanes and fields.

The Glaſs was up and down, fometimes twice in twenty-four hours ;

but generally it portended the rain pretty truly.-Nothing, however,

marked the change fo difcriminately as the spider.

It is the received opinion, that the weather is influenced by the

Moon;-andwhether or not Saturday's moons are generally werfe than

others, the late moon was certainly born on a Saturday.---She chang'd

laſt night---therefore the weather changed two days before the

moon.

BARLEY-
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BARLEY-HERBAGE . 28. Began to mow barley for hay.

Thatwhich did not vegetate till after the drought, is ſtill as green

as grafs ;---the milky 'grain quite puny, and winter at hand.---The

tares, which were fown among a part of it, are now in bloom, and

very luxuriant ; ---and, ſhould the herbage be well got, perhaps it will

pay nearly as well (this year of ſcarcity ) in bay, as if it had ripened

in time for corn.---Where the tares were fown, in Foot-path-Field,

there is from a load and-a-half to two loads an acre. The ſprink-

ling which came up at the time of fowing, is now very fine barley.

Perhaps, chaff-cut the whole together, and feed the cart-horſes

with it ; with little, or no other hay nor corn.

POTATOES AND CABBAGES .

THE DOUBLE PLOW. }

28. Finiſhed taking up the pota-

toes, and earthing-up the cabbages,

with the double mould-board plow. Finiſhed the fifty rods in twen-

ty-four minutes,-which is about an acre in an hour and a quarter, or

full five acres a-day.-One man and one horſe (with whip- reins) is

2 s. 11 d. or 7 d . an acre. Befides being a very neat job, it throws

the dung and pulverized mould of the potatoes tothe roots of the

cabbages, and lays them up dry for the winter.

The cabbages look but poorly, efpecially where the halm of the

potatoes was left uncut.-Two lands planted, alone, at the fame

time, are double the crop-to appearance, at preſent.

SHEEP.

OCTOBER.

S

1. About three weeks ago, Farmer

fent in 102 fheep to eat-off the

ſtubble, &c. at 2 d. a-head a-week ;

---HAZARD OF FARMING .

turnipsfor wheat-to run in the

with a fhepherd to attend them.

P 2
Perhaps
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Perhaps this, tho' a low price, is more profitable management than

buying-in lean ftock, and felling it out again, when the after- grafs

and ſtubbles are fed off. There is no attendance--no fending to mar-

ket-no risk attends it. Laft night, two pointers, belonging to a

fporting Inn-keeper, bit feveral of theſe ſheep ; -two of them were

torn very much, and were obliged to be butchered.-Thefe dogs, it is

true, were traced home, and fatisfaction demanded ; but Farmer

Mhad three ewes worried the night before, without being able

to recover any damages.

RAPE. 5. Part of B. 3. a fallow for wheat, was fown the

TURNIPS. 25th July, with turnip-feed, -part with rape-feed.

SHEEP. A hundred ſheep were turned in the latter end of

September. They eat the rape down to the clods before they touched

a turnip (or rather turnip-tops). After they had been in a few days,

one fide of the field looked like a fallow, the other like turnips un-

touched.

This is proof pofitive that ſheep,-thefe fheep at leaſt--prefer

young rape to young turnips. They are Wiltſhire ſheep which have

been ſome time on the hills of Surry.

BARLEY.

QUANTITY OF SEED .

THE FRESH PLIT.

FLUTING.

TOP-DRESSING.

5. The lower part of Foot-path-Field

was fown with one bufhel of barley and one

bufhel of tares an acre. The pidgeons

laying upon them during the fix or eight

weeks they lay in the ground, there could

not be more than half-a-buſhel of barley an acre. The roots ſtood ten

or twelve inches from each other ; yet there is a very fine crop of

herbage, and in the inter-furrows, where fome of it came up at the

time of ſowing, is headed with exceedingly fine long ears of barley.-

I brought
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-

I brought home one root of forty-eight ftraws ; and I afterwards

counted feveral of from forty to fifty. This is pofitive evidence,

that afmallquantity offeed will produce a large crop of barley. But if the

foil be foul, it fhould be kept well hoed ; or a greater quantity of

feed fown on the freſh-turned plit.

There are two or three advantages arife from fowing immediately

after the plow:-The furface lies light and porous-the feeds drop

into the little cells and crevices, and are more effectually covered.--

It is obfervable, that the corn fooner appears, than when it is fown.

over the ſtale plit.-But, perhaps, the greateft advantage is this :-

The corn ſtarts with the weeds.-But when it is not fown immediately

after the plow, the weeds have ſprouted, and are ready to break the fur-

face, before the corn has had an opportunity to vegetate ; and they

thereby gain an advantage which they never after lofe.

This was perhaps the cafe of the barley fown over the flutes in Up-

field and Rippinger, where it was obviouſly weaker, and fuller of

weeds, than that fown after the fresh plit of the plow.

But this charge is not to be laid wholly to the flute, but moſtly to

the foulness of the foil ; ---for in Foot-path-Field, where the foil was

clean, a finer crop was never feen.-Perhaps the flute, in the former

inftance, unlocked and nurtured the minute feeds of the bog- weed,

more than the plow-for it ground the furface to perfect duft. And

if uſed preſently after the plow, it muſt be of infinite fervice to bar-

ley ; for to feveral roots which I drew to-day, I found very few

fibres above three inches long-in general under two.

Therefore, barley feeds near the ſurface, and perhaps top-dreffing

would be of great fervice to it.

3
THE
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WORKING ON SUNDAYS.

HARVEST SUPpers. }

8. (Sunday) On Thurſday thefun let

foul on Friday he rofe clear, but

gaudy.----The clouds prefently hid

him ---Not large vertical clouds, but a uniform grizzle occupied the

whole hemiſphere.---The wind got up a little , and the clouds feemed to

break ;---but between twelve and one it thickened in the wind's eye, began

to rain, and poured a deluge all the afternoon.

The night was fine ; but yeſterday morning it rained again very

hard.--- About noon it cleared up, and a lovely afternoon fucceeded

the night fine, and this morning remarkably fo.

--

On Thurſday evening the red-breafts were remarkably tame .---On

Friday morning one ruſhed eagerly into the barn, while the doors

were opening, and while another chirpt faintly under the ox-ſhed.

On Friday forenoon---not the morning---the cock crowed inceffant-

ly.---Not a cobweb to be ſeen---the glass, creeping up.

On Friday morning, began to make the barley-herbage into pitch-

cocks---(the ground was fo cold and damp it did not wither in ſwath) .

In the afternoon I intended to have carried fome of the fittest of it ;

but just as we finiſhed cocking, and were about to begin to carry,

the rain ſet-in. This is the third or fourth time we have been taken

in the critical minute, which is intolerably teazing.---I had laid by

the ox-teams on purpoſe to get it together ;---and had the fine weather

continued but fix hours longer, we ſhould have got it in exceeding

fine order. It was lucky, however, that we got it into cocks ; for

that preſerved its fap and colour.

Yeſterday evening, lightened and topt up the cocks, dragging

fome of them out of the water. This morning fhook them out,

turned the hay, and got it into tolerable order.

I loſt one fine Sunday this year, and took a leffon from the folly.-

After dinner got the teams to work, and carried all Foot-path-Field in

very good order.

+

I hope
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I hope no harm is done-not even to religion ; for I fancy that

I fee his Grace of Canterbury's team carrying him, perhaps, from a

vicious fcene of luxurious guttling. It now rains !

I have given the labourers, who were all very ready to help, a

Sunday's-dinner, and fome ale in the evening ; but fent them home

fober to their wives and children.---Farmer ****** made his men

fo intolerably drunk the other night, that one of them was fuffocated

by the liquor ; leaving a widow and four children to be kept by the

pariſh. Such is the effect of Harveſt-ſuppers !

-

SERVANTS. 10. What an abfurd cuſtom to change fervants at

Michaelmas,-the very height of wheat feed-time !-Wheat, it is

true, ought to be in before Michaelmas ; but where lives the Farmer

whofe wheat is all in ? Inſtead of four, I can make only two tolerable

plowmen What a fhame that a week of fine weather fhould be

murdered at this critical time of the year !

---

-

How much better the cuſtom of the North of England, where

Martinmas (the 22d. November, ) is the only time of changing fer-

vants. A more eligible time could not be devifed by the Farmer.

-The ftrangers enter in a ſcene of tranquility, and have all the

winter to become familiar in ;-while here, they blunder, in the buſtle

of wheat feed-time, totally ignorant of the field they are to hurry

to, and of the brute and implement they are to work with.

Paid off David, Will, Jack, Joe :-Tyburn never fent Hell

a more highly finiſhed group ! I hope I fhall never pay-off another

'Round-Towner. May the confignment of Weft-countrymen arrive

fafe, and turn to better account !

Last year, I was obliged to take fuch as I could get ;-their lodging-

room was not finiſhed at Michaelmas
;-and I was obliged to pick up

the ſtarving
refuſe in winter.-This year, I have culled in time.——

I expect them more ignorant
, but less vicious. Ignorance

may be

im
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improved ; but Blackguardifm cannot be mended. It is dangerous,

and exceedingly difagreeable, to have a fett of known fcoundrels

about the houſe.

·

THE WEATHER. 10. Although my heart is more at eaſe

HAZARD OF FARMING . S to-night, than it has been fince the late

rainy weather fet-in-yet I cannot fupprefs my aftoniſhment, that not

one Writer on Agriculture has touched on the hazard of Farming.

They fuppofe the crop in the barn before it is cut-and calculate

the quantity of produce, according to the ftate of the foil ; without

taking in the idea of the uncertainty of weather.

Buthow ignorant ! Our barley this year, including lofs of fodder

and extra labour, is at leaſt 25 per cent. worſe for the weather at

harveft, and 20 per cent. more for the drought after feed-time.

One neighbouring Farmer turned his hogs to his barley, and ano-

ther's was ſcarcely worth carrying home. I had fome fecond cut of

clover offered me ;-I calculated the hazard of a late crop, and would

not give the price demanded.-It was fold, cut and cocked ; but

rotted in the field, and was left as a dreffing for a future crop . Yet

aY---g or a V---o would have laid it, rain, fnow, or fun-ſhine, at

30s. or 40s, an acre.

Infurers have averages- Merchants bad debts-and Farmers bad

weather.

THE SUB-PLOW. 10. Sub-plowing N. 4.

Sub-plowing (cutting the roots of weeds under-ground, and at

the fame time loofening the foil without turning it ) is a favourite

operation. I have long conceived its utility, but could not find an

Implement which would work wet or dry, foul or clean. The

Thanetfhim (or more properlyſkim) is a fair-weather, clean-ſoil, Imple-

ment :
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ment :---the half-moon horse- hoe did its work tolerably well, where

the ſurface was tolerably clean ; but it is apt to choke- up between the

coulters, and does not fufficiently clear its flare.

I conceived an equilateral triangle with three coulters ; but Theory

convinced me, that the more coulters the more refiſtance-and the

fooner it would choke-up. I next ftumbled on a diagonal blade (the

hypotenuse of a right-angle triangle) with two coulters. I made a

frame of two old plow-beams- fteadied it with the wheels of

the horſe-hoe-fixing the draught-chain to the ends of the beams :-

it would not do a bit-fhe run upon her nofe-it was impoffible to

keep her down behind—and, the reſiſtance lying all on one ſide, ſhe

would not ſtand to her work, but flid away into land, forcing the

frame into the diagonal direction .

A counter-reſiſtance was therefore neceffary.-I put on a partial

land-fide ;-but ftill fhe was not ſteady : I therefore continued the

land-fide as far backward as the tail of the ſhare, and joined them

together with a third line, the whole forming a right-angle triangle,

and filled up the area with a piece of thin elm. And, inſtead of

drawing by the points of the beams, I put on two old cats-head

copfes (the regulators of a plow) in order to lower the point of draught,

and thereby throw her more on her haunches.

She has been finiſhed fome time ; but I had not an opportunity of

trying her before to-day. With a very little practice I learnt to

make good work with her. Indeed, I cannot find a fault, much leſs

conceive any further improvement,-except longer beams, and a

ftouter fore-coulter.

JULY, 1777. This Implement worked very well in a looſe

foil , but it is too large and unmanageable in fiiff land . The

Writer apprehends, that a common plow, with a very wide

fhare, and no mould-board, is the most eligible fub-plow of

general ufe.

Q
CHANGING
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CHANGING SERVANTS AT MICHAELMAS . 12. What a vile

cuftom ! All hurry and confufion, and nothing done :-Teams

ftanding idle, while the feed lies on the furface for want of harrow-

ing-in -and fuch a day as we cannot expect again, before next

May ! How eafy would it be for the Farmers to transfer it to Mar-

tinmis !-But their Grand- mothers changed fervants at Michaelmas.

WHEAT. 14. Laft year, we made a bufhel of tail to every fifteen

bushels of head : This year, to eighty-four buſhels of head we have

but one bushel of tail. Laft year, the tail was all bran : This year,

all flour. Such is the difference between a bad and a good wheat

year.

PLOWING-IN HERBAGE. 14. The turnips and ketlock of Barn-

Field have got to fuch a height, that no plain plow can bury them,

nor will the fheep eat them off ; they got fo much a-head during the

late wet weather. Therefore, took the Trench-plow, and attempted

to lay them in double lands, as I did Hither-Field ( See 21. SEPT . ) .

But the lands were not high enough, nor the Trench-plow fit for it ;

---therefore, gathered two lands into one, and they lie tolerably.--- I

could wish that the ridges were fuller, and the fkirts finer. How-

ever, the rough round harrows are of great ufe to them ; and , at a

pinch, it is a very good job.--- The fine round harrows, and the

double-mould-board plow, make them lie very neatly.

SWINE. 20. The 7th September, put up eight flore-pigs for

porkers. From that time to the 28th of September, they eat forty-

two bushels of potatoes, boiled and given warm. From this, to the

different
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different times of their being killed, they had four bushels of barley-

meal with water.

Sold feven, weighing

Butchered one, -

ft . lb. £. s. d.

7676 2 -at 3 s . 2 d .
·

12 I 5

2 1 12 51

86
4

10

Suppoſe their dung worth

They were worth when put up, 18s . each,

Forty-two bushels of potatoes, at I s .

Four bushels of barley, at 4s . ·

Firing, 8s. grinding, 1s. attendance, 10s.

The gain by fatting

or 7s . 3d. a-piece, or 8 d. a ftone.

f. s. d.

7 4 0

£. 13 13 11

5

£. 13 18 11

2 20

- ο 16 ο

0 19 0

-II I O

£. 2 17 11

Last year, there was a lofs on fatting large hogs (See 7. MARCH . ) .

And perhaps, generally, fatting of fmall porkers is more profitable

than fatting of large picklers.

SUB-PLOWING. 20. Landing-up the upper part of M. 1 .

This foil has not been turned, fince it was plowed for peaſe, laſt

ſpring. No garden can be finer ;—it is a pleaſure to ſee it break up .

---It was fubbed by two oxen- harrowed-rolled-raked , and burnt

once ---the lower part of the fame field was turned by four oxen-

harrowed---rolled-raked, and burnt thrice. This coft 21. gs . That but

12s. 1od. an acre ; and is, of the two, the beſt ſeafon *.

* Seaſon is a technical term, which fignifies (here, at least) the state of the foil at

feed-time. Thus, if at feed-time the foil be clean, in high tilth, and neither too wet

nor too dry, the Farmer is faid to have got a goodfeajon-- or a finefeafon. Ifit be

cloddy, a rough feafon, &c. The Writer is not very partial to the word ;---becauſe

it is in fome degree ambiguous ; ---but he cannot find a better, without committing the

unclaffical crime of innovation.

Q2
When
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When once the furface-weeds are turned-in , there is no end to the

labour of getting them out again :-but taken while on the furface,

they are eafily got-rid-of, and the buſineſs is ended.

If the foil is foul with root-weeds or worms, it fhould afterwards be

turned ---but to plow-infurface- weeds is barbarous.

Sub-plowing breaks the foil very much ; but its principal merit

lies in difengaging the weeds ; and Dog-days the fittelt time for it.

Perhaps, fub a pea-ftubble,-cleanfe it,-turn it,-turnips, -bar-

ley, & c. & c.

SELF-ATTENDANCE. }

BUSTLING.

BUSTLERS..

20. (See 30. JULY.)--- Can a Farm be

" managed with the pen ?" No,-nor with

twenty tongues, without SELF-ATTENDANCE ,

or a brifker Orderée than Thomas White.---I am clear, that with five

men I will do more work than he does with ten.---I gave up the

reins to him for a few days ; but, where fhould we have been by

this time, if I had not ſnatched them out of his hands before barley-

harveſt !

pro-Perhaps, to manage a large fcattered Farm with any degree of

priety, requires an attention and alertnefs which nothing but felf-

intereſt can give.---I confefs, that I had not half the opinion ofmy

own management, before I had a glimpſe of his.

---

The principal object ( in the executive department) is to keep the

teams and day's-men going ; to fee that neither of them ftand idle for

want of orders. And this, if the teams, men, and odd-jobs are

numerous, requires a great deal of affiduity and attention. The

nearer they are kept together, the more easily they are managed. -If

diſpatch be neceffary, fomebody must be, or feem to be in a hurry.

---Somebody muft fet the example :---Somebody muſt call, or all

hands will fleep on.

A Butler

1
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A Butler ſhould think of nothing but buſtling. -He ſhould have

no concern of his own-no wife and family to alienate his at-

tention---his intereft fhould be interwoven with that of his employ-

er-he fhould be active, auftere, and communicative .- Many things

occur in conversation, which, without it, would remain latent. One

in the houſe is worth two at a distance.- Twenty little wants are

feen and forgot for want of immediate communication -He ſhould

be always at home, that the attention of his leiſure-hours may be

employed on his next day's duty.-One acquainted with the customs.

of the country is preferable to a ſtranger.

PLOWING. 20. There is not one Plowman in twenty that can land-

up well ; not one in fifty, neatly. They begin and end with their plit

too deep. This, instead of laying the ribs of the lands convex, leaves

them hollow--hog - troughed, lank- fided.

The five-' bout lands of the Four Acres, which Davidlaid- up from

a level, and thofe of H. 1. which he backed-up, are beautiful.

The lands of N. 2. lie very neatly ; they are four-' bout lands, plowed

into feven 'bouts. Five-' bout lands except they be harrowed down)

thrown two-into-one, are too wide to be laid round by once plowing ;

witnefs Barn-Field, where even the trench-plow leaves them flat.

Good plowing requires fome practice , - neat plowing a great deal ;-

the first step is to plow a clean furrow,—the next aftrai ht furrow,-

the next to land-up well,-the platform of perfection to land-up neatly.

BUSTLER. 21. Difcharged Thomas White, as Butler--Why ? Be-

cauſe he is totally unfit for the purpoſe I intended him ( See 30

JULY, and yeſterday) ; he has no idea of managing even the men,

much less of affifting me in managing the Farm . Thelittle thought

and
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and attention he is poffeffed of, he employs on his own little con-

cerns fo that while I depend on him , I am deceiving myſelf.-He

is a good feedfiman, and a good market-man, or I should have parted

with him fix months ago.-I believe him an honeft, well-meaning

man, and that he would do any thing to ferve me ; but like Alder-

man B- , he feems " confcious of his inabilities ."

He is a very good workman, and I have promifed him the choice of

work whenever he may want it. I dare prophefy that he will find

himfelf much happier in this capacity than in that of Buſtler.

STACKS. 21. The round cock at Adfcomb, and the round ſtack at

home, were both ruffled by the late ftorm, and were obliged to be

mended.-The Square ftacks every-where faved themſelves entire.-

Round ftacks , too, take more thatch and thatching- therefore fquare

ftacks are preferable to round ones.

THE WEATHER .

SUCCESSION.

23. Laft Thurfday night, Friday morning,

and yeſterday, there fell fo much rain , that we

can neither plow for wheat nor harrow it in.-Neighbour R has

yet fowed but a few acres of wheat : -he cannot get upon his fallows.

How many advantages flow from fowing wheat on a clover ley, efpe-

cially in a wet country ! - The dung is got on in froſt and ſnow, when

nothing elſe can be done.-The roots and feeds of weeds, the grubs

and infects are deftroyed by the inclemency of the winter, or ga-

thered by the ſtarving birds.-The manure is impartially imbibed-

equally incorporated with the plant-feeding ftratum-not huddled in-

to a rough, porous fallow, in large cakes, fraught with animal and

vegetable weeds-not buried deep, and ſuffered to eſcape beneath

the influence of the fun- nor carried on, when the teams ought to

be plowing-for, and harrowing-in the feed.

3
I have
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I have not a neighbour who did not wafte the late fine weather in

getting on his dung ; the wet is now fet in, and fhould it continue,

many of them must inevitably lofe their wheat feed time

But what frikes me moft, at prefent, a cross-farrowed clover-ley,

on the wetteft foil, may be plowed, fowed, and harrowed in five-

'bout lands, be the weather ever fo wet.

But a Farmer who fows his wheat on a clover-ley, runs no riſk of

the weather ; for as foon as harveſt is in, he lands -up his leys, fows ,

harrows, and crofs-furrows before the wet weather fer-in.- He need

never have a grain to fow at Michaelmas. He has all the autumn

and winter to prepare for his fpring crops to get on his dung-and

to carry his clover hay to market in .

JULY, 1777. This is very convenient theory ; but it is not al-

ways practicable. Clover- leys, it is true, are feidom too wet,

but they are fometimes too dry, to be plowed before Michael-

mas. This, however, is no difadvantage to the clover-ley

Farmer ; for his fpring corn fallows receive the benefit of the

dry weather, and his wheat feed-time is always fecure, when the

autumnal wet fets in.

OPENING INTER FURRROWs. 24 Ifland be laid-up well, in half-

rod-ridges, perhaps this is an unneceffary piece of business-perhaps

pernicious. If they lye on a fufficient acclivity, and that acclivity

ſtand on a deep crofs -furrow, drained by a good ditch, there is no

fear of water ftanding in the furrows for want of opening.

Thofe of the wheat at Wood-fide are ftrewed with clods of all

fizes ; the foil harrowed very rough, and the largeſt , of courſe, rolled

into the inter-furrows ; yet, during the late rain, there has not a drop

of water flood in them.

The rain which falls on narrow ridges does not form a current in

each furrow ; but fteals away gently among the clods, till it creeps

into
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into the crofs-furrow : -to remove them is thereforé unneceffary.---But

theſe clods by remaining, ftop the flight of many vegetative parti-

cles--eachclod acts as a filtre :---to remove them is therefore pernicious *.

HORSES.
25. This morning put the four odd horfes

WORKING CATTLE . S to the rough round harrows, and the fine

flat ones, to harrow-in the wheat on the rod-wide beds of Barn-

field . The land is fo very wet, it is impoffible to get upon it-the

borfes cannot even draw in the inter-furrows-and had it not been for

the OXEN, I cannot fee how it is poffible that we could have covered

the feed in this field , except by hand . They drew up to their bellies

in quick-fand-no horſe could have dragged his legs after him-he

muſt have mired-down.

-

The leg of a horfe is largeſt at bottom-and he has not only the

fuper-incumbent mud, but the fuper-incumbent air to pull againſt.

The leg of an ox is tapering to the toe ;-he, therefore, has no weight

of mud to lift, nor forms a vacuum under his foot.

DEPOSITING . 25. Five men have been employed most of this

day in croſs-furrowing H. 1. This field is fuch a complete level, that

tho' there is a good cross-drain at one end, the water ſtood in the inter-

furrows all the way to the other, where I was obliged to make a

another croſs-furrow.

In evidence of the neceffity of cross-furrowing, that end which lay

dry was imprintable by the foot ;-while the middle of the ridges at

the other (where the water did not fland above three inches deep)

were mere puddle, tho' they lay twelve inches above the furface of

the water:-in ſtepping across the furrows, I funk at least four inches.

in the flush, and two or three upon the tops of the ridges .

* This does not hold good if the land lie nearly level.

Place
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Place the baſe of a fugar-loaf, or a cone of fand in water, and it will

preſently reach the vertex . Such, perhaps, is the nature of the ridges

of a fandy loam, with a retentive fub-foil.--- Perhaps, while a fpoon-

ful of water lodges in the furrow, the whole ridge is a puddle.---

How obvious then the neceffity of croſs-furrowing a winter crop ?

CROSS-PLOWING. 25. In the middle of every fit of H. 1. the

water ſtands.--.Be the Plowmen ever fo clever, this will always be

the caſe in a level field , plowed in gathers andflits with a fixed-wrist

plow : -Therefore, a Turn-wrift is obviouſly preferable to a fixed-

wrist, for cross-plowing.

WORKING CATTLE.

}

25. (See yeſterday ) . Fine-harrowed the

HORSES.
furrows, and opened them (this lies in wide

flat beds) with the double-plow and two oxen.- The poaching yefter-

day had made it worſe than ever ; -they not only worked up to their

bellies, but fometimes rolled on to their broad-fides, yet preffed for-

ward with a great deal of compoſure, and not much ſeeming diffi-

culty. They do not lift their legs in the perpendicular direction like

horfes, but draw them out obliquely :-This lightens the preffure of

the mud, and admits the air to paſs freely beneath the foot, without

that fmacking noife which attends the ſtruggling of horſes.

HALF-ROD RIDGES.

ROUND HARROWS.

WORKING CATTLE. It is an equal pleaſure to ſee the rough

ones let down the feed, as to obferve the gardenly neatness ofthe beds,

after they are finiſhed by the fine ones ; eſpecially when drawn by

27. Harrowing-in wheat in M. 2. with

the round harrows.

oxen:

R I drove
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I drove them myſelf for two or three hours. I am clear in that we

have not a horſe that is handier than Brown ;-I am alfo clear in that

oxen are equal to every department of Huſbandry, long road-work,

perhaps, excepted .

---

We have had two teams conftantly going for two months without

any cafualty. They have been kept all the time on the after- graſs,

and in the common-fields, at a trifling expence. They have worked

on the gravel of Adfcomb for near a month, yet not one favours a

foot, though unſhod ; -and they have lately been driven by two of

the ſmalleſt boys I have.

STUBBLE .
28. This evening, brought home the laft load of

LITTER. ftubble. It is all that was chopt off N°. 1. Nor-

wood---five acres, at 3 s. an acre. This can never pay for cutting.

I fee, that this yearwe have chopt eighteenand-a-halfacres, offwhich

we have carried fix middling loads.—Eighteen and a half acres at 3s.

(no beer) is 21. 15s. 6d - or 9s. 3d. a-load. Stubble fit for litter

may, this year, be worth 10s. a-load ;-but there is a great deal of

difference between buying ſtubble at 10s . a- load, and paying 10s. a.

load for cutting it-eſpecially, perhaps, on ſtiff land.-On light land,

perhaps, it is better off, at any price, than on.-On ftiff land, perhaps,

it is more valuable on, without the expence of chopping, than off.

But if litter be wanted, chop ftubble, at any rate, off

in any year, rather than litter with fern .

}

any land,

SUFFLATION. 29. Laſt night, the Suckler, in a great hurry,

CABBAGES. drove one of the cows out of the fuckling- houfe

into the yard, calling out, " The cow is fprung." She was fwelled

prodigiouſly, and as he ran her about, I perceived that ſhe con-

tinued to fwell, till fhe threw-up a great quantity of phlegm.

This
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This ſeemed to eafe her ;-but prefently fhe fwelled more than ever ;

-her hide was a perfect drum-head.-I confidered what to do ; -I

was refolved not to ftab her, fo long as fhe kept her legs.-In a mɔ-

ment, (whether I gathered the idea from reading, or conver-

fation, or reaſon, I am ſtill at a lofs ) I conceived that SALT

AND WATER Would be of fervice . In less than a minute, three or

four horns of ftrong brine were poured into her.- She immediately

run on to the Common, and took a circuit of about a minute : -when

fhe came in, I fancied that her off-fide began to fink.---I poured down

three or four horns more---still keeping her running.---When one

man was tired, another relieved him :---She prefently began to dung,

with other obvious figns of amendment. I then gave her a little

more brine, with a fmall quantity of black pepper in it,--keeping

her gently stirring.-- She was almoſt tired ;---her belly now began to

fink on the near fide, ---ſhe breathed more freely, ---and ſtaled and

dunged profufely.---In ten minutes fhe began to chew her cud..--[

kept her in the houſe all night, ----ſhe ſweat profufely, ---- and this

morning ſhe is perfectly well.

On examining the matter thrown-up, I found it to be phlegm and

cabbages..I was totally at a lofs for the caufe, before I fawthis ;---

for ſhe had not been in, nor near any clover, or other fucculent her-

bage. A fledge-load of cabbages had been brought into the yard!

for the ſtore-hogs ; ---the cows fell greedily upon them, and this was

no doubt the effect.

The faving ofthe cow does pleaſe me more, than the fimplicity of

the cure --it may be the faving of many. I do not attribute it

wholly tothe SALT ANDWATER nor wholly to the running---but to both..

With This alone ſhe grew worſe :---That, perhaps, would not have

operated fo quickly, without the exerciſe. --The rapidity ofthe effect

was aftonishing ;---it could not be five minutes between the first doſe,

and the firſt diſcharge by ſtool.

---

The Writer has fince learnt, that this is not a new, but a well-known remedy.

R 2 The
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The dofe was three or four handfuls of falt to about three pints

of water. This was given the two first times ;---the laft was the fame

proportion, with about half an ounce of pepper :---of this fhe had

three or four horns. But I believe the first cured her.

THE WEATHER.
29. Laft week has been an exception to the

maxim, " A rainy Sunday a daggly week ;" for a wetter Sunday,

nor a drier week, has feldom happened.

FIRE IN CHIMNEYS. 30. This morning the kitchen-chimney took

fire.With fome difficulty and expence it was extinguiſhed .

A remarkable circumftance of neglect attended this chimney.---

The upper part had not been fwept for twenty years :---it was almoſt

grown up with oily wood - foot. This burnt with fuch rapidity, that

I was apprehenfive fome wood had taken fire. I never faw a Foun-

dery-chimney blaze out fo furiouſly.

Infuture, in cafe of fuch an accident---if a blunderbufs or gun is

at hand, diſcharge it up the chimney ; ---fmother the fire of the grate

or hearth with long dung or wet ſtraw (the finother will help to extin-

guish the flames) . Fix a blanket, rug, &c. well foaked in water, before

the mouth of the chimney, as clofe as poffible ; fo that no draught

of air can get in to feed the fire. If another chimney above or be-

low opens into the fame flue, the mouth of it muſt be ſerved in the

ſame manner ; ---or if a ſmoke-hole be on the out-fide, it muſt be

ftopped -fhut the doors, and keep going up and down to the

feveral rooms and clofets adjoining the chimney, till it goes out, or

make its appearance. If fome hidden draught of air feed it, and it

feem dangerous, endeavour to get to the top of the chimney ; ftop

it with long dung, or wettedfiraw, and keep pouring water thro' it *. On

* This is by much the moſt effectual means of extinguishing a chimney, --- and was

the only one which took the leaſt effect on the chimney in point.

the
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the flightest symptoms onthe infide (by fmoak or heat), fupply the

place plentifully with water.

But, perhaps, a fire in a chimney built with any degree of care,

and which has been clean fwept within the twelvemonth, is totally

harmleſs . I ſhould, however, have blamed myſelf exceedingly,

had I not beſtowed the precautions which I did on a chimney of

which I was totally ignorant,-tho' perhaps they were needlefs.

JULY, 1777. The Writer has a fatisfaction in communicating

whatever he eſteems to be USEFUL KNOWLEDGE ; and he hopes

to be pardoned for publiſhing the foregoing Minute, altho' it is

not peculiarly agricultural.

COUPLING OF HOGS.

FUTURE MANAGEMENT .

HAZARD OF FARMING.

into a field in the morning,

7. 31. Terrible luck ! Thecoupled hogs

have gone on remarkably well all ſtub.

ble-time. They were ufually turned

-

and fetched home in the evening, with-

out any other attendance. Since the ftubbles have been done, they

have run after the acorns.-I was apprehenfive of an accident ; and

they having broke into Mr. R's fields , I ordered them to be

kept in the yard, and fed with cabbages which are ſpoiling.

But there is no dependance onfervants ; they were let out, no further

care taken of them, and two of the beſt found hung in their cou-

ples this morning. At the high rate which lean hogs now fell at

they are worth at leaſt four guineas.

---

What is to be done ? I purpoſe putting up five or

and felling off the remaining fhoots as faft as I can.

fix to fatten,

But what is to

be done next year? Either rear none, or as many as will repay a

boy's attendance ? Let me calculate---a boy at 5 s. a week is 131.---

Fifty hogs at 5s . is 121. 10s. So that an otherwiſe clear profit of

5s. a head on fifty-two hogs will go to pay the boy. We have not

room
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room in the yard for above fifty ſtore-pigs and five fhillings a-head-

will cut deep in the profit.

Perhaps, infuture,--keeptwo orthree openfows ; -breed alltheyear ; ---

at three months old couple them, and let them run on theCommon or

in fome otherhog-pafture till they be worth 20s.ahead .---As they reach.

this value, uncouple them.-As foon as ten are at large, hire a boy to at-

tend them ;---give them the ſtubbles, acorns, &c .--- Sell fuch as are

faleable in autumn, ---keep the young pigs over the year, and breed

on.

As to the couples, I am clear that they rather forward than hinder

the growth of the ſhoots. They ſeem to contend and drag each other

about, on the road ; but while theyfeed, they are quite amicable. This

obftinacy, offtheirfeed, prevents their wandering, and preferves them

in condition.-No hogs can look better, nor can have been reared at

lefs expence than mine this year, and I am by no means fick of cou-

ples I only blame myfelf for letting hogs of fo much value run

thro' the woods and hedges with fo little looking-after. And for

this I cannot blame myſelf, but the fervant ; and who can guard:

against the carelessness offervants ?

I am not quite fatisfied with the preceding procefs .---Perhaps, infu-

ture, make rearing, not fatting, the object of the hog-proceſs, at leaſt

while lean hogs hold their preſent prices. Keep three or four breed-

ing fows ;---rear all their pigs, winter and fummer ; treat them as

an object --give them all the milk that can poffibly be ſpared ; --- give

them the damaged and tail barley, peafe and beans. Buy pollard,

linfeed and graves, damaged fugar and molaffes. On wash, and the

Common, keep them till harveſt ; ---give them the run of the ſtub.

bles,---plump them up with potatoes and acorns (if any) , ---and ſend

them to market.

Keep

1
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Keep them coupled, without conftant attendance, till the acorns

begin to fall. Be careful to fee them at home and well-littered every

night, and mind as they grow, that the couples be eaſed.

Fifteen fhoots, at 15 s. a-piece, is not equal to a boy at 5 s . a week.

Our lofs by couples, even this year, does not nearly amount to half a

boy's conftant attendance ; befides, perhaps, there is an advantage

to the hogs by coupling.

It is not certain how the two laft were hung ; their fellows had

dragged them from the place where it happened ; but they were

found near each other, and I am of opinion that they were both

hung in the fame place, between two hurdles. A more ingenious

trap could hardly be contrived to hang coupled hogs in. The hur-

dles over-lapt each other about the length of the couples, and were

faftened as ufual at the top, but not at the bottom. This was their

muce into an oaken wood. Perhaps, the mafter-hog forced his way

between the hurdles ; the other, inftead of following (indeed it was

impoffible he could), got his head on the outſide, and being unable to

draw back his fellow, was of courfe ftrangled. The furvivor, tired

with pulling, retreated, and dragged about the deceaſed .---Or, perhaps,

the foremoſt doubled himſelf, and got thro' , and, by ftruggling, got

his head on the outfide of the other hurdle ; thus it became a matter

of life and death, and the weakest of courſe fell :---This gave the

other an opportunity of extricating himſelf, and dragging about his

dead partner. They were both found within ten yards ofthefe hurdles.

Let this be a leffon, in future, to beware of hurdle-places. If hurdles

are found neceffary, mind that they be faſtened at both top and

bottom.

Within
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Within fifteen months we have loft

A cow, worth

£. s. d.

8

A horfe, worth

An ox, worth

Four hogs, worth

10

9

5 10 O

£. 32 10

Befides loffes by the weather, and fifty other leffer cafualties . All

Farmers must have fome ; --yet it feems unfaſhionable to talk of the

bzard offarming, or make ufe of the word lofs in calculations on

agriculture.

NOVEMBER.

SOWING IN RAIN. 1. Yeſterday morning fowed and harrowed-in

wheat, while it rained hard. The plit was freſh, the furface as loofe

as a garden, and it was likely for a rainy day.

There is, I find, an advantage and a difadvantage of fowing in rain ;

for tho' the furface be open, yet the grain does not roll into the cre-

vices, but sticks where it falls ; and after it had been harrowed , I

could fee many grains uncovered,---fome on the very tops of the

largeſt clods. But it proved a rainy day, and a very rainy night.---

This morning ſcarcely a grain is left uncovered.--- Beſides, we may

not perhaps be able to come even into the inter-furrows of this field

till a fortnight hence ; and then it would have been thrown over a

ftale plit and a gluey furface, difficult to harrow.

And, perhaps, it is good management to fow wheat, in a wet ſeaſon,

en wet land, while it rains, till the harrows plafter the furface.

OXEN. 1. There are not many better teams in the pariſh than that

made of Brown, Duke, Jolly, and Hale ; and very few fo handy.

I took

.

i
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Itook them this morningto drawfome croſs-furrows---they were eve-

ry thing one could wiſh. The boy rode the leader---they dragged the

while they worked up to their knees in mire.plow down to her beam,

TEAMS.
"

}

GENERAL MANAGEMENT .

till the ſtraw-yards be opened.

1. Turned out all the odd horfes

(except one) to live on the rough grafs

The late rains have driven us almoſt from both plow and cart, and

I apprehend two teams will be full as much ſtrength as we ſhall want

till ſpring feed-time. This will be a faving of hay, corn, and at-

tendance ; and hay and oats, thisyear, are worth faving. I hope, too,

before Chriſtmas, to be able to turn the ox-team into the ftraw-yard.

Prefentprofit is certainprofit.

JULY, 1777. What an old-fashioned maxim this, for a new-

faſhioned Farmer to follow ! And yet how diffonant foever it

may found to the ears of " fpirited Farmers," it is now-and-

then applicable to GOOD HUSBANDRY

RENT AND TAXES. 2. At last we have finiſhed ſowing wheat in

Barn-Field.

If attendance and attention will gain a crop, this field is fecured .

I find that the ten acres fummer-fallowed, and fown with turnips,

have coft fifty teams and eight men ; which at 8 s. and 1 s . 8 d. is

201. 13 s. 4d.-Twenty-two bufhels of feed, at 5 s . 6d . is 61. 1 s.-

Together 261. 14s. 4d.-or 21. 13s. 5 d. an acre, for labour and

feed.

From fuch a fallow, and fuch a quantity of turnips and ketlock

buried in it, there is certainly a profpect of near three quarters an

acre ; fay half a load ( two and-a-half quarters), at 121.-the

ftrawto pay all ſubſequent expences.

S I was
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I was hugging myſelf with the apparent profit of this field ; not re-

collecting that there are two years enormous rent and taxes

31. 12s. 6d. an acre, to come against it. This totally abforbs the

profit, and leaves an apparent loss of 5s. 11 d. an acre ; befides the

exhaustion of foil ; ---for it has had no addition of any kind whatever.

What is to be gathered from this ? That Farming is a bad trade ?

may be fuch---but this does not prove it. But it proves thatIt

RENT AND TAXES RUIN THE FARMERS.

For, fuppofing the rent to be 5s. an acre a-year, with the fame

proportion of taxes---there would be an apparent profit of 21. 5s . an

acfe ;---at 10 s. an acre, aprofit of 11. 11s. 6d.---at 15s. aprofit of

195.---at 20 s. a profit of 6s. 6d .--- at 25s. a loss of 6 s. + -at 30 s.

a lofs of 18 s. 6d.---at 40s. a lofs of 21. 3 s. 6d. an acre.

Thus, while the Farmer at 5 s. an acre, is gaining from a thouſand

acres 2250 1 .---the Farmer at 40s. is lofing 2175 1. a-year.---And

yet we are told ‡, that the way to make a Farmer rich is to raiſe his

rent !!

REARING OF HOGS.

COW-KEEPING.

5. During the laft eighteen months we

have reared forty-five hogs.

£. s. d.

4 of them are now worth 50 s. each,
10

8 ditto

7ditto

19.

35 s.

25 S.

carried over

14 O

815 O

£.32 15

In rent and taxes, the Writer includes rent, pariſh-rates, great and ſmall tithes,

fences, &c. Whatever is a charge on the crop, and is neither labour (including wear

and tear) , manure norfeed, is rent andtaxes.

To expedite the calculations in this Minute, the pound-rates are fuppofed at 5s . in

the pound ; and the acre-rates at 5 s. an acre, a-year.

The Writer is not fo unfortunate as to pay 25 s. an acre all-round. On a par, he

does not ftand at quite 18s.

By more than one.
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Brought over

£: s. d.

32 15 O

8 fatted ; valued lean, at 18 s.

4 hung, worth at the time

2 fold for

3 butchered---(worth at the time of accident)

3 ftaggery, (worth when taken)

6 young pigs, worth 10 s. each

45 reared to be worth

What have they coft ? This is difficult to calculate.

7 4

6 O

2 14 O

I 15

I 10

3

O

£. 54 18 O

The large hogs that were fatted, eat the chief of the cabbages

and turnips of last year ; for the above were all very fmall or un-

farrowed when theſe cabbages were finiſhed.

Suppoſe they eat the value of

Bought 8 and 5 bushels of pollard, at 1 s. and is. 6d.

The fows and young pigs had a quarter of head-barley

-'s grains, worth

£. s. do

I I

0 15 6

I 10 O

I I O

£.476

Befides this, they have had the grains of the brew-houſe, the ſkim-

milk (this year very trifling ), the waſh of the kitchen, the pollard

of the bolting-mill, the ftubbles, the pea- rakings, the acorns, &c.

&c. &c. But certainly, forty or fifty hogs, which have conſtantly

been in the yard all night, and frequently in the day-time, muſt

have made dung equal to twice the fale value of theſe trifles. But

fuppofing it only to ftand againſt them, and that their attendance has

coft 51. 12 s. 6d. ( it has not coft ſo much) , there will remain a neat

coft of 101. and of courfe a neat profit of 441. 18s. ſuppoſing

they had all done well. As it is, or had half of them died after

they had reached theſe values, it would ſtill be the neat produce.

S 2 Deduct
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Deduct the four hung, and the three given away, there is a neat

profit left of 371. 8 s. or 374 per cent.

What branch of Farming can equal this in profit ? Not fuckling,

I am fure. And perhaps, in future, let REARING OF HOGS, not fuck-

ling nor rearing of calves, be the object of cow-KEEPING .

Perhaps, let each cow make her own calf---and convert the fur-

plus to butter and hog-wash. Let rearing of hogs be the end---

cow-keeping the means : and, rather than ſtint a farrow of pigs,

fell a young calf to a fuckling-Farmer, or one, half fat, to the

butcher.

" Have but one end, employ the reſt as means."

SERVANTS' BEER . 5. This rainy day, calculated the coft of Far-

mers' ale and ſmall-beer.

From five bushels of malt, I find, are brewed, on a par, forty-

four gallons of strong, and eighty of fmall : This, reckoning the

fmall four to one, is fixty-four gallons of ale.

Five bushels of malt, at 5 s. is

Three pound of hops, I s. is

Brewing, 2 s.---fire, I s.---wear and tear, I s.

O

5
3

£. s. d.

I 5 O

4

£. 1.12

O
O
O

Deduct grains 1 s. yeaſt Is. 02 O

£. I 10 O

1 10 8
Sixty-four gallons at 5 d.

Not 6 d. a gallon ! not 1 d. a quart for the ale, nor 1 d. a gallon

for fmall beer !-A rainy Sunday good for fomething.

The laft brewing, I find, cofts but 5d. a gallon ; but it is below

par.

i

I am
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1 am quite pleaſed to know, that I can gain a man's heart for

5-8ths of a penny ; -nay, oblige himfor halfafarthing !

JULY, 1777. The Writer is convinced from this calculation,

that it is cheaper to give day-labourers 9s. a-week and ſmall

beer (the common wages of this country), than to give them

IOS. and no beer. But, fo many diſagreeable circumſtances

attend giving-out beer, he ſtill continues to give them 2 d. a day,

inſtead of ſmall beer.

}

FALLOWING.

BEANS. I blame myſelf exceedingly for the bad manage-

ment of this field. Had it been all beans, the crop might have paid

the contingencies :-Had it been all fallow, a crop of wheat might

have been got next year. The fallow is very friable and clean ; -

the bean-quondal , as tough as glue, and in fome places full of

couch. It would be ridiculous to attempt a wheat-ſeaſon , and the

beans will not repay even the rent of the whole. I have turned it

for the benefit of the froft, to be croffed and re-ftirred for oats

and graſs-feeds in the ſpring.

5. Yeſterday finiſhed breaking up B. 4.

up

What leffons can be drawn from this miſmanagement ?

Never crop the ridges and fallow the furrows of a four-acre-field

again.

Here again the Writer was puzzled for a word (See 13. MAY) . A field which

is cropped with wheat, is called a wheat-field ; and after the crop is off, a wheat-

fabble.---But what is it after the ſtubble is chopt off ? It would be as ridiculous to

call it ftill a wheat-flubble, as to call a field out of which beans have been pulled up

bythe roots, a bean-ftubble.

He has ranfacked Johnſon from A to Z, and cannot find any thing which is near

to his purpoſe ; except the aukwardly angliciſed Latin adverb quondam. He will not,

however, condefcend fo far as to debaſe his book with fuch an uncouth Latin word :

He has therefore reclaimed it by an ENGLISH termination.

Nor
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Nor expect a what-ſeaſon after tick-beans, tho' carefully hoed,

on a foil not totally free from root-weeds.

The 10th of April is quite out of feafon for fowing Mazagan

beans ---a few planted on that day, were fcarcely worth drawing for

the hogs.

CHANGE OF SEED .
Last year

5. I fearched the country round for

Lome feed-wheat off a very poor gravel, to fow on the ſtiff clay of

Norwood. At laft I fucceeded ; we had a load from a Butcher of

Wickham.-The fample was thin, fhrivelled, and looked as beggarly

as the foil it grew on. This year a more beautiful fample cannot be

ſhewn its boldneſs and colour ſtrikes every one who fees it. From

eighty-four bushels of head, there was but one buſhel of tail ;-and

This a much better fample than the original feed!:

I apprehend, generally, that a change of feed is beneficial to the crop .

I am convinced, that a poor gravel is a good change for a stiff clay.

It fucceeded very well on the fandy loam of Hither-Field. But

this is a wheat year.

COULTERS. 9. I wish to hit-off a fimple contrivance, which

PLOWS. will, in fome degree, anſwer the purpoſe of trench-

plowing-which will totally hide the ſod, and give a ſufficient quan-

tity of crum*, without the additional refiſtance, or the complexity

ofthe Trench-plow.

The fin-coulter does very well where the furface is firm and clean ;

but where it is loofe or foul, the trumpery drives before it, and pre-

vents its acting.

Yeſterday I bent a coulter, and this morning tried it. It buries

the graſs and gives a plenty of crum ; but it increaſes the refiftance,

and unſteadies the plow.

Friable mould free from grafs and roots.

However,
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However, it had by no means a fair trial, nor was it well bent.

The oat-ſtubble on which it was tried is intended for beans, to be

dibbled in every other feam+ ; it cannot, therefore, lie too fnug : but

this coulter breaks the plits , and leaves the furface rough and open.

It is therefore unfit for beans to be dibbled-in on an oat-ftubble. But

I do not fee why it fhould not anfwer for wheat on a clover ley:

Nothing can be more fimple ; therefore, nothing can be more worthy

of attention. Perhaps, the land-fide of the plow ſhould alſo be

angular-or perhaps concave ; and give the coulter a flexure to an-

fwer it ---but the former would give the moſt crum.

There is another diſadvantage of a bent coulter on round ridges :

The rhombic form of the plits makes them difficult to be turned on

the out-fides of the ridges : it is therefore beſt adapted to wide, flat

lands.

For a wet country, nothing equals the plain fwing-plow. Wheels,

indeed, may be uſeful in a dry flat field ; but among narrow, high

ridges, they are very unhandy.

SEMI-CULTURE. 9. Sowing and raking the croſs-furrow of H. 1 .

This is not only a gardenly, but a very good job (See 25. Ocт.) .

The wheat was juſt coming up when this laft furrow was opened,

and the tender blades confequently fuffocated by the plit, which was

turned upon them.

This ſowing and trimming will at once give a freſh ſupply of

plants, and, by levelling and raking the mould away from the

trench, prevent its mouldering into it again by froſts, or being waſhed

into it by heavy rains.

The interstice between two plits.

I PLOWS.
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9. I cannot yet pleaſe myſelf with plowing this

oat-ſtubble for beans ( See yeſterday) : I cannot

DRILLING. turn it in neat, regular, whole plits By breaking

up fo tough laſt ſpring, the old plits are not yet incorporated ; but

feparate from each other in plowing. This leaves the prefent ones

too unequal, and the ſurface too rugged, for the beans to be dibbled

in alternate feams.

I borrowed a ſtrong Yorkshire-ſhaped plow of a neighbouring

Farmer, in hopes that ſhe would cut it up cleaner : but her chip---

her bead---her keel, is too fhort ; fhe has no fteadiness, and will

not make equal work with the common fwing-plow of this

country.

I am in hopes of contriving an Implement, which, after the five-

'bout lands are laid round with the concave harrows, will draw

drills, or at leaſt lines, to direct the dibblers, inftead of the feams .

I hope the crooked rake, with twelve-pennyworth of alteration, will

anſwer my purpoſe.

Dibbling in alternate feams may be eligible on flat lands, where

a plit of ſeven or eight inches wide can be uniformly carried ; but

where plits of unequal widths are obliged to be taken, perhaps it is

an ineligible proceſs. Perhaps, fifteen or fixteen inches is an interval

quite wide enough for beans.

WORKING CATTLE,

HAZARD OF FARMING. }

10. Another cafualty ! Another in-

ſtance ofthe hazard of Farming !

The ox Hawk ftrained himſelf laft fpring feed-time. His tokens

of pain were the fame as thofe of a horſe in the gripes. He kept

looking toward his flank, and beating his belly with his, hind legs.

For
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the first day or two he voided nothing but a white, viscous flime.

The Farrier bled and drenched him feveral times, but he was three

months before he could be re-harneffed. After working a few weeks

he was taken with a violent fcouring ; but it preſently went off. He

has not worked fince (about a month ago) ; and though he looked

lank, and ſeemed to be pinched-up, I thought him recovering.

This morninghe was found lying under the hedge, with his four

legs under him, and his head erect, in the identical poſture of ſleep.

The man who found him, ſurpriſed that he ſhould fleep fo found,

went up to him, and fhook him by the horn to wake him. He muſt

have died without a ſtruggle.

I fufpected that the inteftine malady had been the caufe ; and on

opening him, a quantity of water and excrements were found loofe

in his abdomen. The maw and other of the larger members of the

vifcera were ſearched for the aperture without fuccefs. It muſt have

been in fome of the fmaller inteſtines.

Perhaps, afracture offöme veffel or membrane cauſed an inflamma-

tion-this brought on a corroſion---and this perforated the inteftine.

In future,---keep a ftrained ox till he can be fairly fold----but

not longer.

DRILLING BEANS. 11. (See yeſterday) Took out all the blades of

the Lance, (See 28. FEB. 1775-) except three on each fide, at fixteen

inches apart ; the middlemoſt two, twenty-four inches apart. With

this and one horſe I drew lines very true, and perfectly difcriminate.

I fent the blades to be played , in hopes that I fhall be able to

draw flutes fufficiently deep to enable us to drop the beans with one

hand, and cover them with the other, going backwards.

Their backs to be cleft open ; fo as, in work, to leave ſmall trenches behind them.

T With
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With four hoes fixed inthe fame Implement, I mean to hoe the four

equal intervals, keeping the inter-furrows clean by plowing, and

the double row on the ridge by hand-hoeing.

CROSS-FURROWING.
II. I find that ſeventy-five acres of tares and

wheat, which we have already put in, have coſt thirty-four days

work-or 2 1. 16 s . 8 d.—or 9 d. an acre.

I purpoſely spared no uſeful expence , fome of the fields having

two, fome three furrows across them. Wherever I found the water

ſtand, I applied the plow and ſpade.

I purpoſely evaded the idea of expence, till I had made this cal-

culation ; and I confess I am ſurpriſed to find it fo low. However,

to this is to be added the drawing of the furrows with the plow:

This coſt a team, at leaſt-ſay 9 s . 4 d. or id.; an acre.

Thus for 10d. an acre, fome of the wetteft land under heaven

(above the level of deep water) is made dry.

Had proper plowing, and 10d. an acre been laid out on the Four

Acres in 1773, the crop of wheat would have been at leaſt 31. an

acre the better for it.

FALLOWING. 13. The lower end of part of Barn-Field (fowed

with wheat) is ftrewed with little tufts of grafs, which ftill look

green, and I am afraid will ftrike root. The upper end is very

clean. This had a croſs-harrowing between the third and laſt plow-

ing; butthe wet fetting-in, That had not.

Before the laſt plowing, a ſward was almoſt formed. ( It is not

couch, but a diminutive fucculent blade, which feems to fhoot fpon-

taneouſly
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raneoufly from the foil, wherever it is broken) . This proves the

utility of cross-harrowing fallows between the plowings.

TWO-WHEEL WAGGON. 14. Took a pair of tron-arms and fix-inch

wheels from a dung-cart, and put them under the Handy. I may be

vain, but I am clearly of opinion, that a more perfect Farmer's car

riage for a levelcountry cannot be conceived. She hugs a load-and-a-

half of ftraw, or a load of hay, cleverly ; and, with the iron- arms,

runs much lighter than a waggon.

---

I have put-by the waggons till next hay-time ; for their narrow

wheels are ill adapted to Croydon Common in winter.

She is a moſt eligible dung-cart, and will carry as much chaff, ca-

vil, &c. as two or three of the common ones.

I am ſo perfectly pleaſed with my two-wheel waggon, that were I

providing implements for a Farm of a thouſand acres, in a country

tolerably level, I would not build awaggon, nor a common dung-cart,

But two Handies to each team. There would then be no ſhifting from

cart to waggon, and waggon' to cart ; no runninghalf-a-mile after a

dung-cart, while a waggon ſtood by, nor the reverfe ; but the im-

plement at handwould be fure to be right, and ſure to be handy..

I would have them all made on one identical fcale ; fo that each

fore-ladder, tail- ladder, head-board, and tail-board, would fit each

and every carriage.

Afingle- borfe Handy would be very useful. How clever to fetch a few

truffes of hay or ftraw from Adfcomb-a little cavil or chaff from

Wood-fide-corn-in-chaff from Norwood-or to fend to Town,

byway of an errand-cart !

JULY, 1777. Notwithſtanding the Writer's partiality for two-

wheel waggons is in fome degree abated ; and notwithſtanding

he is convinced that one waggon, and two or three fmall dung-

carts,Ta
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carts, are very convenient on a large Farm ; he is ſtill very well

pleaſed with his Handy, and means to give a Drawing of it in

the DIGEST. The preſent wheels are about fix inches too low.

LOCKS AND KEYS. 17. This rainy day, collected and numbered

the padlocks and their reſpective keys . On a flate, againſt each Nº.

wrote their ſeveral ſtations. Hung the flate and the keys on the

fame peg; fo that any-body who knows I. from II. knows the key

which opens any door or gate about the Farm.

Since Michaelmas, the new ſervants have ſpent half their time in

running about with wrong keysin their pockets.

Cut the numbers with a file.

OXEN AND HORSES.
17. On Wedneſday the ox and the horfe

teams, four in each, were plowing together in K. 4. It came up very

tough -the borfes fretted, and were bathed in fweat ;-while the

exen, with feeming unconcern, chewed their cud.

I

EXHAUSTION. 18. I am adjufting the first year's accounts, and

wiſh to aſcertain the profit or lofs on each crop ; but I am baffled

with the dungings.-I am at a lofs to know how much to charge for

the expenditure of VEGETABLE FOOD on a crop of wheat, beans, or

barley.

This rainy weather, I have been hunting for a general rule, and

have found one, which, at prefent, pleaſes me very much.

To five fhillings for every field-load of corn or pulfe,

for every quarter of wheat, and five for every quarter of

add fifteen

any other

grain-

5
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grain -and allow for every ton of hay, whether meadow, mix-

grafs, clover, or tares, ten fhillings.

!

I have tried it on the perpetual round of fallow-crop,-fpring-

corn,--clover,-wheat, and it fits exactly.

I would not wiſh to lay lefs nor more than twenty jags (about

thirteen or fourteen loads) of dung or ftrong compoft an acre, on

the ſpring-corn ſtubble ; and I ſhould expect from middling land, on

4 par of years,

2

THE FIRST YEAR :

One load and a half of clover, the first cutting, and

three quarters of a load the ſecond,

THE SECOND Year :

One load and a quarter of wheat, yielding 24 quarters 2

THE THIRD YEAR.

One load of peaſe, or beans, yielding 2 quarters

THE LAST :

Oneload and ahalf of oats or barley, yielding 3 quarters

Twenty jags at 5s. 6d. a jag (including labour) is

£. s. d.

2 6

276

0 15 0

5 O

£. 5 10

£.5 10

JULY, 1777: This is byno means laid down as a certain rule :

the price of dung, and the crop for which it is put on ; —the'

price of labour, and the quality of the foil ;-will make it ever

various. It is the thought, rather than the rule itſelf, which is

meant to bepubliſhed. It opens a wide field for experiments on

manuring.
P

The Mathematics cannot produce more pofitive facts than

thefe :-VEGETABLES EXSHAUST THE SOIL ON WHICH THEY

GROW ; ~~DUNGREPLENISHES IT. But the exact quantity of in-

Shauſtion equivalent to a certain quantity of exhauſtion, is a

doctrine little underſtood .

The
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The Writer has ever fince calculated by the above rule, with

fome trifling alterations ; and on the matureſt reflection, he can

not make any amendment to it, as a general rule, raiſed on

theory.

OXEN.
22. This being a cold. frofty. night, and the graſs

...HORSES. almoſt done, took up the oxen for the winter.

They wereturned out to after-grafs the beginning of Auguft. Un

til a little before Michaelmas, they worked' inceffantly, without any

other food. Since then they have had a little hay night- and-morn

ing, but the whole have not eat thirty truffes.

It is impoffible to calculate their expence with certainty, becauſe

they were generally mixed with other ſtock ; but ſuppoſe one team

eat twelve acres (theydid no fuch thing) at 10s. 6d. 6 6.0

And twenty-fourtruffes ofhay (they eatthereabout) at 50s. 1 13 4.

£.7 19.4

• From the beginning of Auguft till now, is near four months.

The horſe-team has coft from 25 to 301. during the fame time-ati

leaft three times as much.

: HORSES. 22. During the laft fifteen days, five cart horfes have:

eaten twenty-feven truffes of hay ; that is, about.

2 Ten truffes a-team, a-week, at 50s,

Six bushels of oats,

Say for chaff

at 24s.

=

Six fhillings each working-day, rainy days included.

£. s. di.

0 14

0 18 0

0 4 Ο

£ 116

To reduce, in future, the expenditure of hay to a certainty, l'have

allowanced them with hay as well as with corn : I allow each horſe 11

bufhel
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bushel ofoats, and one trufs ofhay, a-week, with as much chaff as they

will eat. The hay is meant merely to rack-up with (to eat in the night

while the Carter is afleep). I hope by-and-bye to afcertain the quan-

tity of chaff, and reduce the keep of cart-horfes to certainty. (See

21. MAY 1776. )

HARROWING.

WET FARMS.

CLOVER-LEYS.

23. Yeſterday afternoon the froft began to

give. I embraced the opportunity to fine-har-

row K. 4. but it was ftill too hard :-the harrows

had not gone ten yards, before one of the tines tore its way out of

the beam.

Remember, in future, a flight froſt prevents harrowing ;-a very

flight one, fine-harrowing.

This morning the froft is entirely gone. Tried it again.-The

furface is now perfect bird-lime ;-it will not part from the har-

rows, the man and horfe working up to their knees in dirt. O! the

joys of farming in a dirty country ! -without the affiftance of clover-

leys.

-

Neighbour

not

has now a large field of dunged fummer-fal-

low lying in a ftate of abfolute mortar ;-and Neighbour

much better. The Farmer who ſows a handful of wheat, in a ſtiff,

wet foil, after the middle of October, in a dripping autumn, ought

to be fmothered in a dunged fummer-fallow.

But how can he guard againſt the elements, even ſo early as Sep-

tember.? By having a large quantity ofclover-leys.

STRAW-HAY. 23. (See 14. SEPT. ) Though it took a very kind

heat, it cuts out as white and as dufty as a grift-fack . It had

too much water-wet in it ;-the fap was not ſtrong enough to drive

it
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it out ; but it was ftrong enough to make the fraw as brown

as a nut.

In future,-If poffible, mix it perfectly full of fap, but perfectly.

free from water-wet,

However, mouldy as it is, the cows eat it very greedily ; but the

duft ſeems to be troublefome to them. To-day, took a jag of it to

the barn, and thraſhed it.-This breaks the cakes, and rids it from a

great part of the duft:

27. The cows could noteat the beſt meadow-hay with more avidity,

than they do that which is thrashed. They do not waſte a ftraw ofit.

Gavefome of it to the oxen.-I think they eat it as greedily and

as clean as they do very good clover-and-rye-grafs hay.-There is

no obvious différence.

In future, let nothing but abfolute neceffity, or downright negli

gence, prevent me from collecting at leaſt twenty load of ſtraw-hay.

This winter I am afraid the ſtraw will run fhort . Perhaps, buy fome

of the Tithe-man to fave it with ; or perhaps, thraſh out fome early

oats of next year for the ſecond cut of clover.— It is converting 15 s.

worth ofstraw into 50 s. ofbay ; befides, perhaps, faving the fecond

cutfrom the dung-hill.

CHAFF-CUTTER. 27. Till now, I have employed an itinerant

Chaff- cutter, at I s. the quarter of fixteen ſtriken- bufhels, He

would cut about four quarters a-day.

I have two men in the houſe, this year, who can cut chaff ; and

have provided a chaff-box to fill up vacant hours and rainy days ;

and, perhaps, to cut it cheaper.

OXEN.
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OXEN. 27. It is very remarkable, that while they worked on a

ſharp gravel, in the midſt of a hot, burning fummer, their feet ſtood

exceedingly well ; but now that they work in a wet country, in wet

weather, they are become tender ; and a froft, or a gravelly road

is death to them .

Perhaps, the heat and drought hardened their hoofs, and made

them permanent ;-the , wet foftened, and rendered them abrada-

ble. Their fore-feet are worn to the very quick.

As in cafe of frofts we fhall want them at dung-cart, fhod them

before.

This was done without cafting them. One man held the ox by

the ring, while a boy fufpended the foot by a rope, thrown acroſs a

cart-faddle, to prevent its cutting his back.

POTATOES.

TRENCH-PLOWING . }

30. An acre and three quarters has pro-

duced this year only eighty-five bushels of

potatoes, not fifty bushels an acre. The foil was turnips drawn,

and trench-plowed without dung.

I was in hopes that trench-plowing, by bringing up fresh mould

(allowed to be affected by potatoes), would have given a greater pro-

duce ; but trench-plowing and dunging, I find, are very different

things.

Perhaps, generally-Ten miles from a large town, and from water-

carriage, potatoes are not worth planting, as a crop. A few are ne-

ceffary for the kitchen, and uſeful for the hogs ; and planted early

in a compoft- allow for wheat, they may pay the rent- pulve

rize the foil-compoft the dung-and anſwer very well.

U OXEN.
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HORSES.

4. DECEMBER, 1775.

HAZARD OF FARMING.

SELF-ATTENTION.

SERVANTS.

cattle within nine months.

An ox ftrained

An ox lamed

An ox blowed

A bull furfeited

J

4. Laft week Jolly, one of the team,

was taken with a violent ſcouring. The

Farrier has drenched and bled him, but

he does not recover.

A bull had the red water

An ox fcours -

This is the fixth caſualty of working-

died.

laid-by a month.

died.

laid-by a fortnight.

three weeks ,

dubious.

In the fame ſpace of time we have had

A horfe tined

A horſe tined -

A horſe lamed in the hip

died.

laid-by a month.

uſeleſs, (came round. )

A horfe - went blind.

An old horfe

Within fifteen months,

Acow died of the red water.

A cow now fcours-her life doubtful.

Two large hogs hung, thro' mere caſualty.

died of age.

Thirty acres of barley, thirty per cent. worſe for the weather, &c.

&c. &c. &c. &c. &c.

What a collection of hagard evidences ofthe hazard ofFarming!

But furely they can never be the ordinary cafualties of Agriculture ;

they must proceed from extraordinarily bad luck, or from bad ma-

nagement.

Let me endeavour to trace back their cauſes ; and, if poffible, raiſe

LESSONS OF FUTURE MANAGEMENT,

The
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The trained ox.-This was done in Norwood-Fields.-The two ox-

teams were bunting a fallow.- I remember I went up to them in the

middle of the day. It was very hot.-This ox lolled the tongue a good

deal ; he was in the weaker team. I ordered the Plowman to go

gently, and to bring home his plow at night ; for I faw that it was

too ſtrong work for them. He brought home his plow, with the ox

in the condition mentioned the 10th of NOVEMBER : But whether he

obeyed me in the other inſtance or not, I am doubtful ; I rather think

the ox was purpoſely over-drove ; for oxen were then quite " anew

kick:"-But this is prefumptive evidence only.

What is to be learnt from this ?

Ayoung, flender ox, not in exercife, may be worked too hard, in

a cloſe field, on a hot day.

A fulky cruel fervant is dangerous.

Perhaps, an ox in collar can exert his ftrength more than in yoke.

The lame ox. This was caufed by a piece of flint getting between

his claws, and infinuating itſelf into his foot.

Perhaps, in future, ---pick their feet every night.

The inflated ox. (See the Minute of the 17th of AUGUST. ) This

was evidently the careleffness of the Carter.

Memorandum. A THINKING SERVANT is very valuable ; but rarely

to be met with.

Thefurfeited bull. This probably was caufed by over-heating him

the first day he was harnaffed.

In future,-Use them gently, and break them in by degrees.

The bull in the red water. He was taken in time, and eaſily cured.

The ox which fcours. I am totally at a lofs for the caufe.-His food

of late has been very good clover-and-rye-grafs hay. He has not

worked harder than the rest of the team (which look, and are very

well), for he was always a flug. I am apprehenfive that he was fold

as an ailing ox : His fkin and coat were never kind ;-and I recollect

U 2 his
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his frequently moaning, while he was in the houſe laſt ſpring ; yet

he never refuſed his meat, and worked tolerably.

Out ofthe four Gloucestershire oxen, two of them are remarkably

plain ; and this is the third.

Infuture,-Never truſt to a dealer to buy in oxen.

The two borfes tined. The caufe was the careleffness of the Carter,

and the viciouſneſs of one of the horſes.

Memorandum. Careleffneſs is not eaſily guarded againſt ; but a

vicious horſe may be fold.

The lame borse. This was a wrench in the hip, by drawing mud

out of a pond, and the caufe, ten to one-careleffness.

The horse which went blind. The caufe feemed to be in Nature.

Every means was taken to prevent the bad effect .

The horse which died of age. Upwards of thirty years old.

The cow which died of the red water. Being totally unacquainted

with the nature of the diſeaſe or the remedy, I left the management

entirely to the cow-leech ; through whofe careleſſneſs, rather than mif-

management, I believe fhe fuffered .

I have never fince left the care of a fick or lame brute wholly to

the Leech, or Farrier ; for, tho' I have not adminiſtered, I have

attended the adminiſtrations ;-and have feen that the patient was

not neglected.

The cow whichfcours. I conjecture, that the diſorder was cauſed

by the quickness of tranſition from the low feed of the Common, to

the rich fucculent after-graſs.

Infuture,-Raife them from the Common to richer feed by degrees.

Perhaps, turn them into the after-grafs, as ſoon as the hay is out or

the field,-before the bite is got too long.

Perhaps, in future,-Never refuſe two guineas for a fſcouring bar-

rener again.

I The
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The bogs which were bang. I blame myſelf more in this inftance,

than in all the reft.-Not for coupling hogs, generally ; but for

fuffering hogs, of their value, to remain in couples in acorn-time.

But I have the pleaſure of reflecting, that my motive was good

neighbourhood ; for Neighbour gave me to underſtand , that

they were unwelcome gueſts in a field of his turnips . I therefore

kept them in couples, tho' in the yard, to guard againſt that careleſſ-

neſs of fervants, which was the immediate cauſe of their death.

In future,-Be the confequence what it may, clip-mark and un-

couple fuch as remain unfold, when the acorns begin to fall.

The barley. Had the feed been got into the ground three weeks or

a month fooner, the dry weather would not have hurt it fo much,

and it might have been carried before the wet fet-in : But would it

not have been truly ridiculous to have miſſed ſo favourable an oppor-

tunity of getting the land clean, in expectation of ſuch a dry ſummer

and wet harveſt as may never happen again ? The foil received a tilth

equal to a fummer-fallow ;-its face now fhews the good effect : and

were the fame circumſtances to happen again I ſhould moſt certainly

act in the fame manner, and expect a tolerable fummer, and tolerable

harveſt, and, of courſe, get-in my barley in tolerable time.

This article must therefore go to the ſide of bad-luck, not to that

ofbad management.

Thus, of fixteen caſualties, ſeven originated in Nature, (without

any apparent factitious cauſe) and nine in pofitive or prefumptive

careleffness.-Does not this prove,

THE HAZARD OF FARMING,

THE NECESSITY OF SELF-ATTENTION,

AND THE VALUE OF CAREFUL SERVANTS ?

JULY, 1777. The Reader may be well affured, that it cannot be

pleafing to expofe the above difagreeable facts. The Writer, how-

ever, ſhould have blamed himſelf exceedingly, had he concealed

them .
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them. The inferences drawn, he flatters himſelf, may ſerve as

hints to the inexperienced Agriculturist, and the facts themſelves

be uſeful to the induſtrious Farmer ;-by convincing the rack-

rent Gentlemen of landed property, that there is hazard of

farming as well as of play, and that ill-luck is not always at

White's or Newmarket.

PLOWMANSHIP.
5. I began to double the high five - bout lands

DEPOSITING. of L. 1. as I had done thofe of F. 2. (See 21.

SEP.) imaginingit impoffible to lay the field fufficiently dry byflitting

them-or, which is the fame thing, by beginning to gather in the

prefent inter-furrow : But, on trial, I found myfelf miſtaken ; and

tho' it requires fome plowmanship to lay them round, I was lucky

enough to hit on the right method the firſt trial .

The firft plit, I plow about five inches thick, dropping it into the

old inter-furrow* ; the fecond-feven or eight inches thick, burying

the first, without fuffering the ſecond to fall-over into the firſt-made

plow-furrow + ; the third,-nine or ten inches, hiding the mane of

the fecond, and forming a feed-feam between the crests of the ſecond

and third ; the fourth, fifth, fixth and feventh-nine or ten inches

fquare, with a beel-plate, fixed about fix inches above the wrist of

the plow; the eighth and ninth-ſeven or eight inches thick, and

ten or eleven wide, or according to the width of the land. The

ninth is the laſt plit of the first land ; but every fucceeding land has

a tenth-a fub-foil plit-a crum-furrow-which forms the new inter-

furrow ; this is fetcht-up four or five inches below the bottom of the

outfide plow-furrowof the preceding land, leaving ahand's-breadth be-

The thickness of the first plît ought to be regulated by the depth of the old

inter-furrow.

The creft of this plit forms the crown of the land.

tween
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tween the edge ofthe inter-furrow, and the outfide-plit, as a footing to

the latter, to prevent its being torn into the former by the harrow.

JULY, 1777. The Plowman who can make and reverfe half-rod

beds with propriety and neatnefs (theſe are hardly feparable)

is invaluable, on a wet retentive foil ; for there is not one in

ten-not one in twenty, equal to the taſk.

The Writer does not wish to fee even wet land laid-up inſharp

ridges ; but he would always have the crown fome inches high-

er than the ſkirts ; -the face of the land forming exactly an

arch of a large circle : and at the ſame time to ſee the inter

furrows, formed out of the fub-foil, fome inches below the fub-

furface. Forbe the beds ever fo truly convex, they will, du-

ring rain, abſorb a much greater quantity of water than is

neceffary for the purpoſes of vegetation ; and if the inter-

furrows are not deeper than the plow-furrows, the plits muſt be

bedded in a puddle during winter, andthe roots of the corn be

confequently chilled. Onthe contrary, if the inter-furrows are

lower than the fub-furface, the fuperfluous water has always an

open receptacle to fly to, and the vegetative ftratum will ever be

left fufficiently dry.

-

But if the vegetative ſtratum can be kept fufficiently dry by

the means of deep inter-furrows, why fo nice about the con-

vexity of the furface ? Becauſe, if the ſurface abound with lank

places, or even be quite flat, water will ſtand during heavy

rains. Wherever water ftands on looſe mould, a puddle is

formed.-Every puddle is reduced to a cruft, as foon as its

moiſture is dried up :-and a baked ſurface, of a tenacious foil,

is certain injury to the crops. On the contrary, if the ſurface

be made fufficiently acclivous to shoot off heavy showers quick

enough to prevent its being puddled, it will ever remain light,

kind,
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kind, and porous, and be, of courſe, ever genial to thoſe fu-

perficial ramifications, which the roots of wheat (at least) are

faid to make after the ears are formed.

The Writer owns himſelf heartily tired with endeavouring

to make this Minute and Obfervation intelligible : he hopes,

however, that the Reader will be lefs impatient ; for, perhaps,

there is not a more important part of aration, than that of accli-

vating a retentive foil.

CHAFF-HOUSE, 7. One or the other of the Home-barns has per-

petually been taken up with the chaff-cutter, or his materials. Τα

prevent this inconveniency in future, I have converted a ftraw-hovel

into a chaff-houfe, with binns and other conveniencies. To-day is

the first opening of it.-It pleafes me very much indeed-and the

barn-floors will be always free when wanted .

PLOWING. 7. (See 23. SEP. ) I wiſhed to expoſe the foul part to

the froft, in order to get it as clean as the rest of the field, in the

Spring

On Tueſday laft, I took a plow into the field (undetermined how

to proceed) to find out a method of exposing it to my mind. I began

to plowit in 'bouts,-to lay two plits back- to-back, perfectly cover-

ing the unftirred interval. This laid it in very high ridglits with

deep trenches, and fully anſwered my purpoſe. But the horſes were

obliged to draw on the land to be plowed, and the foil was too poachy

for them to draw there with comfort ; beſides, the field is already in

ridges, and their outſides are difficult to plow in this manner.

Therefore, inſtead of plowing it in ' bouts of bouting- it, I balked-it,

thus :

I gave the plow all the land I could, and dropped the first pair of

plits ſhort of the old inter-furrows ; in which inter-furrows, the

horfes
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horfes drew. The fecond pair, in the fame manner, I dropt fhort of

the plow-furrows of the first pair, and fo continued till the rod-

ridge was flit out.

The plow carried a width of about eighteen inches, about twelve

of which ſhe turned upon a balk of fix or eight ; fo that altho' but

a part of the foil is ſtirred, not a green fpeck appears-nothing but

mould and roots are ſeen.

I obferved thatthe more exactly theplits lie upon the balks, thegreater

quantity offurface is given, and the more it expoſes the edges of them

both ; but it leaves the plits whole, glazed, and unporous : whereas,

by leaving the balk fomething narrower, and letting the edge of the

plit over-hang the preceding plow-furrow, the inverted fod is fhivered

into ten thouſand pieces. -The roots are of courſe difengaged, and

effectually expoſed to the inclemency of the winter.

Altho' this method of plowing is entirely new to me, I was pre-

fently convinced, that it is not original ; for I had not gone two ' bouts

before the Plowman, with a ſcratch of the head, and a patriotic

grin, told me, that it is his country-method of plowing, and calls it

raftering ( I ſuppoſe from its giving an appearance fimilar to that ofan

uncovered roof) ; but talking is moft expreffive of the act, and expofing

of the intention ; but as there are different ways of expofing, I have

named this BALKING.

JULY, 1777. The old inter-furrows ought not to be left open ;

but be filled by two plits laid one-upon-the-other ; and the

beafts of draught ought, if poffible, to draw double.

BEAN-FLUTE. 9. (See the 5th. ) Yesterday began to rough, and

to-day to fine-harrow the lands ; and the bean-flute ( See 11 , Nov. )

being finished, tried to draw the channels.

X The
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The foil harrows as fine as a garden ; but being neither wet nor

dry, the fplayed coulters do not work to my wifh ; the mould is

moist enough to ftick tothem, but not wet enough to flide off. The

firſt ſhower of rain will, I hope, remove this difficulty.

SAW-HORSF . 9. Little contrivances are fometimes great conve-

niences.-Wood to be burnt in a ftove fhould be cut into fhort

lengths, and the common faw-horfe makes the cutting of it a tedi-

ous labour-confuming piece of buſineſs .

To-day I thought of, and a jobbing Carpenter preſently put toge-

ther, one which ſhortens the work, and confequently leffens the la-

bour confiderably.

It ſtands perfectly firm ; and the piece to be cut lies ſtill without

holding. The faw always paffes freely ; for thefaw-carf, inſtead of

binding, is always kept gaping, till the parts feparate, and by their

own weight fall on oppofite fides of the horſe.

I ſhould fuppofe (but I may not be a judge) that it has fimplicity

and utility enough in it, to recommend itſelf to almoſt every branch

of workers in wood.

The common tottering cross-cut faw-horfe requires two men to

hold the piece, to make it equally as firm as this. Nor can twenty

men prevent a ſhort piece from binding the faw, without a wedge.

The piece to be cut, is fixed in two feconds.

JULY, 1777. It is the Writer's ambition to communicate Usɛ-

FUL KNOWLEDGE ; he will therefore give a Drawing of this petty

IMPLEMENT in the DIGEST .

OXEN. 17. Brown has been lame with the ulcers between the

claws, attended with a flight hide - bound. The Farrier bled and

drenched
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drenched him. He has had three or four holidays, and is well.

Duke's hide is harsh, and he lofes fleſh .

This morning began to drench each ox with a handful of com-

mon falt diffolved in a pint of water, and intend to repeat it, well

or ill, every Sunday morning, fafting. I am in hopes that this will

cleanſe them, and keep them healthy. '

JULY, 1777. This was continued for fome time ; but there was

trouble attending it, and the men left it off by degrees. The

bullocks, however, kept very healthy the remainder of the win-

ter, and during fpring-feed time.-In May they were fent

down to the falt-marshes, which gave them fuch a thorough

cleanfing, they have not been foul fince.

OXEN. 18. The froft has ftopt the plow. We have not fillers for

more than one team at dung cart : another borſe-team would there-

fore eat hay and corn , and ſtand idle in the ftable, and the Carters

go to fleep in the hay-loft. But the ox-team has been all day in the

ftraw-yard, and the Plowman and Carter done each of them a day's

work. Certainly this is an advantage of oxEN.

CART-HORSE CHAFF. 18. Five cart- horfes, in fourteen days, have

eat about ten quarters of chaff (wheat, barley, and cut) . Juſt one-

quarter a horſe, or four a-team a-week. I now only want the va-

lue of a quarter of chaff, to afcertain the grofs charge of cart-horfe

keep.

FARMS. 21. The oat-ftraw of Adfcomb Farm barn is as good

as middling hay, fo fine and full of herbage (grown on the ley of

the Twenty Acres). At home, we have nothing but bad barley-

X 2
firaw,
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ftraw, or the refufe of wheat-ftraw ; yet it is convenient-indeed

neceffary-that the milch-cows and oxen fhould be near home ; and

that the young ftock and dry cows fhould be at Adfcomb. But

Home and Adfcomb are two diftinct eftates, and, by the leafes, we

cannot remove the ſtraw from one to the other.

This is a very great difadvantage of holding diftin&t Farms under

different Landlords. The Home-Farm not being large, we are

often in want of litter , while heaps of ftraw are rotting elſewhere.

But worſe-we cannot afford to fave a fufficient quantity of barley

or oat-ſtraw for ſtraw-hay, and at home it muſt be confumed. Such

are the inconveniencies of a straggling, patched farm !

The advantages of a compact, ring-fence Farm are innumerable :

It is managed with ten per cent. less expence, and fifty per cent. leſs

trouble. I would fooner manage a thouſand acres in one entire con-

venient Farm, than a disjointed piece of patch-work, of lefs than

three hundred.

OXEN.
21. (See 22. Nov. ) From that time to the 15th of

December-- twenty-three days-the Ox-carter had fixty-five trufs of

hay. But he had fix oxen to feed with it two days and nights ;

and five, two days and nights more ; befides an odd horfe at different

times therefore, the team of four oxen did not eat more than fixty

trufs in twenty-three days, or two trufs and 5-8ths a-day.

It was good clover-and-rye-grafs hay, worth from 50. to 55 s.

in London ; but at Home, 48 s. is a very good price for it, this year :

On a par, 45s . is the value of it.

Thus the gross charge of a team of oxen eating hay, and working

every day, is on a par of years 22 s . 6d . a-week .

But furely four oxen eating half a load of hay, will make near a

load of dung a-week. A load of dung at Home is worth from 5 to

7s. 6d. But fay of a load, at 6 s . is 4s . 6d.

Therefore,
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Therefore, the neat coft of a team of working- cattle, during the

fix winter-months, is eighteen-fhillings a-week, or three fhillings each

working-day.

If this is notthe truth, I am of opinion it is very near it.

OXEN. 21. (See 27. Nov.) Shod their outfide claws bebind.

Caft them.-I am convinced it is neceffary to fhoe oxen which work

conftantly ; their hoofs are worn fo thin, 'tis difficult to fhoe them.

IMPLEMENTS. 26. After the feed-wheat was in the ground, I

began to make out a list of Implements. I have now completed it-

collected them together-adjuſted them for the winter-and called

them all over. I find it fo convenient, that I mean to repeat it twice

a-year, in future ; once after wheat, and again after barley feed-

time ; in or about November and May.

THE

CARRIAGES and their Tackle.

2 Waggons,

I Handy,

4 Dung-carts,

4 Dung-forks,

2 Dung-drags,.

1 Shooting-bat,

1 Dung, or water- cart,

1 Sowing- cart,

2 Harrow-fledges,

LIST.

PLOWS and Tackle..

I Trenching-plow,

1. Break-up plow,

3 Team-plows,

2 Single wheels,

3. Whip-rein plows,

2. Spare-fhares,

2 Double-plows,

1. Sub-plow,

Coulters,

1 Spare-copfe,2 Plow-fledges,

3 Pair of ropes, 3
Plow-hatchets.

Jack and greafe-pot.

ROLLERS,
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ROLLERS, &c.

1 Spiky roller,

I Double plain roller,

1 Single plain roller,

3 Surfaces.

RAKES.

1 Round horſe- rake,

1 Flat horſe-rake,

2 Hand-rakes.

HARROWS.

}

1 Pair of round rough harrows,

1 Pair of flat rough harrows,

1 Pair of round fine harrows,

I Pair of flat fine harrows,

3 Pairofcommonhorfe-harrows,

1 Pair of man-harrows.

DRILLS, &C.

I Ducket's draw-drill ,

1 New drill,

1 Barley flute (fee rakes).

HOES.

1 Berkshire fhim and wheel,

I Horſe-hoe,

4 Drag-hoes,

5 Single hempen trace whippins,

1 Double-chained whippin.

HARNESS.

20 Bridles,

16 Ox-collars ,

15 Horfe-collars,

10 Pair horſe-hames,

4 Pair of tugs,

5 Cart-faddles and cruppers,

4 Breechings ,

4 Pair of plow-traces,

12 Pair of long-traces,

13 Back-bands, cruppers, hip-

ftraps and pipes ,

7 Pair of hempen harneſs-

hames,

5 Pair of hempen-traces,

3 Pair of whip-reins .

STABLE-TACKLE .

8 Hempen halters,

4 Curry-combs,

4 Bruſhes,

1 Ox nofe-hook,

3 Whips,

2 Chaff-baſkets,

I Chaff-box,

2 Chaff-fieves.

2 Hand-hoes.

WHIPPINS.

7 Iron trace whippins,

2 Setts of hempen trace ditto,

FIELD-TACKLE.

1 Sithe,

Orlances, or flutes, or brooms.

9 Short

1
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9 Short-forks,

8 Hay-rakes,

1 Drag hay-rake,

2 Corn-forks ,

26. DECEMBER, 1775.

3 Pitching- prongs.

STACK-TACKLE.

3 Ladders,

2 Sail-cloths,

1 Mow-cutter,

1 Pair of fteel-yards.

BARN-TACKLE .

2 Flails,

7 Wooden riddles,

I Wire riddle ,

2 Sail fans,

I Wicker fan,

2 Skreens,

3 Wire fieves,

2 Bufhels,

2 Shoals,

2 Shovels,

32 Sacks,

I' Sack truck .

SUNDRY TOOLS.

1 Pick-axe,

I Fold-pitcher,

1 Iron-ſhovel,

1 Yard-fcraper,

2 Scoops,

6 Couching-baſkets,

4 Iron wedges,

1 Wedge-beetle,

Afet of carpenter's tools,

Sundry fmiths, coopers, col-

lar-makers, and bricklayers

tools.

Perhaps there are many petty implements of agriculture which

are improveable ; and tho' the improvements may be petty, yet when

an implement is in making, it had better be made well than ill.

Some time ago I hit off a PLOW-WHIPPIN, which pleaſes me bet-

ter than any I have feen ; becauſe it is ftrong, light, durable, and

fit for any plow or harrow,

A PLOW HATCHET, too, I thought of, is much preferable to the

common hammer.

A LARGE HOE I find uſeful for cleaning the yard, and very uſeful

for opening croſs-furrows* .

See IMPLEMENTS, in the DIGEST.

3

1. JANUARY,
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SUR-DRAINING. I. The new leys, and meadows of Wood- fide

lie very flat ; the water has lately covered the grafs in many places.

This morning took a plow, and drew furrows through the lanks and

hollows in which it ftood, making out-lets into the ditches.

Perhaps, the grafs will come ſweeter and earlier in the ſpring, and

the cattle be permitted to feed later, and fooner, without poaching

the foil.

DIVISION OF FARMS. 8. Perhaps, a Farm fhould be divided

agreeable to the nature of the foils, if various.

Arable land fhould lie in large, regular, rectilinear fields .

The fize of the fields fhould be as that of the Farm.

The Farm-houſe ſhould be near the Farm-yard ; the Farm-yard

near the Barns ; and the Barns near the centre of the arable land.

Manure is neceffary to agriculture ; ftock neceffary to manure ;

paſture and meadow land neceffary to ſtock.

A fuit of pafturing paddocks are convenient about Home : ara-

ble-land ſhould be near the Barns and Farm-yard. Meadows, wood-

lands, and ſheep-walks may lie at a diſtance, with lefs incon-

veniency.

Fences are expenfive incumbrances on a Farm.

Therefore-Had I a thouſand acres of uniform foil, equally kind for

grafs or corn, lying on a level, within a ring-fence ; to divide and

lay-out into a Farm, with convenient erections , I would proceed

thus :

Within the irregular figure, I would endeavour to infcribe a fquare

or parallelogram, containing about four-fifths of the whole (were

it 1000, or were it but 100 acres). In the center of this I would

erect, and round the erections, lay four paddocks* .

* See FARMS, in the DIGEST .

The
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The margins I would convert into wood and grafs- land : The

grand area into four arable fields : The Paddocks into pafture and,

Garden-ground .

The creeks and irregularities of the margins I would fence-off,

plow, and fow with the feeds of trees and fhrubs ; leaving them to be

nurfed by Nature and ftrong fences. The grafs-land would be ſheep-

walk and hay-meadow, alternately. The arable, in four divifions,

would, in perpetual uniform fucceffion , receive the four stages of the

univerfal round . The Paddocks, too, would relieve each other ;

always keeping three for pafturage or verdage, and one for cabbages,

turnips, potatoes, and other domeftic roots and herbages.

But-were the foil various ; fome of it affecting corn, fome grafs ,

the furface irregular, &c. &c. I would endeavour to ſteer in

the middle way between Nature and convenience : I would endeavour

to approach as near to regularity and method, as the nature of the

foil and the afpect would permit.

But-were I to enter on a Farm already incloſed and divided, and

erections raiſed, I would endeavour to throw the arable into large

divifions ; to keep the hay-grounds and ſheep-walks at a diſtance,

and a few paftures about home.

On principles like theſe, tho' undigested till now, I have pro-

ceeded fince I commenced Farming. I found two hundred and

ninety-one acres of clay, ftrong loam, fandy loam, ſharp gravel, and

almoſt every intermediate foil, fcattered over a country of five or fix

miles in circumference, -divided into fifty-feven fields and fifty-four

pieces, ftrewed over five or fix detached common fields ;-the whole

the property of five diſtinct landlords † .

* Fallow, or fallow-crop , ---fpring- corn , ---clover, ---wheat.

This may found ftrangely in a large-farm country ; but near London five Land-

lords are a very moderate number. The Writer, however, having no paffion for

pluralities (of farms at leaſt) , has lately reduced his number of Landlords to three.

TheY
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The crops and quondals, too, (the farms having been occupied by

various tenants) were as ſtraggling as the fields : Here a patch of corn,

there a piece of grafs ; here a rood of wheat, there a rood of barley,

lying bythe fide of half an acre of peafe or fummer-fallow. This made

theCommon-field land particularly teafing, and ofcourſe, firſt ſuggeſt-

ed the idea of claffing the pieces-ofconſidering the ſeveralſcattered flips

as one entire field : and of cropping each field with one entire crop.

Thus, inſtead of ſending a team to plow half an acre in one place,

and then fending it a mile to finish its day's works in another ; I now

fend two or three into a large field of fifteen or twenty acres, where,

without interruption, ſpecial attendance or attention, they keep on

till it is done ; the fame as if it was an entire incloſure.

The conveniency of this foon ſtarted the thought of claffing the

fields, of throwing a number of ſmall contiguous incloſures into one

Large DIVISION ; confidering this as one field.

This plan I have been executing as faſt as I could conſolidate the

crops with propriety. I have already claffed them, and another year

or two will, I hope, complete my plan .

A. Norwood-Fields.

Acres | Acres, | Acres,

more exclud- includ-

(Clayey Loam.) or lefs.

A 1.
Barn-Field,

5.

ing

hedge hedge

ing

A 2. The Cradle,

an d and

3.
ditch. ditch.

A 3. Middle-Field,
3 .

A 4. Foot-path Field,
4.

A 5. Little-Field,

17.

B. Lower Barrets.

B 1. Lower left-hand field,

(Clayey Loam.)

19.

3/2.

B 2. Lower right-hand field,

2/13/.

B 3. Upper left-hand field,
42.

B 4. Upper right-hand field,
44.

15. 161.

Carried over,
32. 35

C. Pipers.
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Brought over,

Acres. Exclud.(Includ.

32. 35%

C. Pipers. (Clayey Loam.)

CI. Lower Pipers,
24.

C 2. Upper Pipers, 3.

5. 6.

D. Upper Barrets. (Clayey Loam.)

DI. Great Barrets,
72.

D 2. Little Barrets, 2.

D 3. Woodfide Mead, 17.

12 .
13.

E. Lowlands.
(Clayey Loam.)

E 1. Bailey's-field, 27.

E 2. Two pieces in Broad Mead, 23.

E 3. Rays field.

6

495.

IO. II.

F. Blacklands.
(Sandy, Moory Loam.)

FI. Further-field,
4 .

F 2. Hither-field,
5 .

91 101.

G. Eaftlands.
(Strong Sandy Loam.)

G 1. The Four Acres,

4 .

G 2. The Six Acres,

5 .

10. II.

H. Home-field.
(Sandy Loam.)

10. 101.

I. Brook-field.
(Strong Sandy Loam.) 12. 121

K. Lower Meads.
(Clayey Loam.)

K 1. Three pieces in Broad Mead,

K 2. Leylands,

K 3. Rivulet Mead,

·
17.

54.

111.

K
4. Small Profit, 6313.

25.

Carried over,

Y 2

261

125-1361.

L. Upper
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Acres. Exclud. Includ.

L. Upper Meads.

Brought over,

(Clayey Loam.)

125. 136 .

L 1. The twenty Acres,
2014.

L 2. Black-Horſe Field, 43 .

M. Clays and Haws. (Sandy and Gravelly Loam.)

M 1. Seven pieces in hither Clay,

25. 26.

5 .

M 2. Seven pieces in further Clay,

M 3. Apple Haw,

3

4 .

M 4. Pafmore Haw,

M 5. Middle Haw,

M 6. New Leaze,

N. Adfcomb-houfe fields.

NI. Houſe field,

N 2. Lower Caſtle Hill,

N 3. Upper Caſtle Hill,

N 4. Scrubs,

32.

12.

4 .

22.
232.

(Gravel and

Gravelly Loam.)

N 5. Long Six Acres,

N 6. Conduit Field,

N 7. The Nook,

O. Rippinger.

w
w
w

i

3 .

3 .

3.

432.

4.

24. 26.

(Gravel and Gravelly Loam. )

O 1. Eleven pieces in the Common field, 13 .

O 2. Bench field ,

O 3. Jackfon's field,

2 .

23.

18. 19.

P. Upfield. (Gravelly Loam .)

P. Rippinger-lane field,
4 .

P 2. 17 pieces in the Common field, 12 .

P 3. Maple Stubs,
4.

Carried over,

20. 21.

12342.252.

R. Adfcomb
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R 5.

R. Adfcomb Clofes.

R. Pen-field,

R 2. Adfcomb Paddock,

R 3. Cart-houſe field,

R 4. Skelton's field ,

Lower Brick Clofe,

Acres. Exclud . Includ.

Brought over,

(Various.)

234.252.

23.

I.

2 .

0%.

2.

R 6. Upper Brick Cloſe,
12.

10. 12.

S. Garden fields. (Sandy Loam.)

SI. A patch of
12.

S 2. A patch of

S 3. A patch of
11.

S 4. A patch of 1/1.

S 5. Two patches of

7/12/
8.

T. The Paddocks. (Various. )

T1. The Orchard,
01.

T 2. The Angle, J
4 .

T 3. Foot-path field,

T 4. Cherry Mead, தர் .

Stray-lands.

13. 14 .

4 . 42 .

269. 291 .

Thus, one hundred and five diftinct patches are compacted into

eighteen fizeable DIVISIONS ; with this advantage, that they may

eafily be reduced again to fmall fields, when occafion requires : But

with theſe heavy difadvantages, compared with entire fields, there

are two-and-twenty, inftead of four or five acres taken up by fences.

-The influence of the fun and wind is weakened. - The teams are

retarded by the fences, at least one acre in four or five, if ftraight ;

if
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if crooked, more ;-and the fences, in defiance, breed weeds and

vermin. But in point of attention, and of time ſaved in fetching

and carrying of implements, they are equal to entire fields ; and this

laft is an expence upon a ſtraggling farm, which no one but the

holder of fuch a farm can form an idea of. The attendance and

attention, too, are material : I would fooner manage a well-claffed

Farm of five hundred acres, than an unclaffed one of two hundred

and fifty. The labour of fencing, likéwife, is confiderably leſſened.

To claſs a Farm judiciouſly, is a work of fome time : two or three

years at leaſt. Clover I find the moſt convenient agent ; for on this,

wheat may be fown the firſt, ſecond, or third year ; and of courſe,

one field can wait till another, and all of the fame claſs or divifion be

ready. The fallow-crop may be miffed, or two be inferted, &c. &c.

The new names which I have given to the fields and divifions will

be particularly convenient in the DIARY *, and will eafily be recol-

lected ; becauſe I have made North the head of the page, and pro-

ceeded regularly from Weft to Eaft (except the Gardens and Pad-

docks). " B 1." is much fooner ſpoken or written, than " Lower

left-hand field :"-" P. 1." than " Rippinger-lane field."

Another very great conveniency of claffing a Farm is , the FIELD-

ACCOUNTS are more eaſily kept.

Perhaps, another general rule which ought to be obſerved in

claffing a Farm, is this : If part of it is wet, and part dry, there ſhould

be two ſets of arable divifions . Thus, I have laid out one fuit of

arable at Adfcomb, and another at home ; that when the latter is

too wet to work, the teams may not lie idle : Befides, wet land may

be fown earlier in autumn, and later in ſpring, than dry ; and, in the

* The Writer has kept, and ſtill keeps a regiſter of the buſineſs of each day. (See

ACCOUNTING in the DIGEST .)

+ He has likewife kept a regular account ofthe labour, &c. of each field or divifion.

(See as above.)

reverſe,

1
2
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reverſe, dry land may be fown later in autumn * ; and fooner in

ſpring, than wet : and perhaps, the most delicate part of manage-

ment lies, in keeping the teams in conftant work, and fowing in

ſeaſon.

In this point of view, a varied foil is preferable to one which is

uniform : but a varied foil requires a various management, and a

variety of implements. For a light dry foil ſhould be plowed by two

horſes a-breaſt - Stiff wet land, by four at length : A fmall iron

plowand flat harrows are moſt proper for That ; a large wooden plow

and round harrows for This : for That fhould be laid flat and moift ;

This round and dry. Therefore, a multi-foil Farm is managed at a

greater expence, and calls for cloſer attention. But with every

inconvenience, I would rather farm on a varied foil, than on one uni-

formly wet : There is one very valuable advantage ;-a Farmer

can change his feed without going to market.

Had I, however, the choice of a Farm, it fhould be a DRY LOAM,

culturable by WHIP-REINS.

STRAW-YARD STOCK. 11. Straw-yards ought to be kept well

littered in wet weather.

The oat-ſtraw and pea halm of Adfcomb, was this year too good

to litter-with ; the cattle eat them as clean as hay, and the late rains

reduced the Farm-yard to a puddle. The cattle could not lie-

down comfortably ;-they fet- up their backs, and looked half- ſtarved,

tho' they had plenty of meat.

Littered it well with rubbiſh from the Stack yard.-Tho' their

fodder is the fame, they look fifty per cent. the better for the litter.

This must not be taken in a general fenfe ; for although dry land may be fown later

in autumn than wet ; a burning foil ought to be fown early, that the winter crop may

get the furface covered before the ſpring drought fets in.

Perhaps,

+
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Perhaps, a plenty of litter, with indifferent fodder, is preferable to

good fodder with a fcarcity of litter. How well the Welch heifers.

looked laſt year on very bad oat-ftraw in Woodfide-yard ; but they

rolled in litter.

Lying in the dirt, perhaps, chills their limbs-retards the circula-

tion-prevents their fleeping comfortably ; and, filling their coats

with filth and dirt, prevents their licking themſelves.

}

THE SCOURING OX. 16. (See 4th DEC. 1775 ) The Farrier

SUFFLATION. first employed could not relieve him: I

employed another. He told me that he was certain he could ſtop it ;

but that scouring cattle are fubject to relapfes, which generally car-

ried them off precipitately ; and that the only method of treatment

is to get them in fleſh as faft as poffible, and fell them off.

He ordered him a drench every morning (a compound of pow

der and dried leaves, given in a quart of freſh human urine) : as an

addition, I deſired that he might have a decoction of oak bark

given him in his water.

At the fortnight's end the fcouring flopped ;-he recovered his appe-

tite ;-his hide loofened ; -his eyes brightened ;--and herecovered his

cud :--but he was fo much reduced , that he could not rife without

affiſtance ; and though he eat well-dunged well-and looked well,

he remained thus for a fortnight or three weeks. It was fix or eight

men's buſineſs to get him up ; he would not help himſelf in the leaſt,

until three or four days ago, when he began to get up with little

help . But notwithſtanding he eat half a trufs of hay a- day, he did

not thrive ; and although I wished him dead (he was fo low he would

have taken more fatting and attendance than he would have been

worth, when fat ; -befides the riſk of a relapse) yet I was un-

willing to give him up.

He
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Early this morning he awoke me with lamentable groans..I rung

up the fervants :-they came, and told me that he was dying, for

that he was " ſwelled ready to burſt." I bade them ſtab him behind

the ribs this eafed him for a while ; but he foon began to fwell and

moan as bad as ever. I got up, and, feeing him in great agony, or-

dered him to be stuck.

I fent for the Farrier, and we have opened him. His heart, liver, en-

trails, and nutriment in each ſtate, bear every mark of perfect ſanity

except that his entrails, inſtead of rolling out, on his being opened,

were tied faft to the coats of the vertebræ, and were obliged to be ſe-

parated from them by a knife-a fleſh- like fubftance had formed ;-

and except that his maw was remarkably full of aliment, and was

pierced by the knife with which he was ſtabbed.

Perhaps, the adheſion of the viſcera accounts for his weakneſs, and

for his diſorder. Perhaps, the ſeveral members of the abdomen were

rendered unable to perform their reſpective functions properly, with-

outthe aid of medicine. The Butcher obferved, that this is a com-

mon cafe, when an ox has been ſtrained, or has received a wrench

in the back. This too brings on a fcouring ; it therefore feems

very clear, that a ftrain, or wrench, was the firft caufe of his dif-

order ; and, from various circumftances, I am of opinion, it

is of long ſtanding, and brought to the crifis by time and hard-

working.

But how is the fufflation, which was obviously the immediate

cauſe of his death, to be accounted for ? His meat was clover-

and-rye-graſs hay ;-his drink, water, with a fmall quantity of the

decoction of oak-bark, to prevent a relapſe. But it was old hay

which had been cut very full of fap, and got well into a large ſtack ;

fo that it was dry, and rich to a high degree ; and he eat it very

greedily as he lay.

ㄌ Perhaps,

•
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Perhaps, he furcharged his ftomach ; and, lying on his near fide,

the repletion clofed the cefophagal orifice ; which preventing the

efcape of the air, rarified by ordinary fermentation , caufed the

fufflation.

Perhaps, could he have been got upon his legs, or could his fore-

part have been raifed, or had he only been turned on to his off- fide,

the diforder would have ceafed; the mouth of the ftomach

being brought uppermoft, the air would of courfe have made to-

wards it, and have found its natural vent .

There was not the leaft trace of an extraordinary fermentation ;

the aliment had the appearance of perfect falubrity. There was no

apparent caufe but the ordinary digeftive fermentation .

The paffage to and from the lungs feemed perfectly free ; but I

obferved, that the more he fwelled, the fhorter he breathed : the

lungs, pent up by the ambient compreffure, were prevented from ex-

panding ; and I believe a few minutes more would have totally ftop-

ped his infpiration . On being ſtuck, he bled very freely.

Perhaps, generally, THE CAUSE OF SUFFLATION is a ſtoppage of

the alimentary paffage *:

THE MEANS, ordinary digeftion :

THE EFFECT, a fuppreffion of inſpiration.

--

Becauſe (I underſtand) the diforder and effect are the fame, whe-

ther the stoppage be effected by green clover,-by a turnip, or by a

dry, twiſted hay-band. And perhaps, generally, it is not fo much the

quality of the food eaten, as the manner of eating it, which cauſes

fufflation.

Becauſe in the cafe recited there was no fign of extraordinary

fermentation ; nor could the inteſtines be inflated from the lungs ; for

• Not always between the tongue, and where it enters the cheft ; but fometimes

between this and the ftomach : in the neck it is obvious, and admits of no doubt.

the
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the paffage from them to the mouth was obviouſly free (this I re-

marked particularly) . But, perhaps, generally, altho ' the quality of

the aliment affects not the caufe, it actuates the means, -gives the de-

gree of diſorder. Thus, the rarefaction by the digeftion of fuccu-

lent clover, may be greater than that which is caufed by the digef

tion ofdry hay. The quantity, perhaps, may both give the diſorder,

and heighten the difeafe ; efpecially in a couching poſture.

Becauſe had the ox been fuffered to die of his diſorder, the fup

preffion of infpiration would have done the part of the man who

ftuck him-ſtopped the circulation. But the stoppage of circulation

would, in either cafe, have been only a fecondary ſtage ;-a means, not

the immediate caufe of death : for, altho' he could have breathed but

a few minutes, his circulation did not feem to be the leaft impeded ;

for he bled freely and profufely.

-THE CURE. Perhaps, while the lungs have liberty of expanſion ,

there is no fear of death by fufflation : and, perhaps, while the in-

ternal air has free egrefs thro' the coats of the abdominal cavity, there

is no fear of a total fuppreffion *.

Therefore, if a remedy is not at hand, a vent fhould be made, and

kept open, to evade the effect, till the caufe can be removed.

Perhaps, to clear the oefophagus, run the ravelled end of a tiff

rope down into the ftomach.

To caufe an exertion of the abdominal mufcles, pour pepper and

vinegardown the noftrils .

To irritate, and force a paffage thro' the inteſtines , pour a plenty

of SALT AND WATER with pepper into the ftomach †.

* How it makes its efcape out ofthe vifcera, I know not. But that there is a natural

communication between this and the abdomen, is evident ; for the cow which was

blowed fome time ago, is, and has ever fince been in perfect health .

+ No human habitation is without theſe.

Z 2 If
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If the beaſt is on its legs, run it about ;-if a hill is near, run it up.

the acclivity, to give the air an opportunity of finding its natural vent.

If the animal be down, and cannot be got up, lay it on the off-

fide,---raiſe its fore- quarters as high as poffible, -and give a clyfter of

SALT AND WATER ; or, perhas, raife its hind-quarters, and

infinuate a tube into the fundament, that the air in the inteſtines may

eſcape thro' the rectum.

THE PREVENTION.-If the food of cattle be turnips, whole ; per-

haps, fuch as they can attempt to fwallow without . biting, fhould

have a chop thro' the middle, flat-way ; if turnips cut.-they fhould

befliced, not cut into fquare pieces †.

All hay or straw bands fhould be carefully untwisted before they

are given to cattle, or thrown into the yard, or other places where

cattle may come.

Perhaps, cabbages fhould be quartered, or the cores taken out.-

Perhaps, it was the core of a cabbage which blowed the cow. (See

29. OCT. 1775.)

Perhaps, if the food of cattle be clover, or other fucculent,

rough-leaved herbage, muzzle them ;-put on each a partial muzzle,

wide enough to fuffer them to lick- in their food gradually, and ſtrait

enough to prevent their eating it too greedily.

For, perhaps, it is eating too faft for the falival fecretion, which

cauſes the ſtoppage. Perhaps, the aliment is thrust into the gullet be-

fore it is fufficiently invifcated, and the cefophagal glands being un-

equal to the extraordinary taſk ofſufficient lubrication, it lodges inthe

alimentary paffage, unable to reach the ftomach. But if, by a BAR-

TIAL MUZZLE, their voracity can be made to keep pace with the fecre-

This, perhaps, may not be a moft eligible clyfter, but it is one which may be

moft readily bad.

+ TheWriter does not offer theſe cautions as fomething new : they were written to

affift his own recollection, and are publiſhed for the good of the inexperienced in

agriculture.

tions
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tions (of the faliva and mucus of the oefophagus), the diforder, per-

haps, may be prevented * .

But the moſt uſeful diſcovery by opening the bullock, is that of

his entrails being cut by the knife which ſtabbed him ;-for he was

ſtabbed on the wrong fide. He lay on his near-fide, and the fervant,

not knowing the difference, opened the off.

I could not, however, blame the man ; for had I been preſent, I

ſhould probably have made the ſame mistake. For though I know

very well that one fide is right, the other wrong ; and although,

a few weeks ago, I knew, clearly, the right from the wrong ;

yet I am of opinion, I fhould not at the time have made the dif

tinction.

Therefore, for my future recollection, I wrote this rule :

" Th' inteftines to clear,

" Give vent on the near ;

" In th' angle where join

" The huckle and loin."

I pointed out the miſtake and the confequence to the by-ſtanders ;

for had he been the beſt ox in the world, and had recovered of the

fufflation, he could not have lived for ; not only the maw was

pierced with a large knife, but ſome of the ſmaller guts were cut ;

and for their recollection I provincialized the above lines ::

" The guts to clear,

" Stab on the near ;

" In the corner which joins

"The hip-bones and loins ;"

Theſe reflections are laid before the Public with the greateft diffidence : the Au-

thor is by no means mafter of the anatomy of cattle, nor oftheir animal economy.

They are, literally, the reflections which occurred to him, while the facts lay glowing

before him ; andif they are not ufeful in themfelves, they may, nevertheless, lead to

fomething uſeful,

and
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and ordered every perfon about the houſe to get them by heart. Tied

them upon an elder-pipe *, and hung them up eafily to be come at,

in cafe of an accident.

Stabbing is a dangerous term ; it gives the idea of running a knife

to the haft and this, perhaps, even on the near-fide, may injure the

inteſtines ; for every tube and cell of the vifcera is blown to the

ftretch their diſtance, therefore, from the peritoneum of the cavity,

is not nearly fo great as if this was inflated , while thofe lay lank in the

abdomen. Beſides, their being on the ftretch renders them more

penetrable.

Therefore, perhaps, GIVE VENT BY INCISION, as butchers open

the belly of a flaughtered ſheep.

Cut him up (he was perfectly found and wholeſome), and begun

to boil his bones, with the little remaining fleſh, for the ſtore-pigs.

If pot-liquor, and other culinary wafh, be good for hogs, furely

foup and bouillie cannot hurt them ; eſpecially when cabbages or

roots are boiled in it, or pollard fcalded with it.

STACKING IN BARN . 16. To hinder the rats from harbouring in

trufs-bound ftraw, and gnawing the bands ; andto fave the trouble and

expence ofſtacking it out of doors, ftacked it in the barn , leaving a

paffage round it for dogs, cats, and rat-killers ; and vacancies between .

the truffes of the firſt and ſecond layer, wide enough for a tarrier,

cat, or ferret, to creep under every part of the pile .

He made five forty- gallonSWINE. 18. Finiſhed boiling the ox.

coppers-full of exceeding fine jelly ; for the meat was ſtewed till it

droppedfrom the bones, which ferved as firing to the fucceeding cop-

* To infert in the orifice that the air may eſcape freely.

pers :
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pers the whole expence of fire and labour could not exceed half-a-

crown.

STRAW YARDS .

MANURE. }

18. ( See the 11th ) . Notwithſtanding the late

and prefent fevere weather, they look much bet-

ter than they did in the open weather, with a ſcarcity of litter.

Therefore, much of the fodder, perhaps one-third, is neceffary

in an open yard to be uſed as litter..

In a houſe, on a dry platform, little litter is wanted .

Therefore, the fame quantity of ftraw will winter more cattle,

and afford more dung, on a covered platform, than in an open yard.

But cattle in houfe want much more attendance ; and whether excre-

ments alone, or a mixture of excrements and ftraw, is the beſt ma-

nure, may be a moot point.

OXEN. 26. Yeſterday put the oxen to the dung cart, for the first

time. They had not been harneffed for three weeks before ; and, at

firſt, they were very aukward ; eſpecially at backing to the dung-hill.

Full-grown oxen, in general, are much longer-made than horfes-

too long for common fhafts ; they have not room to back the cart.

To-day, put a tight, nimble, fhort-made ox into a light

cart, and he behaved very well. I cannot fee the fhadow of a reaſon

why an ox, with equal practice, fhould not back a cart as well as a

horfe of equal weight.

Perhaps, on leifure-days, or leifure-hours, practiſe them in a light .

cart ; firſt down-hill , then on a level ground, and laſtly up hill.

Perhaps, learn them, too, to guide with Whip Reins ; firſt ſingle,

then double, next with a looſe plow, and laftly to make a furrow.

DUNG
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DUNG-HILLS. 27. Foot-path-flip mixen is made very aukwardly ;

-much too narrow- about eleven feet wide :-The men are in each

other's way; they have not room to fill the carts.

Perhaps, a mixen ſhould not be made less than fourteen, nor more

than eighteen feet wide. This fize gives room for two men behind,

and one on each fide. If it is narrower, the men at the wheels have

'not fufficient employment ;-if it is wider, they have too much ; nor

can they reach the cart without moving their feet ; and making a

ſtep, takes up as much time, as throwing-in a fhovel-full of compoſt.

The fides of a dung-hill ſhould be upright, and not too high, that

the wheel-men may ftand on the flips to fill.

Perhaps, one rod wide, and a quarter of a rod high, when fettled,

is the beft. form of a dung-hill.

WORKING-CATTLE. 7

OX-COLLARS .

.30. This is the fifth day they have

been at dung- cart. The first and fecond,

I could not perfuade the men, that the grafs would growfo well from

the dung carried on by the oxen, as from that drawn on by horſes .

To-day, the Carter voluntarily confeffes, " He never could have

66

thought that they would have done fo well." As to my own part,

I am more and more convinced, that whatever horfes do, oxen can do

temporarily; but whether Thefe, like Thofe, can work every day in

the year, is a doubt with me.

I am clearly convinced, that nine-pin collars are preferable to the

bolſtered ones.

That which was made for Jolly, and fitted him very well, fits

Dragon with a little alteration ; and Brown, an aukward-ſhouldered

ox, never worked fo eafy in any
other.

They have this very material advantage : -Whether the ox draws

on a ſtraight line, or turns on a curve, they are equally eafy to the

I fhoulder.
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fhoulder. This is not fo perceptible at plow, where it is all ſtraight-

forward, as at cart, when they draw at the turnings ; and where they

obviouſly draw againſt the outer edge of the bolſter.

The fimplicity of the nine-pins ftruck me from the firft, and I

fhould not have made any other, had not the Carter preferred the bol-

ſters ; and I gave up my own opinion for his.

They take lefs wood-are eaſier-made-are ftronger, and mofe

fightly : But they cannot eafily be altered, and I was not aware of

their fitting a hollow ſhoulder and a full ſhoulder ſo well as they do.

I am forry, tho' not afhamed, that I took the Carter's advice :

I have fometimes known a Carter in the right.

CATTLE-RAMMER. 30. (See the 16th. ) Bound a four-ftrand

three-inch rope with ftrong waxed thread, in the manner that failors

ferve their fhrouds and cables :-left an inch and a half of each end

unbound :-untwiſted the ſtrands , and made each end into a tuft,

and hung it up with the vent-pipe.

In caſe of fufflation , one of theſe tufts to be oiled, or otherwife

well-greaſed, and run down the gullet clear into the ftomach.

I had cut it four feet and a half long before I meaſured, and was

quite furpriſed to find, that from the mouth to the hindmoft rib of

a large ox is full five feet and a half : but in ufe, the hand muft

follow it to the root of the tongue, and it may be long enough.

However, were I to make another, it ſhould be five feet at leaſt.

sir

DECEMBER, 1776. But tho' the diaphragm reaches the hind-

moſt rib, towards the upper part of the cavity, it crofies the ribs

almoſt at right angle ; and at the lower part of the cavity, it is tied

to the brifket : the length of a middle-fized bullock's cefophagus,

which I meaſured to-day, was but three feet eleven inches.

A a THE
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THE WEATHER.

WHEAT.

BEANS.

OATS.

BARLEY.

FROST.

2. FEBRUARY, 1776.

2. Till New-year's-day, we had a remarkably

fine open winter. Straw-yards in general were

not opened till the middle of December.

The first week in January was very bleak ,

windy, rainy weather ; exceffively cold and dif-

agreeable.

On Sunday the 7th, there was a ſtorm of rain and ſnow, and on

Monday morning, a deep fnow.

From that time till yefterday, (three weeks and four days) , we

have had very fevere weather ; a continuance of froſt and fnow, with

very high winds from the South-Eaft ; from whence all the fnow

and cold weather came.

The froft was not intenſe till Monday the 22d.; the ground under

the ſnow remaining unfrozen. On Monday night it became very

fevere. On Tueſday (but not before) the ground was hard enough

to bear the dung-cart.

-

The fnow falling remarkably dry, with a high wind, it was very

much drifted-in fome places fix or eight feet deep-and the crowns

of high ridges left entirely bare.

I obſerved, that the wheat which was expoſed to the weather,

foon became black and withered ; while that in the inter-furrows,

covered with fnow, remained wholly green and vigorous.

The froft and wind continuing, the prominences and the areas of

large fields were left free from fnow ; and the mould, finely pulve-

riſed by the intenſeneſs of the froſt, began to be blown from the roots

of the corn *.

This, an old Labourer tells me, was the cauſe of much fatality to wheats in the

long froft of 1739.

The
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The laft fix days and nights of the froft were fuperlatively intenfe.

Yesterday morning, the wind crept round to the fouth, and the

air became mild.- To day is as foft as April, and the fnow, except

the drifted, has vaniſhed without rain.

The EXPERIMENTS, made the 29. September laft, on SPRING -SEEDS

SOWN IN AUTUMN, ftand thus :

The BEANS which were covered, have not received much injury ;

but thoſe which were expofed, are as black as coal, and ſome of

them wholly destroyed-the roots quite dead.

The OATS.- The blades are much injured, but the roots feem

perfect.

The SUMMER-TARES which were obnoxious to the froft, are greatly .

hurt ; but do not feem to be entirely deſtroyed .

But what ſurpriſes me much, the BARLEY has ſtood the inclemency

of the weather better than a fellow-patch of wheat, experimentally

fown the fame day. I expected to have found it totally cut off; but

I fee no other vegetable whatever looks fo vigorously, Winter-tares

excepted ; and theſe do not ſeem to have received the leaſt injury. ,

The ketlock, which came up among the early-fown winter-tares,

and which ſtood above the fnow, is cut down to the ground.

Gates which ſwung clear before the froft, dragged during the froſt,

but now again fwing clear. A foot-path acroſs D. 2. made at

random in the ſnow, is confiderably higher than the reſt of the field.

It looks as if it had been raiſed by art, at leaſt an inch and a quarter

higher than the adjoining turf. The fnow being there trod-off, the

froſt was permitted to penetrate deeper than bere, where the coat of

fnow prevented its penetration.

Froft no doubt expands : I had a water-bottle rent to ſhivers, and

the water totally conſolidated in one night. The feparated pieces

would not join by near half an inch.

A a 2
T
appre-
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I apprehend the furface which was freely expofed, was raiſed near

two inches. Surely this must be of fervice to a stiff foil : for tho' it

fall again, it perhaps does not unite fo clofely as it did before the

expanfion. Perhaps, its texture is fufficiently broken to admit the

flender lacteal fibres . Perhaps, fnow preferves the prefent crop, and

froſt prepares for the future.

FEEDING CART-HORSES . 5. The froft being gone, took up the

odd team .

I made a calculation, whether it would be cheaper to augment

their allowance of hay to a quarter of a load, or their corn to eight

bufhels (befides their chaff) a-team a-week.

6 bushels of oats, at 20 s.

load of hay, at 60s .

£. s. d.

O 15

0
1
0

O 15

£. I 10

£. s. d.

I

0 6 8

I 6 8

8 bufhels of oats, at 20 s.

4 truffes of hay, at 60 s,

The difference £.0
£.0 3 4

of corn and hay.

Kent) to feed cart-horfes,

in favour of corn, at the prefent prices

It is a good cuftom (as in the Eaſt of

without hay, on corn and chaff alone. But the Carters attend them

almoſt all night, which is not the cuſtom of this country, and would

be, of all others, moft difficult to introduce.

On the hills of Surry, the Farmers rack up with ſtraw. This cafes

the Carter ; but, perhaps, it is not fo good for the horfes, as a regu-

lar fupply of corn and chaff.

Around
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Around here, they give their horfes as much hay as they will eat ;

limiting their corn only. This is an infamous cuftom. The Carters

care not how much hay their horfes wafte, nor how little attendance

they give them ; for they calculate, that the leſs chaff, the more hay

they will eat. The horſes therefore fwallow-down their corn preci-

pitately, that the Carter may have an opportunity of indulgence,

and, perhaps, have much of it given to them unmixed with chaff,

that he may diſpatch it the quicker : of courſe, a great part of it

paffes thro' them unmafticated ; leaving but very little animal nou-

riſhment.

I have adopted the middle way; I allow them hay enough to eaſe

the Carter, but not to make him idle ; enough for the horfes to cat

while he is a fleep, but not füfficient to fatisfy them without a great

quantity of chaff.

At first, the Carters grumbled at the fmallneſs of the quantity ;

but I am convinced, that a trufs a - horfe a-week is quite fufficient ;

and they ſeem to have come into the fame way of thinking *.

BEANS.

CLAYEY LOAM.

DRILLING.

FALLOWING.

FALLOW- CROPS.

6. (See 9. DEC . ) The ground is ſtill ex,

ceedingly wet and rotten ; but I am learning

how to uſe the flute, and drop the beans, to be

ready for fine weather.

The fplayed coulters do not leave a clean

TARE-HERBAGE . groove the foil is fo very adheſive it will not

part freely from them, but curls up into flakes, which the elafticity of

the intervals tumbles into the grooves, leavingthem rough, though

fufficiently deep.

The Writer, afterwards, augmented it to a trufs and-a-half a horfe a-week.

This
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This makes the taſk of fowing more difficult ; instead of cast-

ing the beans by handfuls in a free open flute, they are obliged to be

droppedone-by-one between the flakes.

Near the inter-furrows, where the foil is fufficiently wet, they leave

Alutes of three or four inches deep, with fmooth glaffy furfaces. 1

hope, by-and-bye, it will be fufficiently dry to work without clinging.

Clayey loam.---If I can get them to work in this foil , they will eafily

work in any other ; for a more untoward one lies not on the face of

the globe it is neither clay nor loam.-It has the ſticky, clingy

quality of clay, without its firmneſs.-Between wet and dry ' tis im-

poffible to cut it,-a razor will not feparate it,-it clings like bird-

lime to every thing that touches it.

I was in hopes that it would have paffed more freely from wood

than from iron. I cut a piece in the form of a boat, and put it in

the place of one of the coulters :-before it had gone ten yards, it

was loaded ten inches thick on each ſide, from head to ſtern.

I have not the leaft expectation of improving the Implement, and

muſt put-up with the tediouſneſs of dropping ; for that bean-proceſs

is not worth a grain of fand which is afraid of a ſhower. Even dropping

will be leſs expenſive than planting ; beſides the convenience of hoeing

them expeditioufly with four hoes fixed in the identical Implement.

Planting of beans is not the cuftoni of this country ; twenty fhil-

lings an acre would not pay the expence. If, therefore, I cannot

contrive to draw the drills by horfes walking in the inter-furrow, I

muſtſowthem broad-caft, or lofe my bean-feaſon, as I did last year.

Drilling.-Drilling is an expenſive procefs, and wants much more

attention and attendance than fowing broad-caſt. What an excellent

broad-caſt ſeaſon we had fix weeks ago !

Fallowing.-But fallow-crops or fummer-fallows are neceffary ;

and who would not be at fome trouble and expence to fave a year's

rent and taxes ? and to gain one crop in four

But
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But, fays the fummer-fallowing Farmer, ground muſt be plowed

to free it from root- weeds and animalcules ; and if a crop is gained ,

the foil is exhauſted.

---
Granted. I would not wish that it ſhould have half-a-plowing lefs

than the foil of thofe, who fummer-fallow once in three orfour years ;

and the crop itſelf is a fource of manure.-Befides, it muſt be a poor

crop indeed, which will not pay for an addition equal to double its

exhauftion *.

Fallow -crops- Perhaps, gene ally, if ſtiff land be very foul, it can-

not be cleanfed without SUMMER-FALLOWING (A. 2. and B. 4. have

had two fummer-fallows, without a crop intervening). But, per-

haps, the ſtiffeft may be kept clean by FALLOW CROPS.

But, perhaps, beans are the worst of all fallow-crops ; the common

horfe-beans ;-the Mazagans are preferable.

Potatoes are in the ground too long to be eligible.

TURNIPS and CABBAGES leave the foil at liberty the fore part of

the fummer, but occupy it in dog-days.

And, perhaps, thoſe crops which can be got off early enough for

the foil to receive a DOG DAY'S-FALLOW, are the fittest for fallow-

crops ; for that foil must be foul indeed, which cannot be cleanfed

in the two hotteſt months in the year-July and Auguft +

In this point of view PEASE are the beſt-perhaps the only-grain--

crop-Mazagan-beans, if got in very early, may do.

But, perhaps, the moſt eligible fallow- crop is TARE-HERBAGE ;

eſpecially ſummer-tares. The wane of March, or beginning of

April is early enough to fow, and they may be eaten or verded-

off, or made into hay, the latter-end of June, or beginning ofJuly.

• This argument holds good only where additions can be purchaſed.

The principal objection to a dog-day's-fallow is, that it falls amid the throng

of hay-time and harvest.

Suppofing
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Suppofing them to come in fucceffion between wheat and

fpring-corn ; and fuppofing the wheat to be off the latter-end of Au-

guft, and the enfuing crop of ſpring-corn to be got in the latter-

end of March ; the foil will be fixteen months totally unoccupied, dur-

ing which space of time it may receive two winter and one dog day's

fallows .

Beſides, if tare-herbage be tolerably profitable, it has, perhaps, an-

other advantage over grain- crops : perhaps, it leaves the foil in heart

for the fucceeding corn.

JULY, 1777. The Writer has already given his opinion , (See

the 5. Nov. 1774. ) that SUMMER -FALLOWING, ifthefoil be foul,

is the most spirited of all managements. If, however, a wheat-

quondal be tolerably clean, a FALLOW- CROP is, perhaps, the moſt

profitable ; and, perhaps, TARE HERBAGE and TURNIPS ftand

the firſt of fallow- crops.

BEANS. 16. (See the 6th . ) Yeſterday began to fow them in the

flutes, the men covering them with their feet, as they paffed along.

But this is very tedious ; three men did not fow and cover more than

an acre.

To-day I have had fix men at work ; they have ſowed near four

acres ; they did not tread them in ; but, walking by the fide of the

drills, caft them where it was open, and dropt them where it was

Baky. This expedites confiderably, and, the day being fine, the

harrows covered them effectually.

In flutes tolerably open, one man in practice . might fow an acre

a-day. There are fix flutes on every half-rod land ; a half-rod land

a mile long is juft an acre ; therefore, a man that fows an acre has

fix miles to go. Suppofing that he works eight hours, his talk will

be exactly three-quarters-of-a-mile an-hour.- A man in full practice

*

would
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would do it without making his back ache ; and would, of courſe, be

glad to fow them for 2 s. an acre.

But, befides this, there is the labour of fluting and harrowing.

A team could not more than flute, cover, and open the inter-fur-

rows of three acres ; -full half-a-crown an acre. But, perhaps, the

foil is thereby benefited almoſt equal to the expence.

OXEN . 26. To try ftill farther the verfatility of oxen, I keep the

horſes at plow, and do the odd-jobs with thoſe. I find them carry-out

dung, bring home hay, carry-in ftraw, collect fire-wood, or fetch-in

turnips and cabbages with the docility of horfes.

SUFFLATION . 27. (See 29. OCT. 1775.) This evening the fame

cow was blown again, by the fame aliment, cabbages, and was cured

by the fame remedy, SALT AND WATER .

It ſeems fully proved, that SALT AND WATER Will cure a fuffla-

tion ; but I wiſh to know how it operates.

I raiſed a fermentation by chalk and vinegar, and tried whether

falt would fupprefs it ; but it rather increafed, than diminished it.

:: Cayenne pepper checked it confiderably , but I cannot draw any pro-

bable conclufion from the experiment,

SUCKLING. 28, A calf which coft a guinea at three -weeks old,

(it was worth 25 s . ) fold yeſterday, at eight weeks and five days old,

for three guineas, and therefore paid above 7s. a-week .

Perhaps, feven fhillings a-week, at nine weeks old, is a greater profit

than nine at twelve or thirteen weeks old.-Perhaps, this calf would

havefucked as much milk, before it would have been thirteen weeks.

old- (four weeks older) as it has done fince it was three weeks old-

Bb (which
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(which isfix weeks) ; and therefore ought, at that age, to have fetched

five guineas, a price which could not have been expected .

Perhaps, generally,-fuckling calves after they are ten weeks

old, is bad management ; a remarkably thriving calf_á bad market,

&c. excepted. Perhaps , fell them off as ſoon as they become tole-

rable. Perhaps, generally-the younger they are fold, the better for

the Farmer, and the worfe for the Butcher.

To endeavour to aſcertain this, to-day I weighed four calves of

different ages.

1 of 9 weeks, weighed

1 of7 weeks, weighed

weeks, weighed1 of 3

i
1 of 3 weeks, weighed

Stone.

20
(fickly when young)

174

114

101

The 11 is not to the eye nearly fo fine a calf as the 10 : This

looks much larger ; but That is five days older.

I mean to weigh them again, a fortnight hence *.

JULY, 1777: The Writer is afhamed to fay, that he did not

pay proper attention to this Experiment. He continued, how-

ever, for fome time to weigh the calves before they were deli-

vered to the Butcher ; but the account is fo contradictory, that

he dares not draw any general conclufion.

He is ſtill, however, clearly of opinion, that to fuckle calves ,

in general, after they are ten weeks old, is bad management

for his account in this reſpect is uniform ; thofe of nine or ter

h̀aving paid full as much a-week as thoſe of twelve or thirteen.

And although a calf of fix weeks old, may fuck nearly as

much milk as a calf of twelve weeks old ; yet the firſt month

* They were weighed preſently by a pair of fteel-yards, and a fack with a flick

fixed at each end, to prevent its drawing into wrinkles.

or
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or five weeks, the quantity is confiderably leſs ; and this advan-

tage of their infancy is doubly as valuable to nine, as it is to

twelve weeks.

MARCH.

*
PLOWS. 6. I am convinced that THE SWING-PLOW IS THE ONLY

PLOW OF GENERAL USE ; efpecially for ftiff land : it will plow it

round, or flat ; clean, or balky ; wet, or dry ; foul, or clean .

Therefore, a perfect Swing-plow is devoutly to be wished-for,

and is every thing a ftiff-land Farmer is really in want of. There

may, indeed, be other plows fitter for particular purpoſes ; but the

SWING-PLOW is the POOR MAN'S PLOW-fit for any thing.

The common Swing-plow of this country has many imperfections,

The beam hangs too low.

The coulter ſtands too near the body of the plow.

The bow is too lank.

TheStern is too wide at the bottom, and too narrow at the top:

The keel + projects behind the feet of the handles.

The wrest is fixed too low.

The bandles ftand too much to the right.

The coulter is fixed by wedges, and its fhank is too ſquare:

Whenplowing-(and particularlywhen croffing)—a foul, rough fal

low, the clods and trumpery, if not perpetually put-off, prefently

reach the beam, and of courſe draw the plow out of the ground.

• A plow without wheel or foot.

This and the two preceding terms are borrowed from Naval Architecture : the

firft reprefents the fore-part of the Plit fide of the Plow-the fecond, the hind-part

of the body of the Plow ; the last , the piece of wood or iron on or to which the ſhare.

is fixed . The firft has not here any particular name, the fecond is called the aſe,

and the left the chip ; which is as infignificant as the other is vulgar.

By the wrest is meant the piece of wood, or iron, which is fixed to the keel, a

little behind the fhare, and to the foot of the off-fide handle, on which piece the

mould-board ftands, and which is meant to wreft open and clear effectually the

bottom of the plow-furrow.

Bb 2 If

1
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If they accumulate between the coulter and the brace, it has the

fame effect if the Plowman has not a boy extraordinary, he muft

ftop his team fifty-times a day, to unburthen his plow of her in-

cumbrances.

The mould, eſpecially of a bird-lime foil, will not ſlide off a

lank-bofomed-a lean-bowed plow, but lodges-furs-up three or four

inches thick this greatly increaſes the refiftance, and prevents the

plit from turning.

If the stern be too wide at bottom, it fets the plit on-edge, and

hinders the turning of it ; efpecially if it be narrow at the top a

wide-ſterned plow, alfo, much increaſes the refiftance, and is only

fit for the ſtirring of fallow.

If the bandles are fixed too much to the right, the Plowman is de-

barred from keeping a look-out forward : but a neat Plowman will

have his eye now-and-then before the horſes, let the conſequence be

what it may. He therefore twifts his plow out of the upright, in-

clining her to the left ; and this is the fource of bad plowing. The

plit, inſtead of being Square, or long-fquare, is rhombic ; and, of

courſe, the grafs and weeds, inſtead of being effectually buried, and

a creft raiſed over them, are expofed on the furface, without a fuffi-

ciency of mould to cover the feed. Instead of each plit being difcri-

minable by a ridgelit of mould---by a creft---it fhews itself by a drill of

grafs and weeds---a mane---and the feed lies expoſed on the furface,

without its being in the power of harrows to bury it . But this is not

the whole evil by twisting her out of the upright, the fin of the ſhare,

and the wreſt of the plow, inſtead of being on a level with the point

of the ſhare, and the keel of the plow, are elevated, perhaps, two

or three inches ; and, were the plits to be removed, the furface of the

fub-foil, instead of being a fimooth even furface, would be found in

waves.---A croſs fection would be ferrated like the edge of a faw..

Many
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Many of the roots of grafs and weeds would be found uncut, and

much of the vegetative mould unftirred .

In order to obviate this, the plow right fets down the fin, and the

arm , that they may go level with the keel, tho' the coulter, the

land-board, and the beam-handle, are out of the upright ; and

thus puts it out ofthe power of the Plowman, were he ever fo defirous,

to make good work.

The coulter-wedges ruin the plow-beams. I apprehend a beam

would last as long again without them ; befides their engroffing much

of the Plowman's time and patience.

Afquare coulter is weak, and weakens the beam.

JULY, 1777. The Writer, ever fince making the above Minute,

has been folicitous to improve the SWING-PLOW. He has made

feveral fruitless attempts, which would be tedious to enumerate.

He has, however, at length, had better fuccefs . He will not

arrogate that he has ftruck-out a perfect Swing-plow ; but he

apprehends, that he has improved confiderably the common

Swing-plow ofthis country. See IMPLEMENTS, in the DIGEST.

TARES. 11. Last year, N. 4. was fummer-

HAZARD OF FARMING . tares , on an old clover-ley dunged.

(See 19. SEPTEMBER , 1775. ) When in bloom, they were a beautiful

crop, worth for verdage 41. or 51. an acre. They podded well ; but

the dry weather, perhaps, prevented many of them from filling.-The

wet weather fet-in juſt as they were ready to be cut :-the heavy rains

beat them flat to the ground, and the weeds foon became predomi-

nant they were obliged to be reaped during the rainy weather, and

repeatedly turned to keep them from rotting on the ground .-The

reaping and turning did not coft less than 10s, an acre ; befides

fhedding nine-tenths of the few which matured.

[.
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Laſt week they were thrashed, and lo ! the three acres produced

eleven bufhels !

Is not this another pofitive evidence of the Hazard of Farming ?

-A crop dunged-for, and which, with an ordinary feafon would have

yielded from 41. to 61. an acre, is but barely able to diſcharge the

expence of reaping and thrashing.

BEANS. 7 11. Farmer has loft twelve

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. or fourteen acres of beans, by the

late ſevere weather.-They were planted in December and January.-

Where the fnow lay thick, they are now an inch above ground ; but

where the foil was expofed, they are totally gone.

Is not this a ſtrong evidence, that the months of December and

January are improper for fowing of beans in ? for tho' fuch a winter

Seldom happens ; yet it may, and fometimes does happen.

Perhaps, in future, Keep plowing for beans in winter, when-

ever the weather will not fuffer the teams to carry on dung ; and

begin to fow, as foon as the foil will harrow with fome degree of

comfort to man and beaft.-Planting beans in a puddle may be very

good huſbandry : but it is a filthy piece of buſineſs . With what

alacrity the work goes on now, compared to what it did in the wet

weather !

Sowing beans on a foil which will not bear fine harrows kindly, is

forcing a ſeaſon- is, literally, committing a rape on the foil.

BEANS. 16. Finiſhed ſowing Mazagans with open

THE BEAN FLUTE. flutes and a fine ſeaſon.

I have no reaſon to be diſpleaſed with my Bean-flute. Now that

the foil is become pulverous, and does not adhere to the coulters,

the men caft them as faſt as the teams walk when plowing.

The
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The feed is buried from one to three inches deep.-Perhaps, a very

good depth for beans *.

PLOWING.

CRESTING-IRONS:
}

20. A ftriking inftance of bad plowing

occurs in A. 3.

Three lands, which happened laſt year to be plowed after the

ground had got too dry ; and which, this year, happened to be

plowed by a bad płow and an indifferent plowman ; are impenetrable to

the harrows ; while the reft of the field , notwithstanding the quick

tranſition from wet to dry, works beyond expectation . That was

plowed by a reclining ; This by an upright plow : This with a crefting-

iron ; That without one : That harrows like a turnpike road in a

hard froft ; This is a very good feafon.

The utility of a CRESTING-IRON + to ſtiff land, which turns up in

whole plits, and which is in plowing for a crop, cannot eafily be

communicated by theory, but is glaringly obvious to practice. It

buries the fod, and, by crushing the plits, leaves the ſurface pulver-

ous to a great degree.

BUSTLING.

WORKING-CATTLE.

WORKING-HORSES.

21. The wet weather broke-in upon the

fpring feed-time. To regain the loſt time,

I have worked the teams nine hours a-day.

We have got on vaftly well till to-day ( very cloſe and warm) : But

I find, that even horses with two bushels of oats a-week each, may

be over-worked : one of the teams is fairly knocked up.

• A Drawing of this IMPLEMENT will be given in the DIGEST.

† This is a hollowed plate of iron, fixed to the hind part of the mould-board. It

is bere called a beel-plate; but as this may be only provincial, and conveys no idea

of its ufe, the Writer has named it a CRESTING-IRON, or fimply, a CREST ; for it

reſembles nearly the creft of friable mould it is intended to give. Its form and uſe

will be deſcribed in the DIGEST.

The
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The oxen, too, are obliged to give out.-Duke, who never flinched

before, laid down in the field ; but it was in a remarkably cloſe

field, and he is a remarkably free worker.

One man and a boy have fickened, and I find myſelf very

agreeably fatigued.

From thoſe facts , I draw thefe inferences :

Oxen, if worked every day, fhould not be out of the ſtable

more than eight hours ; except they have a bait in the field, in the

middle of the day. Perhaps , a mouthful of hay, and a mouthful

of water, while the Plowman eats his lunch, would be of great fer-

vice to them.

Mongrel-borfes on corn, are not fuperior to oxen on hay ; but

oxen on hay, are not equal to cart-Lorfes on two bushels of oats a-

week each ; for the team of light, punch cart-borfes is not the worſe

for its work.

Bustling may be over-acted ; for I am obliged to relax when the

weather, and time-of-year, ill-admit of relaxation.

DEPOSITING. 24. The wheat on round five-' bout-beds looks well

every-where. The flat ten-'bouts of H. are in ſome places hurt very

much by the wet : more than three -fourths of the roots are totally

perifhed ;-there is not a fufficient number left for a crop ; and the

furface of the foil , puddled by the rains, is now baking into a glaffy

cruft *.

Perhaps, there is no danger of baking, if the beds lie round.

Perhaps, it is not the rain which falls, but that which lodges on the

furface, forming apuddle, which is the caufe of baking.

..
Perhaps, there is a medium to be obferved. Perhaps, if toofharp,

there is dangerof root-weltering ; -if too flat, of baking.

This fact corroborates the obfervation under DEC. 5. 1775 .

POULTRY.
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POULTRY. 24. The loudeft clamour againſt the larger, eſpecial-

ly againſt the modern Farmer is, that he fends no petty produce_no

eggs nor poultry to market.

Laft year, I was obnoxious to the cry :-This year, I have half-a-

dozen breeding geefe-half-a-fcore breeding ducks-and half-a-

hundred breeding hens.

I have converted a court-yard into a breeding-cage. I have plant-

ed in it fhrubs to attract the flugs, and infects for the ducklings,

laid grafs-plots for the geeſe, and raiſed gravel-walks for the fowls,

with a ſmooth gravelled area for the breeding- coops.

They will, at leaft, form a lively, innocent picture under the win-

dow ; and, perhaps, in theſe days of luxury, and in this region of

ineconomy, the profit may not be leſs than the pleaſure.

WHEAT.
24. The utility of much harrowing at feed-

SEED-PROCESS. S time, is, to prefent appearance, glaringly ob-

vious in M. and N.

Two lands in M. 1. were left to be ſown over-plit ; the rest of the

flip being fown under. But they were forgot, till they became quite

ftale-a fortnight or three weeks. To raiſe freſh mould, I harrowed

and fluted them with the nine-inch barley- flute ; and in harrowing

thefe, part of the two adjoining lands were harrowed .

The two lands fluted are the beft, and apparently the forwardeft

wheat in the piece ; ---the two half-lands harrowed, obviouſly the

next. That which was fown under-plit, and left unharrowed, is

over-run with chick-weed, and has not nearly the number of plants

of the harrowed part.

One fide of N. 1. was accidentally fown too thin- 1 buſhel an

acre.-Part of this was covered with the fine harrows only,-part was

both roughed and fined. The laſt has double the number of plants.

C c
THE
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THE PEA-PROCESS.

MARCH,

NARROW-CAST FLUTES.

THE FUTURE PEA-PROCESS.

BROAD-CAST FLUTES.

THE DRILL.

1776.

26. Finiſhed fowing peafe.

Put them in thus : The foil, a

wheat-quondal, trenched with Duck-

et's plow, part of it during, and part

after the rain, in wide flat beds,

for the conveniency of drilling across the lands. After running the

round rough-harrows thro' each inter-furrow, cross-harrowed it

with the heavy ox-harrows. The part plowed dry, worked very

well ; but the continuance of wet weather, and the width and flat-

nefs of the lands, had run the other part to beds of mortar ; as fad

as liver, and tough as glue.-Run it over with a light roll.

Fluted it thus : Fixed eight fplayed coulters in the head of the

ftraight horſe-rake ; the two middle ones twenty, the reft twelve

inches afunder. With this, and four horfes, went directly a-cross

the lands, the Fluter riding on the handle to give weight, until the

flutes were deep enough and ſtraight enough ; fome requiring three,

fome four times in a place. Theſe eight completed, fet-out a-freſh,

keeping the outfide coulter in the outſide drill of the firſt ſetting-

out ; and thus laid-out the field into croſs -beds, of feven drills each,

the beds beingdivided by intervals of twenty inches wide, and the.

drills by thofe of twelve.

•

In theſe flutes fowed the feed narrow-caft ; covering part with the

hand-hoe, part with the harrow, and part with the fame coulters

which formed the drills, fixed in fuch fituations as to paſs between

the flutes, removing the mould out of theſmaller intervals on to the

feed, and of courfe transferring the ridgelits to the rows, and the

flutes to the intervals. Thro' the intervals ofthe beds run a double-

plow, to mould-up the out-fide rows.

I I mean
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I mean to hoe them in the like manner.-I mean to put fix hoes in

the places of the fix coulters, which laft I mean to replace, to earth-

them-up with.

This is a very ſpecious procefs. It pleaſed me exceedingly, till I

made a calculation of the expence of putting-in the feed ; it ſtands

thus :

51 acres took

7 teams to plow it with the trench-plow, at 8s.
·

I man to water-furrow

2 teams to flute it

£. s. d.

2 16

༤
༠

。

O I 8

I O

о O

mento lead the hind- moft horfe

10 mento fow (in foot drills)

2 teams to harrow and roll before fluting

of team to harrow-in part

o team to mould - up part

oman to mould part with the hand-hoe

of team to open the intervals

22 s. an acre, for labour only !

O

4 2

0 16 8

O 16 O

O 2

O 2 O

O O 10

Ο 2

£. 6 1 4.

+

But most of it is ordinary labour ; the only extraordinary is the

fluting and ſowing ; and to have fown them at random, would have

taken half-a-man : therefore, fay, 2 teams and twelve men, at

´8 s. and rs . 8d. is £. 2 os. od. or 7s . 6d. an acre.
This is a great

deal too much ; befides, 8 s. is no confideration for a team in this

month.

However, I will not condemn the proceſs, until I have gone

through it. Perhaps, the convenience of hoeing may exceed my ex-

pectations. But, at prefent, I am almoſt determined never to take off

a team to fow peaſe again. If I cannot fow them with one horſe, I

will do it totally by hand, or fow them at random ; except I can raiſe

the foil into broad-caft flutes.

Cc 2
Perhaps,
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Perhaps, in future, -on wet land, plow for peafe in five-bout-beds,

during winter, when the teams cannot work at dung-cart.---Croſs-

furrow, and let the feil lie in rough plits till feed-time.- Harrow

fine, and raiſe it into broad- caft flutes, with ftraight-fronted fplayed

coulters, the horſes walking in the inter-furrows .-Cover, hoe, and

earth-up, with the fame coulters ; going ftill deeper every earth-up

hoeing.

If this can be practifed, nothing can be more fimple ; fluting

will be the principal expence ; and by drawing in the inter-furrows ,

the ſhaft-horſe will not want to be led : This will fave one man. By

being laid-up in half-rod-ridges, and left in rough plit, it will be

prevented from running together by the wet ; and will always be

ready to work, as foon as dry weather fets-in.

But on dry land, which may be trodden without injury, plow two

five-bout lands into one wide bed, and drill across with the drill I

made laſt year ; with this alteration : inftead of three, drill two or

four rows together. The horfe will thus tread an interval, not a row.

But four rows will be too much for one horſe, and an Implement

drawing four rows will be too heavy for one man ; therefore two,

perhaps, is the moſt eligible number.

Laſt year, one man, one boy, and one horfe drilled five acres

a-day-two-thirds of five is about three-and-a-quarter ;-but for a

fallow crop, perhaps, eighteen is a more eligible diftance than fif-

teen inches ; and one man , one boy, and one horſe drilling two rows

at a time, at eighteen inches afunder, will drill four acres a-day, at

leaſt.-A man is. 8 d .-a boy, 10 d . - a horfe, 1s . 3 d.-Together,

3 s. 9d.-Not 1 s. an acre !

than I did laſt year.I fee the merit of this drill much clearer now,

The evenneſs with which it ſcatters the feeds, compared with fow-

ing them by hand ; the exact ſtraightneſs with whieh it lays them

in,
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in, and the depth it depofits them ; give it a very great preference

to the proceſs of firft drawing the drills, and afterwards fowing by

hand. Befides , the clods, which the elafticity of the intervals and

their own weight tumble into the drills, ferve to cover the feed al-

ready depofited, inſtead of filling them up, and preventing the feed

yet to be fown from reaching the bottom.

JULY, 1777. But why was a procefs, whofe merits had been

fully proved, given up for one whofe fuccefs was wholly uncer-

tain ? The Writer was pleafed with the Bean-flute, and was

willing to try to generalize it. He was led away, too, by the

plaufibility of hoeing with fix or eight hoes, fixed in the iden-

tical Implement, which drew the flutes. His men were already

difciplined by putting-in the beans ; and the extraordinary ex-

pe nce of Implement was nothing. He might have hit-off

fomething ſtill more eligible and without EXPERIMENT he

is, in Agriculture, profeffedly a SKEPTIC. By the above-

recited experience he is convinced, that drilling is preferable

to fowing narrow-caft : without it, he fhould still have

doubted.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. 26. (See the preceding Minute. ) I in-

tended to have fown another field of four acres with peafe; butthe fea-

fon is far-fpent, and peaſe fit for feed very dear.-There area fewlands

in the middle of the field much too foul to crop-I have tares and

barley which are unfaleable-and I want the teams to plow for

oats. Therefore, fowed at random the cleaner part with 1 bufhel of

tares, and one bufhel of barley an acre, and left the foul lands to lie

fallow. I mean to give theſe two or three plowings while theherbage is

growing ; and after this is made into hay, to give the whole a dog-

days
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days fallow for barley and clover in the fpring ; or perhaps in

autumn.

This is a ſketch of my general plan. I mean, at all events, to get

the land clean, and in good tilth, for ſpring-corn and clover.

.
If very foul, fummer-fallow it.

If in heart, and only a little foul, a crop of pulſe, and a dog-days

fallow.

If clean, and in heart, a crop of pulfe ; and a crop of turnips, if

-light ; or rape, if tiff.

But whether the foil be foul or clean, if it be much exhauſted, give

it a thorough deep fummer-fallow. It must be poor, indeed, if this

will not give a tolerable crop of ſpring-corn, and a fufficiency of

clover-plants *.

•

SOWING BROADCAST.

BROADCAST FLUTES.
}

A PRI L.

4. I apprehend that much feed is loft

byfowing it over very rough plits.

In dry weather, when whole ground breaks up in clods, efpecially

if plowed in wide plits, much of the feed reaches the fub-foil be-

fore it finds a refting-place. For although it may not fall from

the feed-man's hand into the unfortunate abyfs, the harrow, by

fhaking the clod on which it fell, hurries it into utter darkneſs :

the chafm is cloſed, and the feed, left almoſt deſtitute of air and

heat, is unable, perhaps, to ſtruggle thro' feven or eight inches of

pulverous mould, much lefs capable of piercing thro' a large clod of

that thickneſs.

Experimentally, harrowed every ſecond land of E. 2. before ſowing ;

and left the intervening lands in rough plits.

Stiff land, nevertheless, ought to have a fprinkling of dung on one deep

plowing.

In
1
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In this point of view, BROADCAST-FLUTES are amiable. Per-

haps one-third, perhaps one-half of the feed might be faved bythem.

JULY, 1777. The above experiment decided against the theory

on which it was made. It is not, however, generally decifive :

the fuperiority of thoſe lands which were fown over the rough

plit, was wholly owing to the uncommon drought of the Spring

of 1776.

WORKING-HORSES .

}

4. Two cart-horfes have been kept ex-

WORKING CATTLE. S perimentally on bay, alone, during four or

five weeks. They have been tied up in the fame fhed with the oxen,

fed with the fame hay, and treated in the very fame manner. They

have, like them, worked every day ; and though they kept lofing their

fleſh and ſpirits, theyhaveſtood their work pretty well till to-day, when

one of them was fo completely tired, he could ſcarcely get home.

CART-HORSE KEEP.

DAMAGED BARLEY.

CARTERS.

SELF-ATTENTION.

BINDING HAY.

10. The week before laft, began to feed

the cart-horſes with difcoloured barley.

It bears no price at market ; it would

not fetch more than good oats ;-I therefore

fell theſe, and feed with barley. - But inſtead

of eight bushels of oats a-team a week, I have allowed but fix

bufhels of barley ; and I think the horſes have improved upon it.-

It is therefore a neat faving of 25 per cent.

Carters-are the greateſt thieves in the world. While they had

their hay given to them bound, they kept up to a trufs a-horſe a-

week ; but, lately, we havefhook-up fome of it for the feed, and

their regular allowance has not been attended to.-I find that eight

horſes have deſtroyed in three weeks ſeventy trufs of hay.

Seventy
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Seventy trufs of hay, at 31. 10s . (41. a-load, is the

market price of prime hay)

Six quarters of oats, at 20s.

the}

£. s. d.

6 16 O

6 0

L. 12 16 O

for three weeks or 2 1. 2s. 6d. a-team a-week ; befides chaff.

This extravagance of Carters muft fall, more or lefs, to the ſhare

of every Farmer, who does not attend to the MINUTIE OF FARMING* ;

and, indeed, to every Farmer who does not allowancebis borfes, and

bind his bay.

I have this year bound every blade, whether for fale or for con-

fumption. But why? Why throw away twenty-pence a-load on

that which is confumed at home ?

-
Becauſe I kept an account, at hay-time, of the field-loads

which were put into each ſtack, and I wish to know their yield ;

that, in future, I may be able to form a judgment, at hay-time, of

how manyfale-loads each field may produce, and of how many each

ftack may contain. This, I recollect, was my first motive for

binding.

Because-by this precaution, fcarcely a bent is wasted- no litter

made of it in the ſtack -yard, farm-yard, &c. but every mouthful

is delivered to the reſpective feeders. Perhaps, this alone will re-

pay the expence.

--
Becauſe I can allowance each fpecies of ftock : I can allow each

cart-horſe, a trufs a-week : the ox-team, half-a-load a-week ; the

milch-cows, one, two, or three truffes a-day, if they are wanted,

&c. &c. And I find that by thus ftinting the quantity, the men be-

come more careful ; they look upon it as ſomething, and know, that if

they lavish to-day, they will want to-morrow.-Thus the fervant

In this point of view, CATTLE have a preference to borfes ; they can but eat

their fill of hay, and that they ought to do.

imper-
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imperceptibly learns frugality, while his cattle have their food regu-

larly. Taking a lock from his allowance, is very different from fetch-

ing an armful from an unlimited quantity of looſe hay ; for, if he

drop a handful by the way, he will not fay, " Never mind it , there

" is more in the hay-loft ;" but he will return and pick it up, with

" Poor things, you've little enough of it ! there is no need of waſte,

" God knows."-Nor will he give them too much by half at once,

and throw what they have left, and blown upon, under them for

litter ; but he will give them a little at a-time, and ſee that they eat it

clean. There is a ſympathy between the human and the brute creation,

arifing from acquaintance, which is more eaſily obferved than com-

municated.-There are Carters who would fooner ftarve themſelves

than their horſes ; and among ſtock-feeders, in general, it is obvi-

ous to common obfervation.

-
Becauſe I havethe fatisfaction of knowing how every blade is ex-

pended ;-how much each fort of hay-eating ſtock cofts during the

winter ; and of courſe, my hay and ſtock accounts (with respect to

hay) are reduced to certainty. Theſe are conveniencies and utilities,

which I am perfuaded will confirm me in the practice of binding hay

for Farm-yard confumption.

Aboutone-third of the Binder's time is taken up in making bands.

Perhaps, uſe hempen-ropes inftead of hay-bands . Perhaps, with

thofe, he would bind it for thirteen or fourteen-pence a-load, and

they would not be fo dangerous as twifted bands.

}

ROLLERS. 11. The PLAIN ROLLER does not ſeem to have that

ROLLING. attention paid to it which is due to its merit. It is fel-

dom uſed on a fallow, except to burſt large clods, and feldomer uſed

after fowing, except tofmooth the furface for the fithe.

Had it not been uſed in E. this year, after fowing, between the

barrowings, the harrows would not have brought the foil to any

D d tolerable
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tolerable degree of tilth ; whereas by alternately rolling and harrowing,

it is as fine as a garden .

Perhaps, rolling when damp is not prejudicial, provided the foil

be afterwards harrowed . I took care that the furface was perfectly

dry, before the laft rolling ; but I took care to lofe no time this dry

weather, between the fowing and thefirst rolling, that as little of the

moiſture as poffible might eſcape.-Rolling not only burſts ſome of

the clods, but fixes others, and prevents them from rolling under

the harrow.

Applied to fallows, the PLAIN ROLLER is the grand arcanum of

Agriculture, which makes light land ftiff, and ſtiff land light * : one

effectual crush by a plain roller, is worth a dozen partial indentures by

a fpiky one ; but where the clods bear a heavy plain one, the SPIKY

ROLLER is worth its weight in gold.

POTATOES.

FALLOW-CROPS .

COMPOST-FARMS.

II. Half this week has been ſpent on pre-

paring a patch for potatoes ; when the teams

ought to have been getting-in barley.

This makes potatoes an ineligible crop on a corn-farm, and to-

tally unfit to introduce into the round of fallow-crops, fpring-corn,

clover, wheat , for every thing which interferes with ſpring-corh-and-

clover feed-time,-every thing which requires team-labour in March

and April, is a difagreeable intruder.

In this light, TURNIPS and CABBAGES appear to great advantage :

they are got-in in the moſt vacant part of the year : they neither in-

terfere with feed-time nor harveſt.

Perhaps, rape and buck-wheat come next ; beans and peafe in-

trude on theſpring feed-time ; winter-tares on wheat feed-time ; and

fummer-tares most intolerably on the ſpring-corn and clover.

But what fallow-crop is to be adopted by the wet land Farmer,

who cannot with any propriety keep a flock of ſheep ?

The SURFACE is ftill more efficacious.

1 If
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If he cannot fold, he muſt dung ; and, to fuch a Farmer, the

DUNG-CART becomes a principal branch of labour.---The fummer's

vacation is ſhort enough to collect the ingredients, and the winter's

frofts few enough to carry them on.

Therefore, the COMPOST-FARMER ought to have ſtrength enough to

put in half his fallow-crop in autumn, and half in ſpring, without

lofing his wheat , or his fpring-corn feed-time.

PLANTING POTATOES.
12. Yeſterday began planting.

I was dubious about how to put them in ; whether to plant them

in trenches, and cover the plants with dung, by hand ; or to plow-

in the dung, and dibble-in the plants ; or to plow-in the dung, and

harrow, roll, and draw flutes ; or to plow-in the dung, and plant

them in every other plow-furrow, as the ground is plowed. The

laft requiring the leaft labour, I chofe it.

The foil had two plowings, was harrowed, rolled, the trumpery

raked out, and afterwardſurfaced as level as a table. On this ſmooth

furface fpread a thick coat of very long dung, and buriedit in

flat, rod-wide beds, ſcattering the potatoes in every fecond plow-

furrow, about eight inches apart in the rows.

Being bufy elſewhere in the morning, I did not felf-attend to the

planting of the potatoes. Two or three beds were finiſhed before I

obferved that the coulter gathered up the dung ; fometimes choaking

the plow, and frequently leaving large huffocks bulging out above the

clods. Set a boy to put-off; and bid him, when plowingfor the po-

tatoes, to draw the dung collected by the coulter towards him, on to

unplowed land ; but, when covering them, to push it into the fur-

row thus the plants got the beſt half of the dung.

But this did not pleaſe me ; it only made me anxious to give

the plants the whole of the dung : and a few minutes attention

Dd 2 led
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led me to an expedient, which at once gave them the whole of it, and

left the unftirred furface perfectly free forthe plow.

With a common hay-rake, I found that I could, with great eaſe,

puſh two plit-widths of dung on to the potatoes, as faſt as two

men could plant them ; who planted them as fast as one team could

plow for, and cover the plants.

Thus, every handful of the dung was buried, and buried imme-

diately on the potatoes. The plants were prevented from being mif-

placed, cruſhed, or picked-up by the claws of the oxen ; and the

dung effectually covered by the oxen's walking upon it.

This method anfwers every purpoſe of the more tedious way of

firſt drawing trenches-next, carrying the dung on in baſkets-and

then having the trenches to fill-in .

Had not the foil been furfaced (rolling will anſwer nearly the ſame

purpoſe) , the operation would not have been ſo eaſy.---The dung, it

is true, might be dragged into the furrow off a rough ſurface ; but

many clods would be pulled in with it, and the man muſt work on

the plowed ground. Pushing it in, off a ſmooth ſurface, is merely an

amufement.

I am perfectly pleaſed with this potatoe-proceſs : the expence of

labour is very little more than that of a broad-caft crop

men can plant and cover as much as a team can plow.

three

ROUND HARROWS. 12. If I have any merit in invention, here it

lies. That Farmer muſt be void of fenfibility, who could not have

ſhed tears of fatisfaction to fee the fine rounds cover the barley to-

day in N. 6. Let the lands be laid-up ever ſo aukwardly, a 'bout

in a place makes them as round as barrels, and fcarcely leaves a grain

of feed uncovered.

Pray, Reader, excufe thofe paternal tranfports.

OXEN.
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13. Yeſterday began to land -up N. 6. for

barley, with four oxen fingle, and a team-plow.

They did not make ſo neat work as I wiſhed-for.

Put two ofthem to a Whip-rein plow, double ; but continued to drive

them with the whale-bone whip. They carried off their work more

chearfully, and much neater.

Last night exercifed them in the Yard with Whip-reins ; and

to-day they have landed-up a full acre into five-bout beds, without

a driver.

I had no idea of their mouths' being fo tender as they are ; I ex-

pected, that it would have been neceffary to guide them by their

rings (this indeed was an idea I conceived before I ever thought of a

ring to tame them) ; but the bit is quite fufficient. I am confident,

without partiality, that we have not two horfes fo handy with Whip-

reins as the two oxen which worked to-day : and what is remarkable,

they answerthe Whip-rein better than the whale-bone whip.

To employ the boy (the driver), fet him to hand-rake-in the clover-

feed, fown immediately after the barley had been covered by a ' bout

with the fine round harrows. There were a few ſtraggling root-weeds

lay looſe on the ſurface ; ſo that while the clover-feed is effectually

covered, without being buried, the foil is difcumbered.

But what is.HARROWING- IN WHEAT. 16. (See 24. MARCH).

very remarkable, the worm has taken the part lightly harrowed, but

ſpared that which had one time with the rough harrows. This is, at

preſent (tho' not totally free from the worm), a promiſing crop :

That fo bad, that I mean to raiſe the foil into broad-caft flutes, and

fow it with barley.

How this difference could be effected by the harrow, I cannot

conceive ; but what makes it probable that the harrow had fome in-

Aluence,
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fluence, the diftinction is obvious to an inch. The horfes drawing

in the inter-furrow, one ſide of a land was roughed and fined, the

other fide run flightly over with the fine harrows only. That is a

crop ; This not half-a-one.

Perhaps, the rough harrows deftroyed fome of the worms, either

matured or in embryo ; or, perhaps, by letting down the feed, the

roots lie beneath the ſphere of their depredation .

I do not ſee what uſeful leffon I can draw from this Obfervation ;

becauſe I am already refolved to fpare no pains of harrowing, whether

for autumn or for fpring-crops.

THE WEATHER.

THE SPRING SEED-PROCESS.

The
16. (See 2. FEBRUARY . )

latter end of February and the be-

ginning of March was inceffantly rainy ; ---the teams could not look

out.---From the 6th of March until yeſterday afternoon, we have

ſcarcely had a ſhower ! One of the largeſt Farmers in the parifh has

not, or had not, a few days ago, fown a handful of ſpring-corn !

His peaſe lay a fortnight in the field in fack, and were obliged to be

carried home at laft. The ftiff-land Farmers, in general, have not

yet fown an oat.

They plowed before and during the wet weather ; and, the change

being rapid, the furface became perfect glaſs, while, underneath, the

foil was mere puddle : Before a horſe could ſtep upon the land, its

immediate furface was as hard as horn.

Very luckily, we kept ftirring the fallows in the wet weather,

and did not begin to plow for oats until the day before it broke.

We have ever fince kept fowing on the freſh plit ; generally har-

rowing in the afternoon what was plowed in the morning ; and,

except about one acre, we have got in the beans, peafe, oats, tares,

and part of the barley exceedingly well,

Perhaps,

།
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Perhaps, had the ground, which was plowed wet, been laid-up

in five-bout lands, and thoroughly croſs-furrowed * , it might, by

catching the critical minute, have been got fine.

Perhaps, the Farmers had a motive for not fowing. Perhaps,

they waited for the water's draining-off, that they might crofs-har-

and afterwards waited for more rain, that the corn might not

come up in two crops ; not being aware that there was moiſture fuf-

ficient below the furface to throw-out the crop, eſpecially if it had

been retained there by fine-harrowing, and a timely rolling.

SURFACE-DRAINS . 18. (See 1. JANUARY. ) It is neceſſary that

the plits thrown-out ſhould now be got rid-of, that the ſurface may

not be cumbered, nor the fithe retarded . To plow them back again,

would incur an annual trouble, and an annual expence.--To cart them

off would ill-fuit this month.---Chopping them to pieces and

piling them in heaps to rot, is a very tedious job ; and ſpreading the

pieces, before they are digefted, is but a flovenly one.

The furrows were made when the ground was very wet ; the fward

of the plit, of courſe, united cloſely with the fod upon which it was

turned ; and the ſeverity of the winter rendered the mould exceed-

ingly pulverous.

With asharp hoe, I pull-back the mould on to the adjoining graſs ;

fhaving it off cloſe to the roots of the inverted ſward---within an

inch, or an inch and-a-half of the level of the field . To renew

the fward, I fprinkle a few hay-feeds along the brink of the drain,

and with a garden-rake rake them in ; at the ſame time ſpreading

the mould, to prevent its injuring the adjoining grafs, to which it by

this means becomes a dreffing.

• A want of croſs-furrowing was, I believe, one cauſe of their lofing their feed-

time : I faw the water ſtand over the ridges, at the bottoms of feveral fields, while

their tops were as hard as a pavement.

The
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The expence is trifling : one man, to-day, had boed upwards of

one hundred rods before three o'clock . The fowing and raking do

not take up half the time. The whole operation does not coft a far-

thing a-rod ; yet the above-mentioned one hundred rods lay a very

flat fix-acre field tolerably dry.

A team which plows an acre into half-rod five-bout-lands, makes

a furrow of 3200 rods, in length ; which at 8s. a-team, is 33 rods

for a penny, or three-pence for 100 rods : -therefore, the whole ex-

pence of drawing, fhaving, feeds, fowing and raking, will not

amount to fix-pence an acre.

BEANS. 21. Who would muddle thro' a bean-fea-

THE SEED- PROCESS .S fon in wet weather ? Thoſe planted the 16.

March---one month ago---are already as forward ( to prefent appear-

ance) as thoſe put in the 15. Feb.---two months ago.---Thefe are thin

and puny : Thofe as thick as they can ftand, and beautifully vigo-

rous. Thoſe were forced into beds of bird-lime, which the fucceed-

ing drought has baked to glue : Thefe lawfully bedded in a kind,

pulverous foil, and have ever ſince enjoyed fine weather ; and, which

ftill more confirms the impropriety of raviſhing a ſeaſon, the lands

left untouched in rough plit till fine weather came, though fown

the lateſt, are now (to appearance) the forwardeſt.

In future,---let the foil lie in rough plit, until the beginning of

March; or until there be a fair probability of putting the feed in

ſeaſonably.

HAND-RAKING.

SEMICULTURE .

21. The drought fetting-in fo rapidly, we had

not time to fowthe hay-feeds, when the oats were

fown in A.---about a-month ago. I have ever fince been waiting for

rain, and was glad to embrace the ſhower of laſt Tueſday.

To
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To getfomefresh mould for the feeds to drop upon, I harrowed it

with the fine harrows, once in a place, before fowing. The harrows

pulled-up, and ſhifted many of the clods, rolling them on to the

young oat-plants.

To diſburthen the oats, get-rid-of the clods ; and to cover the hay-

feeds effectually, opened the inter-furrows, and hand -raked the clods>

into trenches made by the double-plow ; at the fame time levelling

the furface, and covering the feeds. But finding this rather tedious,

although a good job, I raked every ſecond land, only ; leaving one

rough, and one ſmooth ; except a rougher part, which was wholly

raked.

*
About fix acres were raked ( the whole being 11 acres ) ; and they

coft eight men, or about 2 s . 3d: an acre.

Thecrop of oats, and fucceeding grafs, will fhew whether the la-

bour be well or ill -beſtowed. The hay-feeds of the unraked lands

will be covered only by the roll ; to have re-harrowed would have

endangered the oats.

JULY, 1777. The crop of oats received no apparent benefit by

the raking ; but its uſe to the graffes is obvious : the plants are

more numerous, and the furface more even. ThisThis year, the

Writer hand-raked-in every ounce of grafs-feeds, whether they

werefown for annual or for perennial leys.

ROLLING BEANS.1 23. Perhaps, rolling the foil before the

ROLLING PEASE. beans come-up is dangerous to the crop. If it

be left unrolled, the clods become troubleſome to the hoe , and,

by rolling on to the tender plants, are hurtful.

I was afraid that the roller would have injured the heads of the

plants, and therefore only run it twice acroſs the field, experimental-

ly.-After remaining a day or two, I could not perceive the leaſt

E e harm
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harm from the operation ; but it was obviouſly a good preparative

to hoeing : I therefore rolled the whole field. They had juſt opened

into broad leaf, which lay flat on the ground, and could not poffibly

receive any injury from the roller.

To try the degree of torture which infant beans can bear, I marked

out three or four yards of one of the drills, indiſcriminately. I firſt

rubbed the plants between the fingers, till the leaves were perfectly

bruiſed, and as black as ink --I then trampled them under foot,

rubbing them hard with the foal of my ſhoe.

This was laft Tueſday,---juft a-week ago. At prefent, I cannot

perceive that they have received the leaſt real injury. The leaves, it is

true, look ragged, as if eaten by the flug, or fly ; but the stems

are as high and as healthy as thoſe of the neighbouring plants.

Therefore, beans, when their broad leaves lie flat on the ground,

may be harrowed and rolled with fafety.

To prepare thepeafe, too, for hoeing, I rolled them as they opened

into broad leaf, and cannot perceive any evil attendant.

RYE. 26. Some rye fown among tares, the 22d. Auguft, is now

(26. April) coming-out into ear. A few acres of fuch rye would, in

this critical month, be of infinite fervice to cows and working-cattle,

befides being an acceptable relief to the hay and grafs ; ---and I ſhould

fuppofe, that if it ftand for feed, it will be ripe in June.

Perhaps, infuture, fubftitute rye in the room of ſpring-corn. Per-

haps, fow fuch fallows, or fallow-crop quondals, as are clean by the

middle of Auguft, with rye and clover.

Perhaps, if the rye be verdaged the latter end of April, the clover

will be forward enough for two crops.---If cut ripe the latter end of

June, perhaps, there will be time enough for one. The fodder, in

the first cafe, will be very valuable, as will the straw, in the other.

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, feed the cart-horfes, hogs, &c. with thegrain ; or fell it

for feed, or to the tanners.

But this is fuppofing the foil in extraordinary heart. If it is not,

however, the clover will, at worst, give ſome pafturage the first year,

and be stronger to ftand the winter, and readier to ſtart the next

fpring, than that raiſed among ſpring-corn:

PEASE. 27. (See 26, MARCH . ) Thofe moulded-up, whether with

the hand-hoe, or the coulters, are, at prefent, obviouſly a more

promifing crop, than thoſe covered flatwith the harrows. Theplants

are double in number, and look more healthy ; much of the

feed harrowed-in, was not buried deep enough to efcape. the influ-

ence of the drought, but lies parched near the furface.

Had ſhowery weather fucceeded the planting, this difference, per-

haps, would not have happened : however, in future, ridge them.

up, and equally.guard againſt an over-wet . or an over-dry feafon.

PEA- PROCESS .

THE DOUBLE HAND-HOE. }

30. (See 26. MARCH.) It would

be ridiculous to wafte horſes, and be at

the expence of fix new hoes, while the DOUBLE-HOE does the buſineſs

of flat-hoeing fo completely. A double eight-inch drag-hoe takes

two`row-intervals ; and, at four times, hits exactly the whole bed

of feven rows, and half of the two bed-intervals . By taking two in-

tervals at once, ---which it does to a great nicety, ---a man, in practice,

may hoe upwards of an acre a-day.

This is one of thoſe petty, fimple, cheap Implements, which the

more they are uſed, the more obvious their merit appears.---The

whole coft ofwood and iron-work is but three or four fhillings, and

with a trifling expence of laying the blades, it will laſt a man's life--

time.

But it is fitter for a light pea-foil, than afiffbean-foil.

E e 2 BEAN-
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BEAN-PROCESS.

THE SHAFT-HOES .}

2. (See 6. FEB.) But this is falfe theory,

which cannot be practifed ; it is scarcely pof-

fible to lay the lands equally round ; and the fmalleft inequality pre-

vents one or other of the four hoes from acting.

I first made the fhares in the form of what is vulgarly called a

beart, with coulters fix inches long ; but even two of them, one on

each fide ofthe inter-furrow, were too many to guide : ifthey are not

fet to an equal depth, to a hair's breadth, one of them will work

down tothe fub-foil, while the other will not penetrate the ſurface ;

and even when fet with the greateſt nicety, it is difficult, in this

form, to prevent their cutting-up the beans. Befides, it is very la-

borious to keep them at a mean depth ;---they are in or out, in the

twinkling of an eye. Therefore cut-off their points, and, inftead

of fcrewing the fhares to the bottom of the coulters, keyed them to-

gether, letting the points of the coulters hang two or three inches be-

low the fhares, to prevent their fheering from fide-to-fide ; with

banger-fronts, to counteract the downward tendency of the fhares,

and to prevent the trumpery from hanging to the points of the coul-

ters, beneath the ſhares.

The Smith did not happen to fet them true ; and having not pa-

tience to wait for an alteration, ---the beans being in want of hoeing, ---

I threw them afide, and hoed them with a common horſe-hoe, the

horfe drawing between the rows.

But common horfe-hoeing requires wide intervals ; wide intervals

leffen the crop therefore, a range of hoes drawn by a horfe walk-

ing in the inter-furrow, would have many advantages over a fingle

one drawn by the horſe walking in the intervals ; and I have not yet

given-up the SHAFT-HOES.

JULY, 1777. The Writer did not this year fow any beans in

rows, and therefore has not had an opportunity of farther

trial ;
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trial ; he means, nevertheless, to ſpeak of fhaft-hoes in the

DIGEST.

SPRING-FEED. 1

RYE-GRASS .

LUCERNE.

RYE.

5. Stock hangs very heavy on a Farmer's hands,

in the month of April and the beginning of May ;

eſpecially in ſuch a long, dry, cold, backward

ſpring as this is. Farm-yard-ſtock ſtarves on

ſtraw, andthere is no grafs to keep them alive ;

and to feed even cows on bay at three pound ten fhillings a-load, is

ſowing money broad-caft.

TARES.

Rye-grafs for this purpoſe is very valuable . The borders of

M. 6. would form at preſent a very good fwath of verdage : but rye-

grafs is a filthy weed, unfit to be introduced into arable land.

Lucerne feems to be the first and beſt of all ſpring-verdages.

Mr. began to cut his the beginning of April. Its benefit to his

horſes was ſtriking ; it carried off every appearance of foulneſs, by

profufe ftaleing : from being as rough as bears, they became as fleek

as moles.

What a treaſure a few acres would be to the milch-cows ! What a

ſaving of hay, and how refreſhing to the oxen and cart-horſes, in

ſpring feed-time ! There is fome difficulty in raifing it, compared

with the raiſing of clover or rye-grafs ; but, perhaps, as an occu-

pier of creeks and corners, Lucerne is an object worth attending to.

Rye, perhaps, comes next, as a fpring-verdage. Mr.

field two feet high afortnight ago.

had a

Tares are quite out of the queſtion. The part of G. 1. fown the

middle of Auguft, will not be fit to cut a fortnight hence.

PLANTING,
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PLANTING POTATOES. 7. (See 12. APRIL. ) Finiſhed plant-

CUTTING THE PLANTS . ing ; fully fatisfied with the adopted

SERVANTS.
proceſs : I mean with reſpect to the

mode of dunging ; but whether the plants ought to be placed under

or uponthe dung, I am not yet determined.

I began to plant them under, thinking that the dung would natural-

lyfink ; not recollecting that the deeper they are planted, the longer

they will be in coming-up, nor that roots naturally ſtrike downward. I

hope I have made experiments fufficient for a decifion.

The manwho cut the plants did not make the moſt of them ; he

left many with five, fix, or feven eyes in them ; when, perhaps, one,

two, or three are equally as good.

To decide this point : With a common ivory apple-fcoop, about

half-an-inch diameter, I drew out the eyes of the large potatoes, in

the manner which Cheefemongers try their cheeſes ; drawing out a

plug of the pulp, of a cylindrical form, about three-quarters of an

inch long, with an eye in the centre of its end.

After extracting ten or a-dozen of theſe plants out of a root of a

quarter of a pound in weight, the diminution is barely apparent ; at

leaſt three ounces remain. If taken from a large potatoe, the lofs of

weight is ſtill proportionably leſs ; and the remaining pulp is of equal

value to the hogs, as the fame weight of entire potatoes.

If one eye, with two drachms of pulp, be as prolific as ſeven eyes

with two ounces, what a faving ! We have buried from ten to twelve

hundred-weight an acre : as many as would have planted four or five

acres, befides leaving eight or ten hundred-weight of hog-food.

Be this as it may, to cut large potatoes into plants, is moſt infa-

mous management ; and yet an Effex-ifed Irishman, who has not an

adequate idea but that of a potatoe, and whofe whole life of fifty or

fixty years has been ſpent in their culture, went to market, and

bought
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bought prime ware, of a pound weight each, and cut them into

plants, with five or fix eyes in them. I depended on his ſkill, and

did notſelf-attend either the buying or the cutting.

It is downright dilatorinefs, even in trifles, to put confidence in

fervants.

THE WEATHER . 9. (See 16. APRIL . ) But that ſhower by no

means foftened the large clods, and we have ſcarcely had a drop of

rain fince, until laft Sunday. On Sunday evening, we had a heavy

fhower;---on Tueſday night, a good deal more ; and laſt night a very

fine rain.

Thoſe ſtiff-land Farmers who plowed in the rain, are this in-

ftant, the 9th ofMay, fowing their oats. And even after laſt night's

fteeping rain, they are glad to borrow a fpiky roller to break the

large clods.

I ſhould be guilty of ingratitude, if I did not thank the Elements

very heartily for their attention to me this ſpring. They toaſted my

barley-fallows down to a calx ; and the moment I had done ſowing,

fent lovely ſhowers to vivify the feed, which, without them, would

have lain lifeless to eternity.

SPIKY ROLLER. 9. Its merit is confpicuous in N. 4. From a maſs

ofhuge clods, it reduced it to a tolerable ſeaſon :---to fuch a tilth, as

all the barrows in the univerſe could not have accompliſhed.

Before the firſt ſpiky rolling, it was almoſt impoffible to ride over

it. Withmuch difficulty, however, it was,

Spiky-rolled,

Crofs-harrowed ,

Surfaced,

Sown,

Ox-harrowed,

Spiky- rolled,

Plowed for the feed,
Plain-rolled,

I Ox-
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Ox-harrowed,

Spiky- rolled,

Plain-rolled,

Sown with hay-feeds,

Swept with thehorſe-broom,

Plain-rolled.

It has not wanted for labour, but is a very good job. The lands

lie as round and as fmooth as if they had been poliſhed in a lathe, It

was landed-up in winter exceedingly foul : it has now the appear-

ance of mould baked in an oven ; without a green fpeck, or the

ſmalleſt trace of vegetable life to be ſeen.

This fpring, I fet the fpikes in a new cylinder. The old one was

cleft on every fide, from end to end : not from the age, nor the rot-

tennefs of the roller ; but from the make of the ſpikes, and the man-

ner of putting them in. The end of every ſpike which went into

the wood was a wedge, and they were placed in the identical manner

in which a wood-cleaver fets his wedges to rend a block---in rows.

As an improvement, I fhouldered the fpikes, thus : From the fruf-

tums offquare pyramids, I reduced them to thoſe of octogonal ones ;

leaving a ſmall triangular ſhoulder at each angle of the fquareftump

(the acting end of the ſpike), and fet them in zig-zag.

BEANS. 10. Finiſhed the firſt hoeing.---The expence ſtands thus :

10 acres coft for

Plowing, or horfe-hoeing the furrow-intervals

Horſe-hoeing the four equal intervals

Hand-hoeingthe ridge-intervals

or 3 s. 6d . an acre.

£. s. d.

O 12 O

O 15 4

O IO O

£. 1 17 4

But one team was employed in plowing a 'bout in each inter-furrow

of thoſe planted in a puddle ; they were baked ſo hard, that nothing

but a team-plow could penetrate them.

Had they been all put-in inthe middle of March, the coft would

Aave been under 3 s.

WORKING

1
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WORKING-CATTLE. 11. The fhort-legged Staffordshire bulls are

totally unfit for harneſs : They cannot walk with oxen : They

tire and grow fulky.

Two which I worked until I was convinced that I was wrong, were

cut to-day.

I do not apprehend that bulls, in general, are unfit for labour.--

Perhaps, a clean-limbed, long-legged bull is equal, if not preferable

to an ox: They are, no doubt, more powerful in fight ; why not in

work ?

AUTUMN-SOWN BARLEY,

AUTUMN-SOWN BEANS.

AUTUMN-SOWN OATS .

AUTUMN-SOWN SUMMER-TARES.

ON THE SPECIES OF TARES .

14. (See 2. FEB. ) The bar-

ley is two feet high, and the

tips ofthe beards juſt peeping.

The beans which were ex-

pofed, are totallygone. Thoſe

which were covered, began to bloffom about ten days ago, and are

ftrong and healthy.

The oats look well, but do not fhoot up like the barley : they are

not more than fix or eight inches high ; but the blade is broad and

vigorous.

Thefummer-tares are no more ! A ftraggler remains here-and-there,

but I apprehend they are winter-tares ; for I cannot diftinguish be-

tween them and the winter-tares of the adjoining lands.

A more decifive experiment could not have happened, and fully

proves the winter and the fummer tare to be diftinct species. How

ridiculous a field of ten or twelve acres would look, occupied by

chickweed and bare clods ! Yet fome of the Farmers will tell you,

" As how there is thought to be no difference." But what can be

expected from men who never made an OBSERVATION, much lefs an

EXPERIMENT, in their lives * ?

* The Writer does not mean the whole, but the majority of Farmers. There are

Somefew who think.

A guide

Ff
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A guide to diſtinguiſh the feed with certainty, is worth taking

fome pains for. From recollection, the winter and fummer tares,

which I faved laſt year for feed, were obviouſly different : Thoſe, a

darkish mottle ; Theſe, a purple tinged with brown : Thofe, a po-

lifhed furface ; Thefe, a rough, indented one. But whether theſe

diftinguiſhments were natural or accidental, I know not : The winter

were got well, the other ill.

A few of each fort, left unfown, were unfortunately mixed toge-

ther ; but, according to my idea of winter and fummer tares, I readily

ſeparated them : I prefently picked out one parcel which looked like

hemp-feed, and another like trefoil in the hufk.

I mean to fow them, and teft my judgment ; for the difference is

very obvious to common obfervation, when they first come-up : The

fummer runs upright, like a pea ; the winter couches down, creep-

ing cloſe to the ground .

JULY, 1777. The Writer made a rigid experiment with theſe

tares ; but nothing decifive refulted : and he apprehends, that

there is no other dependance to reſt upon, than the word of the

grower.

GRANARIES.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

CARTERS.

SELF-ATTENTION.

than two years.

า 19. Granaries ſhould be under the

eye. We have not loft leſs than four

or five quarters of grain of different

forts out of Adfcomb granary, in lefs

Perhaps, generally,---it is bad management in a Farmer to keep by

him corn or pulſe of any fort in grain. Perhaps, let him keep it in

ftraw ; or, ifftraw be wanted, fell it at the market-price ; not keep

up forthe chance of a rifing market. For he incurs a certain lofs of

meaſure ; and a certain riſk, if it can poffibly be come at by Carters.

it

To
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To quarrel with them about it is idle ; for, in this reſpect , they

are thieves to a man, and glory in their thievery ; and the only way

to keep them honeft is, to treat them in character. One lock is

ſcarcely a ſufficient fecurity : To leave ſcattered parcels here-and-

there is throwing before them temptations too powerful to be

withſtood.

Notwithſtanding I keep a regular account of every bushel of

every ſpecies of grain made-up, and of every bufhel fairly vended ;

and altho' I take a great deal of pains to prevent pilfering, and pre-

tend to make a very ſerious affair of it whenever it is found-out ; yet

I never can make the two accounts tally. What, then, muſt be

the fate of thoſe who do not keep a minute account, neither ofthe

yield nor of the vent, and whoſe ſervants are aware of this neglect ?

who know, that if they are not caught in the fact, they are clear

even from fufpicion ?

CART-HORSE-CHAFF . 21. From the 10th of April to the 12th of

May, nine cart-horſes eat thirty quarters of chaff-thirty double

quarters, in thirty-two days-about three double quarters (of fixteen

bufhels equal to ftricken meaſure) a-team a-week. I made a cal-

culation the 18th of December laft ; but that was not ſo carefully

made as this *.

To aſcertain the value of chaff, I weighed a fingle quarter offome

cut from barley-hay : it weighed within the mereſt trifle 561b . juſt

a trufs of hay, which I value at 1 s . 6d. Therefore, a double

quarter of this chaff cofts 3 s . and the cutting Is.-Together, 4s.

I then took a trufs of clover-hay, worth at preſent 31. 10s. a load,

and a trufs of wheat-ſtraw worth 21. a load, and cut them together+ :

they made exactly twelve fingle bufhels ; or three quarters ofa double

* This, however, being cut from barley-hay, (See 28. SEP. 1775. ) it might be

more cloying ; and, perhaps, went farther than real chaff.

† A common mixture for cut chaff.

Ff2 quarter.
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quarter. A fingle quarter of this weighed rather more than a trufs

of hay *.

The trufs of hay,

The trufs of ftraw,

£. s. d.

I II

O I I

£.0 3

This, therefore, cofts juft 4 s. befides cutting, 1 s .-Together, 5 s .

O

STONE-PICKING. 21. In future, place empty carts in different

parts of the field to be picked, for the pickers to empty their baſkets

into. Three men, two boys, and fix horfes have been two days in

collecting and carrying-off the fcattered heaps of about thirty acres :

almoſt 1 s . an acre ; --as much as for picking.

They carried-off about fifteen loads, for which the floughs and

gateways are very thankful ; but the roads might have been equally

mended, with only the trouble of emptying the carts every night.

BALKING.

FALLOWING. }

21. We are now croffing the foul part of P. 3.

balked the 21ft. of February,-in wet weather,

when nothing elfe could be done.

It is a pleaſure to fee it break-up in clods like bufhels : They lie

fo rough and hollow, that the fun fhines upon half, and the wind

blows on three-fourths of the fub-foil.

I am fully fatisfied, that BALKING is the best way of breaking up a

fummer-fallow. No other method, perhaps, can give it fo perfectly

that rocky roughnefs fo effential to a fallow.

Perhaps, the best method of making a fummer-fallow is, to make

it alternately rough and smooth,--- cloddy and pulverous :-Rough, to

* Tho' the hay and the ftraw were both to appearance perfectly dry, they loſt juſt

81b. in cutting ! Thinking that there must be fome mistake, I re-tried it : The refult

was exactly the fame.

let
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let in the fun and air, and to parch the root-weeds : Pulverous, to

mix and mellow the foil, and to give the feed- weeds an opportunity of

vegetating.

Perhaps, balk in the winter-vacation ; and croſs as ſoon as the ſpring-

crops are in : Let it lie rough, till the weeds are withered, and the

foil fweetened harrow and roll repeatedly, until it be perfectly fine;

or as fine as it can be made : roll or furface it very hard ; and thus

let lie till it has had rain fufficient to make the feeds vegetate . Re-

balk, re-croſs, and re-pulverize, until the root-weeds are deſtroyed,

and the feed-weeds have ſpent themſelves .

WEEDING.

}

21. In future,-The firft week in May, be-

gin to give an eye to the wheat. M. 1. is

full of May-weed, and the wheat has got fo

FIVE-BOUT BEDS .

WEEDS.

high, it is hurtful to draw it out, notwithſtanding five- 'bout lands

are very conveniently weeded. The Weeders, by fetting one foot in,

and the other out of the furrow, can juſt reach hands on the ridge,

and have no occafion to walk among the corn.

It is not looking over the hedge, nor riding acroſs the ends ofthe

lands, but walking up or down almoſt every interfurrow, which will

diſcover whether the field is weedy or not. One patch of M. 3. is

as foul as a dung-hill ; while other parts are as clean as a garden.

But what is the uſe of this extra-attention, if every part be run

over by the Weeders ? None---except to find out which requires to

be weeded firſt. And this is by no means an unneceffary piece of

attention. For if the weeds are more powerful than the corn, no

time ſhould be loft in extirpating them. But if the corn has got

the advantage of the weeds, perhaps, it matters not how long they

ſtand, ſo that they do not feed ; nor how late the corn be weeded,

fo that it be not injured by the operation. For the later it

is performed, the lefs danger there is of fresh weeds fpring-

3 ing-up
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ing-up to harm the crop, or foul the land : and the older the weeds

are, the more confpicuous they become ; and the higher the corn,

the more power it has to fmother the rifing generation .

IN-DOOR SERVANTS .

PRICE OF PROVISIONS .

351. and of a boy, 231. *

}

JUNE.

6. On the matureft calculation, I make

the yearly expence of a man in the houſe,

The yearly expence of a day- labouring man ( if he}
works every is but

And that of a boy, but

The difference therefore between keeping a man in the

houſe, and hiring one by the day, is, befide rainy days,

And the difference between a boy in the houſe and

one by the day is

More than 3-4ths of a day-boy's wages !

£. s. d.

27 10

13

the}

7 10 O

and}

10

-

The impropriety therefore of keeping plow-boys in the houſe, is

clearly proved ; and tho' it may be convenient to have the Carters

about home ; I think that conveniency is not worth 7 1. 10 s . a year :

I will therefore put a woman into the cottage to take-in lodgers ;

and I am determined not to have, in future, more farming-fervants

in the houſe than a Buftler and a Yard-man.

It is abfolutely neceffary to have ſomebody about a Farm-yard, in

cafes of emergency ; and I think theſe will be quite fufficient : for

the Carters in the cottage will be nearly as handy, as if they were in

the houſe +.

* Suppofing the man's wages to be 10l . and the boy's 31. a year .

+ A cottage within two hundred paces of the Farm-yard.

ThisMINUTE, like manyother, is merely local; but is notthe HINT given, univerfal?

Perhaps,
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Perhaps the Farmer who keeps no accounts imagines he faves

money by boarding his fervants in the houſe : but I am confident,

that if he keeps them in that luxurious ftyle which farming-fervants

in this country expect to be kept in, he is miſtaken * .

Were 1 to reafon POLITICALLY, it would be thus : Farming-fer-

vants form a large part of the community.- Perhaps, one in the

houſe, --- one fed by his maſter, costs the community as much as two

who provide for themſelves : for diſcharge a grumbler, ---one who

pretends to be diſſatisfied, tho' in fact fatiated, and he will return to

his bread-and-cheeſe with, perhaps, equal health and equal happi-

nefs. He fits down to his maſter's table with a refolution to eat.

voraciouſly of the beft, -- to do himſelfjuſtice ; but, at his own, eats.

ſparingly ofthe meaneft, to fave his money. His motive, in both

cafes, is the fame :---Self-interest !

Therefore, ----feeding farming-fervants in the houſe leffens the

quantity, and of courſe enhances the price of provifions.

}

HOEING BEANS. II. (See 10. MAY . ) I meant to have given

them another horſe-hoeing ; but the beans got too high, and the

ground too hard. I therefore fet them to hand-hoe, at 5 s. an acre :

The intervals to be hoed, the rows weeded.

LABOURERS. 15. Until this week, I have made a point of em-

ploying the neighbouring Cottagers, who belong to the Parish :-Be-

cauſe I am not fond of new faces :---Becauſe there is a fatisfaction

A Farmer, indeed, who fits at the head of his kitchen-table, may no doubt feed

his men confiderably cheaper, than a gentleman who eats at a feparate board ; and who

cannot, without many inconveniencies, have farming-fervants in the houſe.

in
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in being neighbourly ; and because it is but common policy in a

parishioner, a Farmer eſpecially, to encourage the induſtry of his

pariſh.

For the first ten or twelve months, I have generally found them

very attentive and laborious ; but after this time, they get tired of

conſtant employment and good ufage. I have tried them all round ;

but have ſcarcely found one, whom eighteen months conftant work

has not made idle, infolent, or thievifh.

At preſent, I am refolved to give a preference to good workman-

ſhip and low wages only. This is the only method I can hit-upon

to convince the parishioners, that induſtry and honeſty are the only

roads to conftant employment. Before Chriſtmas, I hope to have

again the pleaſure of giving wages to fome of my poor laborious

neighbours.

BURNING SOILS.

CLOVER.

RYE-GRASS.

WHEAT ON GRAVEL.

BARLEY.

retarded.

า 19. The clover on the hot gravels at

Adfcomb, is all burnt up ; the dry weather

fetting-in before the ground was covered,

the moiſture was prefently exhaufted,

J and the growth of the clover of courfe

The neighbouring Pieces in the fame Common-field, which had

rye-grafs and trefoil fown with the clover, are very fine crops :

The ground was covered early, and the moiſture retained.

Perhaps, in future, ---upon gravel, and every other burning foil,

fow rye-grafs, or any other grafs which comes early in spring,

among clover, and fpare no expence of feed ; for the thicker the

plants are, the fooner the furface will be hid. And,

Perhaps, generally, the prime object on a burning foil, is to get it

covered early in the fpring.

Laft
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Laft year I fowed fome WHEAT, the beginning of September, and the

ground was covered before winter : there is fcarcely fuch a piece of

wheat in the country. A neighbour fowed a clover-ley, fallowed and

dunged, the latter end of October : if this hot weather continues, it

will ſcarcely be worth reaping.

BARLEY fown the latter end of April is now burning. I am of

opinion, had it been fown the latter end of February, or beginning of

March, it would have been a good crop. And if the experiment on

autumn-fown barley fpeaks truth, there is no fear of injury from

froft and another inftance of the fafety and eligibility of fowing

barley early, That fown among the tares in the Twenty Acres, the

16. March, is now in ear, three feet high.

HAYING CLOVER. 20. (See the laſt Minute). In fome places the

clover is fo ftraggling, the fithe cannot gather it into ſwath, but

drops it where it grew. If it were to lie thus until perfectly crisp,

one-half of it would run thro' the teeth of the rake, and be left on

the ground .

Therefore, immediately after the fithe, while tough, I rake it into

rows, about the fize of a fwath ; thus to lie until ready to be made

into cocklits.

This is obviouſly a good job ; for when clover is green, it cannot

be hurt by raking ; but when made, it cannot be touched without

injury to the leaves and bloffoms.

WEEDS.
20. Weeds are now in their moſt fucculent ftate ; and

in this ftate, efpecially after they have lain a few hours to wither, I

find that hungry cattle will eat greedily of almoſt every ſpecies. There

is fcarcely a hedge or a nook but what is now valuable ; and it

G g
certainly
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certainly muſt be good management to embrace the tranfient oppor-

tunity ; for in a few weeks they will become real nuifances.

The margin of almoſt every meadow is a fringe of weeds, which

ifmade into hay, not only fpoil the ftack, but fill the fields in fum-

mer, and the Farm-yard in winter, with weed-feeds. But by verding

with them while fucculent, the cows which go on the Common are

benefited, and the fields, the ftack, and the Farm-yard left un-

cumbered ; befides a freſh fwath of fine grafs (if the weeds be cut

early enough) ready to be mown with the reft of the field.

JULY, 1777. " This has already been faid more than once.".

It is very true- and probably will be again repeated :

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE SHOULD BE SEEN IN EVERY POINT OF VIEW .

}

JULY.

-

TARE-VERDAGE . 10. Tencart-horſes have eaten twenty-fix rods

CART-HORSES. ofverygood winter tares (nearly as good as fome

I am felling for 81. an acre) in two nights :---five fhillings a-day,-- five-

and-thirty fhillings a-week for tares alone, befides corn and chaff.

A ftallion intended to be cut in a few days, has eat nothing but

tares for the week paft.---He has worked hard every day, and I think

he improves both in condition and vigour : therefore,

In future, give cart horfes very few tares ; or very little corn with.

their tares.

EARLY-SOWING. ?

SPARROWS.

10. There is a diſadvantage attends early

fowing. The wheat fown in Auguſt, and the

barley in September, are eaten up by fmall-birds of every denomina-

tion. Thefe being the only crops in the country fit to be eaten, all

the birds in the country are collected together to eat them. Had

they been fown with the other crops of the neighbourhood, they

would have had neighbours' fare,

4

·

4 .
But
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But who would not fow wheat early to get ſtraw fix feet high, when

ſtraw fells for 15 d. a-trufs ? And who would not prefer an ear five:

inches long, to one not more than two inches ?

The moſt miſchievous of birds are Sparrows.-Were all the Far-

mers of a neighbourhood to agree in their deftruction , by offering

rewards for their heads, their number might be leffened. Were the

practice general, furely the whole race might be extirpated.

Is not the deſtruction of the deftroyers of human food an object.

of the Legiſlature ?

I ſhould ſuppoſe that 6 d . a-dozen the firſt year, a fhilling the

next, and half-a-crown for the third year, would nearly reach

extirpation *.

How foon twelve fparrows deftroy twelve-penny-worth of wheat !

Were the Farmers unanimous, it would certainly be worth their while

to give twice twelve-pence a-dozen, to have them deſtroyed..

JULY, 1777. The Writer, full of thefe ideas, wifhed to have

raiſed a ſubſcription in the neighbourhood around him ; but he

was foon convinced of the difficulties he had to encounter, and

of the inefficacy of apartial maffacre ; eſpecially round London ,

where thefe " pretty creatures" are not only nurtured in vulgar

boxes, but where even the royal palace is carbuncled with:

Sparrow-bottles.

TURNIPS.

SEMICULTURE.

12. Hand-raked-in the turnip-feed fown on

S. 3. the expence about 2s. an acre.-Ridding

the furface of a quantity of dead couch, is worth more than the

money to the firſt hoeing.

The Island of Bermuda was fo much peſtered with Red-Birds (originally brought-

there as curiofities from the Continent of America) that an Act of Affembly was .

thought neceffary to decreaſe their number ; ---and it had the defired effect.

Gg 2.
Were
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Were I to fow fifty acres of turnips a-year, I am led to believe

from this effay, that I fhould hand-rake them in , tho' the furface were

perfectly clear of weeds, or other obftruction of the hoe.

The finest harrows do not give that evenly pulverous furface, nor

bury the feed at that defirable depth, which a hand-rake does .

A fine furface, free from obftructions, might be raked for a

fhilling an acre. If the ſurface be foul, it is raked of courfe ; if

partially foul, it is very little more trouble to give it a general, than

a partial raking.

HOUSEING STACKS. 15. I have waited a fortnight for a fine day,

to get-in a barley-ftack. It was a large ftack, and as one of the

very heavy ſhowers which have fallen fo plentifully of late, had taken

it in its full width, the damage muſt have been confiderable.

It was abfolutely neceffary that this ftack ſhould be in the barn ;

yet it never occurred to me, until laſt night, that it might be taken-

in, any day, without much riſk.

Inſtead of expofing the whole at once, I took it down in parts. I

juft unthatched about one-third, and cut this down to the frame.-

Juft as this was got into the barn, a fhower fell , the men went to

breakfaſt, and all was fafe.-It cleared up, and another part was un-

thatched.-Another fhower came before this part was in ; but it was

purpoſely to leeward of the part ſtill ſtanding, and was eafily de-

fended by the thatch already taken off.—It turned out a fine after-

noon, and the whole was got-in in three cuts, without a farthing's-

worth of damage. The expence of cutting was about eighteen-

pence : not a penny a-load.

RE-LOADING HAY.

MINUTING. }

On Tueſday evening,18. (Thurſday) .

the hay of K. 2. which had been cut almoſt

a fortnight, was in tolerable order; and the fap being nearly exhauſted,

I was
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I was unwilling to expoſe it any longer in this critical ſtate : I there-

fore put it upon the waggons, to keep it out of harm's way ; but did

not unload it.

Yesterday unloaded one load on to the ftack, verygently, and left it

untrodden. On to the emptied waggon re-loaded another, which ſtood

in the field. The wind was high, and the fun hot.-Two men re-

loaded it as deliberately as poffible ; breaking every lump, and load-

ing it lightly with a fork : they were three or four hours in doing it.

It was unloaded, to-day, in good order. Re-loaded another to-day,

which will be unloaded to-morrow.

By thus expofing it to the fun and wind, and by leaving it on the

ftack for four-and-twenty hours, untrodden, it is got from tolerable

into verygood order.

Becauſe hay which has been long cut, and whofe juices are ex-

haufted, is loaded on the waggons, to prevent its being totally

ſpoiled ; it furely does not follow that it ſhould be hurried into stack,

wet or dry. Perhaps, hay not half-made might, by repeated re-

loadings during fair blafts, be well-got ; even in fuch very bad hay-

weather as we have lately had.

Suppoſe one load takes two men three hours and-a-half ; two men

would re-load three-loads a-day : about 13d . a-load. Ten times

13 d . is not equivalent to the difference between good hay and bad.

Re-making in large cock, may help hay which is under-made ; but

a cock cannot be drawn into a barn, or under a fhed, as a cart or a

waggon.

Minuting.-When I began to make the preceding Minute, I meant

merely to regiſter facts, that I might not, in future, put hay into

ftack before it be thoroughly made ; and I am of opinion, that had

not the former part of the Minute been made, the latter, nor the

calculation, would have occurred.

4
Is
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Is not this an evidence in favour of making Minutes ? Before an

intelligible Minute can be made, ideas muſt be digefted--the intellects

exerted. This adduces to the mind the whole chain of recollectable

facts and wards incident to the fubject ; many of which would

otherwife have lain inert inthe memory.-Fromthefe, new ideas fpon-

taneouſly generate ; CALCULATIONS and ſchemes of FUTURE CONDUCT

ruſh upon the mind ; and from mere Minuting, the mental faculties

are imperceptibly led to SYSTEMISING .

I have feldom begun a Minute which did not verify this obferva-

tion, and which did not prove longer than at first intended.

In future-before I leave-off making a Minute, look ftedfaftly

on the mind, and enquire anxiouſly if any other idea demands an au-

dience. If any fhould, it would be wantonnefs, even on trivial fub-

jects, to difmifs it unheard : it may be valuable in itſelf, or it may

lead to fomething valuable.

But be the laſt paragraph valuable or trivial, I am firmly of

opinion, that it would never have occurred, had not I made the pre-

ceding part of the Minute.

IfMINUTING be found ferviceable to fuch an humble fubject as hay-

making, furely it would be beneficial to the more abſtruſe branches of

fcience ! And although its evil attendant may be the injury of the

MEMORY, in little matters ; how many GREAT IDEAS have flid away,

which a MINUTE might have reſcued from oblivion ; nay, how

many GREAT THOUGHTS-USEFUL TRUTHS, might, by MINUTING;

have entered the lift of HUMAN KNOWLEDGE, which now are known

but to OMNISCIENCE !

Perhaps, generally- habituating ourſelves to regifter our ideas,

learns us to think cloſely and fyftematically; and, perhaps, fuch aregi-

fter would be the fureft and moft eligible teft of genius. If any thing

ftrike-no matter what---Minute it.---Practife this for a fewyears,

and probably the bent and capacity of the Practicer might be diſcovered.

Had
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Had mankind, from Infinity, left to each fucceeding generation

their faireft ideas, and had thefe ideas been regularly fyftemifed and

repeatedly retrenched ; ---had we a comprehenfible fyftem of the GREAT

IDEAS OF MAN---of every man---from INFINITY, ---or from creation ;---

did the preſent generation know what each and every preceding gene-

ration have known, and thro' fuch a fyftem might have known, how

much nearer the CREATED Would now have approached the

CREATOR !

It was with fome degree of reluctance that I began to make this

Minute; for until I began to write, nothing occurred but the fimple

fact , and that feemed fcarcely worth notice. But although I have

not luckily developed a Southern Continent, nor a Northern Paffage, I

am not diſpleaſed with my evening's amufement *.

FOUL CROPS.

DEEP PLOWING.

MELIORATION.:}

21. The oats of O. 2. are fo exceedingly full

of feed-weeds, it would be ridiculous to at-

tempt to hoe, or to weed them, and unpardon-

able to let them ftand for a crop.

I had determined to plow-in the oats and weeds together, and fow

turnips on the one plowing ; but on a narrower inſpection, I found

that a fufficiency of clover has hit to ſtand for a crop ; I therefore

mow the oats and weeds for verdage for the common cows ; by

which means the weeds, being chiefly annuals, are deftroyed, and

the clover has an opportunity of exerting itself.

But what could give this aftonishing abundance of feed-weeds ?

I apprehend, fine filth and deepplowing.

This little field is a deep, pulverous loam.-It was winter-fallowed

for ſpring-corn and clover. —The laſt plowing but one, was from ten

* Thefe defultory reflections are not inferted as neceſſary appendages to pecuniary

Agriculture.

to
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to twelve inches deep, and much freſh earth was brought up.-This

freſh earth was landed-up, and the oats and clover fown upon it.

The weed-feeds had, for generations, been trodden into the fub-

ſtratum , where they had lain till this deep plowing expofed them to

the vegetative elements -The freſh mould was unfavourable to the

oats, but favourable to the weeds ;-Thofe being thin and puny ;

Theſe innumerably abundant.

What is to be learnt from this ? Is deep plowing bad management,

generally ? No ;-but, perhaps, deep plowing for a crop, without

dung, is very bad management. And, perhaps, this accounts for the

difrepute in which deep plowing is held by moſt of the common

Farmers.

Perhaps, deep plowing for a crop, even with dung, is bad manage-

ment; for it is probable, that a great number of feed-weeds will fol.

low, and the crop, if not totally ſpoiled, will be greatly injured ;

and, perhaps, the beſt way of increafing the quantity of corn-mould

is this :

Plow fhallow,-no deeper than the plow has ufually gone,-until

the root-weeds are deſtroyed, and the feed-weeds have ſpent them-

felves ; and then by one deepplowing fetch up a ſufficient ſupply offreſh

mould. On this fresh, rough furface lay a fprinkling of dung ;-

barrow it well in, and let part of the feed-weeds vegetate ;-gather

it up fhallow, into five-'bout lands ;-harrow and rake it as fine as

a garden at feed-time, reverſe the lands, and plow-in the remaining

weeds, moderately deep, for a crop.

This I am practising on L. 1. and P. 3.-Attend to the effect.

JULY, 1777. The effect far exceeded the Writer's expecta-

tions. Indeed, it exceeded them too far ; for the crops were

fo rank, in both inftances, that the heavy rains of this fummer

have beaten the wheat flat to the ground. There are from three

to four load of straw an acre.

AUTUMN-
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AUTUMN-SOWN BARLEY . 21. Reaped it on Friday, the 19th :

but it was too ripe ; it had ſtood three or four days too long. The

crop was very even, and as good as could be expected from the quali-

ty
and ſtate of the foil.

That which was expofed to the froft was obviouſly the best ; but I am

at a loss how to account for this circumftance. Perhaps, the roots of

fome large elms which grow in the adjoining hedge, impoverished

the foil ; but this is mere conjecture ; the contiguous tares are not

the worſe for them.

I do not ſee why barley ſhould not be ſown in autumn, and reaped

in the vacation between hay-time and wheat-harveſt.

CABBAGES. 21. Finiſhed planting yeſterday.

The ground was fo firmly (perhaps neceffarily) confolidated by

rolling, that it was laborious to make the holes with a hand-dibble ; I

therefore converted a potatoe-dibble into a cabbage foot-dibble, which

anſwered beyond expectation.

To regulate the diſtance in the rows, untwiſted a garden-line at

every two feet, and inferted a feather of two or three inches long.

A line of 200 feet long was prepared in about ten minutes ; and

though it has been out wet-and-dry, not a feather is diſplaced . To

regulate the diftance between the rows, fixed a line, with three fea-

thers, acroſs each end of the five-'bout bed to be planted ; bring-

ing the middle feather exactly into the middle of the bed.

An acre and 5-8ths took about 13,000 plants .

AUTUMN-SOWN OATS. 31. Cut them to-day but I began like-

wife to cut wheat : therefore, autumn-fown oats are not fo eli-

gible as autumn-fown barley, ( See the 21ft. ) which would be got out

of the way before wheat-harveſt.

H h Some
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Some oats fown the 11. March, will be ripe in a few days ; but

Theſe are on a gravel, Thofe on a loam. I fhould fuppofe that oats

fown in September, would come earlier than oats fown in March, on

the famefoil, by a week or ten days,—but not more.

They are a very good crop, and very well hawed (eared-furnished

with grain) . The ftraw is long and reedy ; a few to be thrashed out

for thatch would be very convenient.

TARE-HAY.

proceſs I hit

AUGUST.

1. I do not fee any material improvement of the

upon this year, of making tare-hay.

--
After the Mowers, inſtead of leaving the wads indifcriminately on

the ridge , or in the furrow ; and instead of leaving them rolled-up

in hard lumps, I fhook them up light, and fet them in rows on the

funny fide of the ridges. If one row could not contain them, fet

them a - zig-zag, which gives them more fun and air than any

fituation ; endeavouring as much as poffible to make each wad re-

femble a bee-hive . By thus ftandingBy thus ftanding light and open, upon the ridges,

I apprehend they made in much less time than they would have done

in hard bundles in the furrows. I did not wait to let them wither,

but followed the Mowers immediately.

After a fhower- as foon as the ground, and the out- fides of the

wads were dry , turned them over on to freſh ground ; and with one

Shake lightened them up as before ; they were dry again prefently.

The first two acres had a whole day's rain upon them, but I appre-

hend they are very little the worfe for it.

Thofe mown fince the rains, have had nothing done to them, but

the first fhaking up, and one turning, when the firft upper-fid: s

were made they did not coft 6d. an acre for making.

The popular idea of tare-hay-making feems to be this : If the

weather happens to be fine, the fodder is incomparable ; but one

ſhower
3
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ſhower of rain fends it immediately to the dung hill. I am con-

vinced from this year's experience, that if tares are cut at a

proper age (while the under-pods are filling, and the halm ftill

green at the bottom) it is not a fhower that will burt them, nor

a whole day's rain that will spoil them. And I am of opinion ,

that, with proper management, nothing but a fortnight or three

weeks rain can fit them for the dung-hill ; and, perhaps , the chance

is ten to one that fuch weather does not happen in July : And, in

future, I will calculate on that it is ten to one but I get my tare-hay

tolerably.

THE WEATHER.

HAYING.

1. This hay-time, the weather has been vari-

ous. The early clover hay-time was fine ; but the

latter end of June, the Midfummer-rains fet-in, and greatly injured

the clover which was backwardly cut.

The last week in June and the three first weeks of July (meadow-

hay-time) were very tickliſh : A great deal of meadow-hay was badly

got. The laſt week or ten days of July have been remarkably

fine, and the backward-cut of meadow-hay has been remarkably

well got-in.

The ſpring was very backward. I wiſhed, and ſhall ever wifh, to

begin to cut clover the firſt week in June ; but there was none to cut

till paſt the middle of the month, when I began mowing clover. It

had fome rain, but was got tolerably.

I began the mix- grafs leys the firft week in July, and cut one field

of five acres. The crop was very light, and the little hay it pro-

duced almoſt ſpoiled by the weather.

I had lett the winter-tares, and was thinking of beginning to cut

the meadows ; but very fortunately ſtopped the fithe to wait for

fairer appearances.-Why ?

Hh 2 'Becauſe
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Becauſe thefun fet foul or ſhowery every evening ; becauſe the at-

mosphere was loaded with huge vertical clouds ; and becauſe the ba-

rometer was wavering, and ſeemed rather inclinable to wet than dry.

When the large clouds feemed exhauſted by the quantity of rain

which had fallen, and the azure concave delicately variegated by flen-

der horizontal clouds ; when the fun went down clear, and the baro-

meter ſtood firm at fine weather-I re- began to cut, and a finer

hay-time never happened . We have carried fifty or fixty loads of

different forts of hay, this week, in the fineſt order poffible : and,

what is ftill more pleaſing this year of ſcarcity, there was nearly

twice as much upon the ground, as there was before the rains . Be-

fides, by ſtanding till ripe, and being cut in hot weather, the ex-

pence of making has been trifling.

HAYING. 4. Perhaps, meadow-hay is generally cut too early,

and the firſt crop of clover too late : I mean, graſs which is intended

to ſtand for a ſecond crop, fhould be cut early, that the fecond crop

may not be caught in the autumnal rains ; and that which is cut but

once, ſhould ſtand until it be fully matured, that it may not ſhrink

in making, that the hay may be heartier,—and that it may be made

with lefs labour and lefs riſk.

In future, I will endeavour to cut clover the firſt and ſecond weeks

in June ; and meadow-hay, the ſecond and third in July.

Perhaps, although grass feem to fhrink on the ground before cut-

ting, the quantity of hay is not the lefs when it comes to be carried

into ſtack ; nor the weight lefs when it is cut out.

PICKLING WHEAT.

SMUT.

TILLAGE.

4. C. 1. was all pickled in falted lime-

water, except one corner fown dry.

To-day I have been attending to the re-

fult ; but cannot perceive any difference : indeed there is ſcarcely an

ear
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ear of fmut in the whole field . Am I to conclude from this, gene-

rally, that pickling of wheat is unferviceable ? By no means.-It

had not in this experiment an opportunity of proving its utility ; be-

cauſe, there being no fmut, no compariſon could be made. It is,

therefore, a blank experiment.

But what circumſtance kept this crop fo free from fmut ? Perhaps,

a fummer-fallow without dung. Is not this an evidence that dung,

or bad tillage, or both, create fmut ? Perhaps, an infect is the cauſe.

Perhaps, dung nurtures this infect, and bad tillage ſuffers it to prof-

per in the foil . A barley-ſtubble dunged and fown with wheat (by

Farmer ) on one plowing, has produced almoſt as many ſmutty

as found ears !

PEA-BEANS. 7. This year, I fowed part of a field of fandyloam

withpeafe alone, and part with Marlbro' -greys and Mazagans mixed .

The peaſe came up beft, and looked beſt through the fpring . But

the blendings are now much the beſt crop. The clean peaſe are drawn

into the ground by the weeds ; thofe among the beans fcarcely touch

it, ſeem to be much better podded, and are cut more eaſily.

The mixture was two bushels of peafe to one of beans ; the quan-

tity, about four bufhels of this mixture an-acre.

Thecommonborſe-beans would not do fo well ; they would come

too backward, and would not be ſo readily parted from the peaſe as

Mazagans.

JULY, 1777. This year, the Writer repeated the fore-mention-

ed experiment on a gravelly loam. The refult differed from that

of laſt year ; there was no apparent advantage in the crop ; but

the peaſe, if either, left the cleaneſt quondal.

J

TARE
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TARE -BARLEY. 8. The middle of March, mixed an equal quan-

tity of tares and barley, and fowed about two bushels and-a-half of

the mixture an acre, on different foils .

Juft when it was ready to cut for hay, we were buſy cutting the

meadows, and mix - grafs-leys ; and the barley being remarkably fine,

on everyfoil, I determined to let it ftand for a crop the tare-herbage

to go among the barley-ftraw, for fodder,

The day before yefterday, we began to cut. The largeneſs ofthe

heads, and the plumpnefs of the grains of barley, is ftriking ; and

the tare-herbage in that identical ſtate in which one would wish to

cut it.

If it be well-got, there will be from two to three quarters of ex-

ceeding fine barley, and a load and-a-half of very good straw-bay,

an-acre.

MAZAGAN BEANS. 8. Began drawing thofe drilled the middle of

February. Thoſe drilled the middle of March, are four or five

days later ; but not more. (See 21. APRIL . )

They are, uponthe whole, a very, very fhabby crop ; eſpecially

thoſe planted in the wet weather.

They all looked tolerably, before the drought fet-in. Perhaps,

this fet them ; and the rains coming too late, they could not recover

themſelves.

Or, perhaps, the foil was in general too ſtiff for them (Mazagans) ;

for it was very obvious, that the lighter the foil, the better the crop.

Or, perhaps, it was in general too poor forthem ; for this is the fecond

crop off an old ley ; and the light foil forms the upper part of the

field, which may have been enriched by the cattle's lying upon it.

Or, perhaps, the feed was injudiciouſly chofen, or rather improvi-

dently pitched upon. Had I reflected a moment, it would certainly

have
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have occurred, that beans reared on rich land, could not be eligi-

ble feed for an indifferent foil.

Be it from what circumftance it may, thofe on the ſtiff, indifferent

land-a clayey loam-a bird -lime foil, are not a foot high- a very

beggaily crop. Thoſe on the richer, light land—a ſandy loam-a ha-

zle mould, are four or five feet high ;-as finea crop as can cover the

ground.

Perhaps, Mazagans affect light, rather than ftiff land ; except

ftiffland be very rich indeed. A few planted laft year experimentally.

in April, on B. 4. a stiff clay, were given to the hogs ; fcarcely

worth carrying out of the field. Two years ago, H. 1. a ligh

moory foil, without dung, was a very fine crop .

I am totally tired of horfe-beans as a fallow crop (they occupy

the ground too long ) ; and I am almoft fick of Mazagans : I mean

as a fallow-crop, in the round of fallow-crop, fpring-crop, clover,

and wheat ; for a tolerable crop cannot be expected without dung.

And I am, by this year's experience, fully convinced, that among a

fmallcrop of beans, there will be a large crop of weeds : for altho'

not a weed was left the laft hoeing, in June ; it is now in the badly-

cropped part, difficult to diftinguish between where the beans are

drawn, and where they are not-while the part well-covered is paffably

clean.

It is clear, from Mr. A's. practice, that Mazagans, on a clover-

ley, well-dunged, are a very good crop. But I am convinced, that

they are unfit for the plan of management I have adopted. I there-

fore refolve to have done with Mazagáns, and all other beans, alone.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. 8. Perhaps, in future, let Farm-yard

confumption be the object of the fallow-crop .

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, by pea-beans raiſe halm and beans enough for the cart-

horſes, and peaſe enough for the hogs.-By tare-barley raiſe ſtraw-

hay enough for the oxen and cows in full milk, barley for the cart-

horſes, and tares and thin barley enough for feed.

If by theſe (pea-beans and tare-barley), the straw and tail of the

Spring-crops, and the fecond cut of clover, I can fupport the working

and Farm-yard ſtock ; the wheat, the wheat-ftraw, the clover and

meadow-bay, and the corn of the Spring-crops, will of courſe go to

market.

I am doubtful whether this can be done without a great deal of

dung and extraordinary tillage ; but it ſtrikes me, at preſent, as an

object worth contending for, and I am refolved to attempt it.

BEANS.

PEA- BEANS.

FALLOW-CROPS.

RANDOM-CULTURE.

II. Let me calculate the expence ofthis

fhabby crop of drilled Mazagans.

The extra-expence of drilling, com-

parative with a random crop, was not

j less than ſeven or eight fhillings an acre :
ROW-CULTURE.

Call it (fee 26. MARCH. )

The first hoeing, (See 10. MAY. )

Theſecond hoeing, (See 11. JUNE .)

Drawing and binding

Rope-yarn

£. s. d.

7 6

3
6

5

0 9
O

I O

badly-
2 O

I

£. I 9

Mowing the weeds to clear the ground of the badly-

cropped part

Raking and carting them off

an-acre ; befides plowing, harrowing, feed, and carrying ; rent,

tythe, taxes, and exhaufting of foil !

What
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What would be the expence of an acre of random pea-beans?

Sowing,

Weeding,

Mowing,

£. s. d.

O 6

2 6

6
3

£.066

The other contingencies would be nearly the fame as on beans. The

difference, therefore, between a crop of drilled beans and a crop of

random blendings is about 11. 2s. 6d. an acre ; and this difference

is chiefly in manual labour-a dead expence. Befides, the halm of

pea-beans is good food for cart-horfes ; that of beans, very indifferent

food , and ſtill worſe litter : the shade, too, of a crop of thoſe is much

ftronger.

But this diſparity of dead labour holds good, generally, between

random and row crops. Can the foil receive an adequate benefit ?

Would not two plowings, harrowings and rollings, be of much greater

fervice, befides the accumulate advantage of team-labour?

No one will pretend that boeing-even borſe-boeing-will cleanfe

land from couch. No ;-but it will cleanfe it fromfeed-weeds. Yes,

-if the crop happens to be good. But after eight fhillings and fix-

pennyworth of hoeing, a ranker crop offeed- weeds could hardly cover

the ground, than that which fprung up after the laft hoeing in June

among the beans in queftion ; the beans were hid among them :

I mean where the crop was thin and ſhort : where the beans were

rank, fcarcely a weed is to be ſeen.

Cannot from this be drawn, that if land be foul of feed-weeds, and

in fufficient heart to throw out a crop, drilling is eligible ? But, if

poor or foul ofroot-weeds, the reverfe ? On this queſtion I am clear ;

but on that dubious . It is true, part of L. 1. after beans, will be

very clean, and break up very friable ; but it has coft 11. 2s . 6d.

an acre extraordinary. All G. 1. after winter tares, will break up

equally
I i
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equally as friable, tho' it is not equally free from feed-weeds ; fome

puny hog-weed having efcaped fuffocation : but twenty fhillings-worth

of team-labour will eradicate the hog-weed, extirpate the latent root-

weeds, expofe the foil, deftroy the grubs and infects , and put the

foil in a fitter ftate to receive a fubfequent crop, than all the boeings

which even a Tull could have given it.

I am not determined, but begin to opinion, that for a fallow-crop

which can be got off the ground the latter end of July, or begin-

ning of Auguft, the random is preferable to the row culture.

I have done with beans, and am almoft tired of drilling.

WHEAT.

TILLAGE.

}

13. Offifty-three acres ofwheat,

this year, two are very bad, forty-

eight middling and good, and three

are very good: both the extremes are fuch crops as I have feldom

feen. What was the management ?

HERBACEOUS MELIORATION.

The very bad-not a quarter an acre-is after beans, after oats,

on an old ley. The beans were drilled ; but the foil was too couchy

to be kept clean by hoeing.-The wheat was fown over one plowing,

without manure : I depended on the freshness of,the mould.

What can be drawn from this, except that from bad tillage

come bad crops ? Perhaps, had this ground been fummer-fallowed,

or, inſtead of horse - beans, it had had a crop of tare-herbage, and a dog-

days fallow, the crop of wheat would have been much better : for

generally, throughout the crop, the produce is nearly in proportion to

the number ofplowings.

The verygood is after a deep fummer- fallow, with an immenfe crop

of turnips and ketlock plowed- in by the laft plowing ; on the freſh

plit of which, the feed was fown, and harrowed-in as fine as a garden.

Does
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Does not this prove the utility of good TILLAGE, and HERBACEOUS

MELIORATION ? It is uncertain when this field was dunged ; not with-

in three or four years, at leaſt :-The laſt crop was barley. The

fallow, it is true, was exceedingly fine ; but I am of opinion, that

the berbage trenched-in, affifted very much in giving the abundant

crop.

TARE-HAY.

MAZAGAN-BEANS. }

15. After being at theexpence of carrying-

off the beans, on to an adjoining meadow,

we were able to get the plow into the bean-quondal to-day.

A tare-bay quondal has been balked and croffed, and now lies as

fine a fallow, as rough and as promifing, as can be wiſhed-for.
-

What an advantage here appears on the fide of TARE -HERBAGE,

as a FALLOW - CROP ! Had not the beans been carried off, the plow

would have been ſtopped ten days or a fortnight longer.

The removal, therefore, is obviouſly good : I calculate the expence

at about half- a-crown an-acre ;-but the crop was ſmall.

SOWING WHEAT. 1

TILLAGE.

SUB-PLOWING

MELIORATION.

16. I made feveral experiments laſt wheat

feed-time on over-plit and under-plit ; but

nothing decifive appears. The experiment in

M. 1. (See 24. MARCH) ftands now as it did

then -That fown without harrowing, the

worft ; That fown under-plit, and afterwards harrowed, the next ;

That harrowed, fluted, harrowed, the cleaneft and thickeſt crop.

MELIORATIONS.

-
Tillage. But I do not attribute this fuperiority fo much to the

fluting, as to the TILLAGE it thereby received. The foil (a gravelly

loam ) was fubbed after peafe, cleanſed, well - dunged, and the wheat

fown over or under one turn-plowing. I am firmly of opinion, had

Ii2 it
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it been turned thrice inftead of once after dunging, there would have

been two quarters of wheat more an acre.

Sub-plowing. (See 20. Oct. ) On that which coft 21. 9 s . an acre

in TILLAGE, there cannot be less than four quarters an acre ; on

This, which coft but 12 s. 10 d. an acre in TILLAGE, there are not

two quarters . But this does not leffen the merit of ſub-plowing to

difengage the furface- weeds. In this point of view I am clear that

SUB-PLOWING is excellent ; but it will not ferve as a fubftitute for

three or four TURNINGS .

Melioration.-But perhaps this difparity of crop does not reſt

wholly on tillage ; but jointly on this, and the mode ofdunging. The

dung which gave the good crop, was laid on for peafe, and was of

course tho oughly incorporated with the fol by the dog-days-fallow :-

That which gives the bad crop (exceedingly fine Spit dung) was

buried in raw lumps with the feed .

This is another proof of the fixidity of vegetable food (See 13 .

JULY, 1775) . For tho' the former was expoſed and re-expoſed to

the intenſe heat of laft fummer's fun, it gives a crop of four quarters

of wheat an acre. -It alfo proves, that manure muſt be incorpo-

rated with the inert particles of the foil, theſe two forming one chyle,

before it be in the fittest ftate for the nouriſhment of the vegetable ;

for that which was plowed in with the feed, in large lumps, was

better dung, in greater quantity, and had not been exhaufted by a

preceding crop.

Tillage.-B. 3. a ftiff clay, was laft autumn fowed with wheat :-

It had been fallowed two years, and was brought to an exceeding-

fine tilth .-Part was dunged ; part, footed ; and part, undreſſed.

The dunged looked beft in winter ; the footed never fhewed itself ;

and the only difference which now appears is, that a part of the un-

deffed is much the best crop ; and I recollect, that this identical

corner was the beft fallow. This is another inftance in favour of

Meliorations.---TILLAGE.
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Meliorations.---But let not theſe inftances in favour of tillage and

berbaceous melioration fix in me one idea to the prejudice of DUNG, or

other ADVEN TITIOUS MELIORATION .

Tillage may give one, perhaps two or more crops, in proportion to

the latentfood ; and an herbaceous dreſſing may give two, perhaps three or

more in proportion to the quantity ( and perhaps to the quality) of the

berbage plowed-in ; but the foil in both cafes will be exhauſted in

proportion to the quantity and quality of the produce carried off ; and, if

not replenished with ADVENTITIOUS ALIMENT, it muft, fooner or later,

be reduced to aſtate of penury.

If the foil be exhauſted by repeatedly carrying off the produce ;

nothing but repeated INHAUSTIONS, nothing but DUNG, or other EX-

TRANEOUS FOOD , repeatedly incorporated with the foil, can preferve

it in perpetual vigour,—can keep it in a ſtate ofperpetual opulence, fit

to fupply the wants of the fupplicant vegetable.

This needs not a PERHAPS the EXPERIENCE OF AGES,-the EXPE-

RIENCE OF EVERY DAY Confirms it.

Therefore, perhaps, to force, to exhaust, to impoverish a foil, get it into

exceedingly fine tilth,-fow it with the vegetable it moſt affects :-

the herbage in full fap, trench it in ;-crop it, and repeatedly till,

until its treaſures are exhauſted. Perhaps, the richeſt land might be

thus drained of its riches.

And, perhaps, to favour, to inbauft, to enrich a foil, be fparing of

TILLAGE, and profufe of MANURE.

But, perhaps, to preſerve land in perpetual vigour, to keep it in a ſtate

ofperpetualopulence, to enable it to throw out, and mature an abundant

produce, annually, be not fparing of MANURE nor TILLAGE .

And, perhaps, nothing but a ſcarcity of MANURE can apologize

for provoking the foil by herbaceous melioration .

JULY, 1777. The Writer is not here afferting, but publiſhing

his private opinion .

FENCES.
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17. High fences are nuifances of arable land.

This is a fact particularly obvious this year. The corn of narrow

close fields, and every-where under high trees, is, by the many heavy

rains, very much lodged ; and in fome places grown thro' by weeds.

In large open fields, or where the hedges are low, very little damage

is done.

But, at prefent, I feel their inconveniency ftill more fenfibly. We

carried the middle of H. 1. the day before yeſterday, in good or-

der ; but about a load under a high quick- hedge was quite damp, and

was obliged to be left in the field . Yeſterday, fome of the fheaves

were opened to give them air ; -a heavy fquall came on, before they

could be re-fet-up, and they are now growing into mats, as they lie

on the ground. Had it not been for the high hedge, it would all have

been fafe in the barn.

I would not wish to fee the fence of an arable field above four feet

high. Perhaps, a good ditch, with a trimmed quick-hedge about that

height, is preferable to any other fence.

The oats of A. under a high, thick hedge, are mere dung ; under

one which was cut down laſt year to about four feet high, they are

very
little the worſe for the weather.

HOEING INTER -FURROWS.

WHEAT.

DEPOSITING.

17. (See 16. MAY, 1775.) I never

conceived better theory than this.

For tho', laſt year, it was rather de-

trimental than ferviceable (the mould not being thrown back to the

roots of the corn, the plants, as they grew heavy, fell into the in-

tervals) it is fully confirmed in almoſt every inftance, this year,

in M. I.

The wheat was fown on high, backed-up, five-bout lands ; the

inter-furrows were of courfe deep, and the plow reaching the inert

3
fub-
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fub foil, there was a space of two feet wide between each bed, with-

out a blade of wheat in it.

First, it would have been of great fervice to the fucceeding crops,

to have run a horfe hoe thro' each interval, to cut up the weeds :

it was intended, but neglected. 2d . There was, of courfe, no back-

wardpuny ears in the inter-furrows. 3d. Throughout winter, fpring,

andfummer, it always looked vigorous. 4th. It was very full ofmay-

weed ; but, by fetting one foot in the interval, and the other among the

corn, it was drawn out without injury to the wheat, and thrown into

the intervals. 5th . Such beautiful ftraw I never faw : not a speck

upon it. 6th . The crops not half fo rank as this, are, almoſt every-

where, more or lefs lodged. -This has fcarcely a crooked ftrawin it:-

Amore beautiful crop never grew. 7th. An old reaper,-a man up-

wards of threefcore, declares that he never reaped wheat fo heavy in

the heaf: he lays it ata-bufhel a-fhock, of ten fheaves. This is ſcarce-

ly poffible ; tho' the grain is plump and large, beyond any I have feen.

All thefe advantages, however, are not wholly owing to an interval

of two feet being accidentally between each ridge ; though, perhaps,

theſe intervals aided in every inftance. This is the Piece mentioned in a

Minute of yeſterday, and the management of this piece is worth

copying in future.

Depofiting.-Perhaps, the height and narrowness of the ridges are

other reaſons of its not lodging. The rod-wide flat beds of Barn-

Field were many of them lodged ; but it always happened in the

middle of the lands- never against the inter-furrows---which were

in the identical predicament of thofe mentioned above.

The high, round lands of M. 3. it is true, are lodged ; but they

are lodged chiefly in the inter-furrows, which arefull of a ſlender,

puny crop and M. 3. is a very good evidence in favour of hoeing

inter-furrows. For, perhaps, had its inter furrows been horfe-hoed,
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and then opened with a double-plow, the wheat would have ſtood

there, as well as in M. 1.

HARVESTING WHEAT. 18. It is very dangerous to open wheat

that has been wetted in fhock.---The fheaves which were left ſtanding

(See Yeſterday) are ſtill ſafe ; thoſe which were opened, and caught

in the fquall, are very much grown.-But this is a great deal owing

to the wheat's being left too thick upon the ground ; for laſt night, I ex-

perimentally ſpread a part of it thin-fo thin, that the ftraws

ſcarcely touched each other :-This morning it is in good order.

Therefore, if wheat be opened, and there be the ſmalleſt danger

of its vegetating, it ſhould be ſpread very thin.

But why was the wheat opened ? Becauſe it was growing in the

band-places, as it ſtood in fhock . But is there no way of drying the

band-places, without the risk of opening ? A much ſafer, and one

fully as effectual, never occurred to me till laſt night. After having

ſpread a few ſheaves thin, as abovementioned, I fet-up half-a-dozen

fheaves in the manner in which barley and oats are harveſted in the

North of England : Inftead of tying the band bard, at a foot from

the buts, I tied it looſely about the fame diſtance from the tips ; and,

fpreading the buts, fet them up fingly, in reſemblance of ſugar-loaves,

or rather of fiſh-pots ; leaving the infides totally hollow : This

morning, they were nearly as dry as thoſe ſpread thin.-I ſhifted the

bands back again to the common banding-places, and opened the

ears : They were perfectly dry preſently.

If wheat which is wholly wet, can be thus dried without riſk, (for, in

cafe of rain, it is much fafer in Singlets, than even in shock) certainly,

that partially wet in the band- places, might be dried with the fame

fafety, but lefs trouble. And at preſent I am determined never to

open another ſheaf of wheat ; for there is no guarding againſt a

Squall.

I have
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I have this year obferved in general, that theſmall, loosely-tied fheaves

were dry, while the large, tightly-tied ones, of the ſame ſhock, were

growing ; that the ears of the bands were the firſt which grew ; and

that thofe fhocks which ſtood free and open, fared better than thoſe

of which the fheaves ftood buddled together in a clofe lump, through

which no air nor fun could penetrate.

Infuture,-See that the ſheaves are not tied too tight * ; that they

be not made too large ; that they be fet-up in fuch a manner, as but

just to touch each other at the butts and ears, leaving the ſpace of a

foot and-a-half between each fheaf at the band-place ; and that the

ears of the bands be turned inward.

Perhaps, reaping by the ſhock would be the faireſt and ſafeſt way

of reaping wheat ; or by the acre and fhock jointly.

BUSTLING. 21. I never made a better day's work than I have

done to day. How? Thro' the means of omnipotent bribery.

Laft night, after a hard day's work, I gave the men as much ale

as they would drink : This morning, after they had unloaded the

waggons, gave them two gallons to their breakfaſts ; which I defired

them to eat while the horſes were feeding.-The teams were prefent-

ly out ; the men went finging into the field ; and, working like

coal-heavers, never looked behind them, until we had made a ſtack

of wheat of about twenty loads : It was run up in about five hours !

I now repeated the doſe ; and in the afternoon we gathered up

as many odds-and-ends, as, without the ale, would have amounted

to a day's work.

This evening I have been canvaffing for a great day's work to-

morrow.

• But the oppofite extreme muſt be guarded against ; for ifthey be tied too loosely,

there is danger of their flipping wholly out of their bands ; befides their being diffi

cult to load, and ftill worſe to ſtack.

K k. But
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But all this ale must coft fomething : The Maltman's bill will

come in at Chriftmas. Very true. Let me fee-three gallons laft

night,-two this morning, and two at noon, are feven gallons, at

5 d. fay 6 d. a-gallon, is 3 s . 6d, or nothing at all when divided

among ten men and two boys.: It is but 6d. more than one man's.

wages. Five men would not have done more than the feven gallons

of ale ; nor would the fatisfaction of feeing men work chearfully

have been enjoyed.

HARVESTING BARLEY.

HARVESTING OATS.

22. The tare-barley was cut before it

was quite ripe :-The grain was re-

HARVESTING PULSE. markably fine, before cutting ; but it is

now a ſhrivelled, unfightly fample.- It has not kept its body like wheat,

or oats, cut green ; befides, it had been cut down a fortnight, before

the fap was fufficiently out of it to be carried.

Thebarley of Conduit-field was quite ripe when cut : It is a beau-

tiful fample ; and was ready to carry the day after cutting.

The difficulty in harveſting barley lies in preferving its colour, and

preventing itsgrowing.There is no fear of its hedding ; and it muſt-

be very ripe and dry indeed, if the ears break off. Is it not, there-

fore, evident, that to cut barley before it be quite ripe, is bad ma-

nagement ? If it be free from weed, and is a ſtanding crop, furely it

muſt be good management to let it ftand until it can be cut one day,

and carried the next. The risk ofthe weather-and this is the only

rifk ,-would be almoſt evaded.

-

Oats. But, perhaps , the management ought to be quite the reverſe

in harveſting oats : The difficulty, here, lies in preventing their shed-

ding ; there is but little danger of their lofing their colour. by the

weather ; and ſtill leſs of their growing : Thofe of Norwood are very

little the worſe for the late rains.-But altho' they were cut when the

knots in general were green, there are not lefs than two bushels an

H

4
acre
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acre fbed in the field. I apprehend, to cut oats as foon as the haws

are changed, is good management *.

;

Pulfe. The halm of pulfe is fo well affected by cart-horfes, and

indeed by every ſpecies of ſtock, that it forms a principal object of

its culture. No doubt, the greener it is cut, the better the fodder

but if cut too green, the worſe the grain : therefore, the fittest time

of cutting is, when the fodder and grain are of the greateſt value

jointly. Nothing but experience can aſcertain this. Perhaps, it is

when the under-pods are changed, and the tips of the balm till green.

As I mean, in future, to fow pea-beans for the fake of the halm

for cart-horſe-fodder ; I will , at all events, cut them under-ripe :

The quantity of grain may not be fo great, nor the ſample ſo even ;

but it will do very well for Farm-yard-conſumption ; and the halm

will be equal to middling hay.

SEED-WHEAT. 24. Laft autumn, I again fowed a patch experi-

mentally with the blighted fpring wheat of 1774. (See 21. AUGUST,

1775.) It did not only vegetate, but the crop is equal to the richneſs

of the foil, and the grain a very good fample.

This is both curious and uſeful ; it fhews the eligibility offowing

wheat in autumn, and proves the abfurdity of the good old way of

choofing the largest, fineft, plumpeft wheat for feed.

I apprehend, that one bufhel and-a-half of the fhrivelled traſh in

queftion contains as many grains,-would give as many plants,-would

feed an acre of ground equally as well, as three bushels of large, full-

grained wheat. But this is only one advantage ; its value was trifling ;

it was not worth a fhilling a-bufhel.

I have ftill a little left ;-for I know no ufe it is fit for,-and

I mean to give it another trial at three years old.

JULY, 1777. It was fown in September, but never came up.

The Writer blamed the ſtrength of the pickle in which it was

The early ſpecies of oats are here meant, not the backward Scotch oat.

Kk 2
ſteeped
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ftecped : This, however, was but conjecture. The fact is,

that it was brined, limed, and fown in the fame manner as the

reft of the feed fown in the fame field ; but not one blade

appeared.

AUTUMN-SOWN BEANS. 24. They were cut about ten days ago.

We werecutting Mazagans fown in February at the fame time :

therefore, the Tick bean fown in September, comes as early as the

Mazagan fown in February . The few which eſcaped, were well

podded , and had they happened to have been all covered by the fnow,

would have been a very good crop.

But who would fow beans in autumn, and lie at the mercy ofthe

weather ? Or fow them in fpring, knee-deep in a puddle ? If ever I

ſow beans again, it ſhall be in the first fine weather of ſpring, let it

come in February, March, or April.

HARVESTING SPRING-CORN. 24. By a continuance of wet wea-

ther, every-thing was down , before any-thing was in ; hands, of

courfe, became fcarce and invaluable. I was glad to get the major

part out of the weather's way, as fast as poffible : Therefore, inſtead

of cocking and raking, I cocked and carried, without losing time by

raking.

There were feveral attendant advantages : I got more corn toge-

ther in the fame time, with the fame force, than I ſhould have done,

ifthe ground had been raked, firſt after the cockers, and then after

the waggons. By raking it once with five-foot drag-rakes, it was

raked at a much leſs expence, than it would have been by raking it

twice with the common hand-rake.-By raking it after a fhower, or

in the morning-dew, it raked cleaner, and lefs grain was fhed.-By

raking in, or immediately after, rain, the men were employed when

otherwiſe they would have been idle.

Why
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Why not practiſe this generally ? I fee but two reasons why I

fhould not : The feet of the horſes and wheels of the carriages wafte

a part, by preffing it into the ground ; and the trouble of going twice

over the field to pick up the crop is incurred .

Perhaps, in future,-if work be more plentiful than workmen, or

the corn be in danger of fhedding, cock and carry ; if the reverſe,

rake before and after carrying.

STACKING. 28. Some over-flowings of clover, I ordered to be

made into a fquare cock for the cart-horfes.- There was more than

the Stacker was aware of:-he made his bottom fmall, and was

obliged to carry up his ftem very high, to get it all on.-It looked

aukwardly tall , and top-heavy, while it was in making; but after

the roofwas on, and thatch, and the ftem was fettled, it became one

of the most elegant little ftacks I have ſeen.

A tare-hay-ftack and a meadow-hay-ftack which ſtood in the

fame ftack-yard, and which were made in the common way, of be-

ginning to draw-in as ſoon as the ſtem is of a moderate height before

fettling, looked frightful in the company of this. They are all roof

and eaves, which over-ſhoot ſo much, and hang fo low, they

almoſt hide the ftem ; and the roofs are fo flat, there is barely a

deſcent for rain-water : Compared with the little, upright, tall-

ſtemmed, ſteep-roofed ſtack, they look more like pulpit- cushions

than hay-ftacks .

I took the hint, and have fince built two wheat-ſtacks, a tare-

barley-ſtack, an oat-ftack, and a bean-ftack, after this chance-

produced model ; and to my tafte they are all elegant.

But their merit lies not wholly in appearances ; they take lefs

thatch and thatching, and are more fecure from the weather, than a

big-bellied, flat-roofed ſtack.

Stack-
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Stack-making did not appear an object of attention until this

year ; nor, indeed, is it, compared with cleanfing of land, and getting

a Farm into order, ToTo get clean and good crops is the firſt object ,

the economy of a ftack-yard is but fecondary : and, indeed, till

thoſe are had, the pleafing art of ſtack-making can be but little

practifed.

As I have this year ftudied the Science, I cannot fay practiſed the

Art of ftack-making, I will minute what I have difcovered, and lay

a foundation for my next year's reſearches.

Let me fee-which are the handfomeft ? The two wheat, and the

tare-barley.

The wheat-ftack on the frame at Adfcomb, of eighteen feet

fquare, contains just twenty loads : it has fomething less than four-

teen in its ſtem , andfomething more than fix in the roof.-Except a pro-

tuberance at one end,- but this falls on the execution, not the de-

fign, it is very complete.
--

The wheat-ftack on the ground at home, ftands on a bottom of

fifteen feet by nineteen and-a-half, and contains eighteen loads :

there is about twelve in the ftem, and fix in the roof. This is a very

elegant ſtack ; except fome fmall defects in execution.

The tare-barley is a little ftack on the ground, of about twelve

loads : it ftands on fifteen by eighteen ; its eaves are nine, and its

ridge eighteen feet from the ground ; but I do not recollect how

many loads there are in the ſtem, nor howmany in the roof.-This,

in defign and execution, excels them all.

Which is the leaſt handſome ? The bean-ftack. Why ? Becauſe the

ftem and the roof are out of proportion, and the bottom' is too large.

It stands on fifteen by fixteen and-a-half ;-has more than feven

loads in the ftem, and leſs than three in the roof: this is, of courſe,

too low, flat, and fcanty.

The oats were long, and had been ravelled by the weather ; they

were very bad to ftack . - The Stack-maker could not keep the ſtem

upright ;
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upright ; the ftack has, of courſe, too much belly,-its appearance

is heavy ; —it wants the lightness of the wheat, and the neatness of the

tare-barley.

Have I been able to draw any general rules worth remembering? I

think I have.

A fquare, not a circle, nor a parallelogram, is the beſt form of a

ftack-frame, or bottom. Perhaps, a ftack built on this figure, is

more pleafing to the eye, takes less thatch, and ftands firmer, taken

jointly, than on any other.

The ſtem ſhould be carried up as plumb as poffible (except the

laft courſe, which ſhould project five or fix inches, to form the

eaves) ; for the weight of the roof will prefs out the upper-part of

the ftem fufficiently. If it be over-hung in making, its own weight,

and the weight of the roof, will fqueeze it too flat,-will ſpoil its ap-

pearance, and waſte both thatch and thatching.

Theſtem ſhould contain about two-thirds, and the roof about one-

third of the whole ſtack .—If it be built on a frame, the ſtem ſhould

contain lefs, and the roof more ; if on a bottom, the reverſe.

The corners of the ſtem ſhould not be built too ſharp ;-ſhould be

carried up fnug :-the fides will look fuller, and the fwell, given by

the preffure, will be more perceptible.

The ends of the roof fhould have a gentle projecture, anſwerable

to theftem ; and the fides ſhould be carried up rather convex, than

flat, or concave. Perhaps, a roofgently convex fhoots off the rains

preferably to any other.

I am quite delighted with the proportion of the tare- barley ſtack ;

its height is exactly equal to its length, and to its width at the eaves,

and exactly double the perpendicular height of the eaves. Therefore,

the fuperficies of the end of the roof is eighty-one fquare feet, and

that of the end of the ftem 148.5.

If
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If the fides were upright, it would have been exactly double the

end of the roof, and this, of courfe, one-third of the whole ; but the

fuperior preffure on the item more than makes up for the deficiency

of dimenfion ; and this is the reafon, why the roof does not take

one-third of the whole quantity, when the ftack is built from the

ground.

As the width of the platforms of the ftack-yard is but eighteen

feet, and the roads round them but juft wide enough for a large load,

a ſtack wider than eighteen feet is inconvenient. In future, therefore,

I will endeavour to make them as nearly as poffible to the above

dimenfions, and make their lengths proportionate to the number of

loads ; ten loads will ftand on a fquare ; twenty, on fifteen by thirty.

I do not wish to make a ftack larger than twenty or twenty-one

loads ; eſpecially a corn-ftack. The rifque of making and getting-in

is much lefs on a ſmall than on a large ſtack . A large ftack does not

fettlefo true as a ſmall one, and of courfe will not ftand the weather

fo well, A large ftack, it is true, takes in proportion lefs thatch and

thatching , and this feems to be its only preference.

I find that one of the platforms is more than eighteen-is twenty

feet wide ; therefore, place the larger on This, the ſmaller on That.

What will be the proportion on This ? Five-fixths of twenty is

16.666, &c. fay 16 feet ; therefore, the bottom will be 164 , the

widthand height 20.

The twelve loads of tare-barley contain 4131 cubical feet, or

344-3 cubical feet a-load.

The fuperficies of the end ofthe ſmaller dimenfions, is 229.5; that

of the end of the larger ſcale, 282.5 .

Therefore, every foot and-a-half in length ofThat, and every foot

and-a-quarter of This, will hold a load of corn or of hay which

does not heat much ; and conſequently, a bottom for any number.

of loads may be readily fet out with mathematical certainty.

This
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This year, we made a clover-ſtack bottom much too big, and

were obliged to cut a large piece off one end, after the ftack was

half-made, to get it to any kind of proportion. This took up fome

time, hurt the hay, and the ſtack is ſhameful to be ſeen.

CABBAGES . 31. (See 21. JULY. ) Part were planted with inter-

vals of two feet wide, part with thofe of two feet and-a -half.

Two-feet intervals are too narrow ;-there is not room for the

double- plow to paſs between the cabbages without injury, when they

are in the ſtate fit to be moulded-up. The two feet and-a-half inter-

vals are exactly the pro er widths.

If thefurrow-intervals oftheſe are fufficiently wide tokeepthem dryin

winter, thirty-inch intervals aremuch preferable to thoſe oftwenty-four.

JULY, 1777. The furrow-intervals are fufficiently wide to keep

them dry in winter. And the Writer apprehends, that three

rows of cabbages on a half-rod bed, with thirty-inch intervals.

between the rows, leaving thirty-nine inches for the furrow-

intervals, is the best way of planting Farm-yard cabbages on

wet land.

BUSTLING.

MONTH-MEN.

WOMEN.

REAPERS.

CARTERS.

?

SEPTEMBER.

*
2. The harveſt-month ended laft Saturday

the 31st.

་

I had this year, feven month-men and two

boys ; and two men in the houſe : in all, nine

men, and two boys, by the month or year.-

But I was two or three men fhort.-Ten men, two boys, and three

* It is an eſtabliſhed cuſtom here, for every man, in harveft, to work by the acre,

or bythemonth; not by the day. If a labourer be employed conftantly thro' the year,

he expects , during harvest, to be conftantly employed on mowing, reaping, &c. by the

acre, or to have his barveft month ; that is, to have an advance of wages, certain, wet

or dry, during one month ; which month commences when it beft ſuits his

Employer. (See 28. Aug. 1775-)

L1
teams,
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teams, are a fett for carrying, if the diftance be lefs than half-a-mile ;

if more, four teams, and of courſe eleven men are neceffary.

Month-men are very convenient ; they are always at command, in

caſes of emergency ; and nothing but a continuance of rain while

the barns are empty, can make them burdenfome.-And, in future,

I will endeavour to have not lefs than twelve men bythe month, or

year. The ox-team, this year, was fometimes obliged to lie-by for

want of a Plowman ; and a Plow-team in Auguft is invaluable.

This year, I found the conveniency of employing active young fel.

lows.-One invalid or fluggard would have ſpoiled the whole fett :

and this holds good generally. Mix two or three old women, or two

or three boys, with a company of men, and a metamorphofe is in-

ſtantly produced ; for the men will become old women or boys :

complacency and felf-love bid one wait for the other.

Women.-If ever I employ women, in future, in hay-time or har-

veft, it muſt be from a fcarcity of men ; and it muſt be from real

neceffity, if I employ more than two.-Two women, after the first or

fecond day, will do as much work as half-a-dozen, alone : By this time

their ſtores of ſcandal are reciprocally communicated, and the third

or fourth day they begin to work for amuſement.-Add a third, and

they would ring inceffant changes from fix to fix-from Mondayto

Saturday.

Generally-If it be neceffary or convenient to employ a number of

both men and women, it is but common good management to keep

them Separate; with this exception, which may be laid down as a

maxim,-" One man among women, and one woman among men."

A cruſty, conceited old fellow will check the goffipping of the wo-

men ; and I have ſeen a handfome young wench, raking-after, ani-

mate more than a gallon of ale. Two are dangerous ; they breed

contention, and rather retard than accelerate.

In
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Infuture-endeavour to engage, before harveſt, ten or twelve able

youngfellows for month-men ; and two or three fetts of careful old

or middle-aged neighbouring men for reapers. Thoſe will want no-

thing but good uſage and ale to make them willing, in cafes of emer-

gency; and Thefe, generally, will do their work better, with lefs.

looking-after, thanftrangers, youngsters, women, or boys.

Carters.---But the most valuable animal of harveſt, is a good Car-

ter.-.-It is neceffary to common management, that he ſhould be

able, willing, and careful. Every pitch of hay and corn, generally

fpeaking, paffes twice thro' his hands ; he loads and unloads, which

are the two moſt laborious taſks of harveſt ; he drives the team back-

ward-and-forward ; if he loiters by the way, the field-men or ftack-

ers muſt ſtand idle , if he ſpill or overturn his load, or if he break

his waggon, or fet his horſes, the arrangement ofthe day is broken ;

and, perhaps, the damage done by the lofs of time, rendered irre-

parable by the next day's rain. A good Carter will not fuffer his

waggon to be over-loaded.--We have this year already carried

two or three hundred loads of hay and corn, without the ſhadow

of a diſagreeable accident.---I gave ſtrict orders, that nothing above

amiddling load fhould be laid-on ; and to this I attribute the fuccefs.

The field-men, too---(the pitchers and affiſtant-loader) ſhould be

young and active, and match well with the Carters.---A leſs even

fett will do for the ftack or mow.

BARLEY.

CLOVER.

8. (See 22. AUG. ) But this cannot

be practiſed generally. It cannot be

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. practifed except when the barley is free:

not only from weeds, but from clover, or other fucculent herbage.

Laſt week I cut a field which was purpoſely let- ftand to cut and.

carry immediately.--I knew it to be clear of weeds, but was not

L. 12. aware
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aware of the clover, which in patches had got half as high as the bar-

ley.---Before the fucculence of the clover was fufficiently exhauſted,

to prevent its heating very much in mow, the barley was caught in

the rain ; and, being quite ripe, the colour will be but very indifferent.

It is true, yesterday we cut, and carried, off two acres of Garden-

Field, four good loads, in tolerable order ; but there was not a weed

in the whole patch ; and being intended for cabbages next year, there

was no clover.

Here a diſadvantage of fowing clover with barley appears, and

threatens my whole plan of management. How clever it was, yeſter-

day, to cut Garden-Field, and hurry it into ſtack immediately !

How diſagreeable to turn and re-turn the thatch at Adfcomb ;

looking every minute as furly and black at the weather, as the

clouds themſelves !

But are there no difadvantages attendant on cutting barley very

ripe ? Yes---two enormous ones ( This is comfortable ! I was afraid

that I had found a flaw in the all-perfect round offallow-crop, fpring-

corn, clover, wheat) ; the colour and the quality of the grain are

greatly injured, and the quality of thestraw totally ſpoiled, though

undamped by a drop of rain after cutting. This is verified in Gar-

den-Field ; the ftraw is rotten, and the grain all bran. There is

one ſkin peeling-off while a ſecond is forming under it.

Another evidence that barley may ftand too long, occurs in I. 1.

Afew ears which by accident were left uncut, are obviouſly a worſe

colour than thofe which lie in fwath ; tho' thefe have lain four or

five days, and have had fome rain.

Infuture,-I will endeavour to get the barley into the ground in

September or March, or as early as the cleanſing of the ground will

permit. If it be got-in early (before April) , I will defer fowing the

clover until after the barley be up. Or perhaps, generally, fow half

with
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with the barley, and hand-rake it in ; -half after the barley be up,,

and roll it in. Whether it be foul or clean, I will cut it as ſoon as

convenient, after the ears in general begin to curl. But I will rather

cut it too late than too early. I will endeavour to cut it in that ſtate

which will preſerve its colour and plumpness, with as little field-room as

poffible. It ſeems evident, that barley fhould have ſome field-room :

It cannot be let-ſtand long enough to cut and carry immediately,

without injuring both the grain and the fodder.

Therefore-clover is no impediment to barley, but muſt add

much to the goodneſs of the fodder.

HUNTING. 9. Last week, Mr.'s hounds came acrofs the

ſtanding-corn.-I defired that they might be kept off the Farm, un-

til the corn be off the ground.

This morning Mr.'s huntſman and whipper-in were abfo-

lutely trailing in and around a field of beans and buck-wheat, with a

field of barley in fwath adjoining. I ordered them off ; but they

preſently returned, and I was under the neceffity of fending them

away in a much greater hurry the ſecond time than the firſt.

But howis this, Mr. Farmer ? You, who profefs liberality of fenti-

ment-You, who pretend to be fo fond of hunting too-You to

behave in this churlifh, unſportſmanly manner !

1 beg your pardon , Mr. Moniter.-I confefs, I was a little warm ;

but, on cooler reflection, I do not repent of my conduct ; becauſe

I did nothing unbecoming a Sportſman.

And now, while there is ftill a glow upon the embers, let me en-

deavour to analyſe this FIRST OF MANLY AMUSEMENTS, and to collect

and arrange my ideas fo as to form principles of future conduct.

Is Hunting natural? Certainly.-A ftate of Nature is the Hunter's

ſtate. Were not this obvious, my own feelings, even in this emaf-

culating labyrinth of Art, would be fufficient vouchers of it.

But
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But is hunting on horseback natural ? As certainly.----It is natural

for hounds to purfue their game ;---it is natural for horfes, domefti-

cated as they are, to purſue the hounds ; ---and is it not obviouſly

natural for man, who is of flower pace, to mount the animal he fees

able to wanton amidſt the pack, and which is evidently adapted to

accelerate his purfuit ?

But is equeſtrian hunting, in a ſtate of PRIVATE PROPERTY, right?

On this point, different men will decide differently.--- If any one

man is a judge of the queſtion, it is the fporting Farmer ; for he is

the actor and the actée.

I will profeſs myſelf a ſporting Farmer : Becaufe if any man will

convince me that he has more rigid ideas of PROPERTY than my-

felf, I will diſcard my own fentiments and adopt his (I fpeak not

as a Niggard, but as an ENGLISHMAN) ; and becauſe if any man

enjoys the chace more than myſelf, I hope never to be of his ac-

quaintance ; for I fhould envy him.

Therefore, I take the fword and balance, and pronounce it right

to hunt on horfeback in a ſtate of private property---becauſe it is

political .

Men who live at eaſe require amuſement.---Without recreation,

eaſe and indolence are fynonymous.--- If their amuſements are ſoft,

they become effeminate ; if athletic, manly. --If there is an amuſe-

ment which at once makes the body robuſt, and the mind magnani-

mous, it is HUNTING.---If there is an amufement which, more than

any other, makes men emulous and brave, it is HUNTING,
An army

.

of SPORTSMEN would be an army of I had quite forgotten the

profeffion juſt made ; for I had faid to my pen, an army of HEROES !

But is it right that a Sportſman ſhould trample wantonly on private

property? The queſtion is vague.---A SPORTSMAN willnot ; he cannot :

• The Waftes ofEngland, tho' too many, are too few for general hunting.

---He
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---Heis no longer a Sportſman if he injures, voluntarily, more than is

neceffary to the fair purſuit of the game.

There is an etiquette of the field as of the drawing-room. If a

man intrude on This, he is no Gentleman ; on That, no Sporifman.

But the rules of SPORTSMANLINESS are not fo generally underflood

as thofe of GOOD-BREEDING.

The bounds between Sportſmanly and Unfportſmanly may be

difficult to trace precifely ; but there are objects on each fide the

line, which are obviously difcriminable.

It is unſportſmanly to hunt out of ſeaſon.---It is wanton miſchief

to hunt before the crops are off the ground, or after the fences of an

incloſed country are made-up, and live ftock in the fields. The

chace cannot be purfued by borsemen thro' an inclofed country, after

the middle of March, nor before the middle of October *, without

aggravation.

A Sportſman endeavours to favour a wet land country ; but it is

not unſportſmanly to purfue game fairly thro' any country.

It is unſportſmanly to ride over a valuable vegetable, which may

be avoided by a few yards riding ; or to deftroy a fence when a gate

is near : --But a brifk, chace will fometimes apologize for theſe and

many other unavoidable petty miſchiefs.

It is fometimes ſportſmanly to fuffer the buntfman to purſue the

hounds, where it would be unfportſmanly in any other horfeman

to follow.

A SPORTSMAN invariably rides over another's property with

greater caution than over his own ; and the only fear he takes with

him a-hunting is, that of injuring the induftrious Farmer, whom

he confiders as the fuftaining pillar of human fubfiftence ;---and is

confcious, that by wantonly deftroying the produce of the foil, he is

committing a crime againſt mankind.

Before this time, the after-grafs, which is a part of the Farmer's crop, is ſtill

valuable ; and the fields are ftill full of live -stock : and if not unſportſmanly, it is, at

leaft , anneighbourly to hunt before this time.

Generally,
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Generally.it is as unfportfmanly to do avoidable miſchief to pri-

vate property, as to cross the huntſman, ride before the hounds, or

head the game.

Well, and what rules of future comportment reſult from thefe

reflections ? Two very concife ones.

As a Sportfman, I will endeavour to do as I wiſh to be done by.

As a Farmer, I will not fuffer any man to trample unſportſ-

manly upon me with impunity.

SECOND CROP OF CLOVER. 14. I began cutting as the daggly wea-

ther fet-in : fome of it had all the late rains.---Being buſy with the

barley, the clover was neglected, and I gave it up as loft.---The

weather, however, broke juſt as it was all down ; --and the barley being

got-in, we paid more attention to the clover.---It was all, whether

black, yellow, or green, wadded. --As the wads became dry on the

outfides, they were turned on to freſh ground, and the lumps care-

fully broken. As they grew ftill drier, they were grouped ; --- and after

being thoroughly aired by the afternoon's fun, they were heaped and

carried.

The first-mown was but fo-fo ; it rofe, however, in goodneſs,

according to the time of mowing ; and that which was laſt- mown, is

not the worfe for the weather. --I mixed the over-done with the under-

done, and it takes a very fine heat.

Infuture,---I will endeavour to wad the fecond cut of clover im-

mediately after the mowers, as I did the tare-hay : for where the

fwaths lay thick, the clover faved itſelf ; but where the ſwath was

thin, it was beaten into the ground, and as black as a hat. Whether

the crop be thick or thin, WADDING puts it equally out of harm's-

way.

BUCK-
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19. SEPTEMBER, 1776.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

HOUSING.

19. The 18. May, (after the first

hoeing) fowed the head-lands of the

drilled peaſe with buck-wheat.

It was cut to-day, though much under- ripe ; for this patch of

buck-wheat, and a patch of beans in the fame field, are a boy's

bufineſs to look-after.- Backward ſtraggling crops are the curfe of

September ; and I never will let buck-wheat, fown in May, ftand

for feed again. But for theſe, my care ofcrops had ended a week

ago: ifthis ſhowery weather continue, they may hang upon my at-

tention for a fortnight or three weeks to come.

―

Nor will I, in future, low ſmall patches of any-thing (except by

way of experiment) . Side-Barn is this year thrown away on a

patch of peaſe, a patch of blendings, a patch of feed- tares, a patch

of purple beans, and a patch of buck-wheat.---Each driblet re

quires a feparate mow, and the barn is not above two-thirds full: I

mean, it has not more than two-thirds ofthe numberof loads it would.

have contained, had each end been filled with one fort of grain, trød-

den down by a horfe. This alone makes a confiderable difference.

One horſe onamow is better than almoſt any number of men.

Infuture---endeavour not to have less than ten or twelve acres of

any particular crop.---Theſe will fill up the bay of a barn, or make

a little ftack, and will be an object of attention.---Small patches

are either neglected, or engrofs more attention than they are worth..

SOOT.

CLOVER.

WHEAT.

SPRING-CORN.

20. Part of the wheat of B. 3. had a top-

dreffing, harrowed-in with feed, in autumn,

(See 16. AUG. ) and the whole was fown in

fpring, with clover.

Wherever it was meliorated, the clover has hit ; but the part not

dreffed has totally miffed.

M.m The
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The part footed joined to the part undreſſed ; and the difference,

in the plant of clover, is glaringly obvious ; therefore, foot is fa

vourable to clover.---But the wheat was not a whit the better for it,

though upwards of fifty bufhels an acre were harrowed-in with the

feed. Therefore, foot is not favourable to wheat, on ftiffland.

Perhaps, infuture---endeavour to top-dreſs the ſpring-corn crops,

to affift them, as well as to fecure the clover: barley eſpecially feeds

fhallow, and must be greatly affifted by a top-dreffing .

SOWING.

SCIENCE.

ОСТОВE R.

2. The other evening fhewed for rain.- -The teams

had been plowing for wheat, and I meant to harrow-

in the feed the next day.

! I reaſoned thus : If it rain to-night, we ſhall not be able to fow

to-morrow morning, at leaft not with propriety ; the feed will stick:

and ſhould even the day prove fine, it will be noon before we ſhall get

to work ;---and even then, it will be fown over a furface vaftly in-

ferior to the prefent fresh plit. Therefore, to evade the risk, I will

fow it to-night ; for although it is too late to harrow it in, it will,

notwithstanding, be ready for the rain.

It is true, it did not happen to rain : if it had, the feed would ne-

vertheleſs have been depoſited in the fructuous cells, with which a

freſh ſurface abounds, and which are finally cloſed by the firſt ſhower

of rain.

I cannot fee any neceffity for the cuftom of fending the feed, the

feedſman, and the harrowing team into the field together ; nor for that

of deferring to ſow till the whole field be plowed. There is, indeed, a

glaring impropriety in it :---the team has to wait in the Yard, to take

up the feed, which ten -to-one is not quite ready.---The feed is then

to
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to be diſtributed in the field , and after this, the Carter muſt ſtand

looking at the Seedſman until he has finiſhed his first caft.

L. 2. has been fown at the Seedfman's leifure : when opportunity

offered, he carried the feed into the field upon a leifure-horfe, and

fowed up to the plows.---Yeſterday morning, the team went straight

from the ftable to the field, and harrowed it in, without ftop or delay ;

and, if experience do not point out an evil attendant, I will ever

practiſe this mode of fowing *.

Although I pride myſelf on being a Farmerfrom SELF- EXPERIENCE ,

this convinces me that I am not, yet, wholly fuch.---It requires a

length of time, and ſtrict attention, to analyſe each procefs ;

and, without the help of ANALYSIS, it is difficult to get rid of cuf-

toms ever ſo abfuid, imperceptibly imbibed. I faw George Black, I

faw Thomas White, I faw every Farmer in the neighbourhood, gothe

fame way to work ; and, until laſt Wedneſday, I did not think that

there was any other way of getting the feed into the ground, than

by fending it into the field by the harrowing-team. I imagined,

though I knew not why, that to let the feed lie on the ground, though

but for a few hours, was endangering the crop.

This, though petty, is nevertheleſs, to me, a diſcovery, at leaſt

convenient. Sowing was a business of confequence, which created a

buſtle, and to which every other buſineſs bowed ; it is now only an

amufement forthe leifure-hours of the Butler.

PLOWS.

PLOWMANSHIP.

3. The fallow of L. 1. was gathered into

five-bout-beds, the laſt ſtirring, to get it out of

the water's-way.---We are now reverfing thefe beds for wheat.

Therewere two teams at work to-day.---One of the Plowmen laid his

• Where pidgeons, rooks, &c . abound, it may be dangerous ; but the Writer has

notyet experienced any inconvenience....

M m 2 lands
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lands fufficiently round, and left his inter-furrows fufficiently

deep to keep the wheat dry during winter : the other left his as flat

as a table, without any furrow to carry off the water.

I was certain that the fault lay in the plow, not in the plowman ; for,

of the two, the latter was the beſt.---On examining the plows, I found

that one oftheir fterns was confiderably wider than the other ; the

wide ſtern made the good, the narrow ftern the bad work : I made their

ſterns of equal width, and they made work of equal goodness.

In future---gather-up a fallow with a narrow ſtern, and reverſe the

land for the crop with a wide one.

SOWING FIVE-BOUT-BEDS . 5. I have this autumn changed my

Seedfman.---I ſuſpected his abilities, and have therefore paid more

attention to broad-caft fowing, this autumn, than I had ever beſtowed

on it before.

He began, as had ever been the cafe, to fow two lands at one caft.

This is expeditious, but obviouſly wafteful ;---the inter-furrows

fowed a-crofs receiving, of courſe, a confiderable portion of the

feed.

I defired him to fow the lands fingly.---He got upon one of

them, and attempted it : but he took too much in his hand at

once, and ſcattered it too wide, filling the inter-furrows on both

fides with feed ; and confequently rather increaſed than leffened

the waſte.

I bid him walk in the left-hand inter-furrow, with his face toward

the land to be ſown, and to make his caft diagonally,---not acroſs the

land. This gave him a greater ſcope, and after a few minutes- prac-

tice he made very good work : before night he walked at the rate of

three or four miles an hour, and, though a young Seedfman, made as

good work as I would wish for. I apprehend that a man walking in

thefmooth, open inter-furrow, would fow three acres in lefs time, with

more
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more cafe, than one walking among the rough clods and looſe mould

would fow two acres ; and yet I never faw nor heard of its being

practifed.

JULY, 1777. The Writer practiſed this method of fowing

throughout the wheat feed-time, and his ground was never

cropped fo well with fo little feed, nor came up fo evenly as it

did last year. The extra expence of ſowing is about two-pence

an acre ;—and the faving of feed, as nearly as the Writer can cal-

culate, is about two fhillings an acre.

The Seedfman walks up one fide of the bed, and down the

other fide ; always keeping his face, and the hand with which

he fows, towards the bed he is fowing. An old Seedfman, who

has been uſed to throw large handfuls, with all his might, in

wide cafts, ftraight acroſs his walk, will find it aukward at firſt

to makethe fnug diagonal caft which is neceffary in ſowing five-

bout-beds fingly.

The Seedſman keeps his eye on the edge of the oppofite inter-

furrow, and delivers his feed, principally, on the fide of the

bed next to it : as he returns, the fides are of courſe reverſed,

and the beds become evenly feeded.

SERVANTS.
10. Reduced my in -door Farming-fervants to two :

a Buſtler and a Yard-boy.

(See 21. OCT. 1775. ) Since then till now, I have had a young

fellow, a Farmer's fon, in the houſe ; but I have been again out of

luck : Poor Richard has no Devil in him ; and a Buftler without

ſpirit is not worth a ſtraw.

From Methodiſm he flew to love, and from love to the Quack

Doctor.---Fools are ever a prey to the defigning. No fooner did

I reſcue him from the fangs of one, than another feized him ; and

with
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with difficulty I have returned him to his father, not more indolent

nor fooliſh than I received him.

I have to-day taken a man into the houſe, who has worked for

me by the day for two years paft. He is a fmatterer in every-thing ;

fit for any-thing, and knows every-body : He is a bit of a plow-

man,-a bit of a Seedfman,-and a piece of a Gardener. He is Far-

mer enough to receive inftructions, and not too much of a Gardener

to be taught ; and John does not want for the diabolical.-If he will

ſtay at home and be honeſt, I have made a good choice.

JULY, 1777. The Writer is either very difficult to pleaſe, or

very much out of luck ; or elfe a good Buſtler is a Being rarely

to be met with ; or, perhaps, theſe three circumſtances may

with propriety be joined together. Be this as it may, he has not

yet been able to meet with one to his mind.

John for a while was every thing defirable.-But ambition is

treacherous it was not enough to be Butler, but he muſt aſpire

at being Bailiff. Heof courfe became indolent, with now-and-

then a ſtrong ſymptom of infolence.-But worſe- like other

Prime Minifters, he muſt have a Party of his own.-Let a man be

ever fo good a workman, if he was not one of John's men, he

prefently begged leave to refign : and the only means the Writer

had left of becoming again his own Maſter, was at once to

diſcharge John and his whole clan.

FENCES. 13. Dead hedges are a heavy tax on an encloſed Farm :

and live fences, except quicks, are barbarously treated in this coun-

try. Even quicks are generally hacked down to the ground, and a

dead hedge raifed behind the ftumps, till the

enough for a fence.

young fhoots
get ftrong

There are few old hedges without a fufficiency of live ftuff in them ,

if it were properly treated, to make a fence. But instead of plaſhing

and

>
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and trimming this into the form of a hedge, it is all levelled with the

ground ; and, that the young fhoots may not rife up in judgment of

the folly, they are ingeniouſly ſmothered by a rough dead hedge, placed

immediately upon the ftubs. Should a hardy few efcape total fuf-

focation, they have no other way of enjoying the fun and air, than by

hooting out horizontally acroſs the ditch, or into the field ; filling

both the one and the other with weeds and other trumpery.

I have, this year, attempted an improvement of this antediluvian

treatment of fences. If the hedge wants making, and there be live

ftuff enough for a fence, I plaſh it in the Yorkſhire manner. If the

live ftuff be too thin, I fill-in with dead boughs. Such as do not

require to be immediately re-made, I treat in this manner : With a

fharp pea-hook, or a common reaping-hook, (not a fickle) I begin

on the ditch-fide, and ftrike-off every-thing, whether oak, hazel,

black-thorn, or quick, ftem or fpray, dead or alive, which over-

hang the ditch ; clearing at the fame time the bank and ditch from

grafs and weeds.

If the bank-fide be free from trees, bufhes, or other incum-

brances, I treat it in the fame manner ; leaving the hedge, whether

crooked or ſtraight, about a foot, or a foot and-a-half thick, and

clearing awaythe grafs, weeds, and briars, as on the other fide.

The immediate neatneſs which this gives, is pleaſing, and its

utility is obvious : there is no waſte ground,—no harbour for weeds ;—

and where live fhrubs abound, the freſh ſhoots next ſpring, will, I

fhould fuppofe, make it difficult for even a bird to get thro' them.

If the bank-fide is encumbered, I grub, or mean to grub, and

plow cloſe to the hedge. For the prefent, I plow cloſe to the in-

cumbrances, and trim-back every- thing which over-hangs the laft

furrow. This alone gives a gardenly appearance, which is worth all

the trouble. But even this is not without its ufe : the nurſery of

weeds
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weeds is in a great meaſure deſtroyed, and a convenient path is form

ed round the field.

The Farmer who accommodates Hunting, will always be favoured

by a Sportſman. I have frequently feen a horſeman reluctantly riding

over wheat, becauſe he could not keep the outſide furrow, without

having his brains daſhed out by a bough, or being torn off his

horfe by thorns and briars.

-

But the moſt pleaſing reflection is, that all this utility, conve-

nience, and fightlinefs, is purchaſed at a trifling expence . Yefter-

day I fet a young lad, -but he is expert,-to trim the ditch-fide of a

rough black-thorn hedge, which had not been touched for twice

ſevenyears. The ditch was totally blinded with thorns, briars, graſs,

and weeds .-The length was about fixty rods.-He began about

eight, and finiſhed about five o'clock.-His wages did not amount

to more than 15 d. — or a farthing a-rod. And to-day he trimmed-

back the over-hangings of the outſide furrow of a field of wheat, of

four acres, in four or five hours. It is true, the labour here re-

quired was not much : but I can now walk or ride round with plea-

fure, and view the coming crop without injuring it ; which, with-

out this fix-pennyworth of labour, I could not have done, but at

the riſk of tearing or bedabbling my cloaths by the over-hanging

fpray and briars.

SWINE. 15. I found an exceedingly fine breed upon the Farm.-

But they were ſtaggery ; we loſt ſeveral. I was told, that it was ow-

ing to thebreed's being worn-out ;-I therefore ſet about croſſing it. I

faw a fine farrow of the large black-fpotted tun backs, as I pafs'd a

Farm-yard, and defired that a fow and a boar might be faved for

me.-Under an idea of bardening the breed, I bought a ſhaggy black

boar ; not the China fort, but an animal more like a bear than a

hog.
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hog.----To theſe, I accidentally added a thorough- bred Chineſe

fow.

I have now had near a twelvemonth's trial ; and am fully con-

vinced, that the large, long-haired, dark-fpotted, domeftic, English

breed (I know not of what County : They are neither Hampshire nor

Berkshire) which I found on the premiffes, is much the moſt eligible

breed :---Becauſe it is the hardieft and the moſt tractable.

The young Bruins are as wild as Hares : they ſkulk and burrow

like Rabbits in a warren : it is dangerous to purfue them.---One of

them laid its ſkull open, in attempting to run under a gate ; and

another tore a pound of flesh off its back, by running furiouſly among

fſome Implements.---As they grow up, they become all belly and

hip-bones.

The different forts have been uniformly fed at the ſame troughs.

---While the ENGLISH looked fleek and fleshy, the half-bred were

bare, dirty, and unfightly ; and as to the poor Chineſe fow, (but ſhe

had been uſed to daintier keep) it is with difficulty ſhe is kept alive.

The Orientals may be very gentlemanly pigs : they may, ifproperly

pampered, be very fit for roafters or ſmall porkers ; but they cut

a ſhabby figure in a Farm-yard.

I had faved a half-bred fow and boar ; but the fow was fold laſt

week, and the boar was butchered to-day.---As the young ones be-

come fit, they are doomed to the fpit ; for I will not convert the

Farm-yard into a menagery of ugly, wild beafts.

I have great expectations from the TUN-BACKS : they are, of the

two, tamer than the other mottles ; and tameness---domefticity, is a

cardinal virtue in a hog. If old Bruin broke pen, it was a fox-

chace to take him . He was chaced into a large field of wheat, juſt

before harveſt, where he lay for a fortnight, and did more damage

than three times his value. For this and other high crimes, I have

profcribed him and his whole race.

Nn POTATOES.
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27. (See 12. APRIL, and 7. MAY . ) The

DISCUMBERING
. crop on the whole falls fhort ofmy expectation :

Off two hundred and fifty rods, we have but two hundred and forty-

fix bufhels and-a-half - not a bufhel a-rod ;-not one hundred and

fixty bushels an acre.--But I apprehend the drynefs ofthe weather

hurt them : feveral of the plants had never vegetated, but were dug

entire.
up

The refult ofthe experiment on planting under or upon the dung,

is in favour of under :-But this may not hold good generally. I ap-

prehend this preference was owing to the drought ; and we may not

have fuch another remarkably dry spring for thrice feven years to

come.

The refult of the experiment on plants, is in favour ofthe large

ones.-The halm as well as the roots fromthe plugs were obviouſly

inferior. But here, too, the drought might influence.--The large

plants had intrinfic ftrength and moiſture fufficient to ſupport them,

until the young fibres got foot-hold ; the plugs died in the ftruggle :

and neither of the experiments are decifive.

Finiſhed digging them up to-day. The foil was full of couch, and

I wanted to get it ready for wheat.---Scarcely any number of plow-

ings, at this time of the year, would have cleanſed it fo well as one

digging andpicking. It was begun by days' men ; but as it was likely

to be a tedious job, I lett the potatoes at five-pence a-buſhel, the

picking inclufive.

Therefore, taking up the potatoes, and cleanfing the foil fit for

a wheat-ſeaſon, coft 5 d. a rod, or 31. 6 s . 8 d . an acre. It is

true, the job is a good one, but the expence is intolerable.

The Diggers left the couch, halm, &c. in rows on the furface ;

from whence it was carted into the dung-yard, as a bottom for the

winter's dung.

JULY, 1777: Howvague the idea of cleanfing land from couch

without a SUMMER'S, or afavourable DOG-DAY'S FALLOW ! This

patch is ftill a bed of couch!

OXEN.
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OXEN. 7. Laft May, I fent five oxen down to the falt-marshes..

---The ſpring was dry, and the grafs running-fhort, they were done

great injuftice to :---Inſtead of bettering their condition, they fell

away. I therefore, took away the three which I meant to continue to

work ; but, on a promiſe of better ufage, left two which I in-

tended to fatten ; one of them being too clumſy, the other too lazy

to work.

But altho' they gathered not flesh, they laid-in a ſtore of health

which has lafted them ever fince ; for the three brought away, have

conftantly worked hard, and look remarkably well. One of them,

which is rifing ten years old, is forward in fleſh ; and I do not fee

any reaſon why I fhould not every year give them three weeks or a

month's maríhing, during the fummer-vacation.

The two left, have done vaftly well : they were fold this week

for thirty guineas ; but the markets are dull : Had they been briſk,

they would have fetched from 33 1. to 341. I apprehend that this

is the best market I could have made of them ; and in future

I will purſue the management,

RAISING MANURE. 9. From twenty-two field jags and-a-half of

oats, put into Woodfide-barn, we have carried out of the yard

exactly twenty-two jags and-a-half of dung ; exactly ajag of dung

to a jag ofſtraw : Not afale-load of dung, but only about two-thirds

of a load.

I had conceived, that a field-load of ftraw would produce nearer

two jags ofdung than one.---But I am thoroughly convinced of the

contrary ; for with regard to the quantities carried in and out, there

could not be a more preciſe obſervation.

It is true, that the oats ſtood until they were too ripe before they

were cut, and were very badly got ; and the ſtraw of courſe was very

indifferent fodder : for one load eaten, there were two trod under-

Nna foot
1

1
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foot for litter. But I do not fee how this ſhould leffen the quantity

of digefted matter. Paffing thro' the cattle may improve the quality,

but it can never increaſe the quantity. And perhaps, generally,---a

fale-load of good dung is a very great yield for a large field -load of

good straw.

FATTING OF HOGS .

THE SPECIES of hogs .

year, I have fatted fifteen,

15. Last year ( See 20. OCT. 1775.)

eight porkers paid 7s . 3 d. a-piece . This

and fold the laft to-day.

11 of the largeſt I laid at 15 s . each ,

4 fmaller, at 12 s . 6 d.

They have eaten about fifty bushels of potatoes, at 1s.

One bufhel of barley- meal,

-

£. s. d.

8 5 O

2 10

2 10

O
3

O

£. 13
8

2d.}
13 6 5

They weighed 84ft. lb. and were fold at 3 s . 2

a ſtone,

The lofs by fatting,
£.0 I 7

A lofs of juft five farthings a-piece ; reckoning the dung to pay for

fire, attendance, &c. which I apprehend it does not. Laſt year

I only laid their dung at 5s . and the attendance, &c. at 19s. and this

makes a difference of nearly 2s. a-hog ; ſo that inſtead of 75. 3d. they

laft year paid 9 s. a-pig for fatting ; and this year loft 1d. How

is this to be reconciled ? They were, both years, fattened on potatoes,

with a ſmall quantity of barley-meal ; and were fold at the very

fame rate ; and laſt year ſtore-hogs were dear, this year cheap.---

And there is not any reaſon why they laſt year paid 9 s . and this

year loft 1d. except, that Thofe fatted laſt year were of the Eng-

life ; Thefe, this year, of the Oriental breed.

Laſt year on a par they weighed near eleven ſtone ; this year, not

much more than fix ftone : and yet if I recollect a right, their ap-

pearances
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pearances to the eye, were not much different. But even this is eafily

reconciled ; for the mongrels were all fat and gut,---the other had

a proportion of flesh and bone.

WORKING-OXEN . 16. To-day I dined very heartily on the beef

of an ox which preffed the yoke or collar upwards of fix years ,

and which was flaughtered far advanced in his tenth year.

•

He was a very large, coarſe-made bullock, and confequently his

fleſh was to the eye coarſe ; that is, large-grained : but without

prejudice, I never eat fuch high, fine, full-flavoured beef in my

life. It cannot be called tender, but it is mellow to a degree, and

totally free from toughness

Whether its flavour and mellownefs are owing to his age and

labour, jointly or feparately, or to his being fatted on a falt marſh,

I will not attempt to determine ; but I can fafely fay, that I never

eat better beef than that from a ten years old ox, worked fix years,

and within fix months of his being flaughtered, and which was fatted

on a falt-marſh. His fellow fhall work till he be twenty, if he con-

tinue to hold his fleſh and his work fo well as he has done this

fummer.

WHEAT.

MELIORATIONS.

17. Laft autumn, I made feveral ex-

periments in K. 4. on top-dreffing for

TIME OF SOWING . wheat harrowed-in with the feed. But,

QUANTITY OF SEED. fhame on me! I neglected at harveſt to

EXPERIMENTING. make an accurate obfervation on the re-

fult.—It is true, I took curfory views during the fummer, but never

counted the lands,-never traced the lines till to-day.-And altho' the

ſtrength and rankneſs ofthe stubble be fome guide, the experiments

are by no means fo decifive as they would have been by a rigid ob-

fervation at harvest.

The
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Meliorations.The foil, a poor clay, once plowed after beans ;

and the crop upon the whole very bad. However, it is ſtill obvious,

that eighty bushels of foot an-acre are rather better than nothing !

Fifty bushels of dry wood-afbes are likewiſe beneficial ; but eighty

bufhels of flaked lime, whether hot or cold, nor twenty loads of rough

gravel, are of very little if any benefit to the preſent crop.

The time offowing was from the 10th to the 20th of November ;

and this feems to have had as much influence as the manure ; for a

part fown the tenth, without dreffing, feems nearly equal to its con-

tiguous part dreſſed with eighty bushels of foot an acre, and ſown the

fixteenth and the crop from one fide of the field to the other, bears

an affinity to the time of ſowing :-It muſt be remembered, however,

that it was begun in dry, and ended in wet weather.

The quantity of feed, too , was very obfervable. - Part was fown

with two and-a-half bufhels, part with five bufhels an-acre. This,

during winter and spring, promiſed for a crop ; while That had not

nearly plants enough, had even the foil been in heart. But at bar-

veft ( this I particularly obſerved), the fuperiority was by no means

fo obvious for tho' the number ofstraws were at leaſt treble, the

number ofgrains did not bear the like proportion ; for the ears of

the thin-fown were at leaſt twice the length of thoſe of the thick-

fown. However, at harveſt, the thick-fown had the preference ;

and I am of opinion, that had there been from three bushels to three

bufhels and-a-half an-acre fown throughout the field , inſtead of two

and-a-half, the crop would have been confiderably better : and if

ever again I fow wheat in November, it fhall be with at leaſt three

bufhels an acre ; except the weather be very fine indeed : if cold and

wet, from three to four.

I dare not draw any general conclufions from thefe experiments ;

except thatfoot harrowed-in with the feed is of fome, but very little

fervice to wheat on clay : That fifty bufhels of dry wood-afbes at 4d.

is
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is nearly equal to eighty bushels offoot at 7 d. That eighty buſhels

an-acre of flaked lime harrowed-in with the feed is of no obvious

fervice to wheat on clay : and that it is unpardonable management to

fow wheat on clay in the middle of November.

Nor have I a firm reliance even on theſe.-And again I ſay, fye for

fhame, to neglect fo many accurate experiments ; for I never took

more pains to make, nor lefs to obferve the refult of any, thanthoſe

of K. 4. And yet thofe of K. 4. are not the only experiments I have

neglected. Indeed I have always found a greater amuſement in lay-

ing the foundation, than in carrying on, or finiſhing an experiment.-

This is a reflection which infers a degree of indolence that hurts

'me very much.

---

Let me endeavour to difcover the fource of this neglect. My at-

tention has been engaged by the more immediately neceffary Minutiae of

Farming ; and by erections, difcumbering, &c. &c. This, I ap-

prehend, is the principal fource ; but it is not the only one : I have ne-

ver had any method of making experiments. I have uſually made a

memorandum.of them in the rough field-accounts : fometimes thofe

memorandums have been accurate and full ; fometimes part has

been left to the memory.-In this cafe, the space of time between

feed-time and harveſt was fure to obliterate it ; and even thofe mi-

nuted fully, were fo fcattered in the field-accounts, that many of

them eſcaped notice, until it was too late.- Befides, a book is too

unportable to be carried about in common ; and, on a ſcattered

Farm, it would take up a great deal of time to give Special atten-

dance to every ſtage of every experiment.

Another caufe of neglect was, I made too many, and made them

too confufed: It was quite a piece of business to attend to their refults.

In order to obviate theſe inconveniences ;-to divert the neglect ;-

and to render, as much as poffible, EXPERIMENTING amufive ; I have

refolved henceforward to eſteem it an OBJECT OF IMPORTANCE ; -and

to make no experiment but where there is a great probability of its

being decifive.-And, to make the obſervance of the reſults rather

entertaining
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entertaining than tedious, I have adopted this method of expe-

rimenting.

Inſtead ofmaking a Memorandum in the check, or the field-accounts,

I have opened a ſpecial

REGISTER OF EXPERIMENTS.

The Process.

26. SEP. 1776.-

Two lands next to the

road ; from the winding

part of the road upwards,

dry; the reft of the field

pickled.

The Intention.

--
No. VI.-

---

In P. I.

SOWING WHEAT.

The Refult.

-16. AUG. 1777-

It is remarkable, that

thefe two lands werefor-

Is pickling the feed be- warder and a better crop,

neficial?

No ; not on this expe-

riment.

2. Nov. 1776.--

Ten lands in the mid-

-No. XVI.

In P. 3-

than the reft of the field;

and totally free from

Smut.

-24. AUG. 1777-

The ten lands in the

dle of the ley-part were FLUTING FOR WHEAT. middle, are very percep-

plowed the 18th of Sept. Is it better to flute the

the out-fides, the 23d. fresh or theftale plit?

of October. The whole

fluted, and fown promif-

cuouſly the 2d. of No-

vember.

--31. JULY, 1777.-.

Shook the whole field.

into cocklits, while quite

wet; except threefwaths.

The ftale plit.

No. LIX..

In T. 4.

HAYING.

tibly the ſtrongeſt and

beft crop; and the clean-

eft quondal.

4. AUG. 1777.-

The cocklits are incom-

parably the beſt ; the

Should Mead-grafs which Swaths are quite black.

is nearly made and turn-

ing yellow, be fhook in-

to cocklits wet? Orshould

it remain in ſwath ?

Shook into cock.

Befides

1
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Beſides this bookal regiſter, I have aſcertained the locality of the ex-

periments by ftumps ; fo that I have one regiſter at home, and ano-

ther in the field.-If an obvious difference prefents itſelf, a ftump is

at band to tell me the cauſe : whereas, without it, I fhould have to go

hometo my books, and back to the field, to reckon the lands, before

I could be fatisfied ; and ten-to-one forgetfulness, or fome more

immediately neceffary buſineſs would render the obſervation totallyvoid.

The trouble attending theſe ſtumps is trifling : any offal-ſtick the

thickneſs of a ſtake, and eighteen inches long, anfwers the pur-

pofe. I fharpen one end, and flatten each fide of the other.-The

flat fides I chalk, to prevent the ink from running, and on this ab-

breviate the experiment ; and, in arable fields, ftick them by the

fide of the croſs-furrow, which I make wide enough to walk in *.

EXPERIMENTING is a very ferious Operation ; and, without due CIR-

CUMSPECTION, a very dangerous Tranfaction : nor is it one, nor two,

but a feries of fimilar reſults that amount to CERTAINTY.

The WEATHER, MANURE, TILLAGE, SEED, &c. &c. &c. arejoint

agents of FACTITIOUS VEGETISION † ; and on themjointly depends the

goodneſs or badneſs of crops ; and confequently to draw a juft infe-

rence, theirjoint influence muſt be attended to.-Nor is their agency

aunnal, nor certain ; it may continue one, two, three, or more years :

therefore, a cautious RETROSPECT is neceffary, before an experiment

be made ; and when once made, the fame fpot ought to be avoided

until its influence be intirely worn -out.

PLOWING LEYS.

HARROWING. }

DECEMBER.

12. A good Plowman is worth any wages.

Neighbour employed a young lad to plow

his clover-leys in Up-Field.- He tore them up with an inclining

* Paint would be preferable to ink, which is eafily waſhed out by the rains ; or, per-

haps, parchment-labels would be ftill better.

+ Thatprocefs ofNature, affifted byArt, which raiſes elementary to vegetable ſubſtances.

plow,
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plow, in rhomboidical flitches of fourteen or fifteen inches wide,

leaving the furface rough, with a mane of grafs on the edge of each

plit ; and with unequal interſtices, which in fome places gaped five

or fix inches wide.

Old Caper plowed an adjoining piece, in neat, fnug plits of about

nine inches Square, with a high creft, and with ſcarcely an interſtice

wideenough for agrain of wheat to fall thro'.

The quantities of feed fown were nearly equal . This has an abund-

ance of plants, which ſtand in regular drills, as if fown over flutes ,

and the furface is as clear as if the foil had been fummer-fallowed ;

while That is ftraggling and irregular, with large patches of a foot

or eighteen inches diameter, without a blade of wheat upon them,

and the furface is uncouth and graffy.

The cauſe of this difparity is obvious : The large chaſms ſwallowed

a great part of the feed ; and the prominent flitches which formed

theſe chafms, ſhedding- off that which happened to fall upon them,

were of courſe left deftitute ; the fub-foil occupying what ought

to have lodged on the plits : and part of what did fall to their ſhare,

was left uncovered for want of crum ; and for want of this, the grafs

ſtands ftaring above ground.

The mode of barrowing, too, might have fome influence : his first

tine was given by rough harrows, which tore up the plits, and hook

ftill more ofthe feed down to the ſub-ſurface. Our first tine was with

fine harrows, which broke the crum, without tearing-up the fod ; and

which covered the feed without buryingit. It was afterwards harrowed

with the rough harrow without injury, becauſe the plits were

broken. It was then finiſhed with the fine ones ; and this is the mode

of harrowing I will ever practiſe on clover-leys.

---

JANUARY.
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RAISING MANURE. 7 6. (Monday. ) There are five full-grown

CATTLE ON STRAW. S oxen, and two bulls, (one rifing three, the

other two years old) in Norwood-Yard . Laft Monday morning, be-

gan to weigh their fodder, (oat-ftraw) and continued it until this

morning ; juſt a week.

They have eaten feventy-three fifty-pound truffes ; or, two loads

and one trufs ; that is, ten trufs and-a-half, or 520lb. a-week,

each.

But the weather is fevere, and the ſtraw is not extraordinary ; it is

coarſe, and had fome wet : they do not eat above two-thirds of it.

The medial price of fuch ſtraw is about 18 s . a-load of 36 truffes ;

or 6 d. each fifty-pound trufs. Suppofing that fuch a fale-load of

ftraw (not a field-jag, fee 9. Nov. ) makes a load and -a-half of dung,

worth at home 9s. (or exactly 3d. a trufs ) there is a remainder of

9 s. (or 3 d. a trufs) for the keep of the cattle. Ten trufs and-a-half

at 3d. is 2 s. 7. the neat coft of each cattle, a-week.

.

From 13. to 18 d. a-week is the joifting price : full-grown oxen

are not worth more than 18 d.

Therefore, if a load of ftraw of thirty-fix fifty-pound truffes,.

affords not more than a load and-a-half of dung, it is too dear at 18s.

a-load ; and it can never anſwer to buy ftraw at that price, for the

purpoſe of raiſing manure. At 13s. or 14s. it perhaps might

anfwer.

JULY, 1777. The Writer is clearly of opinion from repeated

obfervations (not from actual experiment), that thirty-fix fifty-

pound truffes will not afford a load and-a-half of dung.

CART-HORSES. R 19. Old cart-horfes are not worth their

WORKING OF OXEN. keep.; efpecially in winter, while they are

at dry meat : five out of eight, now in work, are as weak and as

poor as dog-horſes. It is true, their keep has not been extraordinary,

002 becauſe
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becauſe their work has not been hard ; but the three young horfes

are in good ſpirits , and in very good working condition .

I am convinced, that when once a cart-horſe begins to fail ; when-

ever he is unable to give due maftication to his dry food ; it is better

management to knock him on the head, than to waſte on him corn

and hay, as a cart-horſe.

What fhall I do ? Shall I fell a team of theſe, and buy-in a team.

of young borfes ? What ! give eighty, or a hundred, or a hun-

dred-and-twenty guineas for four horſes, which in fix or ſeven years-

time would be in the identical predicament of the prefent jades I

am plagued with. That would be madneſs equal to keeping theſe I

have ! I will much fooner give forty guineas for four capital fix-

years old oXEN, which, after they have worked five or fix years, and

have been kept at two-thirds the expence of horſes, will fetch as much,

or more, than their firſt coſt. - Indeed, it is a management fo obvi-

ouſly eligible, and fo glaringly preferable to the former, that I will

not hesitate a moment onwhich to chooſe.

And, in a POLITICAL light, this management is ftill more eligible.

OXEN, after they have fed the hungry, will themſelves become the

FIRST OF HUMAN FOOD. HORSES, after they have eat the food of the

fatherleſs, become a nuiſance to the animal world ; or, buried in a

corner, lie a total loſs to Agriculture and to the Community.

A boar-ſtag

52 bushels of potatoes

£. s. d.

FATTING OF SWINE.

·}SPECIES OF SWINE.

They would not have fetched at market

28. The 6. November put up

five fhoots, worth 30s. each

7 10

I 5

8 15 ·

2 12 6I S.

62 bushels of brown barley 20S. 7 15 0

Carried over 19 2 6

9
bufhels
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Brought over

9
bufhels of tail barley 16s..

3
bufhels tail peaſe 35.

28. JANUARY, 1777.

£. s. d.

19 2

O 18

2
6
0
0
1
6O 9

20 9

fone. £. s.
d.

The five ſhoots weighed

The boar

131 at 3s. 19 15 3

23 at 2s. 9d. 3 5 4

23 07

They therefore leave a profit on fatting, of £. 2 11 I

They pay this year very well ; becauſe ſtore-hogs were cheap,

and barley very cheap. Theſe, indeed, were my only reaſons for put-

ting up thofe fix, and five more which are now a-fatting. -Hadthe

market-price of the above ſhoots been five-and-thirty, and the mar-

ket-price of brown barley five-and-twenty, inſtead of gaining

21. 11s. Id. I ſhould have loft by fatting 11. 3s. 3 d .

And perhaps, in future, if ſtore-hogs fetch moderate prices,

never fat them for fale, at 3 s . a ſtone, on barley, which will fell at

market for 24s. a quarter.

I think I can make an improvement in the mode of fatting. Per-

haps, they were, this year, kept too long at entire potatoes, and

put too foon to entire barley : they had it not mixed more than a

week or ten days, becauſe the potatoes ran-ſhort.

Perhaps, in future,-the first week give them potatoes, with as

much SALT as they will eat, or as much as may agree with them.-

Then begin with potatoes and a very ſmall quantity of barley-meal---

fuppofe one-tenth---mixed while the potatoes are fcalding-bot.- Con-

tinue to increaſe the meal, and decreaſe the potatoes, ſo as to bring

them gradually to entire barley, a week or ten days before the firſt

hog be fitto be flaughtered. The increaſe of meal muſt therefore be

in proportion tothe increaſe of their condition ,

Old
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Old Bruin died laft.-He was very fat, and before he was killed,

was laid at 30 ftone : after his immenfe paunch was extravafated, he

weighedjuft 23 ftone 6 lb. So endeth the Chapter of Orientals.

FEBRUARY.

OX-COLLARS. 14. The coft of a nine-pin collar.

The bow (at 6d. a-pound) rivets, eyes, and catches,

Putting them to the pins,

The draught-chains,
2 lb. at 6 d.

Smith's charge

Turning the pins, making the withering, and the

wood if elm, (afh cannot be made for the

money)

The buckle and buckling-piece

£.. s. d.

4

4
0
0
0

O

I 4

6 41

3 0

I 2

L. 0 10 61

A full-fized collar cannot be made for much less than this, were

the Smith and Wheeler to make it their buſineſs ; for I had the iron

weighed, the wood meaſured, and the time minuted.

The bolſtered ones might be made for a fhilling or two lefs, bo-

cauſe the bow is much fhorter,

SPIKY ROLLER. 14. That which was made by mine for Mr.

coft

The iron-work, about

£. s. d.

10

The wood-work and painting
7

£. 17

It is completed with wheels, back-chain, and every appendage

ready togo into the field ; and the point of each ſpike is ſteeled.

Without paint or Steel (and neither of them are neceffary) a very

good one, heavy enough for four horfes, might be made for about

'fifteen
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fifteen pounds, which, with care taking, would last fifteen years .

What ftiff-land Farmer would not pay twenty fhillings for a

fpring and fummer's uſe of a ſpiky roller ? I am convinced (though

a nice calculation would be difficult to make) that mine earned, laſt

barley feed-time, more than its prefent value, which cannot be leſs

than feven or eight pounds.

THE WEATHER. 19. By what law of Nature is the atmoſphere

actuated ? Wehave not had any rain, generally fpeaking, fince laſt

harveft.-Springs have not yet begun to rife ; deep wells, in general,

want water and many ponds are not yet filled ; even the ſurface of

the earth is not ſatisfied.-I changed the direction of the beds ofa very

wet field, in autumn, and have not yet been able to afcertain the

courſe ofthe croſs-furrow.

I am very glad that fix or eight inches of fnow fell laſt night, as it

may leffen the quantity of rain, which we muſt expect to be deluged

with during the enfuing feed-time.

STRAW.

STRAW-YARDs .

20. The middle way is beft.---Farmers,

in general, have too little live-ſtock ; but

STRAW-YARD STOCK . it is worſe to have too much : a Farm-yard

looks comfortable when it is well-littered, and when its inhabitants

look fleek and healthy ; but wretched, when the dirty ftarving ſtock

clear the cribs to ſtay their hunger.

But how is this middle way to be hit ? Oxen (See 6. JAN. ) cat

about 500lb. a-week.--- I have fince found that nine ſmall cows, and

one horſe, eat, or blowed upon nine 50lb. truffes a-day; or each

cow about 300lb. a-week ; and, perhaps, 400 lb. may be taken as

the medial quantity of oxen, cows, and horſes.

3 A mid-
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A middling field-load of wheat will yield a fale-load of ſtraw, of

1296lb.---Suppofing that a field jag of oats, barley, or pulſe, pro-

duces 1200lb. of ftraw, or halm, it will keep one beaſt three

weeks.---If the winter is not favourable, there are five ſtraw-yard

months (from the middle of Nov. to the middle of April) ; and on

this calculation, one head of ſtock will deftroy near ſeven loads of

fodder.

But this is fuppofing them to eat but two-thirds of it ; and, per-

haps, a good jag at harveſt will produce more than 1200lb. and,

perhaps, winters, on a par, do not laſt more than four months and-

a half.---Therefore, perhaps, a cow may be wintered, on a par of

years, on four or five, and an ox or horfe on five or fix harveſt-

loads of ſtraw or halm.

And, infuture, by theſe proportions I will calculate the quantity

of ftraw-yard stock, until from further experience I can come nearer

the truth .

Let me try if ſomething cannot be drawn from this year's expe-

rience.---It muſt be done now, if ever ; becauſe I have juſt put ten

cows to ſtraw and cabbages.

Thepaſt autumn has been remarkably fine : the yards were not

open till the 12th of December : the cattle were not ſhut up wholly

until the 18th : we will, therefore, fix the time of opening to the

15th. From this to the 18th of January, we had thirty head of

ftock of various kinds, from yearling heifers to ten years old oxen,

with fouror five horſes.

Head. Weeks.

From 15. Dec. to 18. Jan. is 5 weeks 30 150

18. Jan. to 18. Feb. is 4 weeks 22 99

Or one head of ſtock
249

They
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They have uſed in this interval, the ſtraw of

II loads of oats,

45 loads of barley,

6 loads of pulfe of different kinds,

62 loads ; or, as nearly as poffible, a-load a-month, one-with-

another.

This I am certain is very near the truth :-I am quite fatisfied,

without further experiment-They have uſed it all in open yards.---

They are healthy, and look decently.---They have eaten more than

two-thirds of it. I wiſh that I had a like plenty for them until the

middle of April.

SUEFLATION.

CABBAGES.

21. (See 29. Oст. 1775, and 27. FEB. 1776.)

Remarkable ! The fame cow again fufflated by cab-

bages. Ten cows have been at cabbages fome days, this cow being

one of them ; but fhe was not fufflated till to-day. Nor was fhe,

now, immediately on eating, but a full hour afterwards : the fuffla-

tion was not perceived until after fhe came from water.

I did not heſitate a moment to give SALT AND WATER ; but it all

lodged in the gullet ; and as ſoon as her head was ſuffered to decline, it

ran out at her mouth .-Oiled the cattle-rammer, ( See 30. JAN. 1776. )

and thruſt it down her gullet.-Some air, but not much, ruſhed vio-

lently up.- Repeated the brine, which now ftayed, feveral times.-

But he was ftill as tight as a drum ; much worſe than ever

fhe had been before.- Re-inſerted the rammer (the firſt time, it was

with difficulty ſhe let it paſs her tongue ; now, ſhe ſeemed to open her

mouth to receive it ), and again drenched her with brine and pep-

per. After ramming and drenching repeatedly for upwards of

twenty minutes, ſhe began to fink ; and, in a quarter of an hour after-

ward, was much lanker than any cow in the yard.

---

Pp There
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There muſt be ſomething peculiar in the ſtructure, or habit-of-

body of this cow ; for the other nine, and indeed every cow about

the yard, except one or two, have repeatedly eaten their fill with

impunity.

I am refolved that fhe fhall not even finell a cabbage, in future.

And I apprehend, that, generally, there is fome caution requi-

fite, when feeding cattle with cabbages, as well as with turnips.

MARCH.

SERVANTS. 3. Mankind are by NATURE, undoubtedly equal ;

but by chance, they are, at prefent, widely diſtinct .- Maſters and

Servants are unavoidably neceffary to the prefent ftate of Agricul-

ture. Subordination is effential to good government, whether pub-

lic or private .-Anarchy and fubordination are allied, as light and

darkness ; when one increaſes, the other decreaſes ; when one wholly

fuccumbs, the other wholly predominates.

If one man hire himſelf-fell himſelf temporarily- to another,

unconditionally, he is, by the law of right, wholly fubordinate to his

equitable commands : if conditionally, the conditions are of courfe

reciprocally binding.

The Maſter who is bound to fatisfy the cravings of his Servant

with wholeſome food, is equally bound to feed his mind with whole-

fome morals. He has two motives to it ; his own fatisfaction tem-

porarily, and his Servant's welfare during life.-Youth calls particu-

larly loud for this mental aliment ; and a parfimony in its fupply is

more heinously criminal than are fcanty meals and a bed of clods.

About two years ago, It took a lad, who was puny and unfit for

hard labour, from the plow, and placed him in the houſe.-The firſt

year, he behaved very well ;-the ſecond, tolerably ; but a falling-

off was obvious.-His brother, the preceding year, had fuffered

I much

1
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much for want of correction, and I clearly faw that he was ftriding

away apace to the fame path.-I therefore, though reluctantly, be-

gan to adminiſter the neceffary difcipline ; and during that year it

had the defired effect.

His vice commenced with idle excufes ; ---from theſe he crept on to

falsehood ; and, perhaps, this may be held as a general maxim :

The firſt ſtep to deſtruction is evaſion ; the fecond, lying ;—the third,

pilfering -thieving,---murder, ---and the gallows, follow of courfe :---

cunning or impertinence is generally an accomplice.

This, the third year, he has behaved very ill .--- I was aware of evil

Counſellors, but could not identify them.---At length the horſewhip

totally loft its efficacy ; and I, tired of correcting, fent to his friends :

but he, in the mean time, (by the advice of his Council) went to

a Magiſtrate, under the pretence of recovering his liberty and wages.

The Magiftrate, whofe head is as good as his heart is honeft,

preſently ſaw thro' the rafcality, and fent him home ; and generously

affifted his friends in diſcovering the incendiaries. Aftonishing !

one of them, a man who has worked for me upwards of two years ,

and whom I have, lately, been daily endeavouring to ferve ; the other

(the principal), a fellow whom I have employed near twelve months,

and who, in the height of his tutorship, fetched his fon out of a

diftant county, to enjoy from me the advantages of conftant em-

ployment and good ufage ! Nor is the boy, though he promiſes

implicit obedience in future, free from guilt ; for if the advice had

not been palatable, he would not have ſwallowed it ſo greedily ; and

him I have been particularly affiduous to ferve : I have not only

taken upon myſelf the difagreeable taſk of beating him, but have

rendered him other benefits which muft laft him his life. And Iam un-

derthe moſt diſagreeable neceffity of drawing an inference, which muft

inevitably deprive me, in future, of a very great fatisfaction ;---and I

will not fmother my fentiments, when I believe that they were kindled

Pp 2 by
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kindled by truth ;---and I am at prefent clearly of opinion, that

GOOD USAGE MAKES BAD SERVANTS ;

I speak generally; and by good uſage, I mean extraordinarily good uſage.

TARE-BARLEY.

WORKING-CATTLE. }

A PRI L.

5. Finiſhed the tare-barley-fodder to-day.

The oxen have worked hard upon it, al-

moſt all this fpring feed-time ;---the cows in milk have had their

fhare ; ---and the cart-horſes , their's. They have all eaten of it with

great avidity.

Eight acres yielded ten quarters and-a-half of grain ; but it was

only beaten-over, not thrashed clean. (See 8. AUG. 1776. ) Some

of the tares, too , matured, and I have fifted out as much tare-

barley feed (about half-and-half, as has this year fowed fourteen

acres with three bufhels an acre. The prime barley, with a few

prime tares, which remained in the fieve after the principal part of the

tares, and the ſmaller barley had left it, is excellent horfe-corn.

I am vaſtly pleaſed that the oxen have done ſo well upon it.---Not-

withſtanding it was weedy, and the barley-ftraw reedy, they have eaten

it up very clean ; and the old oxen have worked every day but the

young ones, feldom more than every fecond day; and yet I can fee but

very little difference in their looks .

I begin to look upon the working of aged oxen as quite a difcove-

ry. What an abfurdity to throw them up at five or fix years old ;

at an age when they are juſt beginning to ftand work ! Theſe young

ones are rifing fix ; and yet, in point of work, they are mere calves,

compared to thofe rifing eight or ten.

STONE-PICKING . 14. (See 21. MAY, 1776. ) I began to practife

that method this year ; but it has its inconveniences. The Pickers are

almoft
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almoſt as long employed in emptying their baſkets, as in filling them ;

befides . drawing them off is breaking into the day's work of a team .

I think that I have this year improved it much :-Seven or eight

women boys and girls, one man, one horſe, and a light cart, have

run-over juſt forty acres in three days and three-quarters .

Four women at 10 d . is 3 s . 4 d .-four boys or girls , at 6 d . is 2 s.—

the man, I s . 8 d.— the horſe, 15 d.—wear and tear, 9 d.-Together,

8 s. a day.---30 s . for the forty acres, or 9 d. an acre for picking and

carrying off! This is the utmoſt coft. It is true, that fome of the

fields were not foul, but many of them had been compofted, and

were very full of ſtones and rubbiſh.

-

The Pickers in this practice have nothing to do but fill their

baſkets ; the cart and the man are always at hand to empty them ;

and a ſtrong horſe will draw a great many to the next hole, flough,

or gateway..

This may be a common method of ſtone-picking with many, in

many places, but is new. to me, and I am very much pleaſed with.

it.-Nine-pence an acre !-Butthe man was a Buftler.

HAY. 19. Finiſhed binding meadow-hay.

Began to cut the ftack the 23. December. From that to the 11 .

February, eight loads were bound.-On a calculation of the cubi-

cal feet expended, and of the cubical feet remaining, there were

then full twelve loads in ftack. But the whole now amounts to only

eighteen loads and-a-half; and the March-winds are debitable for one

load and- a-half at leaſt.

Last year, a ftack of mixture-hay, which I had laid, the preceding

hay-time, at 18 loads, cut-out but 12 loads and 28 truffes ; but it .

was bound chiefly in dog-days.

Though.

"

+
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Though neither of thefe obfervations amount to mathematical

nicety, the former comes very near it ; and I am determined, in future,

to endeavour to fell my hay before the March-winds fet-in : for, gene-

rally, I would rather fell hay in November, December, January, or

beginning of February, (before the hurry of ſpring feed-time begins)

at 3 1. a -load, than in March at 31. 5 s . in April, at 31. 10s.

orin Dog-days, at 3 1. 15 s.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT. 25. My vow to CERES is performed !

It is three years to-day fince I firſt-ſlept in this houſe, and three

years and a-day fince I flept laft in London : nor have I dined in

Town thrice, nor feen it ten times during the last two years ; though

within an hour's ride of it.

My fole employment, and almoſt my fole AMUSEMENT, has been

FARMING. Day-for-day, I have been a FARMER upwards of a

thouſand days ; on which my fole attendance and attention have

been duly paid to FARMING : therefore, if I know nothing of FARM-

ING, I am a blockhead *.

SWINE.

HORSE-CORN.

BARLEY.

TARE-BARLEY.

26. From Christmas until lately, the yard-

hogs have looked remarkably well, though

their extra food was trifling ; they are now

fhameful to be ſeen, though they are well fed

two or three times a-day.

I was then aware of the cauſe of their well-doing, and am now

convinced of it. While they looked well, the oxen eat tare-barley-

fodder, and the horfes unground barley : for three weeks paft, the

oxen have been fed on the fecond cut of clover, and the horſes on

oats and Mazagans.

Is an explanation wanted ? ATTENDANCE and ATTENTION will make any Man

a Farmer : No Man can be a Farmer without SELF-APPLICATION.

If
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If one mayjudge from their voracity and their looks, barley which

has paffed thro' cattle or horfes whole, is equally palatable, and equal-

lyfalubrious to hogs, as that which is fresh from the granary ;-for

no fooner was the motion made, than it was feconded by a dozen

mouths at once ; and a barrow full of dung from the ftable, feemed

a more welcome repaſt than a pail of wash, or a hat-full of tail-

peaſe.

If horſes can be fed as cheap on barley as on oats, what a faving

of fwine's meat ! And I am nearly pofitive, that on difcoloured bar-

ley they may be fed much cheaper.

In future, when the oxen are eating tare-barley-fodder, and the

horfes unground barley, I will reckon that I am keeping the yard-

hogs very cheap .

CABBAGES.

WORKING-CATTLE.
}

28. Finiſhed the cabbages laft Friday.

The drum-bead American and the red Scotch

ſtood much the longeft ; but the AMERICAN were much larger than the

Scotch, and theyare incomparably the beſt Farm-yard cabbages I have

yet feen. Thefavoys and fugar-loaves were foon gone. - The green- cole-

and brown-cole flood the winter very well ; but a whole head is barely a

mouthful for a large ox. The green and red Scotch, tho' very hardy,

are too fmall. The large, firm, KETTLE - DRUM CABBAGE against the

world-Forthe larger the cabbage, the fewer plants are required, and

the lefs the labour, throughout the culture and the conſumption.

The cows and bogs had eaten two-thirds of them, before the

thought of giving them tothe OXEN occurred : but obferving, that

while they fetched them in for the former, they were defirous to partake

themſelves, and the requeft feeming very reaſonable, they had a few

giventhem every evening, when they came from work. After having

had them three or four times, they would not eat their dry meat,

until
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until they had eaten plentifully of cabbages :---they have, therefore,

had them regularly, twice a-day. They have worked hard on theſe

and mouldy ſecond cut of clover, yet are very hearty : and,

In future,---I will make a point of giving cabbages to working-

cattle in ſpring feed-time.

THE SPRING-PROCESS .
า

PLOWING FOR PEA-BEANS .

SUCCESSION.

SEED- PROCESS.

SPIKY-ROLLER.

28. What uſeful hints have I ga-

thered this ſpring feed- time ? Very

few indeed ; yet there may be one or

two worth memorizing.

Light land may be too fallowy for

pea-beans. M. 6. was harrowed and horfe-raked as fine as a fallow

before plowing, and was then plowed in narrow eighteen-inch plits.

One-third at leaſt of the beans were never buried, but parched on the

furface. It ſhould have been plowed in ten-inch plits , with a good

creſt, and deep feams, without preparing. Perhaps, beans, or peafe,

ought to be buried from two to four inches deep ; peaſe eſpecially :

how vigorous thoſe are, which were buried in the cart- ruts .

Fallowing forfpring-corn and clover is most eligible management . The

clayey loams of Norwood, and Wood-fide, (the moſt untoward foils

under the fun) worked like a garden ; but they were gathered, in

autumn, into five-bout beds .

Rollingimmediately after thefeed is covered, and then re- harrowing, is an

excellent practice : the foil is effectually pulverized ;---the moiſture re-

tained ;---and the root-weeds near the furface totally deſtroyed.---

Rolling immediately, without re-harrowing, is bad management ; for

the root-weeds , which are ſtill alive, are thereby preffed into the very

ſtate moſt helpful to their vegetation, befides, one tine after the

roller has crushed and fixed the clods, is more efficacious than three,

while the entire clods lie looſe on thefurface, and roll under the har-

row :
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Tow: And it is obvioully good management, in a dry fpring at leaft,

to roll as foon as poffible after the feed is in the ground.

Afpikey roller is an excellent Implement, where a plain roller is in-

effectual.

JUNE.

SELF-ATTENDANCE.

HAZARD OF FARMING .

Cows.

SWINE.

AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE .

TOURING.

OBSERVATORS OF AGRICULTURE .

THE WEATHER .

THE SURFACÈ.

10. (See 25. APRIL . ) The

5th of last month, after fome

weeks deliberation, I ventured

to fet-out on a month's tour ,

and, with fome reluctance, and

a great many apprehenfions,

dared to leave the Farm to

Fortune and a Bailiff..

I drew up a long lift of

written Orders ; enumerating minutely the bufinefs of the Farm to

be executed during my abfence ; obviating every difficulty I could

forefee, and pointing out a plan of felf-comportment to the perfon

entruſted *.

-

I was, nevertheleſs, apprehenfive of the confequences which must

ever attend on the management of a Servant ; and therefore, whili ,

* Concluding with, " See every field of the Farm once a-day ; or every other

day, at least : But do not stay out longer than is neceffary ; and remember, that the

more you think, and thelefs you talk, the more juftice you will do me.

" I beg that you will be at home on Sundays, and in the evenings ; and confider

well every night before you go to fleep, what is to be done next day.

Do not think it an eaſy matter to

will neglect many things.

take care of every thing ; for if you do, you

" You must not fancy that it isa clever fauntering office to be a Bailiff; but reckon

it a very difficult matter to be a good fervant ; and I defire that you will read theſe

orders , or hear them read, every night.-This mayſeem needlefs ; but I infift upon its

being done the firſt week, at leaſt, and thrice a-week afterwards.”

Qq I rode
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I rode the laft ftage, I prepared myself to meet with intrepidity

a phalanx of misfortunes ; and I was thereby not at all furpriſed

to find only two cows and two fwine dead, and the Farm over-run

with weeds.-The latter I place to a want of felf-attendance ; the

former, except one, to the common hazard of Farming ; and I can

fay, with a great degree of fincerity, " 'Tis well it's no worfe :" For

had I been preſent, it is probable that three out of the four cafual-

ties would have happened . Befides, the wheat and clover laugh fo

heartily, it is impoffible to be out of humour.

The firſtfubject of cafualty was a cow within a fewdays ofcalving.-

I had left orders, that fhe fhould be taken off the Common and

put into the inclofures, to give her a flush of milk . - She had been

fevered from the cows among which ſhe was to be turned , only a few

weeks ; and I was not aware of any ill confequences. But as foon as

ſhe was turned into the field among the other cows, one of them fet

upon her, and ( as the ftory is told) killed her on the fpot-not-

withstanding they were all fecurely KNOBBED .

-

Infuture,-be very careful in turning a cow heavy with calfamong

others, to which he is in the leaft degree a ſtranger : in cafes of

neceffity, let them be carefully watched, and familiarifed by degrees.

The other cow was one of thoſe I had ordered down to the falt-

marshes, as a barrenner ; -but ſhe had ftolen her bulling, and was

within two or three months of calving.-She was nevertheleſs care-

lessly taken down (on a near inſpection, it muſt have been perceptible) ;.

and being ſoon after taken with the tail ( the worm in the tail) , fhe

was carelessly flung, to get her upon her legs.-This killed the calf

within her, and fhe died in a fhort time afterwards. It is true, fhe

probably would have been taken with the fame diforder at home ; but,

in all likelihood, fhe would have been taken better care of.-

It is very dangerous to fling a cow that is in calf : a Neighbour had.

one killed by the fame means, about two months ago..

The
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The fwine.-Both of them had ruptures ; and it is remarkable that

they were both taken ill at the fame time,-during a thunder-ftorm

of hail (perhaps thro' fear) ; and both died a few days.

afterwards.

Infuture,-never rear burſten pigs, but fell them off as fucklings :

they are hazardous and unfightly.

Agricultural Knowledge.-How very little of that which is USEFUL , is

to be acquired by Touring ! I have rode on horseback four or five

hundred miles ; and, notwithſtanding I have been inceffantly obfer-

vant, and frequently inquifitive, I have not picked up more than

four or five ideas worth bringing home *.

The real state and prefent practice of ENGLISH AGRICULTURE is

devoutly to be wifhed-for.- But it is not driving poſt thro' any

particular diftrict ; nor even riding in an open chaife twenty or thirty

miles a-day, tho' ever fo inquifitive among " fpirited Farmers,"

maſters of inns, hoftlers and boot catchers ; that will gain the

AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE of that diſtrict . Perhaps, nothing but

TWELVE MONTHS' RESIDENCE ,

ACTUAL OBSERVATION, and

SELF-PRACTICE, is equal to the taſk.

It is true, that in fix weeks, or two months, a perfon might gain.

a competent knowledge of the ſpring-procefs (for inftance) ; but he

would be as ignorant of the fummer and autumnal, as of the Farm-

yard and GENERAL MANAGEMENT .

Perhaps, this is an eligible plan :

Let the Adelphic, or fome more fanguine Society place fix, feven,

or more proper perfons (if fuch may be found), in the feveral Coun-

Leave as much after- grafs as will not lodge, for fpring-feed.-Brick rubbin,

ftones , alhes , or any rubbish mend a rufhy ley.-Wonders may be done byſub-drain-

ing boggy bottoms : the quick must be pricked .- Sur- drain a large bog by pits.

Q૧ ૩ ties -

I
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ties moſt noted for Agriculture : Suppofe one in Effex,-one in

Norfolk,---one in Yorkshire,---cne in the mountains of Derbyſhire, --

one in Lancashire,---one in Leicestershire,-- one in Hertford-

fhire, -one in Wiltshire,---one in Kent, &c &c.---and from their

Minutes draw THE PRESENT STATE AND PRACTICE OF ENGLISH

AGRICULTURE .

It is not meant that theſe OBSERVATORS OF AGRICULTURE fhould

be wholly fixed, nor wholly itinerant. Perhaps, let each fix his head-

quarters on the best-cultivated fpot of his diftri&t : Here let him be-

comefamiliar with the Farmers of the neighbourhood (whether Abo-

riginal or Scientific ) ; and Here, from repeated obfervation and ſelf-

practice, let him make himſelf complete Mafter of the MINUTIÆ ;

and by frequent excurfions let him learn the more GENERAL MANAGE-

MENT of his diſtrict.

Perhaps, give to each a fett of general inftructions : but, perhaps,

deliver them as hints, rather than as pofitive orders ; for thefe would

cramp the intention.

If one year befound inadequate, let fuch as are imperfect in their

intelligence, return to their reſpective ſtations, and remain until

they can deliver in ample and true accounts.

TheWeather.--- 1 kept an account of the weather during my journey,

to compare it with that ofthis place.---The two Journals bear a much

nearer affinity than I expected to have found.---The quantity, indeed,

is different ; but the quality is nearly the fame ; for while there were

heavy rains here, we had fhowers and drizzly weather ; and fettled

fair weather fet-in at both places at the fame time, and with the fame.

prognoftic, a bail -fquall. The circumftances were fomewhat remark-

able.--At Castleton, we had a very heavy ſhower of hail and rain

with thunder, for upwards of forty minutes ;---at the diſtance of a

mile on one fide, there was no hail ;---on the other, neither hail nor

rain: yet atCroydon Common, exactly two hundred miles diftant, there

was
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was at the fame, or nearly the fame time , a hurricane of hail,

thunder and lightning.-- After this, there has been a fortnight of

univerſally fine weather ; and from this and repeated obfervations . I

am of opinion, that a HAIL- SQUALL is the most certain prognoſtic of

fettled fair weather +.

The Surface.---I built one for Mr. Le, while in Lancashire.-

Its effects on the rugged face of that country is admirable.-I had,

indeed, no conception of its capabilities , until I tried it there.-On

their reclaimed boggy bottoms,. it is trebly uſeful ; it reduces the

furface,-grinds - down the ſpungy black earth, ---and mixes it with

the fand and marl, which is thrown out in making their elaborate

thruffs,---orfub-drains. On their uneven, fandy hills, and broken, rag-

ged acclivities, it muſt be of fingular uſe . With tolerable tillage and a

Surface, the ill -favoured face of that country (around Rochdale)

might be rendered beautiful.

OXEN.

HORSES.

SALT-MARSHES.

11. Yeſterday fetched home the oxen and

horfes from the falt-marshes.-The oxen are

as fleek as moles, and the old horfes are become

young. The horſes have coft. a guinea, and the oxen fixteen fhil+

lings each ; and I eſteem it money exceedingly well laid out.

find that my cenfure of Marsh-Farmers, laſt year,

For one notorioufly keen, I find there are two fair-

I am glad to

was too general.

dealing men.

It is true, that

and Meffrs. B-

Mafter C was.

last year was not fo great a grafs year, as this ;

have been better looked after thanand L-and E

* By the beſt intelligence the Writer can procure, the fquall in Surry happened

about an hour and-a-half before the fquall in Lancaſhire.

+ The Writer does not mean a meft certain prognoftic ; for he is clearly of opinion,

there are no certain prognoftics of the weather.

FALLOWING.
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FALLOWING. 18. Finiſhed ſtirring F. 1.

This fallow was balked in November---Part of it was croffed the 27.

January -part, in May.-- The whole was equally harrowed and rolled

laft week, and was equally ftirred yesterday and to - day.

This was not an accidental, but a defigned experiment ; to know

whether it is better to croſs a fallow, which has been balked in au-

tumn, (after the wheat-feafon) before or after the fpring feed-time.

And, in this inſtance, the experiment is perfectly decifive : The part

croffed in winter is one plowing, at leaſt, behind that croffed in May.

If a harrowing and rolling be reckoned (and they are as neceffary as

the plowing, to bring them to an equal degree of tilth ) ten fillings

an acre is not equal to the difference.-The experiment is worth

repeating.

JULY, 1777. This is one of the moft decifive experiments the

Writer has made.-The fummer proving very wet, the part

croffed in winter is ftill in a vile ftate ; while the part croffed du-

ring the fummer-vacation is a very forward fallow.---Fifteen

fhillings worth of labour ſpent on the former, will not bring

them on a par.

But, perhaps, this diſparity may not hold good generally.

THE WEATHER .

HAZARD OF FARMING. }

23. (See 19. FEB . ) The fpring feed-

time was moiſt, but not remarkably wet ;

the clouds reſerved their bounty for May and June.---The middle of

May was very wet, and fo is the middle of June.---The laſt ten days

have been (except one) uniformly rainy.---Laſt night it poured for

eight or nine hours perhaps, never ſo much rain fell in fo little

time.---The wheats which were good, are beaten into the ground ;---

the graſs which is cut, fwims in every furrow ; ---and the fallows are

ready to flow out of the fields.---Low-land paftures are over-flowed,

and
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and the ftock obliged to be taken into the houſe to prevent their

poaching.---Work is at a ftand ; we cannot make hay, nor even

weed.---The teams cannot plow ; nor can they carry out dung,

even when it is fair, with any propriety. The ground was never

fo wet fince Noah's flood . The fprings and rivers only may re-

joice.---The poor are ftarving for want of work.

Wheat, which a fortnight ago was worth ten pounds an acre,

will not, except the weather at harveſt prove favourable indeed, be

worth harveſting ; and clover, which was nearly made when the rains

fet-in, will be reduced in its value more than half, if not totally

fpoiled ; for there are not as yet any ſigns of fair weather : the wind

changes to every quarter, but the weather is invariably rainy, ---

rainy, rainy !

THE WEATHER.

HAYING.

HAZARD OF FARMING.

PRICE OF PRODUCE .

FARMING.

day intervening.

JUL Y.

15. (See 23. JUNE.) From that time.

to the 8th inftant, there was ſcarcely a

fair day. The rain fet-in on Friday the

13th of June : it therefore lafted fix-

and-twenty days ; with fcarcely one fair

Prognoftics-were as vague as ufual.

The Barometer---hovered about changeable, and feemed to watch

the motions of the wind.

The Wind---was generally S. W.---Whenever it chopt round to the

Northward, the glafs got dry ; but as foon as it returned to its old

ſtation, the Barometer as regularly became wet.

The impotence of the Moon was fully proved : fhe became full,

hifted her quarters, and even changed without the leaft effect.

We had frequently rainbows in the evening, with the fame fuccefs.

The
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The Wind alone feemed to rule ; for as foon as it was fixed in the

North, the rain ceaſed ; and before it had been eight-and-forty hours

there, the weather changed from very cold for the time-of-year, to

very hot. The change of the wind was preceded by a very heavy

Squall in the night.

Haying.---I began to mow clover the day the rain fet in, and kept-

on cutting until I had finiſhed what I intended for wheat, the en-

fuing autumn. The crop in general was large, and lodged, and

muſt have rotted on the ground, if left uncut.

I wadded it almoſt immediately after the Mowers.--The wads were

repeatedly ſhifted on to fresh ground, whenever a lucky blaſt dried

the ſurface.---The fecond crop was thus greatly difcumbered, and

the hay was preſerved from being totally ſpoiled.

We began to carry the very day-month on which the Mowers be-

ganto cut ; and yet the hay is by no means fpoiled.---I have made the

worst of it (about thirty loads ) into two ſtacks of equal fize and

quality : the one is falted with about a buſhel ( half-a-hundred weight)

of falt to a market-load of hay ; the other unfalted.

My motives for falting were theſe : ---I am fully convinced that it

will add to the quality of the hay ; and I am in hopes that it will

act as an antiputrefcent, and preſerve it from mould and muſt.

Hazard of Farming.---Hay which was made (but not carried) when

the rain fet-in, is totally loft.---Quantities have been carried into the

Farm-yards for litter.---Many ftacks which were caught half-made,

have been pulled down, and carried back to the field to dry.---

Low-land meadows have been greatly injured by the floods. In the

lower parts of Surry and Suffex, numbers of acres were fo loaded

with fand and mud, the grafs has been cut, and carried immediately

to the dunghill, to fecure a fecond crop, or after-paſture ; and many

hundred loads have been ſwept away by the ſtream.

But
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But theſe maladies fall on the individuals who fuffer the total loffes,

and onthe confumers'; not on the Farmer who has got his hay tolerably :

for that which is loft, will raife the price of that which is faved ;

and, as there will be very little good bay (artificial hay at leaſt),

that which is indifferent will fell at market.

It is not with bay as with corn. The price of corn is regulated by

the crops of Europe ; but the price of bay is fettled by thofe which

happen within the circuit of a few miles. All the clover, fainfoin,

and much of the meadow-hay around London is either loft or confider-

ably damaged: therefore, good hay will be dear, and bad hay will find

a market.

How much more comfortably I feel now, than when I began to

make this Minute ! The Farmer muſt be gloomy, indeed, who cannot

on theſe occafions reafon himſelf into good-humour.

JULY, 1777. The above was not written as a laft Minute. The

Writer, however, is much pleaſed to find that the MINUTES OF

AGRICULTURE end in " good-humour."---He does not mean by

this to intimate, that a Farmer has more cauſe of ill-humour,

than any other man ; for he can fay with fincerity, that he

never enjoyed fo long a run of happineſs, as that which he

has experienced fince he commenced FARMER.

Farming is like a voyage to the Indies : and he who embarks

in it will probably meet with contrary winds in the Channel,-

a gale in the Bay,—and a fquall between the Tropics.---The

Farmer, however, like the Voyager, will frequently find the

wind abaft the beam ; and, like him, may now-and-then

glide beneath a fair gale. He muſt not, however, like the Adven-

turer, expect to fall- in with a golden fhore : he muſt bear-away for

the Streights of SCIENCE ; leading to the Land of RATIONAL

AMUSEMENT ; ---feated on the brink of the Ocean ofNATURE.

R. r
Or,
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Or,toconclude the MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE in a ſtyle more

farmerly, whoever purchaſes or leaſes a Farm, muft not enter upon

it with high expectations of uninterrupted enjoyment, nor with

elevated hopes of pecuniary gain : he muſt expect a variety of

diſappointments, and a fucceffion of untoward incidents ;

reſting his happineſs on that rational amufement which never-

ceafingly refults from Scientific Agriculture, when accompanied

with a philofophical obfervance of the operations of Nature.

OOFTHE END OF THE MINUTES.
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T was not the caprice of an hour-but principle-founded on

nature-actuated by experience-and confirmed by long preme-

ditation, which led the Author from Town to Rufticity.

Youths imperceptibly imbibe and retain ideas of the objects fur-

rounding their youth ; and the feeds of Agriculture were, of courſe,

felf-fown in the Writer. But an utter averfion to Farming totally

ſtopped their vegetation ; until a few years acquaintance with the

Worldhad convinced him, that NATURE, RURALITY, CONTEMPLATION

and HAPPINESS, are nearly allied ; and a freſh fight of juvenile

ſcenes rouſed the latent feeds. Books attempted to raiſe the puny

fhoots, but they poiſoned the ftraggling plants with noxious weeds ;

and, on a review, the corn was deemed too fcanty and too foul to

Stand for a crop. The baneful herbage was therefore plowed- in , and

the foil received a three fummers fallow. The foil difcumbered, he

afked of NATURE fome genuine feed, and he fowed it under HIS di-

rections. The vigorous plants exceeded his ambitious wiſhes, and

REASON attempted, but in vain, to rear them. He therefore placed

them under the care of EXPERIMENT and OBSERVATION, and there

are ſome hopes of a crop.

Literally-the Author, fearing that from Education and Books he

had received falfe ideas of Agriculture, wifhed for a fafer bafis

on which to place his future acquifitions.-He was aware of the in-

Auence
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fluence of prejudice ; and therefore refolved to throw afide Books, and

endeavour to erafe from his mind everytrace of agricultural knowledge.

A few years, and a freſh review of the Mathematics (for perhaps this,

in preference to every other fcience, teaches and habituates Mankind.

to think fyftematically and tenfely) , prepared him for the taſk ; and

about eighteen months before the commencement of the preceding Mi-

nutes, he began THE ANALYSIS OF THE MEANS OF HUMAN EXISTENCE .

-He endeavoured to trace the cauſes to their fource, and the effects

to their efflux, and to purſue the means to the extremity of ob-

viouſneſs . On this ANALYSIS he attempted to draw the outlines

of a Syftem of Agriculture, or of whatever the Reader chooſes to

name it-the Writer calls it a SYSTEM OF NATURISION-and he had

fome fuccefs . This made him ftill more anxious for a Country

life. He wished to improve and perfect by practice the theoretic

ſketch ;-but he was impatient, and attempted the fillings from theory

alone. He need not acquaint the Reader, that he made bungling-

work however, to do the attempt juftice, he apprehends that he

owes to it fome thoughts, which elfe might not have occurred.

After he reached the field of EXPERIENCE, and, indeed, after the com-

mencement of the preceding MINUTES, he continued to fyftemize

what he thought worthy of his Syftem ; and the Minutes before January

1775, contain little more than the refufe. From that time, he threw

every thing he thought minutable, into a ſeries of Minutes, and di-

gefted them at his leifure.

-

It may be neceffary to obferve, that this long story has not been in-

troduced to give the Writer an opportunity of talking of himself,

but of telling the Reader that the HEADS of this DIGEST are taken.

from that SKETCH ; that part ofthe fyftemized matter, whether theo-

retic or practical, is here blended with the Minutes ; and that this

DIGEST Comprehends the whole (be it much or little) of the Au-

thor's agricultural knowledge,

17 JULY, 1777.-
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FARMING AND FARMERS.

M

FARMING.

'AN, as an animal, has few WANTS ; and, probably, there has

been a time, when the SPONTANEOUS PRODUCE of the foil was

thought adequate to them.

In the preſent ftate of POPULOSITY, independent of luxury,

the fpontaneous growth would be found far fhort of his indif-

penfable exigencies . Therefore, from AGRICULTURE the neceſſaries

of life proceed-By AGRICULTURE Mankind preferve exiſtence—

And AGRICULTURE, in a ſtate of natural populofity, is the NATURAL

PROFESSION OF MAN.

But, in a ſtate of Trade, where gold alleviates every want, it is not

neceſſary that each INDIVIDUAL ſhould be an AGRICULTURIST ; nor, in

a ſtate ofCommerce, that each COMMUNITY fhould produce the immediate

means of its own prefervation. It is, however, abfolutely neceſſary, that

the Commercial Communities, collectively, fhould provide for the

NATURAL NECESSITIES of the COMMERCIAL WORLD.

But a ſtate of confirmed Commerce is a ſtate of Luxury, where natural

neceffity is abforbed infuperfluity, and each Community has other means

of
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offubfiftence ;-as Mining, Hunting, Fishing, Navigation, Mer-

chandifing, Trade, and Manufactures.But Mining, Hunting,

Fiſhing, are partial ;-and Commerce, with her Train, like the fer-

pent, crawls from place to place, and charms but to destroy.

Agriculture alone is permanent, and common to the Habitable

World ;-from Agriculture the lafting welfare of a State proceeds ;

and AGRICULTURE, even in a ſtate of Commercial Splendour, is the

GRAND OBJECT OF EVERY COMMUNITY.

But PUBLIC and PRIVATE Agriculture differ widely.-That regards

the Community, without confidering the Individual :-This, fimply

confidered, views the Individual, regardleſs of the Whole :-And

PRIVATE AGRICULTURE, in a ſtate of Commerce, where Individuals

have a choice in their profeffion, becomes, fimply confidered, a

PECUNIARY EMPLOYMENT.

But an Individual is a Son of Nature,-a Brother of Mankind,—a

Member of Society,—and a Man ;—and he has four principal

MOTIVES TO PRIVATE AGRICULTURE :

A Love of Nature,

A Love of Mankind,

A Love of his Country,

A Love ofHimſelf; diviſible into,

Self-amufement,

Self-emolument..

Until the preſent Century, FARMING , like RELIGION , was an heredi-

tary mystery, transferred from father to ſon, and had no other founda-

tion than chance-produced cusTOM ; nor was actuated by any other

motive than SELF-EMOLUMENT.

REASON found her plodding through a narrow, blind-lane_a

by-road, full of floughs and quick-fands.-He led her from the

mire-dreffed her in a decent, ruftic garb-and introduced her to

BOOKS. Books recommended her to SCIENCE .-Science, unfortu-

nately, threw her in the way of TASTE ; -and Men of Taſte ! mounted

her on the Throne of ABSURDITY-dreffed up fo truly fantaſtical,

and placed in fuch an aukward light, that RIDICULE threatens to

laugh her back to the dirt and darkneſs from whence ſhe came. —She

is
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is no longer an ART nor even a SCIENCE, but a chit-chat Companion

to the FINE ARTS and BELLES LETTRES ! She reſembles a ruddy,

buxom, cottage-bred Country-houſewife, bedizened in mode and

muflin, parading the Mall of Taſte amidst modern Petits-Maîtres.

The PHILOSOPHY OF AGRICULTURE is the firſt chapter of NATURAL

PHILOSOPHY as the PROCESS is that of EXPERIMENTAL ; and it is an

unpleafing reflection, that the FIRST OF HUMAN SCIENCES fhould be

made the bobby-borſe of Projectors, and the catch-penny of Bookfellers-

or that the PARENT OF INDIVIDUALS and PATRON OF EMPIRE fhould

become the playmate ofTafte * !

FARMING may be ſeen in another point of view.-For many ge-

nerations before the laſt, it was wholly in the hands of the Illiterate,

holding the management of their Ancestors facred as their Faith.

MEN OF LETTERS and TRAVEL, feeing its unfortunate fituation , intro-

duced, practifed, and publiſhed the improvements of other Countries.-

Thus CLOVER, TURNIPS, and many other obvious Improvements were

denizened, and adopted by the dawning Peafantry, in proportion to

their utility -and thus ENGLISH AGRICULTURE, like the Engliſh

Oak, fhot flowly from a ftable, healthy root.

But MEN OF SPECULATION, unwilling to wait the tardy progreſs of

PRACTICE, mounted the wings of THEORY- raifed fpecious fchemes

and flattering calculations, and ufhered them into the world, without

testing their truth or UTILITY.

This has rouzed the fpirit of Farming in four orders of Men.-

The Man who has broken his fortune, flies to Farming to repair it ;-

the Monied-Man hopes, by Farming, to increase his ftore ;-while

Men of Speculation and Project eagerly embrace it as the moft cer-

tain and ſpeedy way of making a Fortune ! But, worſt of all , Men on

the brink of ruin fly to it as to a Friend-in-need ; -when, alas ! the

Whoever will look into the celebrated TOURS, may fee Corn-Sheaves, Sculp-

ture, and Carrots ; Bullocks , Belles Lettres, and Burnet ; Paintings, Pigs , and Pic-.

turefque Views ; and round about the May-pole how they trot !"

Sf
delufive
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delufive phantom vanishes, and the diſappointment only ferves to

precipitate their fall. But the miſchief ends not here :-The reak

cauſe of their difgrace is only known to themſelves ; the WORLD (or,

which is the fame thing, Men of moderate capacities who do not

think for themſelves) lay the blame on AGRICULTURE ;-the Aborigi-

nal Farmer, who is unable to diſtinguiſh Science from Speculation,.

and who looks upon both as intruders, is folicitous to circulate the

ſcandal ;---and thus, SCIENCE and SPECULATION are doomed, without

diftinction, to difgrace and infamy.

The Landed Gentlemen,---the Clergy;---and the Lay-Rectors, have:

induſtriouſly propagated this FALSE SPIRIT OF FARMING, and have:

fuccessfully raiſed their rents and tithes.The Clergyman's text- is-

well chofen ;----a time may come, however, when the Landed Gentle-

man or his poſterity may look back with hearts full of repentance.---

The advance of rent ferves only as an advance of luxury ---But, ſhould:

the recent prices of produce fall, (and that on a par of years they

will fall, needs not the gift of prophecy to foretel ) and with them-

the Farmer or his rent, a reduction of income will most probably

prove a reduction ofhappiness,

Other promulgers of this AERIAL SYSTEM are Men actuated by a.

love of their Country. The fins of theſe are venial ; becauſe they

mean well:---Their object is to increaſe the quantity, and thereby.

decreaſe the price of provifions. They endeavour to fpur on the

Individual to fpirited management ; eyeing the good of the. Whole, un

mindfulof his welfare. But where will center the GOOD OF THE WHOLE,,

when the INDIVIDUALS are difgufted, and Agriculture is become the

derifion, not the admiration of FASHION ?

It has been---it is---the faſhion to admire it ---It is beginning to.

be---and fhould this IMPOSTOR be fuffered to ſtroll abroad unftigma-

tized , it may foon be---the fashion to fneer at it.---The Diſappointed,.

who have flipt the meſh, already begin to fimile at thoſe whom they

fee floundering in the net, ---and laugh aloud at him who is tame

enough
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enough to take it.---The numbers of Diſappointed will daily encreaſe,

and the Satirifts of Agriculture may foon laugh its Panegyriſts out

of countenance.

PRESENT FARMERS.

AFTER this curfory viewof PAST and PRESENT FARMING, a review

of PRESENT FARMERS will not follow unaptly ; nor will a few

Sketches, characteristic of this at preſent heterogeneous Fraternity, be

uſeleſs to the NoVITIAL AGRICULTURIST :-for, how deſpicable foever

fome of the Brotherhood may be, in reality or eſtimation,-he will

find himſelf, when he becomes a PRACTITIONER, under a neceffity of

being more or less connected with them :-his fields will join to their

fields ; he will trefpafs, and will be trefpaffed upon ;-he may affift,

or he may need affiftance ; -he will become a Fellow-parishioner , -

and will be, of courfe, a Fellow-member of Society, equally amenable

to the uſages and laws of his Country. Nor, perhaps, may theſe

Sketches be altogether unferviceable to the Characters themfelves-

Vice fometimes ftartles at her own deformity.

PRESENT FARMERS may be divided into three principal claffes

The
ABORIGINAL

,

The
SCIENTIFIC,

The AERIAL.

The first farm from CUSTOM ;-the fecond, from EXPERIMENT

and OBSERVATION ;-the laft, from BOOKS and BALIES *.

• Baley. The etymology of this term is generally misunderstood, and its ortho-

graphy erroneous. It comes directly (and not by the way of France) from the an-

glicifed Saxonic word Bale Mifery and Mifchief."-Hence the adjectives baley,

baleful, balific, &c. &c. -Its orthography, therefore , is Baley, not Bailey, -nor

Bailiff;-and its etymological meaning, a mischievousfervant.

Sf 2 ABORIGINAL
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ABORIGINAL FARMER S.

Theſe are fubdivifible into

The ILLIBERAL SLOVEN,

The ILLITERATE ECONOMIST,

The APE-GENTLEMAN,

The SUBSTANTIAL,

The GENTLEMANLY.

The firſt of theſe is a fullen, defigning, incommunicative Being,

who holds his profeffion as a family-fecret, though his management

be execrable, his fields are foul , his crops wretched,--his live-ſtock

pitiable ;-his whole life is a fcene of cunning, toil , poverty and

wretchednefs.

--
-

The fecond is equally illiberal, equally disingenuous, equally

incommunicative, has more cunning, and is a better Farmer.-He

keeps his land tolerably clean, and in tolerable heart ;—his crops, and

every thing around him are tolerable, ; -and he gets rich in propor-

tion to his RENT, TAXES, and LUCK. This is the money- getting

Farmer, whofe Agriculture the SCIENCIST ought to endeavour to

excel.

-

The third is the Economiſt grown rich, or the fucceffor of an

enriched Economiſt.He looks on his purfe :--to him it feems

very large ;--it contains from fifteen hundred to two thouſan

pounds ; and he is not aware of any thing elfe being wanted to

make him a Gentleman ! His vanity fwells, and thus he fets up :---He

commences wine-bibber at Fair and at Market ; ---his Sons hunt the

beſt horſes in the neighbourhood---perhaps, follow a fnug pack of

their own ;---his Wife and Daughters copy thofe of the Apothecary,

the Parfon, and the Squire ; ---they ape them in Drefs, and outdo them

in Entertainment ; ---his whole family is extravagant without gentility,.

and profufe without complacency.---Luxury creates indolence and

falfe pride ; ---indolence, a laxity of management ;---and falfe pride

perfuades
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perfuades him to be ashamed of that employment, which led him,

perhaps, from hard labour.---His leaſe expires---his landlord doubles

his rent--the prices of produce fall-his good-luck changes to

bad---he grows poor, lives in debt, and dies a beggar ; leaving an

indolent family to crawl through a life of poverty and toil- or

worſe !

His is a more defpicable Character than that of the deſpicable

SLOVEN.It is he who raiſes, or helps to raiſe, the price of land, and

with it the prices of provifions.---It is he who diffeminates, or affifts

in diffeminating luxury among the Sons of Rufticity, and a falfe

fpirit of Farming among the Daughters of Speculation.

The fourth--the SUBSTANTIAL---fprings from a long line of

ECONOMISTSand induſtrious Houſewives.---He is poffeffed of a fortune

independant of Farming;---he is the Lord of the Village he lives in ;

and deals out comfort or oppreffion to his poor neighbours.---He is the

counterpart of the foregoing :- -for, although he is purfe-proud, he is

at war with every thing gentlemanly. --He would rather be thought

hoſpitable than polite ; --and would rather be first among his De-

pendants, than fubordinate among Gentlemen.---But his is a Cha-

racter worthy of his Country, and the Community has not a better

Member ; becauſe, his Sons are robuft, and his Daughters notable

and his whole family is a pattern of rural decency, and their manners

a relick of ancient hofpitality..

This is a manwhom the SCIENCIST ought to court.--- For though he

is a CUSTOMIST, and, of courſe, cannot communicate his general

management, ---he knows the cuſtoms and uſages of the Country he

Lives in, and can obviate a thoufand petty difficulties..

The laft---the GENTLEMANLY--- is the Son of the SUBSTANTIAL

Farmer.---He has had education enough to think for himſelf,

knows enough of the World to communicate his fentiments, and

is liberal enough to affociate with Men of Liberality.

This
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This is the man whofe friendſhip is an acquifition to the SCIENCIST :

---for Him he can underſtand, and by Him he will be under-

ftood ;---and this is a fatisfaction worth fome pains to acquire. But,

notwithſtanding his education, his liberality, and knowledge of man-

kind, he can never be a genuine SCIENCIST *.---He may improve, but

can never perfe& ; ---becauſe, he is prejudiced by the CUSTOM of his

Anceſtors, and the Country he happened to be bred in, whofe ERRORS

he has not only received as immutable TRUTHS, but his whole life has

been employed in the practice of them. The SCIENCIST knows no-

thing but what proceeds directly from ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENT and

OBSERVATION ; and yet they have an obvious alliance.---The

CUSTOMIST may afford the SCIENCEST matter for Experiment,---and the

SCIENCIST may return him the uſeful refult of his experience.---If

it be poffible for the SCIENCIST to receive material affiftance from any

man, it is from the LIBERAL CUSTOMIST .

It is not meant that each CUSTOMIST bears exactly fome one of theſe

characters ; but it is apprehended that theſe are the predominant

characteristics of ABORIGINAL FARMERS.

THE SCIENC IST.

This is the MAN-- (no matter whether born heir to wooden-fhoes or

a coronet) whoſe PARENT---PRECEPTOR--and PATRON, is NATURE.

HIмhe obeys, ---HIM he reveres, ---HIM he contemplates,--HIM he

'IN

* Here the Writer can fcarcely forbear drawing parallels between CUSTOMISTS

AGRICULTURE, and CUSTOMISTS IN LITERATURE ; and between the

SCIENCISTS OF LITERATURE, and the SCIENCISTS OF AGRICULTURE.-But,

indeed, the likeneffes are too ftriking to need them ---Befides, it would be cruel,

it would be wantonnefs , to tantalize men, the flower of whofe youth, and whoſe

vigour of intellects has been spent in acquiring those-things-the acquifition, the

burden and tendency of which neceffarily preclude from the generality of capaci-

ties, almost every ray of the foul-expanding beams of NATURAL and SCIENTIFIC

KNOWLEDGE

admires, ---

1
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admires,---HIM he mentally adores--- as soUL OF THE CREATION,--

as SOLE, comprehenfible, SOURCE OF HIS EXISTENCE.

He views the PRESENT WORLD .----Here, he fees a treacherous, ruf-

fran Gang, in fpecious mafquerade, hacking down Law, Liberty and

Life, to ſtorm the unſtable FORTRESS OF POWER ! There, a tinfelled ,

giddy Throng, with gait voluptuous , flaunting away to the TEMPLE

OF OSTENTATION. In yonder deep moraſs, a dabbling, daſhing Shoal,

floundering on to the HOARD OF RICHES : and through yon oaken

grove, a peaceful Few, walking towards the FIELD OF QUIET,

bordering on the now-impenetrable FOREST OF NATURE.---Theſe

Few he joins, and there he fits down fatisfied.

He has acquired the uſeful part of human knowledge ; and Agri-

culture he eſteems the moſt uſeful and the moft abftrufe of useful

Sciences..

He believes that the CUSTOMISTS, collectively, are far advanced on

the road of Perfection ; but he knows nothing in Agriculture,

which proceeds not directly from ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENT, and

OBSERVATION..

He eſteems SELF-ATTENDANCE and CLOSE ATTENTION, even to the

mereft Minutiæ, abfolutely neceffary to common management ; nor

thinks the MANUAL OPERATION of the humbleft department beneath

the MAN..

Agriculture is his STUDY, --his RECREATION, and his PECUNIARY

PROFESSION ; for though he courts not SUPERFLUOUS RICHES , he

holds SELF-INTEREST, in a state ofCommerce, fynonymous with SELF

PRESERVATION. But while he views HIMSELF, he lofes not fight of

the COUNTRY nor the woRLD he lives in..

He wishes for UNIVERSAL PLENTY,

He wishes to fee the terrene WORLD cloathed in Luxuriance:

He wishes to fee the various foils of his COUNTRY emulous to

fhoot forth abundance to his Countrymen...

1

He
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He wishes to fee each occupied by the Vegetable which affects it ;--

and, collectively, by fuch as are moſt immediately fubfervient to

the NATURAL NECESSITIES OF MAN.

On the contrary---He wishes not to fee the vegetative ELEMENTS

inactive, nor exhauſted by uſeleſs Vegetables ; ---nor the VEGETABLE ›

Creation diffipated by fuperfluous ANIMALS, and ſuffered to revert to

foil, withoutbeing immediately, or fecondarily, HUMAN FOOD.

THE AERIALIST:

Theſe are his leading characteriſtics :

He is conftitutionally volatile, fpeculative, and credulous,---and

habitually bookish.---He has acquired a ſmattering of the lighter

branches,---the twigs of human knowledge ; ---and apes Genius,

though void of penetration and judgment.

He has read the TOURS, and feen the PATENT-PLOW ! and fallies

forth Knight-errant of Agriculture, to refcue her from the hands of

Barbariſm and Boors ! Like another Quixote, from Bridge he flies

to Caftle, and from Caſtle to Windmill, with equal fuccefs.---His

ridiculous orders are ſtill more ridiculouſly executed.---He changes his

BOOKS---changes his BALEY, and changes his PLAN of management ; ---

but all in vain :---the phantom flies before him.---At length, wearied

with purſuit, he deigns to look behind him ;---when, lo ! at a

diſtance, he ſees PRESENT AGRICULTURE fitting at her eaſe, with a

fneer on her countenance, in a ſpacious field of flowing corn.---He

beholds her, aſtoniſhed ! Inftead of a ftarving, puny wretch, he

perceives her to be a hale, decent, refpectable perfonage.---The chi-

meras of vaft improvement and vaft profit vaniſh ;---and he has the

mortification to fee himſelf defervedly laughed at by the very per-

fons he affected to contemn.---Tired out and afhamed of his

burden (if not already funk beneath it), he ſhifts it on to the fhoul-

der
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der of his fanguine friend, and laughs in his fleeve---without

comfort *.

Generally--the Writer believes, but he may not be a judge-he

therefore hopes that theſe SKETCHES OF PRESENT FARMERS are drawn

without favor or affection,-and without envy, hatred, malice, or

any kind of uncharitableneſs :-His meaning is to ferve the cauſe of

ENGLISH AGRICULTURE ; and he heartily wiſhes

Improvement to the CUSTOMISTS,

Increaſe to the SCIENCISTS, and,

Reformation, or, total Annihilation to the AERIALISTS .

• The Colourings of this Sketch are left to the profeffional Satirift, who may be

affured that COMIC NUTS are, now, very plentiful on the borders of the Field of

Agriculture.

No notice is here taken of the SABBATICAL Farmers around the Metropolis,-for

their motive cannot be more than relaxation from the hebdomadal fatigue of the Deſk

or Counter ;---and yet they are noticeable---for recreation is ever generous ; ---and in the

region oftheir influence, the prices of land and of labour muſt be confiderably raiſed, ---

idleness encouraged, ---and the prices of provifions of courfe enchanced by a paucity

ofproduce.

Tt THE



THE

PL A N

OF THE

D I G E S T.

THE

HE matter of PRIVATE AGRICULTURE (and, perhaps, of every

other Art) is diviſible into

THEORETIC and PRACTICAL ;

or,-into

PHILOSOPHIC and MECHANICAL ;.

or,-into

The ELEMENTS and the PROCESS.

The firft fhews what the Elements are by Nature ;-or, what they

ought to be by Art :-The laſt teaches how to manage them in the

higheſt perfection, confiftent with the greateft. Emolument of their

Poffeffor.

But the Matter collected in the precedingMINUTES, is only a part of

the Matter of private Agriculture-and will not by any means complete.

the SYSTEM mentioned in The APPROACH .- It is not fufficient even

to form its Outlines. One of the principal Divifions-ANIMALISION-

(the breed, breeding and rearing, the food, feeding and fatting.

of cattle and fheep, &c. & c.) is fcarcely touched upon, be-

cauſe the Writer has fcarcely had an opportunity ofmaking an Expe-

riment---an Obfervation---nor, ofcourfe, a Practical Reflection upon

it; .
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it ; ---and he is not raiſing Syſtems, but regiſtering Facts. He is,

however, very much pleaſed to find, that for almoſt every niche of

the grand compartment, VEGETISION , ---he has collected fome-

thing --and the Process, here-and-there, draws near to a Finiſh.

THE ELEMENTS which have fallen under his Obfervation, are theſe :

Farms.

Farmeries :

Sandy-loam,
Lucerne,

Gravelly-loam, Rye-grafs,

Stack-yards,
Gravel. Cabbages,

Barns,
Manures.

Turnips,

Potatoes,
Granaries, Provocatives.

Carrots.

Straw-yards.

Vegetables :

Fields.
Stacks.

Wheat,

Roads.
Live-ſtock :

Rye,

1

Shores. Barley,

Cows,

Fences.
Oats,

Rearing-cattle,

Tare-barley,

Sheep,

The Weather.
Swine,

Tares,

Servants.

Beans,
Poultry.

Beafts of labour:
Peaſe,

Pasture.

Oxen,
Blendings, Fodder.

Horſes.
Buck-wheat,

1

Litter.

Implements. Rape,

Dung.

Soils : Meadow,

Clay,
Clover,

Compoſti

Clayey-loam,
Mixture, Markets, &c. & c.

Ttz
The
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The Branches of the PROCESS which have occurred, are thefe :

The general manage-

ment of Farms .

The minutial manage-

ment of Farms.

Thedivifion of Farms.

The claffing of Farms.

Fallowing,

Dunging,

Seed-plowing,

Sub-plowing,

Depofiting,

Houfing,

Thrashing,

Winnowing, &c.

&c. &c..

The particular ma-

nagement of eachTop-dreffing,

Preparing the feed ,
fpecies of Agricul-

Sowing, tural vegetable.

Shoring.

Sub-draining.

Fencing.

Ley-management : · Weeding,

Leying, Hoeing,

Covering the feed, The general and par--

ticular Farm-yard

management.

Sur-draining, Grazing, The general and par-

Haying, Verdaging,
ticular

management

Harveſting,
of live-ftock, &c..

Difcumbering, Stacking,
&c. &c.

Aration :

But the Author is aware of theprolixity which would be incurred.

by fuch a multiplicity of diftinct divifions : He has therefore en-

deavoured to contract his plan in fuch a manner, as to mix without

confufion, and has reduced it to the following general Heads :

FARMS AND FARMERIES.

SOILS.

MANURE.

SEED.

THE WEATHER.

SERVANTS.

BEASTS OF LABOUR.

IMPLEMENTS.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT.

DIVISION OF FARMS..

LEY MANAGEMENT..

LEY VEGETABLES.

PLOW MANAGEMENT.

PLOW VEGETABLES.

FARM-YARD MANAGEMENT.

LIVE STOCK.

MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.

FARMS
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FARMS and FA
RMERIES.

FARM S.

ARMS may be divided into

FA

TILLAGE FARMS,

LEY FARMS,

COMPOUND FARMS.

TILLAGE FARMS are fubdivifible into

FOLDING FARMS, COMPOST FARMS ;

or,-into

COMPACT FARMS, STRAGGLING FARMS ;

or,-into

POLYSOIL FARMSUNISOIL FARMS,

LEY FARMS, into

FATTING. FARMS, HAY FARMS, DAIRY FARMS.

COMPOUND FARMS, and FARMS in general, into

LIGHTLAND FARMS, STIFFLAND FARMS ;

or, -into

UPLAND FARMS, LOWLAND FARMS ;

or, -into

OPEN FARMC , INCLOSED FARMS ;

or,-into

LARGE FARMS, SMALL FARMS, MIDDLING FARMS.

Perhaps

"
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Perhaps, -TILLAGE FARMS are more profitable to the Community;

-LEY FARMS, to the Individual : -Becaufe, -Tillage gives a greater

quantity of human food, -and a Ley wants lefs labour : -the pro-

fits, however, to the Renter reft wholly on the Rent :-But, per-

haps,---COMPOUND FARMS are by far the moſt eligible, both for the

State andthe Farmer :-Because,---Live Stock is neceffary to Til-

lage,—and graſs is convenient to Live Stock.

Perhaps,--FOLDING FARMS are preferable to CoMPOST FARMS ;

becauſe Sheep are profitable, where they can be kept with ſafety ; and

becauſe they fave, confiderably, the expence of team-labour.

--

Perhaps, a COMPACT FARM, with a central Farmery, is cheaper

at 15s. an acre, than a STRAGGLING FARM of equal quality at

10s.; because the labour, attendance, and attention, are confider-

ably greater on This ; and, of courſe, the amusement and emolu-

ment confiderably more on That.

A UNISOIL FARM requires fewer Implements than a POLYSOIL

FARM, which, in its turn, has fome advantages . It can change its

own ſeed ; it gives a greater variety of ſeaſons ; and forms a larger

field for Experiment, Obfervation and Reflection.-But, perhaps ,

any Farm is better than a uniformly ſtiff foil Farm ; becauſe on many

days in every year the teams will probably ſtand wholly idle, and

wait the beck of the weather.

FATTING FARMs are certain bars to the population of the country

in which they are fuffered to abound ; because they difcourage in-

duftry, and prevent a plenteoufnefs of human food. DAIRY FARMS

feed the hungry, but do not employ the induftrious, nor athleticate

the individual equal to the plow, the fithe, and the fickle.

Perhaps ,-LIGHT LAND is fitter for corn, STIFF LAND for grafs

because lefs labour will keep light land equally clean, and in equal tithe :

-And perhaps, generally, a fandy loam, at 15s. an acre, is cheaper

(as arable land) than a clayey loam of equal fertility at 10s. and

perhaps, ftiff land arable Farms are, in general, too high-rented.

A kind
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A kind foil is an exhauftlefs fource of amufement to the rational pof-

feffor ; an untoward one, the plague of his Autumns,-the peſt of

his Winters, and the never-failing curfe of Spring.

Perhaps,-UPLANDS are more eligible for Aration, LOWLANDS for

Ley; because Uplands yield plumper grain, Lowlands a greater bur-

den of grafs , becauſe grain requires wind and fun ; -grafs, cool-

nefs and moiſture.

Perhaps,-OPEN FARMS are fitter for corn, ENCLOSED FARMS for

pafture ; because the fun and wind are the principal agents of matu-

ration, and the moft active helpmates of harveſt : fences give fhade

in fummer, and warmth in winter.

Perhaps,-MIDDLING FARMS are the moſt profitable to the Com-

munity, and afford the moſt amuſement, and proportionably the

moft emolument, to the poffeffor : becaufe a man who has Farming-

knowledge and a capital, will not accept of a fmall Farm, and a

Plow-Farm of 500 acres is adequate to any man's attention.-Farms

of lefs than 100 acres fall into the hands of the ignorant and indi-

gent ; thofe above 500, muſt be in fome degree neglected, be the

poffeffor ever fo alert ; becaufe, where there is more than one Farmery,

there must be irrigid management ; and of a very large Farm with

only one Farmery, fome part of it muſt lie at too great a diſtance

from the Farm-yard ; even fuppofing the Farm a circle, and the

Farmery its center : and whatever increaſes Horfe-labour robs the

Community. Therefore, perhaps, from two to three hundred acres

of culturable foil (four-fifths of which is arable), is the moft

political Farm ; if not, the Writer will venture to pronounce it the

moft gentlemanly.

-

There are other characteristics of Farms : A Farm may be HILLY,

or it may be LEVEL ; it may have a retentive fubfoil, or an ab-

f

By a middling Farm the Writer means one, four - fifths of which is arable, con-

taining from one hundred to five hundred acres,.

forbent
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forbent one ; and confequently becomes a WET FARM, or a DRY

FARM.

The LOCALITY of a Farm varies, confiderably, its extrinfic value :

the neighbourhood of a NAVIGABLE RIVER , or a CANAL ; a CITY,

or a MARKET-TOWN ; a COMMON, or a GOOD ROAD ; are valuable

fituations.

The ASPECT, too, is very material : a ſouthern aſpect is defirable ;

eſpecially for a Corn-Farm .

But even theſe were not the whole of the accidents of a Farm, as

will appear by a review of the MINUTES INCIDENT TO FARMS, which

are here brought into one view.

1774.
Dec. 31.

1775. Mar. 28.

Ap. 27.

Public paths are nuiſances of arable land.

Polyfoil fields are very inconvenient.

Small, ftraggling fields are extremely difad-

vantageous on a Plow-Farm.

June 10. Incontiguity of arable land robs the Farmer

of both profit and pleaſure.

it

July 3.
It is inconvenient

to have more than one Farmery.

Aug. 15. If incontiguous
arable land be foul and poor,

is barely worth the labour of cultivation
.

Sep. 13. An adjacent
Common

is highly advantageous
.

Wet land is the bane of Farming
.

Nov. 23.

Dec. 21.

1776. Jan. 8.

-.

It is very unprofitable to hold Farms under di-

ftinct landlords.

How many are the advantages of a ring fence

Farm ?

Polyfoil Farms and Unifoil Farms have each their

advantages and inconveniencies.

A dry loam, culturable by whip-reins, is a moſt

defirable Farm.

Apr.
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Apr. 11. A Compoft-Farm requires more Team labour than a Fold-

ing-Farm.

The Writer begs leave to cloſe the article FARMS with this general

caution :

DO NOT ADD FARM TO FARM.

FARMERIE S.

PERHAPS, the FARMERY ought to be fituated in or near the

center of the arable land, if the center be warm and well watered ;

if not, perhaps as near as warmth and water will permit. But per-

haps there are exceptions even to this : the fide of a Common and

the fide of a good Road are defirable fituations .

Farmeries vary with Farms.-An Arable-Farm requires one dif-

ferent from a Fatting - Farm : a Fatting-Farm, from a Dairy Farm :

and a Dairy-Farm from a Hay-Farm.-Indeed, it would be as in-

conſiſtent to give a general plan for a Farmery, as to dictate, in ge-

neral terms, the management of a Farm : for different Farms re-

quire different managements, and each a different fuit of yards and

erections. The Writer, therefore, does not offer the plan and de-

fcription of bis Farm-Yard, &c. as a pattern to others, but as a mirror,

in which theymay ſee the advantages and defects of their own, and as a

collection of hints to the Man who wishes to plan one * . See PLATE I.

FARMERY. The Slip or LOBBY is entered from the COMMON, and opens into

GARDEN FIELD , an ARABLE FIELD , the PASTURING PADDOCKS , and the STACK-

YARD. A, A, &c. the Gangway, or Foot-Path round the FARM-YARD . B. The

Granary. C. A Chaff Houfe . D. A Sleeping-Place for the Yard Hogs. E. The

Poultry, which alfo extends over (C) . F. A Stallion Stable. G. The Chaff Binn of

the Cart-Horfe Stable. H. The Harnefs-Clofet. I. A Collar-Maker's Shop.

K. A lock-up Toolery and Carpenter's Shop. L. An Open Toolery . M A large Breeding

Coop. N. The Saddle-Herfe Stable. O. The Dwelling Houfe. P. A Brew Houfe, &c.

Cow-HOUSE. ( 1 ) The Gang-way. ( 2) The Mangers. ( 3 ) The Calf-Pens.

OX- SHED. On a fimilar plan to the Cow -Houfe.

SWINERY . ( 1 ) The Waſh-Tubs (pipes , half above, ---halfunder-ground) . ( 2 ) A

pavement on which to ferve the Yard-Hogs . (3 ) The Outer Styes. (4) The Covered

Styes. (5 ) The Troughs, opening by flaps into the Boiling. Houfe. (6) The Boiler.

(7) The Boiling- Houſe and Repofitory ; funk three feet below the level of the yard.

This apartment has a well in its centre, as alfo binns and other conveniencies. It is

likewife occafionally used as a butcher's fhop---a place for pickling wheat, and a

variety of other purpoſes.

U u The
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The principal fault lies in the Dung-pit : this is fituated imme-

diately before the barn-doors, and confequently, if a cart or waggon

be driven through it into the barn, the wheels collect the fluſh, and

carry it on to the floor. A dung-pit (which preferves much ofthe

fine part of the dung, and if the fuperfluous water be repeatedly

thrown over it with a fcoop, forwards the digeftion of that which is

crude, and is far more eligible, perhaps , than a dung-hill) ought

to be placed on one fide, leaving a free paffage to the barns. It

wants, at prefent, a Shed high enough to admit a load or loads.

of hay or corn fuch a fhed is very convenient in a ſhowery harveſt.

If it has any peculiar advantage, it is in the form of the Stack-

yard, which is exceedingly commodious. The Farm yard is warm

(it was not laid out as a Straw-yard), and its compactneſs makes it

very convenient. The Cart-fhed opens on to the Common by five-

barred gates. The Swinery, too, isThe Swinery, too, is very commodious.

The Barns are furniſhed with eave-gutters, to prevent the rain-

water which falls on them from running into the Dung pit. The

Sheds and Hovels, too, have only half-roofs, which throw the

water out of the Yard : the Dung-pit, therefore, receives only the

rain which falls in the Yard, including the Granary and gang- ways.

-But even this is too much for it, and in wet weather overflows the

paths, part of the Swinery, &c. making the Yard uncomfortable : a

Dung pit ought to receive none but its own perpendicular rain.-

The edges fhould therefore be higher than the adjoining ground,

which should have a flope from it on every fide, except a few

paces at its mouth or mouths.

Why not carry out the fuperfluous water as liquid manure ? This

is a tedious bufinefs ; and, by a treble and accurate Experiment on

clover and tares on a fandy loam, twenty pipes an acre are fcarcely

of perceptible fervice ; the Experiment ftands thus :

-14. Mar.
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14 Mar. 77.
No. 40.

Two rods of the ift In S. 5.

And H. I.long land of tares, 2

rod from the cross road.

Eleven rods of the

11th land of the clover

ofH. 1.

Eight rods of the bed

oppofite the

And H. 2.

YARD-LIQUOR.

Are 20 pipes an acre

obviouſly ferviceable to

tares or clover on a fandy

loam ?common

gate, in H. 2.
N.. Not the first

The laſt exactly, the year.

others about, 20 pipes

an acre.

-20 June 77.-

An advantage to the

first crop of clover in H.

2. is perceptible, but not

obvious.

·25.-

In H. 1. no percep-

tible advantage to the

ift crop.

-28.-

No perceptible ad-

vantage to the tares.

24 Aug.

No fervice in either

field to the fecond crop

of clover.

The liquor was of middling ftrength ; it was very high-coloured

and foul, but not puddly ; and was carried on in wet weather.

-

TheWriter does not infert this Experiment as a proof ofthe worth-

leffness of Dung-water : the time of year,-the Weather, the Soil,

the Crops, &c. perhaps, were not favourable. He will, however,

venture to ſay in general terms, that it is better management to pre-

vent, than either to waſte or cart-out a fuperfluity of Yard-liquor.

If a furcharge cannot be avoided , and the Farmery lie higher than

any part of the Farm, it may be very good management to make`a

channel or channels to conduct it to fuch lower part ; but the above

Experiment leads the Writer to be of opinion, that except Yard-

liquor be very rich indeed, it is not an object of team-labour.

The MINUTES incident to FARMERIES are few.

7174. Dec. 7. Dung-yards ought to receive no extraneous water.

1775. Aug. 12. Finiſhed the Farm-yard.

. U u 2
Sept.
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Sept. 20. Barn-room is particularly uſeful in a ſhowery

harveſt.

Dec. 7. A diftinct chaff-houſe relieves the barn-floors.

1776. May 19. Granaries fhould be under the eye.

Sid

SOIL S.

OILS are infinitely various ; no two distinct portions being

identically the fame, in matter and ſtate.

All culturable Soils are Compounds, and confequently the ordi-

nary diſtinctions are in fome degree arbitrary ; there being no fuch

thing, in reality, as a cultured field of Clay, Sand, or Gravel : theſe

terms are, nevertheleſs, very uſeful in Agriculture ; as they convey

ftrong ideas of very clayey, very fandy, and very gravelly Soils.

The Author is not fufficiently intimate with Foffilogy to make a

phyfical Analyſis of Soils : he will, however, venture to ſet down

the following diſtinctions :

Clay,

Clayey loam,

Slatey loam ,

Chalky loam,

Loam , Chalk,

Sandy loam, Flinty loam,

Sand, Flint,

Gravelly loam,

Gravel,

Pebbly loam ,

Ragſtone loam,

Limeſtone loam.

There are other more general divifions of SOILS : they are ftiff or .

light ; that is, tenacious or pulverous : they are alſo wet or dry ; or,

in other words, they have a retentive or an abſorbent SUBSOIL . The

Writer
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Writer is convinced, from inceffant obfervation, that a light fandy

loam may be ſo fituated as to be wholly incapable of producing ve-

getation, without being artificially acclivated, fo that the fuperfluous

water may find its efcape fuperficially.

Another, more general, divifion is : Soils are good or bad. Expe-

rience tells us, that a fertile foil is, by repeated vegetation, impo-

veriſhed ;-provided the produce be conftantly carried off : But, by

returning the produce, or by a foreign ſupply, not only that Soil

may be re-invigorated, but a barren foil may thereby be made

fertile.

Therefore-to vegetation, fome particles of foil are active, fome

inert. And, perhaps, the Vegetiſt ought never to lofe fight of this

maxim :

Every active particle carried off the Farm is a real lofs : every fuck

particle brought on, a real acquifition .

Nor confequently this :

Every active particle not immediately in the field of action, is ren-

dered inert. Every inert particle activated (roufed into action) is, at

leaft, a temporary acquirement.

That which gives an actual addition of active particles, is called

MANURE . Whatever ftimulates, or fets at liberty, thofe which were

inert, may be termed PROVOCATIVES ; for both of which, ſee the

next general head.

The MINUTES relative to SOILS are the following :

1774. Nov. 29. A clayey loam is difficult to be plowed.

Dec. 5. A retentive foil ought to be acclivated.

1775. Jan. 16.

Mar. 28.

Ap. 27.

May 17.

1776. Jan. 8.

Clayey loams are fitter for the fithe than the fickle.

Patched Soils are teazing to the plow.

Light Soils are plowable at a ſmall expence.

Stiff Soils, on the contrary, are expenfive.

A dry loam, culturable by whip-reins, is, perhaps,

the moſt pleaſant and profitable.

Feb.
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Feb. 6. A clayey loam, with a retentive fubfoil, is the moſt un-

toward of arable Soils .

The Writer does not mean, in general terms, to decry ftiff Soils ;

but he apprehends they are, as arable land, often too highly efti-

mated ; for the MINUTES above-referred to, which contain a regiſter

of the Writer's unbiaffed fentiments at the time of minuting, fhew

clearly the extraordinary expence of labour they incur, comparative

with lighter Soils .

W

M A NUR E.

ERE the Author compofing a Syftem of Agriculture, he

would, under the head MANURE, treat folely on the ſpecies

and properties of extraneous Foods and Provocatives of Vegetation :

their Application, and other Meliorations given by Tillage, Her-

bage, &c. being intimately connected with the SOIL -PROCESS ; as

the raifing and compoſting of dung, &c. are with the FARM-YARD-

MANAGEMENT. But the materials collected in the foregoing MINUTES

will not, he thinks, warrant fuch a divifion ; as it might ferve

to perplex rather than to inform the reader. The whole are there-

fore placed under this Head in the order in which they occur ; yet

are in ſome meaſure claffed by the initial words.

1774. July 31. Manurifing* ; compofting borders is very expenfive

management.

Aug. 6. Manurifing ; collecting green weeds for the pur-

pofe ofraifing Manure, is eligible.

Oct. 17. Manurifing ; on compoft-fallows .

Raifing, collecting, digefting, and compofting Manure.

Nov.
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Nov. 5. Tillage ;
fummer-fallowing meliorates a foul

foil.

Dec. 7. Manurifing ; a dung-yard fhould receive no extra-

neous water.

1775. Jan. 24. Manurifing ; fern retards the maturation of a

28. Manuring ;

dunghill.

on raking a dunged fward'; and the

advantage of dunging a ley.

30. Manuring; fowing foot by hand is a dirty job :

tefted the fowing-cart.

Feb. 15. Manurifing ; littering the Farm-yard with long

dung forwards its digeſtion.

Apr. 25. Manuring ; fow foot immediately after fetching.

May 10. Manurifing ; reflections on compofting, with the

coft.

13. Manuring ; on fowing foot, and its coft.

16. Manurifing ; on the best mode of compofting.

June 10. Manuring ; dunging is highly beneficial to light-

land leys.

22. Exhauftion ; perhaps it is not fo much the herbage

as the grain which impoverishes

July 1. Herbage ;

13. Manure ;

Manure ;

Manuring ;

Aug. 12. Manuring ;

a foil.

when it may be uſed as a melioration

of a fummer-fallow.

perhaps the food of vegetables is not

dangerouſly volatile.

on the production of foot.

on feeding a firm ſurface.

on the time of fowing foot ; and on

the quantity.

The impoverishment, the reduction of the vegetative particles of the Soil.

Sept.
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Sept. 7. Manurifing ; do not burn, but digeft weeds.

Oct. 5. Manuring ; perhaps top-dreſs barley.

Exhauftion ; a rule raiſed to calculate it by.

Manure ; are excrements alone, or excrements

Nov. 18.

1776. Jan. 18.

and ſtraw, the beft Manure ?:

27. Composting ; one rod wide, and a quarter of a rod

high, is the beſt form of a dung-

hill.

July 21. Manuring ; dung the deep- plowed rough plit of

Aug. 4. Manure ;

13. Tillage ;

Herbage ;

a ftiff foil.

perhaps dung encourages fmut.

the crop of wheat '76 was nearly in

proportion to the number of

plowings.

an inſtance of its affiſting to give an

abundant crop of wheat.

16. Manuring ; the Manureought to be incorporated

-. Tillage ;

Herbage ;

- Manure ;

Herbage ;

Sept. 20.
Manure ;

-

with the Soil.

it is only a provocative melioration.

nor does herbaceous melioration add

any thing to the Soil.

adventitious aliment is the only per-

manent melioration.

and, perhaps, nothing but a ſcarcity

of Manure can apologize for an

herbaceous dreffing.

foot is favourable to young clover ;

but not to wheat on clay.

Manuring ; endeavour to top-dreſs the ſpring-

corn and clover.

Nov. 9. Manurifing ; a jag of ſtraw affords a jag of dung.

Nov.
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Nov. 17. Manuring ; top-dreffing is of very little uſe to

1777: Jan. 6. Manurifing ;

ftiff land.

a calculation on the value of ftraw

for the purpoſe of raiſing Ma-

nure.

The MINUTES OnManuring ( before JULY 1776) abound with the

favorite idea offeeding on a firm furface ; an idea in ſome degree erro-

neous. It aroſe from the favourable effect of dunging an Upland

Ley in Winter (fee 28. JAN . and 10. JUNE 1775) , and a ſtiff- land Ley

in Summer (ſee 13. JULY 1775), both of which practices the Writer ſtill

believes to be good. But ideas in Agriculture will feldom bear gene-

ralizing , and he is fully convinced that dunging a stiffland Ley in

Winter is bad management. For, during the winter of the year

1776, he made feveral comparative Experiments ( the infertion of

which would over-fwell this article) on both Mixgrafs and Clover

Leys, with a variety of Manures ; but this Hay-time can ſcarcely

point out a diſtinction in the crops , notwithſtanding ſome of the

Experiments were made with twelve or fifteen loads of ftrong com-

poft an-acre. It is not apprehended that this Manure is thrown away;

but, being laid on when the foil was replete with moisture, it was

prevented from finking deep enough to aſſiſt the firſt year's crop ; red

clover especially, feeding deep, with a ſtrong tap-root.

The Author begs leave to fubmit the following THEORY :- During

the DROUGHT of Summer, clayey foils are divided by innumerable fif

fures ; and if Manure be laid on while the foil is in this ftate, the

firſt ſhower of rain carries downthe diffoluble particles into the vege-

tative ftratum. But, in WINTER, a retentive foil reſembles a ſpunge

filled with water ; and the Manure laid on while it remains in this ftate,

muſt either be waſhed away by heavy rains, or be lodged nearthe furface ;

and cannot poffibly penetrate the foil, until it be made porous bythe

enfuing Summer's drought. On the contrary, an alforbent foil is ALWAYS

open to fuperficial moisture : it refembles a dry fpunge, which gree-

X X
dily
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dily abforbs the moiſture it can reach ; and as faſt as the Manure laid

on fuch a foil is liquefied, it is received by the corn-mould . The

danger here, perhaps, lies in its being hurried through the vegetative

ftratum . Is not Winter, then, the fittest time of feeding fuch a

foil, whenthe current of abforption is gentleft ? rather than Summer,

when its rapidity may hurry down the vegetable food, and prevent

its being incorporated with the plant-feeding mould ? And is it not

obviouſly eligible on fuch a foil to lay the Manure on the furface, at

the greateſt diſtance from that depth, at which it becomes uſeleſs ? ra-

ther than to bury it in the foil, where it may more readily eſcape below

the fphere of vegetation ?

The Writer is at preſent ſo fully ſatisfied with the former part, at

leaft, of this theory, that he is determined not to manure in future

the furface of a retentive foil when its pores are full : he will

either embrace the opportunity when dry weather has rendered it

abſorbent, or bury the Manure in the foil ; in which fituation it

may meliorate, not only perhaps as a Food, but alſo as a Provo-

cative..

Notwithſtanding, however, this theory and conclufion aptly reſult

from the Minutes and Experiments abovementioned, as well as from

the Minute of 21. JULY 1776, the Author wishes not to have them

adopted, by others, on truft ; for the fcience of MELIORATION, -the

doctrine of INHAUSTION and EXHAUSTION, is highly important to

Agriculture ; and to gain an adequate knowledge of it requires the

experience of three ages, rather than that of three years.

SEE D..
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EEDS are the eggs, not the femen of Vegetables ; and they

are vivified by the foil, as thofe of the Turtle and Alligator are

by the fand of the beach, or as the impregnated eggs of viviparous

animals are by the womb of the female.

Agricultural Seeds are various but it is not meant, here, to

fpeak of their specific, but of their intrinfic qualities ; and theſe prin-

cipally refult from

The fpecific qualities of the foil

The intrinfic qualities of the foil ; and from

The weather, the time of fowing, reaping, & c.

Laſt Autumn, the Writer made ſeveral experiments on the change of

the ſeed of wheat from foil to foil of differentſpecies : but this has been

an aukward year for experimenting, and none of the experiments are

decifive.

It is a generally-received opinion, that the intrinfic quality ofthe

foil affects the Seed ; and that Seeds raiſed on a poor foil will flouriſh

abundantly on one which is richer.

That the corporal quality of the Seed is not of importance to the

crop, may be ſeen in the following

MINUTES appertaining to SEED.

1775. Auguft 21. Very light wheat will produce a crop.

Nov. 5.

1776. Auguft 24.

An inftance that Seed ought not to be fown on

its parent foil.

Wheat off a poor gravel is a good change for a

clay in heart.

General reflections on fowing plump wheat as

Seed.

X x 2 THE
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OIL, MANURE, and SEED, are but the paſſive Elements ofVege-

tation, and would ever remain ſpiritleſs, if not raiſed into action

by the WEATHER : the Clouds prepare nouriſhment, the Sun gives

life, and the Wind adds health and ſtrength. Theſe are the three

active agents of spontaneous Naturifion, whoſe joint agency is indifpen-

fibly neceffary to the exiſtence of the Vegetable and the Animal

World: yetfrom theſe principally riſes the unpleaſantneſs of Farming;

the WEATHER being the BLESSING and the BANE of AGRICULTUre .

1774. Oct. 2.

1775. June 10.

- .

22.

There is not, in England, any uniformity ofſeaſons.

A remarkably dry ſpring.

Perhaps dews in dry weather are ſubſtitutes for

rain.

A remarkable honey-dew.

28. The drought broke.

Sept. 7.

The barometer portended the change.

But the barometer is not always to be depended

upon ; and natural prognoftics are ſtill more

vague.

8. Awet harveſt is very teazing.

12 . Still plaguing.

18. Downright provoking!

25. Prognoſtic obfervations during the late wet weather.

A very wet, late harveſt.Oct. 8.

--

29.

1776. Feb. 2.

Further obfervations on natural prognoftics..

An exception to " a rainy Sunday a daggly week.”

A month of very ſevere weather.

Snow preferves the prefent crop, and perhaps froft.

prepares for the future.

Ap.
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Ap. 16.

May 9.

Aug. 1.

1777. Feb. 19.

Jun. 10.

23.

A remarkably wet February, and dry March.

A moſt untoward Spring feed-time : the drought

broke.

This Hay-time various.

Perhaps Midfummer rains form, in England, the

moft regular ſeaſon.

Prognoftics were for once ferviceable.

A remarkably dry autumn and winter.

A comparative view of the weather throughout

England.

Perhaps a hail-fquall is a prognoſtic of ſettled fair

weather.

A remarkably wet fummer.

July 15. The rains ceaſed.

of a

Prognoſtic obfervations during the late wet weather.

A SCIENTIFIC TREATISE ON THE WEATHER , by the pen

Philofopher, would be an acquiſition, valuable to AGRICULTURE.

There was once an Age of Gold ; fince then, the Iron Age ; of late

was ushered in the Age of Fire. At one ear we are told, that by the Fire

of Electricity we not only live and move, but alſo receive our Being.

In the other we are whiſpered, that the Fire of Combuſtion is inoffen-

five to the human frame, and that a FORDYCE or a BLAGDEN can

endure, without injury, a keated room little inferior to the fire be-

low; confequently, we have not much to fear at our departure from

life.

This may. be very curious, and to fome very comfortable ; but a

more intimate knowledge ofthe WEATHER, as it affects us during our

earthly stay, would be to every one truly useful. It would not only

throw light on NATURAL PROGNOSTICS, but might lead to ARTIFICIAL

ones fuperior to thoſe we already have : the Community might thereby

be fed with more wholefome food, and the Individual be enabled to

avert the hour of anxiety. Befides , not FooD alone, -- our HEALTH

----our LIVES depend upon the WEATHER.

@

But .
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But to the text ofPRIVATE AGRICULTURE. The Author has been at-

tentive to NATURAL PROGNOSTICS, and he believes himſelf ſomewhat

wiferthan whenhebegan to make his obfervations. Onacloſe inſpection,

however, he has ſometimes found thofe appearances which paſs for

prognofties, dwindle into what are termed in the language of Phyſic

diagnostics: not preceding, but attendant fymptoms .-Others he has

found as uncertain and as varying as the Wind itſelf.

He does not, however, mention theſe circumftances to deter the

philofophizing Few from making obfervations, which muſt afford

them a great ſhare of pleafure ; but as bints to put them on their

guard :-He will, nevertheleſs, venture to deliver as his prefent opi-

nion, that there is more truth in the BAROMETER, than in all the

PASTORAL MAXIMS which language can produce.- Yet he is by no

means a believer of the infallibility of the Barometer, as he has, more

than once, found it deceptious : and he repeats here, what he before

has afferted, " The Farmer whohas any other dependance than his own

" watchfulneſs of the fair opportunity, manages but indifferently."

It is this uncertainty of the Weather that cauſes thofe unpleafing

anxieties, which every Farmer must more or less feel, let him be

ever fo callous, or ever fo philofophical. He may affect, indeed , to

difregard them ; but it will be in the manner in which a bad Man

endeavours to hide confcious guilt. On the other hand, to repine

at the Weather is to repine at Fate ; and what thinking Man will

wittingly aggravate his own difquiet ? He will rather endeavour to

avert, than to contend with Ill-fortune ; and the Farmer who wiſhes

for days of chearfulneſs will ever embrace the FAIR OPPORTUNITY, and

endeavour to guard against the UNCERTAINTY OF THE WEATHER.

SERVANTS.
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SERVANT S.

HE WEATHER alone is the operative Element of spontaneous

Vegetation but there are other Agents neceffary to factitious

Naturifion : SERVANTS, BEASTS OF LABOUR, and IMPLEMENTS, are

effential.

The Author commenced Farming with high expectations of the

happineſs he was about to receive from a virtuous MANAGEMENT of

virtuous SERVANTS. He fancied himſelf feated amid a groupe of

humble cottages , inhabited by a fimple, induſtrious, virtuous Race,

who needed nothing but a conftancy of employment, and the fmiles

of a Maſter, to make them the happieſt of mortals. How far

reality confirmed his expectations, may be gathered from a review

of the

MINUTES incident to SERVANTS.

#774. July 18. A Bailiff is incompatible with fcientific Agricul-

775.

ture.

Dec. 7. Thraſhers of Wheat by the Quarter fhould be

Feb. 3 .

4.

Mar. 14.

narrowly attended to.

Servants may be led where they cannot be driven.

Aninftance of their humanity towards the rung ox.

The treatment of an obftinate Servant.

18. Its good effect.

Apr. 4. A fecond courfe of treatment, with its effect.

10. A careful Carter is valuable : two horſes thrown

upon the harrows.

11. Another inftance of careleffneſs : a whip-rein plow.

broken.

13. A mute lecture on careleffneſs .

May13. The Servant who ftrives to improve a new Imple-

ment is worthy of encouragement.

4. June
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June 2. Labourers want looking-after.

July 22. It is bad management to offer Labourers more wages

than they expect.

23. The best team fpoils the Carters.

It is dangerous to grant a favour to Farming-Ser-

vants.

29. A Buftler, like a watch, fhould be frequently

wound up.

Aug. 7. Reapers by the acre require good looking- after.

It is convenient to have a plea for leading Farming-

Servants out of their own way.

17. The careleffnefs of Servants is a heavy curfe on

Farming.

28. The year's wages of a Day-labourer afcertained .

Sept. 4. A Servant fit for femi-gardening is difficultly met

with.

20. A ftriking inftance of the inattention of Servants.

Oct. 10. How abfurd to change Farming - Servants at

Michaelmas !

-

- The Roundtowners are wholly ineligible as in-door

Servants

12. A further proof of the vileneſs of the cuſtom of

changing Servants at Michaelmas.

20. A Servant is inadequate to the management of Ser-

vants.

Requifites of a Buftler.

There are very few good Plowmen.

21. A Servant may be a good workman, yet a bad

31.

Buftler.

The careleffneſs of Servants is a principal fource

⚫ of the hazard of Farming.

Nov. 5. It is cheaper to give Labourers fmall-beer, than to

allow twopence a-day.

Dec.
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1775. Dec. 4. A thinking Servant is very valuable ; but rarely

5.

1776. April 10.

May 7.

1777

19.

to be met with.

A good Plowman is worth any wages.

Carters are the greatest thieves in the world.

It is downright dilatorinefs, even in trifles , to con

fide in Servants.

Locks and regular accounts are the only guards

againſt Horſe-carters .

June 6. In-door Servants are more expenfive than out-door

Labourers ; and are peculiarly ineligible for

Gentlemen-Farmers.

---. Feeding Farming-fervants at their mafter's expence

is unpolitical.

15. It is good policy in a Farmer to encourage the

induſtry of the pariſh he farms in.

---. But it is bad policy to let the parishioners know it.

Sept. 2. General reflections on Harveſters, and their ma-

nagement.

Oct. 10.

Mar. 3.

Let the individuals of each fett match well with

each other.

One man among women, and one woman among

men.

A good Buftler is a rare being.

When Servants form parties, diſcharge the whole

clan.

Good ufage makes bad Servants.

The Authorwas more embarraffed in the felection of the MINUTES

on SERVANTS, than in the choice of thoſe on any other fubject. On

the one hand, he was aware of the irkſomeneſs which muft ever

accompany a recital of domeſtic bickerings : On the other, it would

have been truly inconſiſtent in a Man who profeffedly becomes public

to hold out lights to the inexperienced, to have obfcured the Beacon

Y y which
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which ought, of all others, to be rendered confpicuous : for on a

proper management of Servants depend in a great meaſure the Profits

and the Pleaſures of Agriculture. He therefore felected for Publica-

tion fuch, and fuch only, as he thought might convey fome uſeful

hint to the Novitial Agriculturist.

For the want ofthe knowledge of a fewfuch facts as are to be found in

the Minutes on Servants, the Writer is confcious that he has expe-

rienced many uneafy moments : and he believes, that had he ſet out

with the ideas he is now poffeffed of, he ſhould have been eſteemed a

better Maſter (and to be thought a good Maſter is a laudable ambition,

which Maſters in general aſpire at) , and ſhould have had the ſatisfac-

tion of paying wages to better Servants.

It is true, the Author may have been ( he hopes and believes he has

been) unfortunate in the Neighbourhood he happened to fix in ; yet

he cannot help thinking that the feeming ingratitude of Servants is

not confined to any particular district ; but is an univerfal frailty

founded in Human Nature ; and depends principally upon their

management.

SELF-LOVE is the fovereign of Mafter and Servant ; and SELF-

ESTEEM a fomentor of public and private difcord.

By way of illuftration ; I am a Servant.-I receive a favour,

which I did not expect.- I reaſon thus : " This favour muſt

"proceed either from my Maſter's generoſity or fromgeneroſity or from my deſerts ;—

"my Maſter, it is true, is generous, and ſo am. I deferving ;-how

many good offices have I done him ? how often have I done thoſe

things whichmany other Servants would have left undone? He muft

" have perceived this, and thus he requites me." I value myſelf

on this, but continue to do my duty ; and my Mafter (who probably

has put no ſmall estimate on his generofity) continues to give megood

ufage : But he does not repeat his extra favour, at the time when in

my own esteem I deferve it, and of courſe expect it. I fancy myſelf

flighted, and grow indifferent ;-my Mafter perceives it, and treats

me
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me with referve.- I begin to fancy my good offices thrown away, and

grow neglectful of my duty ; my Mafter fees this, and becomes

authoritative. I, fancying myself too important to be difmiffed, refent

and he, to diſburden himſelf of an incumbrance, diſcharges

me. Now, and not till now, I perceive my mistake ; it was not my

defervingneſs, but folely my Maſter's generofity which conferred on

me the favor. I did, or endeavoured to do, myduty ; and my Mafter,

by way of encouraging me in the perfeverance of it, and to gratify his

own good difpofition , unfortunately conferred on me that which has

been the cauſe of many unhappy hours, and has at length brought me

to this difgrace. Had I not received a favour which I did not expect, I

fhould ftill have been the dutiful Servant of an indulgent Mafter.

TheWriter is fo fully convinced of the mischievouſneſs of granting.

unexpected favours to Farming-Servants (and to ignorant Servants in

general), that he has more than once got peaceable riddance of a

troubleſome fellow by exalting him above his fellow- labourers.

This is a piece of philofophy which may ſeem to ſtrike at the root

of the firſt of Chriftian virtues. God forbid that it fhould cloſe the

hand of CHARITY, where charity is due ! But it is a PROPER CHOICE

of the object, not the GIFT, which conftitutes BENEVOLENCE :

It is not the NUMBER OF PIECES given, but the HOURS OF WRETCH-

EDNESS alleviated, which give the SUм of CHARITY. And how

Chriſtianly-foever a due proportion of well-applied Charity may be,

the Author has been lately convinced from daily experience, that it is

the moſt uncharitable thing in the world to be too charitable.

Nothing could be more abfurd than to lay down particular RULES

FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF SERVANTS ; as the tempers
and

difpofitions

of both Maſters and Servants are as different as their features : The

Author will, nevertheleſs, riſk the following general guide :

Treat them as MEN ; but not as INTIMATES ; nor yet as MACHINES.

For although the Wretches who have forfeited their liberty, may

be reduced to the Laws of Mechaniſm, in the Field of War ; Men,

whoY y 2
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who retain one ſpark of the celeſtial fire, will not brook fuch treat-

ment in the Field of Agriculture. For in a Country tolerably free,

let Fate and Faſhion fay what they will, Mankind-as Men- are

nearly on an Equality : And in this Country, how Machine-like-

foever a Day-labourer may appear, under the immediate eye of an

auftere Maſter, he is a Free-Agent, at his own Fire-fide, and an

Englishman, at the Ale-houſe.

BEASTS OF LABOUR.

ENGLISNGLISH BEASTS of AGRICULTURAL LABOUR are

OXEN,

SPAYS,

BREEDING Cows t₁ ,1

GELDINGS,

TWIN-BARRENS

BULLS,

HEIFERS,

BARRENERS,

MARES,

HORSES,

BROOD-MARES,

MULES.

There is ſcarcely a Writer, or indeed a Profeſſor of Agriculture

who has not a partiality for fome favourite ſpecies of BEASTS OF

LABOUR. The Author of the MINUTES OF AGRICULTURE has his.

Favourites ; as may be deduced from the following

MINUTES ON WORKING CATTLE

1774. Aug. 9. It is difficult to introduce oxen into a horſe-team

country ; and the man who attempts it ought to

have leifure.

* Ifa Cow bring Twins, one ofwhich is a Bull, the other a Cow-calf, the female

is (or is faid to be) always barren. Such cattle are here called Free-Martins.

+ If Brood-Mares are eligible Beafts of Labour, why not work a large Holderneſs

Cow after her fluſh of milk is gone, until her time of calving ?

Including Oxen and Bulls.

$775
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1775. Feb. 3. The firſt ſtep is to make themfine, and treat them

as horſes.

6. If ungovernable, reclaim them with nofe-rings :

the operation of ringing is very ſimple.

7: Its effect, implicit obedience.

24.

16. The true make of a working- cattle deſcribed.

The Writer's motives for the working of cattle.

Nofe-rings will reclaim them, be they ever fo

rebellious.

Mar. 1.

April 4 Purchaſed another team of oxen.

7.

12.

June 20.

July 11.

21.

It is bad management to have them bought by a

Dealer in Spring feed-time.

There is very little difficulty in breaking yoked

oxen into harnefs .

They are eaſily taught to go alone.

The origin and completion of wooden collars.

Introduced oxen on to the road.

They may be uſed as beafts of labour, without

-meadows to graze them in.

28. They are handy as horfes on the road.

29. They may be worked every day.

Aug. 4. Are perfectly handy on hoeing cabbages.

17. Sufflation is a diſadvantage of oxen : one blowed.

28. Working-cattle are fubject to many caſualties.

Sept. 13. They are convenient in harveſt ; becauſe they

want no evening- attendance.

Q&t . 25. They are preferable to horfes in quick-fand.

Another proof of this preference.
----

27. They are perfectly tractable, and equal to every

department of Agriculture.

-

Nov. I.

They are kept in Autumn at a trifling expence.

A further proof of their tractability..

10. Endeavour to diſpoſe of a ſtrained ox : one died.

17. Oxen
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1775. Nov. 17.

27.

Oxen are not ſo fretful as horſes in difficult work.

Their feet wear more in wet weather than in dry :

fhod them, before.

Dec. 4. An enumeration of cafualties.

--

A young ox fhould not be worked too hard ; but

ought to be broke-in by degrees.

Never truft to a Dealer again to buy-in oxen.

17. Perhaps drench cattle, in the houfe ; with falt and

water.

18. Working-cattle want no attendance, when idle.

A calculation on their keep during the fix winter

months.

21.

Ifthey be worked conftantly, fhoeing is neceſſary.

1776. Jan. 16. The flux is a diforder dangerous to cattle : an ox

died of it.

26.

30.

They are longer-made than horſes.

Whatever horfes do, oxen can do.

Feb. 26.

Mar. 21 .

They are verfatile as horſes.

They ought not to be worked more than eight

hours, without a bait.

April 4. They are preferable to horſes on hay alone.

Ox-carters want lefs looking-after than horfe-IO.

carters.

13. Cattle are perfectly manageable with whip-reins.

May 11. Short-legged bulls are unfit for harneſs.

Nov. 7.

But perhaps a clean-limbed, long-legged bull is

preferable to an ox.

Salt-marshes are highly beneficial to working-

cattle.

Perhaps fatting them in falt-marshes is good

management.

16. A ten-years old ox makes remarkably fine Beef.

1777. Jan.
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1777. Jan. 19.

April 5.

28.

June 11.

General reflections on beafts of labour.

Aged oxen may be worked hard on tare-barley-

fodder.'

How abfurd to throw them up at fix years old !

Feed them with cabbages in Spring feed-time.

A further proof of the utility of falt-marshes to

working-cattle.

MINUTES on WORKING HORSES.

1774. Aug. 30.

1775. Mar. 29.

1776.

April 10.

13.

July 29.

Nov. 22.

It is ineligible to feed them with oats in chaff.

Caft-off coach or faddle-horſes do very well for

whip-reins.

Two horſes thrown upon the harrows.

One ofthem died.

Wooden collars attempted and thrown afide.

Horſes are more expensive than oxen.

Began to allowance them with hay.

Dec. 4. An enumeration of cafualties.

---- Sell a vicious horfe : he is dangerous.

18. Cart-horfes eat about a quarter of chaff a-week,

Feb. 5.

Mar. 21.

each *.

On the various ways of feeding them.

They may be over-worked on two bushels of oats

a-week, each.

The punch cart-breed will ftand work better than

Mongrels.

April 4. Horfes are not equal to oxen on hay alone.

It is good management to feed cart-ho.fes on un-

maltable barley.

This, however, depends principally upon the Carter : a good Carter gives his

Horfes more chaff than an idle one does,

1776. April 10.
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1776. April 10. Horſe-Carters are perpetual plagues to a Farmer.

A calculation on the quantity and value of cart-

horfe chaff.

May 21 .

July 10.

1777. Jan. 19.

April 26.

June 11.

Horfes require very little corn when they are on a

tare-verdage.

Old cart-horſes are not worth their keep.

A further advantage of feeding them on diſco,

loured barley.

Salt-marshes are highly beneficial to reduced cart-

'horfes.

It would not be confiftent in an INDEX, tho' it were ever fo copious

and explanatory, to give a formal TREATISE on any particular Head :

Nor is it the Author's intentions to attempt here a TREATISE ON

WORKING-CATTLE : but, having been very attentive to the peculiar

merits offuch as have occurred to his experience, he will communicate,

briefly, his PRESENT SENTIMENTS refpecting them.

HORSE S.

The HORSE, in animal precedency, ftands next to MAN ; his strength

and docility, his fwiftnefs and courage, taken jointly, placing him

above every terreſtrial Being, Man alone excepted.

In a general view,-He gives courage to the Warrior, pleaſure to

the Sportſman, and eaſe to the Traveller ; diftrefs to the Gameſter,

and hunger to the Poor. He is a never-fatiated DESTROYER OF

HUMAN FOOD, without being himſelf an article of it.

As an agricultural Beaft of Labour-he has ftrength, alertness,

and tractability ; but he is expenſively purchaſed, expenſively fed,

and rendered totally worthless by age or infirmity.

BROO D- M A RES.

Notwithſtanding this ſpecies of Beaſts of Labour are unnoticed in

the MINUTES, the Writer has lately made fome trial of them : not

enough,
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enough, however, to decide with certainty upon their comparative

merit ; yet, from the experience he has had, he will venture to

affert, that in a rough grafs Country, or with the conveniency of

a Foreſt or Waſte, they are, with tolerable luck, more profitable

to the Farmer than HORSES. If they be put to the horſe the latter

end of June or the beginning of July, they will come . opportunely

between the Spring and the Autumnal feed-times, and the lofs of

labour will confequently fall on the moſt vacant part of the year.

But what would be the confequence, were Farmers, univerfally, to

fell off their HORSES and OXEN, and adopt BROOD-MARES as Beaſts

of Labour? The anſwer is plain : In a few years the utmoſt produce

of the foil would be unable to fupport the breed of Horfes : Man,

and indeed every other Animal, would be obliged to look out for

foreign fuftenance, -or learn to feed on Horſe-fleſh .

Brood-mares, therefore, tho' they may be profitable to the few,

can never become general.

O X EN.

By way of Preface to this fection, the MINUTE of the 19th of

JAN. 1777, may be peruſed.

The value of OXEN can only be afcertained by comparing them

with other Beafts of Labour. HORSES and BROOD-MARES are their

principal competitors. BROOD-MARES are not of general ufe : the

compariſon, therefore, lies between OXEN and HORSES.

The comparative merits and demerits of Beafts of Labour reft on

their FIRST COST,-their KEEP,-their WORK,-their VALUE AFTER

WORKING.

THEIR COST.- A powerful, handfome, fix-years old Ox may be

purchaſed for Ten or Twelve Guineas :-A powerful, handfome,

fix-years old Horfe will coft from Twenty to Twenty-four Guineas.

Suppofe that Ten Guineas a-head are faved by purchafing Oxen

inftead of Horfes, and that a Farmer has occafion for three Teams ;—

Ꮓ Ꮓ he
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he will have an addition, every ten or twelve years, of One Hundred-

and-twenty Guineas to ſtock and manage his Farm with.

-
THEIR KEEP. This depends in fome meaſure on the prices of

Hay and Corn, and on the fize and voraciouſneſs of the Beaſt to be

fed. Taking into the account, the unavoidable pilfering of Horſe-

Carters, perhaps, on a par of years, an aged Ox may be kept at two-

thirds of the expence of a large Cart-Horie. See the MINUTES.

THEIR WORK. The Author will not, here, contend for fuperiority ;

but he will afpire at equality, tho' he may fall fomewhat ſhort of it.

That Oxen are equally tractable and equally versatile, is fully evinced

in the MINUTES :- 1 heir ftrength depends uponI their age and breed

and their activity on their make and courage.

÷

Atwo-years-old Ox is as worthless in work as a two-year-old Horſe ;

and the working of either is unpardonable.-An Ox does not arrive

at full ſtrength, eſpecially if worked while young, until he be fix

years old . At this age, a large deep-chefted Ox is equal in

Strength to a ſtrong, well-made Cart-horſe.

Thus far, therefore, an aged Ox is, in work, equal to an aged Horſe ;

and a want of activity in the former can alone render him inferior.

The Author is not fo partial to Oxen as to imagine, that they can

do whatever Horfes can do : he is, nevertheleſs, nearly poſitive, that

whatever Farming-Horfes do, Oxen (of a proper age, and properly

managed) can do. On the road they are, beyond all doubt, equal.

to Horfes ; and at Plow they are not inferior ;--except their

work be very heavy. In heavy work they will not ftruggle like

Horfes ; but will, in defiance, keep their ſteady pace. In this

point of view, and perhaps in this light only, Oxen are unequal to

Horfes *.

* Defirous as the Writer is to promote the working of Oxen, and charitable as

his motive may be, he muft not neglect telling the Reader, that he has not yet

attempted to work Oxen conftantly throughout the year. They have always had a

Month's Marfhing in the Spring, and have generally had fome idle days in Winter :

their fodder, however, in this caſe has been proportionable.

4 THEIR
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THEIR VALUE AFTER WORKING. See the MINUTES of the 10th

and 13th of April 1775, the 19th Jan. 1777, and of the 7th and

16th of Nov. 1776.

Stronger evidences need not be produced to prove, that in this

point of view OXEN are infinitely fuperior to HORSES.

RECAPITULATION.

In FIRST COST, Oxen have greatly the advantage.

In KEEP, they have likewife the fuperiority.

In TRACTABILITY, equal.

In STRENGTH, equal.

In AGILITY, Horfes gain an afcendancy.

IN VALUE AFTER WORKING, the Ox is beyond compariſon

fuperior.

Suppofing the Oxen's want of agility in heavy work, added

to their fuppofed incapability of being worked conftantly thro'

the year, to balance their fuperiority in point of Keep, there ſtill

remain two VALUABLE ADVANTAGES on the fide of OXEN, either

of which might be thought a fufficient motive for employing

them in matters of Agriculture, in preference to Horſes : yet,

ftrange as it may feem, Oxen have lately been lofing their repute,

while Horſes , almoſt throughout England, have been gaining ground

as Beafts of Agricultural Labour.

How is this incongruity to be reconciled ? Perhaps, thus : Oxen

have uſually been worked too young, and fed too low ; the number

required of courſe to form a Team rendering them infignificant.-

Their being worked double made them unhandy, and rendered them

totally unfit for wet land in wet weather. Their weakneſs, poverty,

and of courſe dullnets, added to the uncouthnefs of the Yoke and

Goad, when compared with the corn-fed Horfe, the gaudy Harness

and whalebone Whip, rendered them defpicable in the eyes of the

Plowman and Carter.

Zz2 How
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How trivial foever this laft-mentioned obfervation may appear

to the Inexperienced in Farming, it has, perhaps, contributed

more than any other caufe to the difrepute of Oxen. A good

Plowman feels his confequence, and will not hold after a Team he

diflikes a good Farmer knows the value of fuch a Servant, and

provides a Team which he thinks will tempt him into his fervice ;

and is particularly cautious , when he has got a good Plowman in his

pay, not to obtrude on him a Team which he knows will force him

out of it. The example is fet : inferior Plowmen and inferior

Mafters follow the faſhion.

The Author having thus communicated his unfeigned ſentiments

on the eligibility of Oxen as agricultural Beaſts of Labour ; and

being fully aware that there are many Gentlemen who hold the ſame

principles, without having had the ſame practice as himſelf, he will

attempt to ſketch out ſuch a Plan of Management, as he apprehends

may conduce the moſt toward their uſeful information.

The Breed.-The hornlefs, or the ſhort horned breed is obviouſly

more eligible than that whofe horns are long and wide.-Much more

depends on the make of a Working-Ox, than on that of a Work-

ing-Horſe the Breed, therefore, ought to be cautiouſly attended to.

The outlines of a true-made working Ox is given under the

16 FEB. 1775.

I..

Breeding.-Perhaps, Steers ought to be well kept, but not worked,

until they be four years old * .- Perhaps, at this age they ought to

be broke in, but not worked hard until paft five years old. See

4. DEC. 1775, and 5. APRIL 1777·

Buying. -The Writer would not wifh to purchaſe an Ox for har-

nefs under fix years old : he will at that age make one in a Team

of four, and may be conftantly worked without the danger of

ftraining him. See 16. FEB.-4. APRIL-4. DEC. 1775 ; and 5. APRIL ,

1777.

* Perhaps, Cattle are one year longer in reaching maturity than Horſes. Perhaps,

a Horfe of four years old is as mature in ftrength as an Ox at five.

Working.-
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Working. The cauſes of their declenfion, mentioned above, may

ferve as guides, to their re-eſtabliſhment.

Do not retard their growth, endanger their health, render them

infignificant in the eyes of the Many, and difguftful to their Keeper,

by working them too young. There is no danger of their becoming

unmanageable : Nofe rings will reclaim them, be they ever fo riotous.

Do not expect that they can work conftantly on ſtraw : nor ex-

pect to find them alert and ſpirited while their buttocks are clodded

with dung, and their coats throughout are filled with dirt and

vermin.

Divide them into Teams of four -let each Team be fed by its

respective Carter. - Provide him with a Curry-Comb, laquered on

the back, and a Bruſh, bound with gilt leather.-With theſe he will

take a delight in combing off the dirt, and bruſhing out the duſt

and filth . The Ox, too, after the fenfation becomes familiar, par-

takes in the pleaſure, and will frequently neglect his fodder to

heighten the enjoyment.-His Feeder perceives this, and brushes the

part which gives the moſt pleaſure. The Ox fhews his gratitude by

wagging his tail :-the Carter, in return, calls him by his name, and

tells him of his good qualities . Thus, not only an intimacy, but a

• mutual affection is formed, which at once gives ATTENTION to the

Keeper, and DOCILITY to the Ox.

A good Carter feeds his Cattle early and late, and by little-and-

little ; being careful not to give them more at once than they will

eat immediately.

Their labour and fodder ought to be fo proportioned, that their

health and their ſpirits be kept in full tone. Their Coats ought to be

fleek ; their Hides looſe and filky ; -the Flank ſhould fill the hand,

and the Shoulder handle mellow. If they be over-worked or under-

fed, difeafe and fluggiſhneſs muſt inevitably follow. A Working-Ox

ought always to be Beef, that, in cafe of accident, he may grace at

leaft the Poor Man's table.

If
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If Oxen are to be introduced into a Horfe-Team-Country, not only

attendance and attention, but fome addreſs is neceffary. Their Names

muſt be Horſe-names ; and theſe , too, the most popular. Their Har-

neſs muſt be Horſe-Harneſs, and their Bridles Horſe-Bridles, ( as nearly,

at leaſt, as the make of their ſhoulders and heads will permit ) .

They must be taught the moſt faſhionable Horfe-Language of the

Hundred they are to figure in ; confequently, a well-bred Horſe-

Carter muft at any wages be procured. He ought to be fuch-a-one

as can fwear gracefully, and bully with an air of fuperiority : He

muſt be dignified with the title of FIRST CARTER, and his Team

with that of BEST TEAM. Their Trappings muft of courſe be more

highly ornamented than thofe of the Horfe-Teams ; the colours of

the Fringe must be brighter and more variegated ; the Taffels muſt

be larger, and the Top-knots ftand higher than thofe of any other

Team on the Farm : and, above all, his Whip muſt be made of

better bone, and be at least a foot longer than any otherWhip in the

Parish. Should his Team be run-down, or fhould he, as Ox-Carter,

be affronted by any of his Fellow- Servants or Labourers, a ſerious

and ſevere reprimand ought to follow. Should any of them dare to

degrade him with the hateful appellation of Ox poker *, the crime

ought to be deemed capital, and immediate difmiffion ſhould take

place : for, perhaps, there is not a word in the English Dictionary

which has done this Country fo much miſchief as thatfimple compound,

OX-POKER ; and he who can find out an antidote to its poifon, de-

ferves to be memorized in the Abbey of Fame.-Had it not been for

its baleful influence, the infignificant Whining of the Cart-Horſe

might now have been drowned in the full toned refounding Low of

the Ox.

--
But, pleafantry apart the following curious Dialogue, which the

This ugly word has deprived the Writer of more than one good Servant.

Writer
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Writer overheard with uncommon fatisfaction, may convey a uſeful

hint to the Agriculturist who may attempt the Working of Oxen.

The Ox Carter and one of the Horfe- Carters having quarrelled

over their lunch, and the latter being overpowered in argument, he

had recourſe to fcurrility ; and in an audible voice, as he drew-off

towards his Team, began the fkirmish with-" Get out, ye Ox-

poker !"

The other, ſtill fitting under the hedge, with his feet in the ditch,

his knife in one hand, and his bread-and-cheeſe in the other, returns.

with difdain, " Get out, ye Carrion-flogger !”

Horſe-Carter. Carrion ! D― n ye, my horſes are fed with good

found oats and beans ; your Brutes are glad of a little ſtraw and

mufty hay ſhook-up together : Get out, ye Ox poker !

Ox-Carier So much the better for my
Maſter, ye fool ! You are

not content with beans and oats, you know, but you muſt ſteal

wheat for your dog's meat, and be d----❜d to ye * !

Horfe-Carter. Get out, ye Ox-poker !

Ox-Carter. (fhaking his fides at the rancour of his antagoniſt,

and exulting in the victory he had gained) And your Team, after

all, is only fit for cur-dogs and carrion-crows ! Mine, ye Raſcal, is

THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND, fit to be fet before King George !

Get out, ye Carrion-Flogger. Ha ! ha ! ha !

* On breaking open his binn, it was found to be nearly half filled with wheat in

chaff! Such is one curfe of Garrion-floggers !

IMPLEMENTS.
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IMPLEMENT S.

UN

NDER this Head are claffed fuch fpecies of IMPLEMENTS,

UTENSILS, and TACKLE, incident to a Farm, as have fallen

under the Writer's particular attention.

Sept. 11 .

13.

1774. July 27. Sail-Cloths ; they are very uſeful in hay-time.

Multifurrow-Plow ; a plaufible one idea'd.

Coulter-Rake ; tefted, defcribed, and condemned .

Draining -Cart ; idea'd, and the wood-work made.

Whip-rein Plows ; purchaſed two, and teſted them.

·Sowing-Cart ; contrived one, and teſted it.

Nofe-Ring ; got the first made.

Dec. 5.

1775. Jan. 30.

Feb.4.

6. Sowing-Cart ; improved it by broader wheels.

7. Nofe-Ring ; its merit.

22. Sowing Cart ; not yet complete.

23. Jointed Harrows; howthe idea ofthem aroſe.

25. Crooked Lance ; contrived, defcribed, and teſted.

28. ; improved : its coft.

Mar. 1. Nofe-Rings ; they are very valuable.

-

22.

Ox-Collars ; wooden ones firſt made uſeful .

16. ConcaveHarrows ; (a ) teſted and approved : their coft.

Fine round Harrows ; a pair tefted : their cost.

23. Swing-Plow ; a large one is neceffary to ftiff land.

24. Whip-rein Plows ; they have merit in a fandy

loam .

(a) See theMINUTES of 16th MARCH, and 27th OCTOBER 1775 ; and 12th APRIL

1776 ; and PLATE II.

Mar. 24.
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1775. Mar. 24. Crooked Lance ; a defect in it.

28.
; its utility proved.

29. Trenching- Plows ; they are fitter for a looſe than a

tenacious foil.

30. Sail-Cloths ; they are ufeful on many occafions .

April 3. The Drill ; a troubleſome contrivance.

-

4. Flat Handle-Harrows ; tefted them : not equal to

the common Harrows ; except for couching.

Common Harrows ; they are admirably ſimple.

5. The Drill; not yet complete !

8.

13.

14.

; nor is it yet perfect.

; finiſhed its merit.

(b); its various merits enumerated.

(b) DRILL. (See PLATE II . ) The Cells, Dints or Dimples in the Roller receive the Peaſe

in the Seed B-x, and deliver them into the Coatuors, which convey them into the

cavities ofthe Coulters, which at once make the Trenches and depofit the Seed in the

foil. The Depth is regulated by the Coulters ; and the Quantity, by the Bristle

Regulators which appear in the inner fide of the Seed -Box.

As it is difficult to fit the bottom of the Seed-Box fo exactly to the Roller as to

prevent the fmall Peaſe from eſcaping between them, the Hopper is bottomed with

leather, which embraces the Roller and divides it from the Peafe ; except immediately

over the Dimples.

The Coulters paſs obliquely thro' the mortices of a ftrong wooden Bar, which goes

from ſhaft to fhaft, and is fo fituated, as just to leave room for the Conductors to lie,

without being crushed, between the Coulters and the Roller. (This Croſs-Bar, in the

Drawing, is wholly hid by the Hopper or Seed -Box) .

The Wheels run on gudgeons fixed in the Roller, which on the road is as inactive as

the axle of a common Cart. The method of putting it in action is defcribed by the

fmall figure between the Shafts in the Drawing, which reprefents the end ofthe Nave,

with the Axle, &c. The Crofs which appears is the Washer, which instead of being

put on looſely upon a Round, is fitted tothe end of the Axle on a Square. Upon the

road, this Waſher is of courſe as inactive as the Axle ; but by inferting a Pin in the end

ofthe Nave between the horns of the Waſher, the Roller no longer remains inactive,

butbecomes fubject to the motion of the Wheels. Draw the Pin, and the Drill is again

reduced to a Cart.

At the Turnings the whole Machine is borne from the ground by the Man and

Horfe, and confequently no Time is loft, nor Seed wafted .

A a a
April 15.
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1775. April 15. Horfe Broom ; a crooked one contrived .

18.

20.

harrow.

; it is an improvement of the bufh-

The Surface (c) ; its hiftory, and fingular ufe on

fallows.

Carrot Draw Drill ; its defcription.

29. Barley Flute (d) ; its defcription and uſe.

Double Hand- Hoe (e) ; improved and defcribed .
May 2 .

(c) SURFACE.- See PLATE II. The Octagonal Reller breaks the large clods ;-the

Crofs - bar (which flides in a groove on each fide, and acts in the very fame manner as

the Ion of the Joiner's Plane) takes off the prominences, collects the clods , (which by

being kept in agitation before it, are leftened, if not wholly ground down) , and leaves

them in the lanks and hollows ; --the plain Roller clofes the operation , leaving the

furface of the ground fmooth and even .

If ufed merely as a fmoother of the furface, the Sliding- bar (or Bars, it being in

two divifions) ought to be fet at fuch a depth, as in general to have a collection of

mould before it, without fuffering the clods to run over the upper divifion ; which mould

may, bylifting up the handles, be left wholly in any particular hole or hollow place.

h: Drawing, it is fet as when going from field to field ) .

If ufed as a Pulverer and Compreffor of fallows, this acting Bar ought to be fet

deeper ; and, if the foil be foul with couch or other obftructions, the upper divifion

(which fits on to two iron pins fixed in the under one) fhould be taken off, that the

mould and trumpery may run-over more easily, and prevent the load from becoming

too heavy for the Team.

:The longerthis Implement is made, the leveller it leaves the furface and the wider,

ofcourfe the more expeditious. That from which the Drawing was made is fix feet

fquare.

The Octagonal Roller is made by nailing four triangular flips on to a fquare piece

oftimber ; as appears by its end, in the Plate. The other angles are likewife nailed,

to prevent their splintering.

(d) The Author claims no original ty in the procefs of FLUTING ; which is only

a new name and a new method of performing an old operation . It is the common

practice of fome places in the West ofEngland to plow early for wheat, and at Seed-time

to harrow down the ftale plits , and raiſe the furface into ridgelits by a kind of Drag.

This process has been very much improved by the ingenious Mr. DUCKET, who has

invented an Implement, which on his light-fandy foil is admirable : it not only raiſes

the foil into ridgelits, but performs this with fuch an exactneſs, as to admit a range of

Hoes to follow it. Hoeing of Corn-crops , however, does not come within the Writer's

Plan of Management ; and, as every Votary of Invention ought to be a Votary of

Fame, he will here declare as his clear opinion, that whether or not the operation of

Fluting had priorly been performed, he fhould nevertheleſs have contrived his Carrot-

Drill, and hit upon his BARLEY-FLUTE : which, and the CROOKED LANCE , led

him to the more perfect Implement (defcribed at the cloſe of this General Head) for

raifing convex beds into broad- caft Flutes .

(e) DOUBLE HAND-HOE . - See PLATE II. and the MINUTES of the 2d, 13th,,

and 16th ofMAY 1775 ; and 30th APRIL 1776 .

1775. May 3.
1
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1775. May 3 .

13 .

16.

Spikey Roller ; a moft ufeful Implement.

Sowing- Cart (f) ; it fows foot very cheap.

Double Hand-Hoe ; the mode of uſing it.

; it will hoe peaſe very cheap.

17. Whip rein Plows ; the Yorkshire-fhaped ones are

too stubbed .

30. Double Earth-up ; not equal to the Double Hoe.

June 3. Common Hand-Hoe ; its merit in earthing-up

20.

21.

24.

July 4.

peaſe.

Ox-Collars (g); at length compleated.

Break-up Plow ;-defcribed .

Double Plows ; they are very useful.

Sowing-Plow ; on the fituation of its coulter.

6. Two-wheelWaggon ; its defcription and coſt.

; its uſefulneſs.28.

29. WoodenHorfe-Collars ; tefted and laid by.

(f) SOWING-CART . This Implement is on the fame principle as the DRILL ;

except that the Roller, inftead of being dimpied, is fluted. When the Nave- Pin is

in, the Flutes gather the foot, which preffes on the Roller, and ſcatters it on the foil :

draw the Nave-pin, the Roller becomes inactive, and the Implement, of courſe, a

common Cart .

(g) Ox-COLLAR. See MINUTES of the 20th JUNE 1775 , and 30th JANUARY

1776, and PLATE III . The Nine -pix one is taken in front ; the other exhibits the

fide which the Ox draws against. The Bolfter is convex ; and is in the fulleft part

from one to three inches thick , according to the fize and ſhape of the Ox's ſhoulder.

Notwithſtanding the neatneſs and fimplicity of the NINE- PINS, and notwithſtand-

ing the MINUTE of the 30th JAN . 1776, ( for the diſadvantage there mentioned is

cafily obviated by rounding-off the outfides of the Bolfters) the Writer is now of

opinion that the BOLSTERS, if either, have the preference ; becauſe they are firmer:

The Iron-bow of the Nine-pins being long, it is liable, if not made very heavy, to be

twifted ; by which means the tenons which go into the mortices of the withering

are forced out oftheir parallel (Of this the Writer had not had an inſtance when he made

the Minute above-mentioned) . This however is not difficult to rectify, and he is not

yet determined which of them on the whole has the preference . Either of them is

much preferable-incomparably preferable-to any other Ox-COLLAR the Writer has

made ufe of.

Aaa 2
1775. Aug. 1 .
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1775. Aug. 1.

24.

Sept. 28.

Oct. 10.

27.

Nofe-Hook (b) ; it is ufeful in Ox-hoeing.

Double-Shaft Plow ; its history and condemna-

tion.

Plows ; the Share ought to precede the plow ; and

the plow ſhould follow the cattle.

Double Plow ; its merit in moulding cabbages.

Sub-Plow ; a good one is difficult to be contrived.

Round Harrows ; they are very eligible.

Nov. 9. Trenching-Plow ; a Swing-trench-plow idea'd.

Fin Coulter; it is fit only for a firm , clean ſoil.

ABent Coulter ; it unsteadies the plow, and pre-

vents the turning of the plit.

II.

-

14.

Swing-Plow ; no plow equals it in a wet-land

country.

-- ; a fhort keel unſteadies the plow. ]

Bean-marker ; idea'd.

———--; gave rife to the Bean-Flute.

Bean-Flute ; idea'd .

Two-wheelWaggon (i) ; improved ; with general

reflections on its utility.

27. Chaff-Box ; it is convenient for a Farmer to have

one by him.

Dec. 9. Bean-Flute ; tefted it.

Saw-Horſe (k) ; a fimple one contrived, and de-

fcribed.

26. Implements ; it is convenient to have a lift of

them .

; many petty ones may be improved.

(b) NOSE-HOOK . See the MINUTE referred to, and PLATE III.

(i) CART. See the feveral MINUTES and PLATE IV. The Hook, or Hafp, which

faftens the Body of the Cart to the ſhafts, is explained in Figure ( A. )

(k) SAW-HORSE . See the MINUTE and PLATE IV.

4
1776. Jan. 30.
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1776. Jan. 30. Ox-Collars ; an advantage of the nine-pin collars,

Feb. 6.

March 6.

(But fee Note (g) ) .

Cattle-Rammer ; prepared one : its proper length

afcertained .

Bean Flute ; an improvement attempted .

Swing Plow ; it is the only plow of general ufe.

-

pointed out.

its imperfections in this Country

(1) ; confiderably improved ; befides

the addition of a Bury-fod (m).

1776. Mar. 16.

( ) SWING-PLOW. See the MINUTES of the 9th Nov. 1775 , and 6th MARCH 1776 :

and PLATE III.

Without the BURY - SOD , or Skim-coulter, (which is taken away or replaced in five

feconds) this is the beft SwING-PLow the Writer has experienced . With the Bury-

fod, it is a SwING Trench-PLOW ; which may, in preference to any Trench-Plow the

Author has feen, be uſed in wet land laid up in narrow beds ; the SKREW-BANDS

rendering it ſo exceedingly eaſy to be rectified or altered .

The Share, Land-board, and Mould-board of the BURY- SOD are cut out of a Plate of

milled Iron, entire : the Coulter is then welded on ; the Share turned up and ſteeled ;

and the Mould-board hammered into the form exhibited in the Drawing: its fimplicity

is obvious, and the Author, tho' as yet it is fomething new, is fully convinced of its

utility. It pares off a narrow Surface-Plit of two inches, or any given thickneſs, and

throws it intothe preceding Plow-furrow, or leaves it hanging by the edge to the main

Plit, which in either cafe totally buries it, leaving the freſh-made furface as friable

and clear as a Fallow.

When the Writer first thought of the SKREW-BAND, he applied it to a common

Beam with a Coulter-Hole morticed thro ' it ; but a Mortice weakens the Beam very

much in the part where the greateft ftrength is required : befides, by placing the

Coulters on the outfide of the Beam (where they ftand equally firm as if they paffed

thro' a Mortice) the Land-board, the Fore-fheath, the Brace, the Coulter, and

the Bury-fod, ftand in a direct line ; confequently, the leaft poffible friction is

given, and the Plow works fteadily.

There are two BRACES ; one for wet weather (drawn ſeparately) , the other for dry

weather (drawn on the Plow) . When a clingy foil is wet, it flicks to Iron much more

thantoWood: when any Soil is dry, it confequently wears away wood faſter than iron.

The Coulters are fixed and unfixed by the handle of the Plow -hatchet, inferted in

the ring of the Skrew.

(m) Without a PROPRIETY OFTERMS, every Science must be more or leſs ambi-

guous. The term Trenching is corruptly borrowed by Agriculture from Gardening.

A Gar-

*
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1776. Mar. 16.

20.

26.

April 11.

12 .

Bean-Flute ( n ) ; it performed very well at laſt .

Crefting-Iron ( o) ; it is a very ufeful appendage to

a Swing-Plow.

The Drill; its merit drawn from compariſon.

Plain Roller; on its multifarious merits .

Spikey Roller ; it is highly meritorious when the

plain one is ineffectual.

Round Harrows ; they are highly uſeful.

13. Whip-Reins (p) ; they fave a Boy ; or 131. a year.

A Gardener, before or during Winter, buries the Surface of his Soil by a layer of

freſh earth ; which, to expoſe it to the weather, he leaves in ridgelits, with Trenches

between them , and calls the operation Trenching. The Agricultor having diſcovered a

method of burying the Surface by a Plow, and being in want of a Term, copies the

Gardener, (who alſo uſes it in this corrupt fenfe) and calls the operation Trenching,

altho' he leaves no more Trench (or Trenches) than in a common Plowing : nor

indeed ſo much ; for the fod being cut off, the plits break to pieces, and the Surface is

left in a manner level. The Author hopes that no other apology will be wanted for

calling the operation what it really is, burying the Surface ; and the inftrument which

affifts in performing it, a BURY-SURFACE , OF BURY-fod ; it being peculiarly uſe-

ful on a Ley.

(*) BEAN -FLUTE. See the MINUTES of the 9th and 11th of NOVEMBER, and

9th of DECEMBER 1775 , 6th FEBRUARY and 16th of MARCH 1776 ; the cloſe of

this Head ; and PLATE HI.

(0) CRESTING-IRON. See PLATE III. where it is drawn on the Mould-board

of the Swing-Plow ; with a croſs ſection marked (A) .

(p) WHIP-REINS. See PLATE III . The Handles are made of Hemp, cloſely

twiſted, with eyes in their butt-ends , which the Plowman holds in his hands, or oc-

cafionally puts them over the ends of the plow-handles. The labes are made ofjack-

line, or any fimilar fmall cord ; they paſs from the Handles to the out-fide rings of

the bits, thro' ftaples or loops in the hames or back-bands ; the inner-rings of the

bits being connected by a halter or cord about three feet long. Their uſe therefore as

REINS muft appear evident ; but their uſe as WHIPS may not at first fight be ſo

obvious : the Stroke can only be acquired by practice : it is given by a circular

motion of the hand terminating with a fudden jerk towards the body, downward ;

not much unlike the motion which a Coachman makes in ufing his long-whip . The

WHIP-REIN in the hands of an Adept, is equally, if not more terrific than the Whale-

bone Whip. It muſt be obſerved, that the Whip-Rein in the Drawing is put on to the

Handle ofthe Bury-fod Swing-Plow, merely for the fake of defcription ; Whip-Rein-

Plows being drawn by two Horfes or Oxen a-breaft, and are made much flighter than

that deſcribed in the Plate, which requires at least four strong Oxen or Horfes .

1776. April 16.
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1776. April 30. Double-Hoe ; the more it is uſed, the more ufeful

it appears.

May 2. Shaft-Hoes ; they did not anſwer the Writer's in-

tentions (q).

9. Spikey-Roller ; an inftance of its utility : fet the

fpikes a-zigzag.

O. 3. Swing-Plows ; a ftern which could be readily

widened or narrowed would be convenient.

1777. Feb. 14. Ox-Collars ; the coft of the Nine-Pins .

-.

June 10.

Spikey-Roller ; the coft of one complete is about

15 1.- on its utility.

The Surface ; its effect on the rugged parts of

Lancashire.

See the laft MINUTE of 24th MAR . 1776. The good effect of

fluting thoſe two lands, led the Writer to make farther experiments

on broad-caft Flutes ; but the Barley-Flute being straight, it was

unfit for round beds, which evidently require (to flute them long-

way) a crooked Flute : an increaſe of coulters to the narrow- caſt

Bean-Flute (fee 11th Nov. 1775.) immediately furniſhed the

Implement wanted . See PLATE IV .

One Man-one Horfe, and a Pair of Whip-reins are every thing

neceffary. The Horfe draws in the inter-furrow ; and, by going twice

or thrice in a place, leaves the beds perfectly reſembling a range of

fluted columns.

(9) The Reader may form an idea ofthe Shaft-Hoes, by fuppofing four Hoes to be

fixed in the Beam of the FLUTE in PLATE IV . Were the Writer to attempt an

improvement of the Shaft-Hoes, it would be in this manner : He would ſeparate

the Implement by taking out the Skrew- Bolts which form the joint, and fix an

additional handle to each divifion ; the two parts would be jointly drawn by two Horſes ,

in file, in the Furrow, but Jeparately held by two Men guiding two Hoes each . This,

if practicable, would be expeditious, and the Beans might be hoed, when a confider-

able height, without being injured by the Horfes feet.

The
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GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

The Author has not uſed this Implement, nor does he mean to uſe

it, except to freshen a ftale Plit : a well-turned freſh Plit needs

nothing but the broad-caft Seed-box and the Harrow.

This Implement is not yet perfected : the coulters in the front are

Straight fronted ( See the Plate) , and thoſe behind the beams are

banger-fronted ; whereas, for stiff-land they ought all to be ftraight,

and for light-land they fhould all be made hanger-fashion ; becauſe the

ſtraight-fronted ones rarify, and the hanger-fronted ones condenfe,

the furface.

GENERA
L
MANAGE

MENT
.

UNI

MANAGE
MENT

.

NDER this Head are claffed fuch MINUTES, or PASSAGES

of MINUTES, as do not fall ' aptly under any

are of fufficient momentPARTICULAR HEADS : as alfo fuch as

to appear in the moſt confpicuous place.

The reaſon for placing this GENERAL HEAD, here, is this : The

foregoing Articles relate principally to the ELEMENTS : This and

the fucceeding to the PROCESS . (See the PLAN, Pages 15 and 16.)

1774. July 31. Compoſting Borders is very expenſive manage-

ment.

Aug. 9. The NECESSARY buſineſs of the Farm ought not

to be interfered with by ANY THING NEW.

Sept. 18. If Verdage and Pafturage be wanted, verd with

Spring-Corn and Ley-Graffes .

1775. Sept. 55.

·
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1774. Sept. 25.

Oct. 2 .

Rather be before than behind the Seafons.

Embrace the fair opportunity, and prepare for

the uncertainty of Seafons.

Nov. 5. Summer- fallowing is the moft fpirited of all

fpirited Managements .

22 . It is bad Management to thraſh-out Horſe-corn

before the Straw-yard be open.

Dec. 31. Shut out Foot-paths, or ley the fields they lead

through.

1775. Jan. 30. Plowing light Soils with Whip-Reins is highly

advantageous .

If Litter be wanted, chop Stubble ; if not, ox-

rake it off, or leave it on the land.

March 25. It is dangerous to adopt practices on the fole au-

thority of Cuſtom .

28 .

April 5.

Perfeverance perfects both the Art and the

Artiſt.

Have the Implement ready before it be wanted.

13. Draw leffons from ill-luck.

16.
Who would ftir light-land fallows without

Whip-reins ?

27. At any price cleanſe land intended to be leyed.

May 3. No ftiff- land Farmer fhould be without a Spikey

.

Roller.

5. Young Farmers must expect bad plowing until

10.

20.

they learn to hold the Plow.

Never fow out of Seafon.

Pafture a Ley the first year.

June 1. Hoeing random Crops is a good job ; but very

2.

expenſive Management.

Self-attendance is neceffary to Farming.

Bbb
1775. June 19.
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1775. June 19. Collecting Succulent Weeds for Verdage is chang-

ing evil into good.

30. Self-attendance is the foul of good Management.

July 28. Perhaps plow-in a ftraggling foul Crop.

29. Something-new muft be felf- attended to.

Can a Farm be managed without the Pen ?

Sept. 4. Perhaps deep-plowing is univerfally good Manage-

4.

20.

Oct. 8.

ment.

An arable field is a large kitchen-garden.

Self-attention is the beſt Butler.

A Sunday's Dinner is better than a Harveſt

Supper.

20. Self-intereft alone is fit for a Bailiff.

23.

Nov. I.

Dec. 4.

Clover, Wheat-has many advantages.

Prefent Profit is certain Profit.

It must be a bad Misfortune indeed which does

not produce a good Leffon.

1776. March 26. Scepticiſm fhould begin where Self- experience

ends.

April 10. Many advantages arife from Binding Hay for

21 .

Farm-yard confumption.

Do not violate the Soil by fowing unfeafon-

ably.

May 19. Keeping up Corn or Pulfe, in grain, is gaming.

at a difadvantage.

A Granary-Account guards againſt pilfering.

July 10. Every Farmer ought to promote the deſtruction :

of Sparrows.

21 . Plow-in or Verdage-off a foul Crop..

Aug. 8. Perhaps make the Farm-yard confumption the

object ofthe Fallow- crop.

1776. Aug. 11

!
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1776. Aug. 11. A comparative view of the Row and Random

Cultures.

Sept. 19. Never fow fmall patches ; except by way of

O&. 13.

experiment.

The Farmer who accommodates Hunting, will

always be favoured by a Sportſman.

.1777. April 25. Attendance and attention will make any Man

a Farmer : no Man can be a Farmer with-

Out SELF-APPLICATION .

The GENERAL MANAGEMENT is principally

divifible into,

The LEY - MANAGEMENT.

The PLOW - MANAGEMENT.

Bbb 2 MINUTIAL
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MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT.

HIS Article is fimilar to the laft, they being equally Re-

ceptacles for fuch radical appurtenances of the Proceſs of

Naturifion as cannot, with propriety, be claffed under any peculiar

Branch of Management. Their difference is this : The laft apper-

tains to the GREAT or General Management ; This to the MINUTIE :

'I hat to the PRECEPTIVE ; This to the EXECUTIVE Department. The

laft belongs folely to the MASTER ; This, in his abfence, to the

BUSTLER.

MISCELLANEOUS

1774. July 28.

Aug. 6.

1775.

.

MATTER.

Buftling is neceffary to Haying.

Top Thiftles, while in bloffom , in and around the

Farm .

Sept. 3. Buftle in the morning, and defy the little difficul-

ties of the day.

Nov. 19.

Mar. 30.

Never ſuffer a Boy to drive the dung-cart.

A convenient method of conveying Oats-in-Chaff.

April 27. A ſcattered Farm requires great alertneſs in the

Minutial Management.

May 5.

-.

June 2.

July 29.

Round Ridges fhould be rolled diagonally.

On the method of using the Double Hand-Hoe.

Labourers want looking- after.

The Minutial Management is an exhauft lefs fource

of amuſemént.

Oct. 20. Keep the Teams and the Day's-men as near toge-

Nov. 17.

Dec. 26.

ther as may be.

Somebody muft be, or feem to be, in a hurry.

Number and register Padlocks and their Keys.

Call over the Implements twice a-year.

1776. Jan. 11 .
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1776. Jan. 11. A plenty of Litter with indifferent Fodder, is

preferable to good Fodder with a ſcarcity of

Litter.

26. Teach Oxen tractability by exercifing them on

leifure-hours .

Feb. 5 Allowance Cart-horfes with Hay as well as with

Corn.

Bustling may be over-acted .Mar. 21.

May 21 . On Stone-picking.

---. General Reflections on Weeding.

Aug. 18. On Harveſting in Sheaf. '

22.

24.

Six-penny-worth of Ale, in Harveft, is more

acceptable than twelve penny-worth of Silver.

On Harveſting Spring Crops.

On carrying Spring-Corn.

Sept. 2. General Obfervations on Harveſting.
•

Oct. 2. Sow when leifure offers, and cover when moft

5.

1777. April 14.

convenient.

Sow five-bout Lands fingly.

Carry off ftones in a one-horfe Cart as they are

picked.

PLOW MAN SHIP.

1775. March 14. How to fet a Plow is perhaps the most difficult

leffon on Plowmanship.

29. Perhaps two Plows are neceffary to bury the furface

of a foul tenacious Soil.

Herbage may be tucked in with a timber Chain.

May 20.
Howto throw two wide Lands into one.

Aug. 22 .

Sept. 4.

21 .

Oct. 14.

Seven-bout Lands are difficult to be laid round

from a level .

To lay very high Ridges ftill round.

Plow-in Herbage with a Bury-furface-plow.

1775. Oct. 20°
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1775. Oct. 20.Oct. 20.

Dec. 5.

7.

1776.
Oct. 3.

Dec. 12.

1774 July 26.

28.

1775. July 1 .

8.

11.

To land-up neatly is the perfection of Plowman-

ſhip.

To reverfe five-bout Beds.

On Balking : or, more properly, Trenching * .

If five-bout Beds lie high, they must be reverfed

with a wide-fterned Plow.

On plowing a Clover-Ley for Wheat.

HAYING †.

Carry Hay while you may.

Bufling neceffary to Haying.

A method of making Mix-Grafs and Clover-Hay

adopted.

Its eligibility.

An experiment on Pitch-Cocks.

19. The effect of making Hay in Cocklits in drizzly

July 31.

1776. June 20.

July 18 .

Aug. 1.

-.

4.

weather.

A comparative view of the cofts of different

modes of Hay-making.

Rake ftraggling Clover into fwath.

Re-load under-made Hay.

On making Tare Hay.

Beware of Midfummer rains.

Cut Clover early,-Meadgrafs late.

See the Note (m) under the head IMPLEMENTS .

When the operation mentioned in the Minute above-referred- to is performed on a

firm furface, it is literally BALKING ; but when it is performed on a loofe fallow,

it is not balking (becauſe the whole foil is more or lefs moved) , but literally TRENCH-

ING ; and, if properly performed, gives perfealy the appearance of a garden neatly

trenchedwith the fpade ; and TRENCHING (except ridgeliting) is the only general term

that can with PROPRIETY be given to the operation .

+ Haying appertains both to the Ley and the Plow -Management ; and cannot be

claffed with propriety under either of them : it is therefore placed under this more

gene. al head.

Sept.

7
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Sept. 14.

1777. July 15.

Whether the Crop be thick or thin, wadding

puts it equally out of harm's way.

On the good effects of wadding Clover in wet

weather.

Be the weather and the mode of making what they may, do not

put Hay into Stack before . it be rustlingly dry ; for if it be put to

gether cold and limber, it will cut out mouldy, muſty, or at leaſt

dufty, and be totally void of flavour. Perhaps generally, there is

more danger of its being ſpoilt in the ſtack than in the field ; eſpe-

cially if kept in cocklits .

1775. Feb. 27.

STACKIN G.

Attend well to the frame before the corn be put

upon it.

Mar. 28. A Hay-Stack ought to be topt up with Band--

Sept. 20 .

Oct. 21 .

1776. Aug. 28 .

Hay.

Be careful to re-dry every lock in rainy weather..

Square Stacks are preferable to round ones.

The method of Stack-making fully treated on.

DIVISION
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DIVISION OF FARMS.

HIS Head, in a SYSTEMATIC view, is divifible into

THI

PLANNING, or laying out an Open Farm.

CLASSING a Farm, already laid out or inclofed.

DIVIDING a Farm, whether by Lines or Fences ; which confe

quently includes

ROADS, SHORES, FENCES.

The MINUTES incident to this Article are the following :

1774.

$775.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dec. 31 : Arable Farms fhould be divided into large Fields

with ftraight Hedges.

Apr. 27. A difadvantage of fmall Fields and crooked

July 26.

1776. Jan. 8.

Hedges.

Arable Land ſhould lie near the Stable.

Fields fhould lie north-and-fouth.

General Reflections on the Divifion and Claffing of

Farms.

FENCE S.

774. Dec. 31. A Calculation on the Expence of altering Fences.

1775.
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* 1775. Mar. 9. On planting Quicks in a Trench *.

On tranfplanting old Quicks.10.

24.

Apr. 7.

1776. Aug. 17.

An advantage of planting Quicks in a Trench.

Giving wood is a bad cuſtom .

High Fences are nuifances of arable land.

Oct. 13. On the general treatment of Fences.

Perhaps, if Quicks, or other live stuff, be too young to be

plashed, and are not an immediate Fence, raiſe a dead hedge be-

hind it , being very careful to trim off the ſpray, that it may not

over-hang and drop upon the young Shrubs : this precaution is very

material. In like manner, perhaps, if live ftuff be too old and

Stubbed to be plafhed, cut it about a hand-breadth above the fur-

face of the ground ; and, if an immediate Fence be wanted, raiſe a

dead Hedge by the fide of the ſtubs, being very attentive in placing

and trimming it in fuch a manner that the young ſhoots may be

fheltered by it, without its being a check to their growth.

ROAD S.

On a Soil free from obftructions of the Plow, Roads are readily

formed, and completely adjuſted with the Plow, the Harrow, and

the Surface.

The Hedge, the fubject of the Minute referred to, has thriven exceedingly well ;

except where it was checked by the remarkable drought of the fpring immediately

fucceeding the planting ; which was performed too late. In general, however, it

promifes a good Fence ; but whether it is 4d . a rod better than it would have been if

planted in the uſual method, may be a moot point. However, whether or not this

mode of planting may be eligible when a nerv ditch and bank are made, the Writer

will venture to recommend the practice on old banks (to make up breaks, or to con-

tinue an old Quick Fence) , care being taken to make the Trench on the warmer fide,

and to dig it deep enough to plant the Quicks in the Corn-mould. See PLATE IV.

Ccc
Clayey
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Clayey Roads are wet in Winter, and rough in Summer ; efpe-

cially in the former part of it. The latter inconveniency, however,

may be obviated at a trifling expence, by running them over with

the Harrow and Roll, in the critical inftant between wet and dry.

SHORE S.

Notwithſtanding Shores are unnoticed in the MINUTES, the Writer

has experienced the good effects of deep ditches.

On making a common Shore from the Farmery, &c. he met with

a vein of gravel, at the depth of four foot and-a-half, which ferves

fo completely as a fub-drain to the adjoining fields , that the foil

near the ditch is changed from being remarkably retentive to a firm,

abforbent foil and this will ever be the cafe, when a vein of gravel

or a quick-fand is pricked. Befides, where there are deep ditches,

there are always ready receptacles for the Surface-Water : And,

generally, fmall ditches on a wet-land Farm, from which there is

a natural fall, are unpardonable.

THE

!
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THE PERENNIAL

LEY-MANAGEMENT.

C

TH

HE MINUTES appertaining to the LEY-MANAGEMENT are not

numerous, when compared with thoſe on Aration, or the PLOW

MANAGEMENT ; the general Management of a Ley being conducted

on a very confined ſcale, and affords little variety of incidents.

The Proceſs of LEYING (and this partakes principally of the

Arable Proceſs) furniſhes the majority of the MINUTES on

LEY-MANAGEMENT.

1774. Sept. 18.

1775.

Dec. 5.

Feb. 27.

-----

LEY IN G.

Verdaging the Corn encourages the young Graffes.

A retentive Soil may be leyed too flat.

An acclivated Ley vegetates earlier than one which

lies flat.

Another field fpoilt by being leyed flat.

Rye-Grafs is an improper Seed for leying with.

Mar. 28. A difadvantage attending an uncultivated reten-

May 20.

1776. Apr. 21 .

174.
Dec. 5.

tive Ley.

The proceſs exemplified in Foot-Path-Field.

Hand-rake-in the Seed .

SUR - DRAINING a LEY.

A Surdraining Cart idea'd, and the wood-work

finiſhed.

Ccc 2
1776.
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1776. Jan. 1. Surface-Drains are expeditiouſly made bythePlow.

And the plit is eafily reduced by fhaving-off the

crum with a fharp hoe..

Apr. 18.

This is a moft eligible mode of Sur-draining..

VEGETIZING PROCESS for a LEY.

1775. Jan. 28. Lacerating a Ley in winter does not harm the fuc-

ceeding crop..

Perhaps a Ley may be rolled too wet.Feb. 27.

Verdage weedy margins early in Summer.June 9.

If Meadows be foul of Thiftles or Docks, Weeding is an excel-

lent practice, performed. at a ſmall expence.

PASTURING a LEY..

1775. May 20. Paſture a Ley the firſt year..

Perhaps, on a Farm where Paſturage and Hay are equally wanted,.

Leys ought to be alternately paſtured and mowed : Becauſe, a Ley

which has been paſtured, will produce better Hay in greater quan-

tity, than a Ley which has been ufually mown ; becauſe perpetual

mowing reduces the variety of Herbage, and impoverishes the Soil..

HAYING PERENNIAL GRASSES..

See MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT, Page 66..

Perhaps , generally,—If the ground be cold, cock after the fithe,

or as foon as actual rain will permit.

If the ground be hot, leave it in ſwath to wither,---break it into

Beds,---turn,--carry.

But, be the ground hot or cold, and the weather fettled or un-

fettled, do not ſtack until ruſtlingly dry.

For the MANURING ofLeys,, fee MANURE, Page 26.

PERENNIAL.
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PERENNIAL

LEY-VEGETABLE S..

L

EY-VEGETABLES are almoft as numerous as the Tribe of

Perennials ; but they are here divided into

MEAD- GRASS..

MIX-GRASS..

RYE- GRASS..

LUCERNE.

SAINFOIN and BURNET might have been added ; the. Writer

believing the former to be an excellent Ley-Vegetable on the foil it .

affects : The latter would be fo likewife, ---if a proper Soil and proper

Animals could be created..

MEAD-GRAS S.

See the laſt General Head,--and MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT.

MIX-GRASS..

This is as indefinite as the former Article.-By Mix-grafs is here

meant a compound of WHITE-CLOVER, RYE-GRASS, and TREFOIL.

This mixture is not fixed upon as the moſt excellent, but as one:

whofe ingredients are eafily procured. There are, no doubt,

other Herbs, whofe feeds are equally eligible to be fown as Ley-

grafs feeds : The WHEATEN-BENT and MEADOW-SWEET (vernal) are

eſteemed excellent in a Meadow : and were their feeds fold currently.

at the Seed-ſhops, they would no doubt be adopted as valuable.

acquifitions to a Perennial Ley.

1775 May 20. White-Clover propagates by the joints of the

ftem as well as by feed.

For
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For the mode of Leying, &c. fee the MINUTE above referred to.-

For the method of Haying, fee MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT, page 66. ,

and LEY-MANAGEMENT, page 72.

1775. Feb.Feb. 27.

June 15.

1776. May 5.

June 19 .

1775. July 31 .

1776. May 5.

RY E- GRASS.

It is wholly improper as a Perennial Ley-Graſs .

A Rye-grafs Ley requires to be fallowed for Wheat.

Rye-grafs is valuable as a Spring verdage.

As an annual Ley-grafs, perhaps it has merit on

a burning foil.

LUCERN E.

Perhaps, clean random Lucerne by hand-raking.

Lucerne is an excellent Spring-verdage.

Perhaps, there are few Soils fit for Lucerne.-Perhaps, the vege-

tative ftratum ought to be deep, and lie on an abſorbent ſubſoil.

PLOW.
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PLOW-
MANAGEMENT.

THEHE Procefs of Aration is divifible into

THE GENERAL PROCESS. THE SEED PROCESS .

THE SOIL PROCESS.

each of which are fubdivifible .

THE
VEGETABLE PROCESS ;

THE GENERAL PROCESS.

This divifion relates principally to the SOIL, its Afpects, &c.

different foils being affected by different Vegetables, and requiring

a different Plan of Management; and to the SUCCESSION, every

diſtinct Vegetable being partial not only to particular Soils, but to

particular Vegetables, and to particular Modes of Management.

Thus Corn likes to fucceed Pulfe ; Pulfe, Corn ; and Vegetables in

general a Summer-Fallow.

1774. Nov. 5. Summer-fallowing, if the Soil be foul, is moſt

fpirited Management.

1775. July 13. Wheat fucceeding Clover was a remarkable fine

1776.

Oct. 23.

Nov. 5.

Crop.

How many advantages refult from Clover, Wheat.

Wholly fallow, or wholly crop.

The fucceffion of Tick-Beans, Wheat- is bad.

Feb. 6. General Reflections on the Arable Proceſs.

--- A Review of Fallow-Crops .

1776.
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1776. Mar 26.

April 11.

26.

A Sketch ofthe Writer's general Plan.

Fallow-Crops viewed in another light.

Perhaps fubftitute Rye, Clover---in the room of

Spring-Corn, Clover.

June 19. Endeavour to get a burning Soil covered early in

July 21.

Aug. 8.

the Spring.

Plow- in, or verdage a foul Crop.

Perhaps adapt the Fallow-crop to the Farm -yard

confumption.

13. Beans, Wheat ; an inftance of its being a bad fuc-

ceffion.

15. Tare-Barley is preferable to Beans as a Fallow.

crop .

Sept. 8. A feeming diſadvantage of Barley, Clover,; but not

a real one,

19. Never have leſs than ten or twelve acres of any

particular crop.

1777. April 28. Fallow, Oats, Clover, Wheat-is a convenient round

on ſtiff-land.

Much, no doubt, depends on a judicious CHANGE OF CROPS.

To fuffer a Crop to fucceed itſelf, without fome intermediate

Melioration, is very bad Management.-
Corn after Corn, perhaps,

is likewiſe bad : and, perhaps, Grain after Grain, without dung or

à Summer-fallow, is not good.

A regular ROTATION of Crops and Fallow is, perhaps, more con-

venient than profitable : for, perhaps, the more VARIETY OF CROPS,

the lefs Vegetable Food will remain uſeleſs in the Soil ; for, perhaps,

every Vegetable, as every Animal, has its favourite food.

The Author's adopted ROUND is, -Fallow, or Fallow - crop-Spring-

Corn-Clover-Wheat :-but he has not, yet, fufficiently experienced

it to recommend it to others. To aſcertain with preciſion the beſt

SUCCESSION, whether regular or irregular, is the work of a life-time.

THE
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THE SOIL - PROCESS.

THIS divifion alone would furnish Matter for a Volume in

Folio. Its BRANCHES are numerous, and its MINUTIE endleſs.

It receives the SoIL from the hands of NATURE, let the ſtate be

ever fo rugged, and fits it for the reception of the SEED ; being

the moſt laborious department of FACTITIOUS VEGETISION .

The following is a part of its various tasks : Grubbing,-

Stoning,-Sub-plowing,--- Trenching,-Pulverizing,--Couching,

-Feeding,-Folding,-Provoking, -Texturing,--Surfacing,-

Acclivating, Turn-plowing, ------Buryfod-plowing,------Draining,

&c. &c. Thefe, however, might be contracted into DISCUMBERING,

FALLOWING, MELIORATION, DEPOSITING ; tho' not with strict

propriety : The Author, therefore, avoids a divifion which might

ferve to perplex rather than inform, and refers to the MINUTES

miſcellaneouſly as they occur.

1774. Oct. 17. On Compoft Fallows.

Nov. 5.

1775
Feb.

29.

27.

March 23.

28.

April 10.

16.

20.

"

An inftance of the good effects of Summer-

fallowing.

A clayey loam plows better when quite wet than

between wet and dry.

The good effects of fetting-out the ridges of a

level Ley, intended to be plowed early.

Stiff Soils fhould be acclivated.

How much depends on Plowmanship !

Plow deep, or Buryfod plow for drilling.

A calculation on the advantage of plowing with

Whip-Reins .

The Surface is highly beneficial to Couchy

Fallows.

27. A propofed Procefs of Couching.

Ddd

1775. April 27.
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1775. April 27.
A further Proof of the advantage of Whip- ¦

Reins.

29. A calculation on the expence of Couching.

May 3. Spikey-Roller is highly beneficial to a Cloddy

Fallow.

5. Bury the furface of a Ley intended for the Drill ;

or plow deep, with a high creft.

10. Except the foil be very clean, an April Fallow

ought not to be given up for early fowing.

13.

20.

On plowing Land-for-land.

Two inftances of the apparently good effects of

plowing a Fallow very wet.

June 3. Winter-fallow or bury the furface of a Stubble

for drilling.

6. A dry Summer quells the roots, and a ſhowery

one exhauſts the Seeds of Weeds.

15. The diſadvantage and the advantages of a Dog-

day's -fallow.

July 1. On laying-up Summer-fallows.

26. Ridges fhould lie North-and- South.

28. Buryfod-plowing will not deſtroy Weeds.

Aug. 16. Sub-plowing is efficacious in clearing awayfurface-

weeds .

Sept. 4. Perhaps deep-plowing is univerfally good Manage-

ment ; efpecially of a retentive foil .

Seven-bout Lands are too wide to be laid up

round from a level.

7. Perhaps it is better to digeft than to burn

Weeds..

II. A further proof of the utility of deep-plowing a

retentive foil.

A Fallow for Wheat fhould be landed-up in

September.

1775, Oct. 10.
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I 75.

1776.

Oct. 10. Sub-plowing is a difficult operation.

20. It is, nevertheleſs, exceedingly beneficial in dif-

cumbering the ſurface.

24. On opening Inter-furrows.

25. How neceffary to croſs -furrow a retentive foil !

A flat field ought to be croffed with an ambi-

dexter Plow.

27.

Nov. II.

13.

Five-bout beds are convenient to harrow.

The coft and utility of croſs-furrowing.

An inftance of the utility of cross-harrowing

Fallows between the plowings.

23. A flight froft prevents harrowing.

30. Buryfod-plowing is not peculiarly favourable to

Dec. 5.

potatoes.

On Landing-up a retentive ſoil, and its utility.

7. The intention and mode of Balking, or more pro-

perly Trenching a foul Soil.

Feb. 6. Arguments for and againſt Fallows and Fallow-

crops.

March 20:

24.

-

An inſtance of bad Plowing, and the cauſe.

A general Guide for acclivating.

26. Flat Beds are unpardonable on wet land.

A diſadvantage of plowing wet for a Crop.

Roll or furface a Fallow very hard between the

Plowings.

April 11.

---
If a plain roller cannot reduce the clods, ufe a

ſpikey one.

16., Perhaps harrowing checks animalcules.

A diſadvantage of plowing for Spring- corn in wet

weather without acclivating.

May 21. Trenching (or Balking) is much the beſt way of-

breaking up a Summer-fallow.

The general procefs of Fallowing.

Ddd 2
1776. May 21.
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1776. May 21.

July 21 .

---.

Five-bout Beds are weeded conveniently..

Deep-plowing gives Seed-weeds.

To increaſe judiciouſly the depth of Corn-mould:

Aug. 4. Perhaps tillage prevents fmut.

II. A compariſon of the Row and Random Cultures.

13. This year's Crop of Wheat bears an affinity to the

number of plowings.

16. Sub-plowing does not give a Tilth equal to

repeated turnings ..

On Tillage, as a melioration ..

17. Perhaps, round ridges and open furrows prevent

Wheat from lodging.

Oct. 27. Nothing but a rough Fallow and hot weather can

clean land from couch.

Dec. 12.
One inftance of the advantage of a good feed-

plowing.

1777. April 28. Light-Land may be plowed. in two narrow plits

for Beans.

An advantage of landing-up Winter-fallows in

Autumn.

June 18. Let a Fallow, Trenched, or Balked,. in Autumn,

lie in trenches till after the Spring-feed-time.

For the Procefs of MANURING, and for other MELIORATIONS of

the Soil, fee MANURE, Page 2.6.

THE
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THE SEED- PROCESS:

THIS Department of the ARABLE -PROCESS receives the SOIL

after the Seed - Plowing, furniſhes it with the immediatte Means

of propagation, and again depofits it in the hands of NATURE.

THE SEED PROCESS is divifible into the TIME OF SOWING , ---

the PREPARATION OF THE SEED,----the MODE OF SOWING,---- the

QUANTITY OF SEED, ---COVERING,---ADJUSTING..

The MINUTES relative to the SEED-PROCESS are the following.

1774. Sept. 25.
On the bad effects of backward-fowing.

A difadvantage of the Row-Culture.
1775. March 18 .

24. On Sowing over the ftale plit.

28. The good effects of lanceing before harrowing.

April 13. The coſt of drilling with the new drill.

14. On the mode of drilling with this drill.

15.
On covering with the ox-brooms.

29.

May 2.

10.

Sowing late in the Spring is beneficial to the foil,

but be hurtful to the crop.
may

An experiment on fteeping the feed.

On the time of ſowing Spring-corn .

June 10. Early-fowing has an advantage, if the Summer

prove dry.

July 1. On the quantity of feed.

Sept. 4.
On adjuſting, by ſemi- culture.

18. Early-fowing has many advantages.

22. Thin-fowing gives a reedy ftraw, which is bene-

ficial in a wet Harveſt.

Oct. 5. On Sowing on the freſh plit.

On Fluting.

Nov, 1. On Sowing in Rain,

4. 1776. Nov. 9.
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1776.

1775. Nov. 9.

Feb. 2.

6.

16.

March 11.

24.

26.

April 4.

-.

On fowing and adjuſting Croſs-furrows.

Experiments on Spring-feeds fown in Autumn.

Another diſadvantage of the Row-Culture.

On fowing narrow-caft ; with its coft.

Perhaps never attempt to force a Seaſon.

Spare no expence of harrowing.

On narrow-caft and broad-caft Flutes .

An experiment on harrowing before ſowing

broad-caft.

A favourable view of broad-caft Flutes.

11. Roll between the harrowings.

16. A further proof of the ufe of good harrowing at

Seed- time.

-.

21.

May 14.

June 19.

July 10.

Aug. 11 .

24.

Oct. 2.

On the Spring-Seed -Proceſs.

Do not raviſh a Seafon.

Cover Grafs- feeds by hand-raking.

The refult of fowing Spring- crops in Autumn.

Endeavour to fow a burning Soil early.

Early-fowing has its difadvantage.

A compariſon of the Row and Random Cultures.

Perhaps pickling deprives puny feeds of their

vegetative qualities.

On covering the Seed immediately after ſowing.

5. On fowing five-bout Beds fingly.

Nov. 17.

--

Dec. 12.

1777. April 28.

An obſervation on the time of fowing.

An experiment on the quantity of feed.

Another evidence that pickling Wheat injures its

fructuolity.

It is better to flute the ftale than the freſh plit.

Break-in whole plits with fine harrows.

Rolling between the harrowings is an excellent

practice.

THE
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THE VEGETABLE PROCESS.

THIS divifion of the ARABLE-PROCESS may be fubdivided into

the VEGETIZING-PROCESS, TOP-DRESSING, ------- PASTURING,

HERBACEOUS MELIORATION,--VERDAGING,--HAYING,

HARVESTING,-STACKING, -HOUSEING , -UNSTUBBLINĠ ; each of

which will admit of ſtill lower fubdivifion.

But the general matter of the VEGETABLE-PROCESS is not much ;

as almoſt every fpecies of PLOW-VEGETABLES requires a peculiarity

of Vegetable-Management : for the particular matter, therefore, fee

the feveral Articles of the next general Head.

MINUTES on . the VEGETIZING PROCESS..

1775. May 5.

16.

June 1.

July 7.

High ridges fhould be rolled diagonally.

On hoeing Inter-furrows.

On hoeing with the Double-hoe ; and the coft.

On hoeing random crops.

Checking the firft Coming-up does not retard it

enough for the ſecond to overtake it.

Aug. 30. Perhaps harrowing Winter-crops in Spring,

1776. May 21 .

Aug. 17.

1776.

generally, is bad Management.

General reflections on weeding.

On hoeing Inter-furrows.

For TOP-DRESSING, fee MANURE, Page 26.

MINUTES on PASTURING.

Jan. 16. To prevent cattle from being fufflated by fuccu

lent herbages, muzzle them partially.

For
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For HERBACEOUS MELIORATION, fee MANURE, Page 26.

MINUTES on VERDAGING.

1774. Sept. 18. If Verdage and Pafturage be wanted, verd with

Spring-corn and young Graffes.

1775. July 21.

Aug. 11 .

18.

1776. July 21.

Clover and Tare verdage are affected by oxen.

Potatoe-verdage is affected by cows and hogs.

It is excellent for cows.

Perhaps, generally, it is good Management to

verdage a foul ftraggling crop.

For HAYING, ſee the MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT.

MINUTES on HARVESTING.

1775. Aug. 18 .

1776. Aug. 18 .

22 .

24.

A coft of carrying Spring-corn .

On making and ſhocking fheaves.

On harvesting Spring-crops .

On carrying Spring- corn .

For STACKING, fee MINUTIAL MANAGEMENT.

MINUTES on HOUSE ING.

1775. Jan. 21. Perhaps, generally, it is bad Management to Houſe

corn whilft cold and limber.

Aug. 9. Be careful to clear the Barns from vermin before

1776. July 15.

Sept. 19.

harveſt.

Take in a looſe-Corn Stack, in parts.

One Horſe is as good as almost any number of

Men on a Corn-Mow.

MINUTES
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MINUTES on UNSTUBBLING.

1774. Dec. 31.

1775. Jan. 4.

30.

On harrowing down Stubble.

The ox-rake gathers it clean in damp weathers.

The costs of chopping and ox-raking, &c. are

equal.

Chopt Stubble is fit for horſe-litter ; raked Stubble

for the Farm-yard only.

Oct. 28. General reflections on Unſtubbling.

PLOW-VEGETABLES.

HE AGRICULTURAL ANNUALS occurring in the MINUTES are

THE

the following :

WHEAT.

BARLEY .

OATS.

PEASE.

PEA-BEANS,

BEANS.

CLOVER POTATOES.

TARE-BARLEY. TURNIPS.

TARES. CABBAGES.

CARROTS.

RAPE.

BUCK-WHEAT.

RYE-GRASS *.

RYE.

To treat fully on this general Head, would require as many

Volumes as there are ſeparate Articles contained in it ; each Vege-

table having, perhaps, its favourite SUCCESSION , ------SOIL , ------

MANURE, SOIL-PROCESS , ---SEED- PROCESS , ---VEGETIZING-PROCESS, '

• Although Clover and Rye-grafs are in themſelves Perennials, they muſt here, as

Plow-Vegetables, be confidered as Annuals.

Eee
-VEGETABLE
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---VEGETABLE - PROCESS , -----BARN-MANAGEMENT,----DISPOSAL ; each

of which admit of various fubdivifions, enumerated under the General

Heads SOIL, MANURE, SEED, PLOW-MANAGEMENT, FARM-YARD-

MANAGEMENT, MARKETS.

The Author will exemplify this in the article

WHEA T.

The SUCCESSION proper for WHEAT.

1775. July 13 .

Oct. 23.

Nov. 23 .

1776. Aug. 13.

Clover, Wheat---gives a remarkably fine crop.

Clover, Wheat---is at leaſt convenient.

Fallow, Wheat---exceedingly inconvenient.

Beans, Wheat--- (the Beans not dunged for) bad..

Herbaceous Fallow, Wheat---gives a fine crop.

The SOIL proper for WHEAT:

The MINUTES are filent on this head : It is, indeed, a difficult

ſubject on which to make comparative experiments and obſerva-

tions, different foils being variouſly affected by the fame weather.

Nothing but a Series of Experiments could be decifive. It would,.

no doubt, be uſeful, in eſtimating the value of land, to know the

degree of affection which Wheat bears to each ſpecies of foils : the

Writer, however, is clearly of opinion, that the Crop depends more

on the Weather, the Manure, and the Soil-Proceſs, than on the

Specific quality of the foil ; and that any species of foil will produce a

good crop ofWheat, if it be well dunged, well plowed , and properly

acclivated ; provided the weather prove favourable. to its ſpecific

quality, joined with its fituation ..

MANURE
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1775. Aug. 12.

1776. Aug. 16.

Sept. 20.

MANURE proper for WHEAT.

Soot is of fome benefit to Wheat on loam.

1

Dung, or other extraneous food, can alone keep

the Soil in vigour.

An inſtance in which Soot was not favourable to

Clay.

Nov. 17. Soot was of very little fervice on ftiff land.

Lime from chalk was ftill lefs beneficial.

1776. Mar. 24.

Aug. 13.

----

16.

17.

1775. Aug. 21 .

Nov. 5.

Dry Wood-aſhes are equal to Soot.

Rough Gravel onClay was of no ſervice to Wheat : -

The Author means in the experiment referred

to, which was not by any means decifive : It

may, nevertheleſs, be admitted as a good

evidence.

SOIL-PROCESS Proper for WHEAT.

Flat Beds are improper for Wheat.

This year's Crop was nearly in proportion to the

number of Plowings.

Herbaceous Melioration is favourable to Wheat.

Several inftances in favour of Tillage.

The Soil ought to be laid up round for Wheat.

On the SEED of WHEAT.

Plumpnefs is not effential to Seed-Wheat.

A judicious change of Seed is beneficial to the

Crop.

1776. Aug. 24. Further experiments with thin Wheat.

1775.

The SEED- PROCESS proper for WHEAT.

Aug. 7.

21.

Nov. 1.

On Sowing over-plit and under-plit.

March is an improper Month of Sowing.

On Sowing in Rain.

Eee 2
1776.

1
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1776. Mar. 24.

April 16.

Harrow the Seed in thoroughly.

Spare no pains of harrowing.

June 19. Sow early on a burning Soil.

Aug. 4 . A void experiment on pickling.

16. On the mode of Sowing.

Sept 20. On Top-dreffings, harrowed-in with the Seed.

Nov. 17. Several experiments on the fame.

The VEGETIZING PROCESS of WHEAT.

On hoeing the inter-furrows of Wheat.

If Wheat be thin and foul, hoe it, verdage it,

or plow it in.

1775. May 16.

June 1 .

1776.

Aug. 12 .

Oct. 14.

Feb. 2 .

May 21 .

Aug. 17 .

On the process of Top-dreffing with Soot.

The weather influences the Crop.

Froft without Snow is pernicious to Wheat.

General reflections on Weeding.

The good effects of open Inter-furrows.

The VEGETABLE-PROCESS of WHEAT.

1774. Aug. 20.

30.

1775. Jan. 21.

Aug. 7.

9.

1776. Aug. 18 .

Let blighted Wheat have a ſhower in ſhock.

A method intended of drying wet Wheat.

Perhaps there is more danger of harming Wheat

in mow than in ſhock.

On Reaping and Mowing of Wheat.

Onthe Coft, &c. of Mowing.

On drying wetted Wheat.

The futureProceſs of Harveſting-Wheat propoſed.

For UNSTUBBLING, fee PLOW-MANAGEMENT. Page 85.

1774.

BARN-MANAGEMENT of WHEAT.

Dec. 7.
It is neceffary to attend narrowly to the Thraſhing

of Wheat.

Wheat-ftraw ought to be bound neatly for the London markets.

DISPOSAL
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DISPOSAL of WHEAT.

1776. May 19. Keep Wheat in Straw, or fell it at the market-

price.

What a boundleſs field for inveftigation is AGRICULTURE ! A Vo-

lume in Quarto is inadequate to the mere delineation : yet, ftrange

as it is, every Man who has feen a plowed field is a Farmer!

The Author having exemplified in the article WHEAT, that any

department of Naturifion is reducible to SCIENCE, he will not em-

barraſs himſelf nor his Reader by dividing, fyftematically, the matter

of the other Plow-Vegetables above-enumerated, but refer, chrono-

logically, to the refpective MINUTES.

1775.

BARLEY.

Apr. 29. An advantage of ſowing late.

May 2 .

May 10.

June 28.

July 1.

4.

Steeping the Seed did not forward its coming-up.

If the foil be clean, fow early ; if foul, late.

A difadvantage of fowing late.

On the quantity of Seed .

The Seed lay two months in the ground, without

vegetating.

Sept. 20. Barley in fwath fhould not be turned with the

head of a rake.

22.
On harveſting Barley, and the quantity of Seed.

Oct. 5. A fmall quantity of Seed will produce a large

crop of Barley.

Dec. 4.

1776. Feb. 2 .

Apr. 10.

Perhaps, top-drefs Barley.

If the Soil be foul, an April-fallow ought notto

be miffed.

Barley may be fown with fafety in Autumn.

If Barley be ſpoilt for malting, feed Cart-horſes

with it.

1776. May

•
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The Autumn-fown began to ear.

Endeavour to fow early on a burning Soil.

Cut the Autumn-fown Barley the 19th July.

Reflections on fowing Barley in Autumn.

On Harveſting Barley.

1776. May 14.

June 19 .

July 21 .

Aug.22 .

Sept. 8 . Further obſervations on Harveſting.

20.

1777. Apr. 26.

1775. Mar. 24.

Aug. 18.

1776. Feb. 2.

Top-dreffing muſt be very beneficial to Barley.

Further evidence in favour of feeding Cart-

Horſes with unmaltable Barley.

OAT S.

Sowing Oats over the ſtale plit is ineligible.

A calculation on the coſt of carrying.

A fevere Froft nips the Blades, but does not in-

jure the Roots.

May 14. Autumn-fown Oats do not fhoot up in Spring,

like Autumn-fown Barley.

July 31. Cut the Autumn-fown Oats to-day.

Obfervations on fowing Oats in Autumn.

On Harveſting Oats.

-.

Aug. 22.

Sept. 20 . Perhaps top-drefs Oats and Clover.

1777. Apr. 28.Apr. 28. Fallowing ſtiff Land for Oats and Clover is good.

management.

CLOVER.

1775. June 15. Clover-Leys are more eligible for Wheat than are

Rye-grafs -Leys.

July 13. A Clover-Ley dunged in July gave a very fine

crop of Wheat.

21. Clover-Verdage is affected by Working-Cattle.

1775.
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1775. Aug. 1 .

Oct. 23.

Nov. 23.

1776. Apr. 13.

21.

Cut Clover early, or cut it but once.

How convenient are Clover-Leys for Wheat!

A further proof of this conveniency.

Perhaps hand-rake-in the Seed.

This mode of covering adopted as a general

practice.

26. Perhaps fow Clover-Seed over Rye inftead of

Spring-Corn.

Clover is hazardous on a burning Soil.June 19.

Sept. 8. Raifing it with Barley is eligible.

14.

20.

Wad the ſecond crop immediately after the fithe:

The infant plants of Clover require nouriſhment..

Soot is favourable to them.

TAR E

1775. May 10.

Sept. 28.

1776. Feb. 6.

Aug. 8.

15.

1777. Apr. 5 .

26.

1775. June 22.

July 11.

21.

Sept. 19.

1776. Feb. 2.

- BAR LE Y.

The reaſon for firft Sowing Tares with Barley.

Began to cut the Herbage : Obfervations on it.

Tare-Barley is, perhaps, the firſt of Fallow-

Crops.

A further trial of it, with the refult..

It is far preferable to Beans as a Fallow-Crop.

Tare-Barley Fodder is well-affected by Cattle ::

And is at the fame time. ſerviceable to the Yard-

Hogs.

TAR E S.

Tare-Verdage is a very profitable Crop..

Tares for Verdage fhould be fupported.

Tare-Verdage is well-affected by Working- Cattle.

Tare-Seed is a very uncertain Crop.

Summer-Tares will not ſtand a hard Winter.

Winter-Tares are invulnerable to Froft..

1776.
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1776. Feb. 2.

Mar. 11.

Apr. 11.

May 5.

14.

July 10.

Tare-Herbage is excellent as a Fallow- crop.

Further proofs of the hazard in raiſing Tare-

Seed.

Obfervations on Tares as a Fallow-Crop.

They come too late as a Spring-Verdage.

Summer-Tares will not ftand the Winter.

Obfervations on the Species of Tares.

Horfes fed on Tare-Verdage require very little

Corn.

Aug. 1. Tare-Aridage is generally allowed to be excel-

lent Fodder.

The Proceſs of Tare-Hay-Making.

PEAS E.

Plow deep, or bury the Surface for Drilling.

A future Pea-Procefs propofed,

Peaſe are a valuable Fallow-Crop .

1775. Apr. 10.

June 3.

1776. Feb. 6.

Mar. 26. The Seed-Procefs this year ; with general Ob-

ſervations on the Culture of Peaſe.

Apr. 11.

23.

As a Fallow-Crop, they intrude on Spring-Corn

Seed time.

Peaſe may be rolled while young with ſafety.

27. Obfervations on covering the Seed .

30.

1777. Apr. 28 .

They are conveniently hoed with the Double Hoe.

They fhould be buried deep on a dry Soil.

PEA BE A N S.-

1776. Aug. 7. Two Experiments on Pea - Beans, with their

II.

Reſults.

A comparative view of random Pea-Beans and

drilled Mazagans.

1776.
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1776.

Aug. 22. Perhaps cut them under-ripe for Farm-Yard-

1774.

1775.

Sept. 6.

Jan. 8 .

Mar. 1 .

-.

18 .

Apr. 13 .

May 19.

Nov. 5.

II.

1776. Feb. 2.

6.

-.

Confumption.

BEAN S.

Obfervations on Drawing Beans.

On the Purple or Cape-Bean.

A Method of winnowing pulled Beans .

An Advantage of Drawing Beans .

A Diſadvantage of Drilling Beans.

They may be drilled very cheap with the new

Drill.

An improvement in the mode of winnowing

Pulled Beans .

The Succeffion of-Tick Beans , Wheat- is bad.

Contrived an Implement to draw a line to direct

the Dibblers .

It is dangerous to fow Beans in Autumn.

Obfervations on the' Seed- Procefs.

Horſe-Beans are the worst of Fallow-Crops.

16. On fowing Narrow-Caft, with its coſt.

Mar. 11. December and January are improper months of

Sowing.

-The future Bean-Proceſs propoſed.

26. Finiſhed ſowing Narrow-Caft, with Obfervations.

Beans as a Fallow-Crop intrude on the Spring-

Corn Seed-Time.

Apr. 11 .

21 . Obfervations on the impropriety of planting Beans

in a Puddle.

23. Infant Beans may be harrowed and rolled without

May 2.

real injury.

On Hoeing them with Shaft-Hoes.

Fff 1776.
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1776. May 10.

14.

June 11.

Aug. 8.

II.

15.

24.

1774. Oct. 17.

Dec. 26.

A calculation of the expence of the first Hoeing.

The fate of the Autumn-fown Beans.

The cost of the fecond Hoeing.

General Obfervations on the Bean as a Plow-Ve-

getable.

A comparative view between Drilled Beans and

random Pea-Beans.

Not equal to Tare- Herbage as a Fallow-Crop.

The refult of the Experiments on ſowing Beans

in Autumn ; with general Obfervations on the

time of fowing *.

POTATOES.

On raifing Potatoes in Compoft-Fallow.

Given to hogs boiled and warm, they are excel-

lent preparatives to Peaſe or Barley.

1775. Jan. 3. They are much fuperior to cabbages, as relaxa-

tives.

June 24. Potatoes in rows are neatly and readily earthed-

Aug. II.

up with the double Plow.

The halm of Potatoes is well affected by Cows

and Hogs.

18. It affords remarkably fweet butter.

-:

21.

On planting them with Cabbages.

The ſtumps of the amputated Halm bleed pro-

fufely.

23. The lower they are cut, the more they bleed.

Generally on BEANS .-Notwithſtanding the Writer is convinced that Beans are

ineligible in the rotation he has adopted , he does not prefume to decry them altoge-

ther ; for he apprehends, that were he fituated on a uniformly ſtiff-fo Farm , a

country where the planting of Beans is an eſtabliſhed cuftom, and where dung cam

be plentifully purchaſed, he fhould cultivate Beans in the round of Clover, Beans,

Wheat.

1775.
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1775. Sept. 12. The refult of the Experiments on verdaging the

Halm ; with Obfervations.

Nov. 30. Deep-plowing not beneficial to the crop.

A general obfervation on the Culture of Potatoes.

They are not eligible as a Fallow-Crop .

They interfere with Spring-Corn Seed-Time.

An eligible mode of Planting hit upon, and

1776. Feb. 6.

Apr. 11.

1775.

12 .

adopted.

May 7. Experiments and Obfervations on Planting, and

Plants.

Oct. 27. The refult of theſe Experiments ; with the coſt of

Digging-up the Crop.

Oct. 5.

1776. Feb. 6.

Apr. 11.

TURNIP S.

Sheep prefer young Rape to young Turnips.

Turnips are a moft eligible Fallow-Crop.

A further proof of their eligibility as a Fallow-

Crop.

July 12. Perhaps, generally, hand-rake in the Seed .

1775. Jan. 3 .

10.

Mar.30.

July 15.

Aug. 18.

CABBAGE S.

Obfervations on Cabbages as Hog-Food.

A Patch of Cabbages is a valuable appendage to

a Farmery.

An Experiment, with Obfervations on Planting.

Mend the Plows with the weak Plants.

On planting them between the rows of Potatoes.

Sept.28. On moulding them with a double Plow.

Oct. 29. A Cow fufflated by Cabbages.

Fff 2
1776.
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1776. Feb. 6.

Apr. 11.

Cabbages are an eligible Fallow-Crop.

A further proof of this.

July 21 .

Aug. 31 .

1777. Apr.28.

The Planting Proceſs this year.

Farther obfervation on Planting.

A comparative view of the fpecies of Cabbages..

CARROT S.

A mode of Drilling hit upon..

The future proceſs of Drilling propoſed.

What a plague is a crop of Carrots !

A mode of Weeding.

1775 Apr. 20.

June 16.

July 28.

31.

Aug. 22. Another : but the badneſs of the crop prevented

a decifion on its eligibility.

E..

1775.
Oct. 5.

1776. Apr. 11 .

RAP

Sheep prefer young Rape to young Turnips.

Rape is eligible as a Fallow Crop ; becauſe it does

not interfere with Spring-Corn Seed-Time..

BUCK WHEA T.

1766. Apr. 11. As a Fallow-Crop, it does not interfere with

Spring Seed-Time.

Sept. 19. If. fown late, it is inconvenient to let it ftand for

Seed..

RYE GRASS (an Annual Ley-Vegetable).-

1776. May 5, Rye- Grafs is eligible as a Spring-Food ; but it is

a weed in arable Land.

4

•

1776.
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1776. June 19. Perhaps on a burning foil it is preferable to

Clover.

R Y E.

1776. Apr. 26. Rye is valuable as a Spring-food .

Perhaps fubftitute Rye for Spring-Corn, as a

nurſery of Clover.

May 5. Another inſtance of its eligibility on a Spring

Verdage.

There may be many other valuable PLOW-VEGETABLES ; but they

have not occurred to the Writer's EXPERIENCE .

FARM-YARD MANAGEMENT.

THIS
HIS general Head is principally diviſible into

BARN MANAGEMENT,

FODDER AND FODDERING,

LITTER AND LITTERING,

MANURING ;

each of which admit of Subdivifion.

-

BARN MANAGEMENT.

This Section is divifibleinto the GENERAL ECONOMY,-THRASHING,

-WINNOWING, &C.

3774.
Nov. 22. A ſketch of the general Economy.

Dec. 7. It is neceffary to attend narrowly to the Thrashing

of Wheat.

1775-
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1775. March 25.

Aug. 9.

It is tedious to winnow with fackcloth Fans.

Barns ought to be cleared from vermin every

Time they are emptied.

1776. July 15. In fhowery weather, take in a looſe corn-ftack in

parts.

Sept. 19. One Horfe on a mow is as good as almoſt any

number of Men.

FODDER and FODDERING.

Fodders are almoft as various as Agricultural Vegetables : In a

general view, however, they are either VERDAGES or Aridages ;

the latter of which are either STRAW (including Halm) ,~STRAW-

HAY,-HAY, or Corn.

1774. Sept. 18. If Verdage be wanted, Verd with Spring-corn,

and Ley-graffes .

1775. June 10.

July 21 .

Hay yields well in dry weather.

How the different forts of verdage are affected by

Oxen.

Potatoe-verdage is affected by Cows and Hogs :

And gives very ſweet Butter.

Obfervations on making Straw-hay.

Aug. 11.

18.

Sept. 14.

Nov. 23. Further obfervations on it.

1776. Jan. 16. Turnips fhould be ſliced.

·
Cabbages fhould be quartered.

-.
Hay-bands fhould be untwiſted.

18. Should Straw be animalized in a hovel or an open

Apr. 10.

May 5.

21.

yard ?

Obfervations on binding Hay for Farm-yard

conſumption.

An enumeration of Spring-verdages.

Hay and Straw lofe much of their weight by

being expofed to the air.

1775.
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1776. Aug. 8. Perhaps make Farm-yard-confumption the object

of the Fallow-crop .

1777. Jan. 6. An experiment on the quantity of Straw eaten by

Oxen ; with obfervations.

Feb. 20 .

21.

Cattle, on a par, eat about a load of Straw a-

month. See the MINUTE.

There is fome caution requifite in feeding Cattle

with Cabbages as well as with Turnips.

April 19. Endeavour to fell Hay before the March-winds

fet in.

; a general Rule raiſed.

26. Feeding Beaſts of Labour with Barley is advan-

tageous to the Yard-hogs.

LITTER and LITTERING.

STRAW, STUBBLE, FERN, RUSHES, and other WEEDS, are the

fubdivifions of LITTER.

1775. Jan. 24. A comparative view of Fern and Straw, as Litters..

Obfervations on Stubble, as Litter.

On the utility of littering Farm-yards .

30.

Feb. 15 .

Oct. 28.

1776. Jan. 11.

On collecting Stubble for Litter.

It is abfolutely neceffary to keep Straw-yard-ftock

well littered.

18. A further proof of it.

For MANURIZING, fee MANURE, Page 26.

LIVE
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Na full SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE, the Elements

and Proceffes of ANIMALISION would form one of its

principal divifions . The GENERAL MANAGEMENT Would be divided

into BREEDING, REARING, DAIRYING, FATTING ; each of which

would admit of a variety of SUBDIVISIONS. Each SPECIES of

AGRICULTURAL ANIMALS ( as each ſpecies of Vegetables ) would

likewife have its SUBDIVISIONS.

But the Author of this DIGEST is not attempting a Work which

calls for the attention of Ages : he only means to fyftemize fuch

FACTS and REFLECTIONS as have refulted from his own ExPE-

RIENCE ; and, as he paffes along, to fhew that every Department of

NATURISION,-that every Branch of that ART which fits

NATURE in vegetizing the ELEMENT, and in animalizing the

VEGETABLE, is fubject to ANALYSIS ; and is confequently reducible

to SYSTEMATIC SCIENCE.

The Species of LIVE-SOCK * which occur in the MINUTES are,

1774. Aug. 29.

1775. June 10.

19.

Cows.

SHEEP.

SWINE.

POULTRY.

cows.

Loft a Cow in the Red-Water.

Cows milked well in a dry Summer.

It is good Management to collect Weeds for

Milch-cows.

1775.
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1775. Aug. 11 .

18.

Sept. 13 .

Nov. 5.

Dec. 4.

1776. Feb. 28 .

1777. June 10.

1775

Cows affect Potatoe- halm :

Which gives remarkably fweet Butter.

The future Cow-Management propofed.

Perhaps make rearing of Hogs the object of Cow-

keeping.

Raiſe them from low to richer Feed by degrees.

Never refuſe Two Guineas for a fcouring, lean

Barrener.

Experiments and Obfervations on Suckling.

Never turn a Cow heavy in calf among ftrange

Cows.

Nor fling a Cow big with Calf.

SHE E P.

Oct. 1. Perhaps, on a Compoft-Farm, it is better to let

Sheep feed, than buy- in Sheep to eat it off.

Sheep prefer young rape to young turnips.5.

It is not from any general diflike to SHEEP that the Writer has not

attempted a Flock : On a found Folding-Farm, he believes them

to be a very profitable ſpecies of Live-Stock. Indeed, in his prefent

unfavourable fituation, he has refolved more than once to try a few

Sheep ; but his next day's ride has generally ſtaggered his refolu-

tion. He has either met with a ſtarving Lamb, bleating over its

mother lying dead of the rot ; or found a ftraggling, fhepherdleſs

Flock in his own or his neighbour's fields, doing more damage

in twenty-four hours than the amount of their profit at the year's

end. Theſe, however, may be local evils, and the Author does

For Working-Stock, fee BEASTS OF LABOUR.

Ggg
not
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not mean in general terms to decry a few Sheep : he will, never-

theleſs, venture one general affertion-The Profit is in proportion

to the Attendance given them ;-and, therefore, an Aboriginal

Farmer who has two or three Sons to affift him in keeping them,

is more likely to profit by them than a Gentleman-Farmer, who muſt

in a great meaſure depend upon Servants.

SWINE.

1774. Dec. 26. Potatoes boiled and warm are good preparatives

to peaſe or barley.

1775.

29.

Jan. 3 .

Unground barley is improper for Hogs.

Cabbages are not equal to potatoes, as relaxing

preparatives.

Raw cabbages are nevertheleſs eligible for the

Yard-hogs.

Feb. 10. Farrowing Sows fhould not have too much.

March 7.

litter.

A calculation on Fatting.

Coupled the first Hogs.31.

June 17. An advantage of coupling Hogs..

29. A coupled Hog hung:

July 3 . Another hung ! The cauſe.

July 4.
Hogs do not affect ſtewed clover..

7. They are aukward to ſerve in couples : uncoupled

them.

29. Re-coupled them : they are in perpetual mif-

Aug. 11.

Oct 20.

31.

chief.

They affect potatoe-verdage.

A calculation on fatting Porkers.

Two large Hogs hung ! General obfervations on

coupling.

1775.
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1775- Nov. 5.

Dec. 4.

1776. Jan. 18 .

Oct. 15.

1777. Jan. 28.

A calculation on the profits of Swine.

Clip maſk and uncouple them before Acorn-time.

An Ox made 200 gallons of foup and bouille.

A comparative view of the breed ofHogs.

A calculation on Fatting ; with an improvement

in the mode of it.

A final proof of the ineligibility of the Oriental

Breed.

April 26. Barley which paffes whole thro' Cattle or Horfes

is beneficial to Hogs.

June 10. Rearing burften Pigs is bad Management.

1776. March 24.

POULTRY.

Laid out a Poultry-yard.

The Writer will clofe the Head LIVE-STOCK with this general

obfervation : It is as bad Management to over-ftock as to under-stock

a Farm ; for the old maxim is not more vulgar than juft : " If they

" won't pay for keeping, they won't for ſtarving."pay

Α'

M ARKET S.

T MARKET (taken in a general fenfe), and then principally,

the Aboriginal gains an advantage of the Scientific Farmer.

He can get drunk with his Hoft, and fell his Corn, Hay and Straw

to advantage : He can cringe to the Squire, and tamper with his

Groom ;Ggg2
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Groom ; haggle with the Mealman, and wrangle with the Butcher.

Theſe things the . Sciencift cannot do ; therefore, the feldomer he

goes to Market, unneceffarily, the more profit and peace of mind he

may expect.

But to Market He, his Agent, or his Servant, muſt more or

lefs go.

If he, in perfon, drive his Cattle, Sheep, or Hogs to the Fair,

or even bear his own Sample-bag to Market, he will find himſelf in

a moft aukward fituation ; and, more than probably, will not ven-

ture himſelf alone a fecond time.

Agents or Brokers may be very ufeful Go-betweens in Trade ; but,

perhaps, they can feldom be made ufe of with propriety in Agri-

culture. The MINUTES ofthe 4th APRIL, and 4th DECEMBER 1775,

fhew the impropriety of employing a Country Saleſman to buy-in

cattle the Author has lately had a ſtronger inftance of the unfitnefs

of employing a Smithfield Salefman to fell them out again *.

A menial Market-man, therefore, feems neceffary to the Scientific

Farmer : He can haggle, drink, and wrangle in character ; yet

implicit confidence must not be put in a Servant ; and whether in

the Field, the Farm-yard, or the Market, he ſtill fhould be under.

the eye of his Mafter..

* The circumftance is this : An Ox which he valued at Fifteen Guineas, and for

which he had actually refufed Fifteen Pounds, he fent to Smithfield (among four or

five Barreners which had been fatted in the Salt Marfhes) and to his great furprize

received an account from the Salefman of no more than Eleven Pounds Ten Shillings !

The Writer does not mean to call the Smithfield Salesmen a pack of Scoundrels,

or to ſay that they will fell at one price, and render an account at another ; but in duty

to his unexperienced Readers around the Metropolis , he will deliver as his opinion,

that fome of them at least will favour a Butcher when they are felling for a chance

Cutomer, in order that they may favour in turn their more conftant Employers.

MISCELLANEOUS
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BESIDESESIDES the CONNECTED SYSTEM, there are various

APPENDAGES OF AGRICULTURE.

To be an Adept in the SCIENCE OF NATURISION , the SCIENCIST

fhould be acquainted with the Rudiments, at leaſt, of NATURAL

PHILOSOPHY, particularly with the PHILOSOPHY OF THE WEATHER.

He ſhould likewife have a knowledge of NATURAL HISTORY. He

onght to be maſter of FOSSILOGY, fo far as it relates to Soils ; and of

CHEMISTRY, as it appertains to Manures. He ought to be intimately

acquainted with BOTANY, and the VEGETABLE ECONOMY ; as alfo with

ZOOGRAPHY, and the ANIMAL ECONOMY ; with a competent know-

ledge of the THEORY and PRACTICE of FARRIERY. Nor fhould

he be unacquainted with MORAL PHILOSOPHY, to affift him in the

management of Servants : nor with MECHANICS, and the Theory

of INVENTION, to help him in the conſtruction of his Implements.

SURVEYING, too, would affift him in the Diviſion and Claffing of his

Farm ; as an adequate idea of ACCOUNTANTSHIP would in the

Management of it, &c .

The APPENDAGES hereafter enumerated are fuch as have occurred

to the Author's practice ; and are here inferted with no other.

precedency than that which is given by the Dates of the first

References.

HAZARD OF FARMING.

FARRIERY.

VEGETABLE ECONOMY.

PUBLIC AGRICULTURE.

INVENTION.

AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE ..

WORKING ON SUNDAYS.

RENT AND TAXES.

ACCOUNTING.

Befides
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Befides the above claffes, there are two or three

MISCELLANEOUS MINUTES.

On Fire in chimneys * .1775. Oct. 30 .

1776. Sept. 9. On Hunting.

1777. July 15.
On the Prices of Produce ; and, on the Profeffion

of the Agriculturist.

HAZARD OF FARMIN G.

NEW as this Article may be to WRITTEN AGRICULTURE, it has

been known too long to PRACTICAL FARMERS. The THEORIST

who is defirous to be convinced of its reality, may depend on the

authenticity of the MINUTES here referred to. Should he ſtill doubt,

he
may himſelf become PRACTITIONER ,

1774. Aug. 29.

1775. April 10.

A Cow died of the Red-water.

13 .

Two Horſes thrown upon harrows.

One of them died.

* The Writer has already made an apology for inferting the MINUTE here referred

to, which apology he means here to do away, and offer one which is much ſtronger.

Altho' a Fire in the Chimney of a tiled houfe fituated among other tiled houſes,

may be in a great meaſure inoffenfive ; a Fire in the Chimney of a thatched houſe

fituated amidſt other thatched buildings , and adjoining to a Stack-yard, may in

dry weather be very fatal . In this light, therefore, the MINUTI is peculiarly

Agricultural.

1775.
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1775. Aug. 17.

Sept. 18.

Q&. I.

An Ox died of fufflation .

Sundry inſtances of damage by treſpaſs.

Several Sheep worried.

10. Barley damaged, and Clover fpoilt by the

weather.

31. Two Hogs hung in couples thro' careleff-

Nov. 10.

Dec. 4.

1776. Jan. 16.

March 11.

1777. June 10.

23.

July 25.

nefs ..

An Ox died of a ſtrain.

An enumeration of cafualties, with leffons taken

from them..

An Ox died of a ſcouring..

A crop of Tares fpoilt by the weather.

A Cow killed by being turned among ſtrange

Cows.

Another killed by injudicious flinging..

Two Pigs died of ruptures.

Corn damaged and Hay ſpoilt by the weather..

Further

floods.

inſtances of damage by rain and

The Author expects blame from the Jefuitic Theoriſt, for telling

tales which blacken the cauſe of Agriculture. The truth is,

the Author was fo very attentive to his favourite motto,

that he did not

may attend the

be their hue.

TRUTH IS ALWAYS VALUABLE,

more than once advert to the confequences which

publication of SCIENTIFIC TRUTHS, whatever may

But the crime committed, reflections follow of courſe.-Suppoſe

this Article fhould fall into the hands of the finking Man, will it

induce him to catch at Agriculture as the Twig of Salvation ? No.

Suppofe
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Suppofe the fluttering Speculatift fhould chance to fettle on the

hagard page, will it invite him to the Field of Agriculture in fearch

of Golden Clods ? No. But fuppofe the NOVITIAL SCIENCIST

ſhould peruſe it with attention, what impreffion will he receive ?

He will be ftruck with the appearance of an Article, which he had

never heard of, in his ideal account of Profit and Lofs, which account

he will find wholly deranged ; and a few minutes reflection will point

out to him clearly, that the only means of re-adjufting it, will be

by a deductory transfer from Rent and Taxes. Laftly, Suppoſe

this fable lift ſhould fortunately catch the eye of the LANDED

GENTLEMAN, will it not affift in effacing thofe falfe ideas which

he has recently formed of the value of his land ? Will it not

make him a happier Landlord, by increafing his good opinion

of the induſtry of his Tenants ? Nay, may it not prevent an in-

tended Rife of Rent, which would at once have brought ruin on

the Tenant, with fhame and difgrace on his Landlord ? The

Author hopes and trufts it may!

FARRIERY
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FARRIER Y.

TO the PRACTICE of FARRIERY the Author pleads ignorant :

and he has always thought it fafer to truft to Practice without Theory.

than to Theory without Practice.

The following references are principally to MINUTES ON SUFFLA-

TION and the FLUX ; which are, indeed, the only diſorders that

have engaged the Writer's particular attention.

1774. Aug. 29.

1775. Oct. 29.

Nov. 10.

The ſtate of a Cow which died of the Red-

water.

Sufflation cured by falt and water.

The ſtate of an Ox which died of a ſtrain and

fcouring.

Dec. 4. Do not depend implicitly on the Farrier's care-

fulneſs.

17. Perhaps drench working-cattle with falt and

1776. Jan. 16.

30.

Feb. 27.

1777. Feb. 21 .

June 10.

water.

Sufflation fully treated on.

On the proper length of a Cattle-rammer.

Sufflation again cured by falt and water.

And again ; with the additional affiſtance of the

Cattle-rammer.

It is dangerous to fling a Cow heavy in Calf.

Hhh VEGETABLE
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VEGETABLE-ECONOMY.

WHAT a field is this for philoſophical difquifition ! or rather an

extenſive wild, whoſe paths, as yet, are few, and theſe ſtill dark and

intricate. The Sun of Philofophy, however, has lately broken thro'

its fhades, and has already enlightened ſome of its recently obfcure

receffes.

The following trifles, which the Writer gleaned out of the

MINUTES, while he formed the other Articles of the DIGEST,

are offered to the Labourer in this laudable department of Phi-

lofophy.

1774.

1775.

Dec. 5. Ley-Vegetables which ſtand dry, vegetate earlier

than thoſe which ftand wet.

Jan. 8.

May 16.

20.

The prolifickneſs of Vegetables is not hereditary:

Perhaps the motion of Vegetables is their exercife,

and gives ftrength and health.

White Clover propagates by the joints of the ftem

as well as by the feed.

June 10. Dry weather gives fubftance to Vegetables, wer

weather adds fap.

2. Perhaps the feed of Vegetables exhaufts the Soil

more than does their herbage.

July 7. Vegetables are much fooner renewed from a root

already formed, than they are first formed from.

the feed.

13. Perhaps the food of Vegetables is neither prin-

cipally nitrine, nor dangerouſly volatile.

Aug. 21. Plumpnefs of feed is not neceffary to its propa-

gation.

Wheat which vegetated in Autumn would not

grow in Spring, yet vegetated the following

Autumn.

Aug. 21.
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1775. Aug. 21. Potatoe-ftumps bleed profufely after cutting the

halm.

23. The lower the halm is cut, the more the ſtumps

bleed.

The quantity of element ejected , with conjectures

on the perfpiration of Vegetables.

Sept. 4. On the quantity of mould neceffary to the pur-

pofes of vegetation.

Oct. 14. Wet weather gives Bran, dry weather fills it with

Flour.

Nov. 18. Vegetables exhauft the foil of that which dung

repleniſhes it with.

1776. Feb. 2. Perhaps Snow preferves the prefent Crop, and

Froft prepares for the future.

April 23. Infant Beans may be macerated without material

injury.

Aug. 4. Tho' Vegetables fhrink before cutting, they do

―

16.

-

not loſe their ſubſtance.

Onthe diſeaſe of ſmut in Vegetables.

Another inftance of the fixidity of Vegetable food.

It is as neceſſary to repleniſh the Corn-Mould as

the Manger.

24. Perhaps the generative quality of the Seeds of

Vegetables may be deſtroyed by ſtrong Brine.

Nov. 17. The Agents of Vegetation are various.

*

Hhh2 PUBLIC
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霉

PUBLIC AGRICULTUR E.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE Agriculture have generally been confufed

by Agricultural Writers ; who, to add dignity to their fubject, have

mounted the ftately Steed of PUBLIC GOOD ; and, in their lofty

career, have cavalierly trodden under-foot the good of INDIVI

DUALS ;-who have only been confidered as the IMPLEMENTS OF

PUBLIC AGRICULTURE .

There are, no doubt, times and fituations in which Private

Intereft ought to give way to Public Welfare ; and the Writer of

this page has, perhaps, as elevated an idea of a REGULUS, a Hampden,

or a WASHINGTON, as the more fplendid Authors of Patriotic

Agriculture. But the internal Policy of the State is a public not

a private concern ; and the advancement of it lies with the AGENTS,

not with the INDIVIDUALS, of Society.

The Author has hitherto kept his eye on the FARMER ; he will

now for a moment look up to the STATE ; and with the franknefs

ofan ENGLISHMAN, fpeak his fentiments on PUBLIC AGRICULTURE.

He has already, in the MINUTE of the 10th of JUNE 1777,

fpoken of OBSERVATORS OF AGRICULTURE ; he now means to

fpeak of AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES . not as the Inftitutions.

of particular Societies, but as the Foundations of SOCIETY AT

LARGE.

LEARNING and TASTE are the ORNAMENTS of a State :-but what:

avail the Rofe-trees and Daifies which grow on the Counterſcarp,

when the Garrifon is affailed ? NAVIGATION and AGRICULTURE are

the BULWARKS of this Country..

A ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS has lately been planted near

the COURT : would not a Suit of PARLIAMENTARY ACADEMIES.

OF AGRICULTURE be uſeful Ornaments of the COUNTRY? The Pencil

and Graver may be play- things for a PRINCE ; but would not

the
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the Plow,-the Rein,-the Firelock,-and Broad-fword better grace

the hands of MEN ?-of ENGLISHMEN ?-who still remain Lords of

the Ocean, and the awful Arbiters of Europe.

The Waſtes of England are numerous and extenfive ; and the

Gentleness of the rifing Generation is inaufpicious to this Country ;

at leaſt to its Conftitution : would it not be political in the preſent

Race to check the torrents of Diffipation and Effeminacy, by teaching

their Offspring to think, and act with Manliness, in COLLEGES OF

AGRICULTURE, reared in thoſe WASTES which now are a fhame on

their Country ?

The ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES were laudable inftitutions, and have

duly received the applauſe of Mankind. They have aided con-

fiderably in the advancement of ENGLISH LITERATURE : the

SCIENCES and PROFESSIONS, too, may have been benefited by

them they have had the honour of dictating to a LOCKE and a

NEWTON-(fo had the Nurfes of theſe great Men) .

:

But do the Univerfities of OXFORD and CAMBRIDGE fulfil

any longer their primary intention ? Is Learning in England ftill in

its infancy ? Does it now need the leading-ftrings of ATHENS and

ROME ?

It may perhaps be faid, that the UNIVERSITIES are Seminaries

of RELIGION, as well as of SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY and CLASSICAL

LEARNING. This is granted : But are public Univerſities any longer.

the proper Seed-beds, in which to raiſe Chriftian Ecclefiaftics ?

Can the fentiments of VOLTAIRE, of HELVETIUS, and PRIESTLEY,

be excluded the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge ? And how

blafphemous in a DEIST to preach up CHRISTIANITY ! Should

RELIGION be ſtill thought ſerviceable to MORALITY, let the intended

Promoters of it be bred in folitude and caves : not in the open air ;

left they catch the infection of a H - rne or a D-d .

B

That the primary intentions of the prefent Univerfities were highly.

praife-worthy, and that the preſent ſtate of Learning is confiderably

indebted..
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indebted to them, feems as evident as that thofe primary intentions

are no longer anſwered,-that the preſent fyftem of education, whe-

ther in or out of College, is difgraceful to this country, and that

the public Univerſities of Oxford and Cambridge are bars to

improvements in USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, fubverters of that RELIGION they

affect to promote, and promoters of thofe VICES they affect to

fubvert.

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE is now, perhaps, at a more elevated pitch

than has ever been known to former ages : at leaft to thofe ages whofe

exiſtence we know of. Is not, therefore, the period arrived, at which

Englishmen may venture to think for themſelves ? Shall they ftill

meanly cling to ANTIQUATED DOGMAS ? ftill tamely halt on the

crutches of CUSTOM ? Or eftablifh their principles on NATURE and

REASON ?

WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIALS OF THE HAPPINESS OF MANKIND

IN THEIR PRESENT STATE ?

FOOD.

CLOATHING.

SHELTER.

COMMUNICATION:

HEALTH,

LIBERTY.

MORALITY.

EMBELLISHMENTS.

IS NOT HUMAN HAPPINESS THE TEST OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE ?

Ought not the EDUCATION OF INDIVIDUALS to be in fome meaſure

fubfervient to the HAPPINESS OF THE SPECIES ? Would not fome

certain number of Eſtabliſhments, bearing reſemblance to the out-

lines hereafter-fketcht-out, be ORNAMENTS of the prefent, and

SECURITIES of the enfuing age ? Nay, might they not give perma-

nency to this people as a FREE and GREAT Nation, until the Earth

may no longer trace its preſent orbit?

FOOD . Let AGRICULTURE be the PRIMARYOBJECT of theſe

Eſtabliſhments : where actual Waftes do not occur, plant them in the

leaft populous districts. Admit ALL DEGREES OF MEN, from the

PEASANT
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PEASANT to the PRINCE. Let every Student handle the PLOW,

wield, alike, the PRONO and FLAIL, and eat the bread he has aided

Nature in producing. Let the PROCESSES OF EXPERIMENTAL

AGRICULTURE be confidered as their employment. Let their Amuſe-

ments be the CHACE and OBSERVATORY EXCURSIONS : their Studies,

the THEORY and the APPENDAGES of AGRICULTURE *.

•

CLOATHING . To furnish the Students with adequate ideas of the

MANUFACTURES OF THEIR COUNTRY, and to fhew to them the va

rious operations which are neceffary to the COMFORTS and EMBEL-

LISHMENTS OF DRESS, let the FLEECE be fhorn from the ſheep they

have kept ; let the wool be prepared, the yarn fpun, the web wove,

dyed and finiſhed under their immediate eye, and with their manual

affiftance: Let the FLAX, too, which they have raiſed paſs through

the various proceffes of Manufacture : let the HIDE which they have

frequently careffed be prepared ;-and let the FUR from the game

they have purſued, be raiſed by Manufacture into an honorary orna-

ment. Let every other NECESSARY and DECENCY of DRESS be pre-

pared, and let each Student wear the veſtments he has more or lefs

affiſted in manufacturing.

-
SHELTER. A turfen hut might fcreen us from the tempeft ; and,

in a ſtate of Nature, might be adequate to human happineſs. But,

now, the neceſſaries of life are not more effential to our happineſs

than are its conveniences. Befides, the ftately manfion adds magnifi-

cence to the face of Nature, and to the Nation it is reared among :

Public edifices are ftill greater proofs of national munificence. The

great defign, too, enlarges the mind of the Architect, and the execu-

tion athleticates the body of the labourer..

The THEORY OF ARCHITECTURE, therefore, ought not to be

neglected : but let it be fuch Architecture as may convey MORAL

See Mif. Art. page 105

LESSONS
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LESSONS to the minds of the Students : let Ingenuity give place to

SIMPLICITY, and Elegance to GREATNESS.

COMMUNICATION .-Let the ENGLISH LANGUAGE form a principal

part oftheir ftudies : Let it be confidered as an INDEPENDANT LAN-

GUAGE, which is ftill in a STATE OF IMPROVEMENT, and will yet

admit of MANY EMBELLISHMENTS : Let it be purely ſpoken, purely

written, carefully improved, and carefully cleanfed from the dregs

of clafficality; which, though not abundant, will ever foul the foun-

tain, and render of courſe the ſtream impure : Let RHETORIC, LOGIC,

and every Science which may add to the FACILITY and EMBELLISH-

MENT OF COMMUNICATION, be added to this important article of

the effentials of human happineſs .

HEALTH .-Let ANATOMY and the ANIMAL ECONOMY, PHYSIC and

SURGERY be taught in their fulleft extent. Let the NONNATURALS

be a principal ſtudy, and teach the PREVENTION as well as the CURE

of DISEASES.

LIBERTY.-Let each COLLEGE be a regular FORTIFICATION , fup-

plied with artillery, arms and ammunition : Let every Student be a

Soldier : Let regular guard be kept, and field-days be obſerved :

Let TACTICS and FORTIFICATION be their ftudies ; RACING,

WRESTLING, BOXING, FENCING and SWIMMING be the

of this department.

-

amuſements

But it is not enough for ENGLISHMEN to ftem the torrent of

FOREIGN INVASION : the INVASIONS OF AMBITION muft likewife be

repelled . The LAW OF NATURE the LAW OF NATIONS-the

LAWS OF THE COMMUNITY, and the HISTORY OF FALLEN STATES

ſhould therefore be inculcated, that BRITONS may defcry and check

TYRANNY in the BUD.

MORALITY.---Let each COLLEGE be aCOURT OF MORAL JUSTICE :

Let VIRTUE be borne in triumph, and VICE puniſhed without re-

luctance : Let ETHICS be taught in their fullest extent ; and let this

leading truth be inculcated,

" On
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*

"On LIBERTY without LICENTIOUSNESS, and SUBORDINATION

" without PASSIVE OBEDIENCE , refts the Welfare of Communities, and

"the Happiness of Individuals : RESIGNATION is due to

"PROVIDENCE,----AND TO PROVIDENCE ALONE . "

That TRUTH may be traced with precisión, let the MATHEMATICS

be taught : Let ASTRONOMY, COSMOGRAPHY, and the MINUTIE

OF CREATION be diſcloſed, that GOD may be evinced by the

RECORDS OF NATURE.

EMBELLISHMENTS.----When Politeness pervades even the Cottages

of EUROPE ; and when Grimace and Punitilio fill the place of

GOOD-BREEDING, exclude not the Graces from theſe TEMPLES OF

MANHOOD : Let the LAWS OF GOOD-BREEDING be taught as a

SCIENCE : Let the focial Circle, the Ball-Room and the Theatre add

the technical Graces ofPoliteness : not the finical fineffe of aCd ;

but that MANLY COMPLACENCY,---that SIMPLICITY OF MANNER,

that FRANKNESS OF ADDRESS, fpontaneously flowing from a

LIBERALITY OF SENTIMENT, which elevates the Man above the

level of his Species.

GENERALLY---Let AGRICULTURE be the BASES of theſe Eſtabliſh-

ments : Let its PROCESSES and IMPROVEMENT be confidered as the

daily Care of the PROFESSOR, and the Employment of the STUDENT ;

to whom the other ARTS AND SCIENCES may ferve as relaxations.

Let EXPERIMENTS and OBSERVATIONS be carefully made and duly

registered ; and let a RECIPROCAL COMMUNICATION be kept up be-

tween the feveral COLLEGES.

When an IMPROVEMENT has been diſcovered, and deliberately tested,

let it be communicated to the ADJACENT DISTRICTS, and let the

DISCOVERER be honoured with a REWARD proportioned to its

UTILITY .

Let the SEED-TIMES and HARVEST be announced with folemnity,

and cloſed with rejoicings. Let the WINTER-SOLSTICE be a Festival ;

Iii the
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the VERNAL EQUINOX a Day of Mirth : The SUMMER SOLSTICE

a Libation ; the AUTUMNAL EQUINOX a Day of Gratitude.

Let the AMUSEMENTS of thofe MIRTH-DAYS be athletic and.

exhilarating But let EBRIETY be difgraceful, as the BANE OF

SOCIALITY ; and GAMING be reprobated, as the PANDER OF

DEPRAVITY, and the DISHONOUR OF RATIONALITY .

Thus, the Author hopes he has obviated every objection that

can be raiſed against him as an ADVOCATE for PRIVATE, and a

NEGLECTER of PUBLIC AGRICULTURE ; but he here repeats, that

the advancement of the latter lies with the AGENTS, not with the

INDIVIDUALS of SOCIETY.

As to his DELINEATION, he expects not to have it approved,

by the CUSTOMISTS IN EDUCATION : he hopes, however, that

MEN WHO THINK FOR THEMSELVES, will trace it a fecond time.

before they condemn it,

MINUTES incident to PUBLIC AGRICULTURE.

1775. Feb. 24. Perhaps the working of cattle is political in the

Legiſlature, and patriotic in an Individual.

1776. June 6. It is impolitic to feed Servants at their Maſter's

expence.

July 10.
Would it not be political to leffen the number of

fparrows?

Nov. 16. Cattle may be worked until ten or twelve years

old, without injury to their beef.

1777. Jan. 19. How much more political to ufe Oxen than

Horfes as Beafts of Labour !

And yet fanguine as the Author is in the caufe of CATTLE, he is

aware that the working of them will not become general, until the

Practice be promoted by LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY.

The
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The Writer is not lefs averfe to RESTRAINTS, than are the moſt

tenacious of his Countrymen. But what are Laws in general but

Restraints ? Laws are neceffary ; therefore Reftraints are neceffary ;

and confequently judicious Reſtraints are good Laws.

HORSES are the principal competitors of CATTLE, as Beaſts of

Labour ; and a restraint on the increase of Horfes would of courſe

promote the working of Cattle . How are Horfes increaſed in

England ? Not by importation, but by breeding and perhaps a

moderate TAX ON THE BREEDING OF HORSES would be the moſt

falutary means of ENCOURAGING THE WORKING OF CATTLE, and

be the moſt effectual method of LOWERING THE PRICE OF HUMAN

FOOD.

:

INVENTION.

PERHAPS a natural genius is not more neceffary to a

ufeful Inventor, than is the ART OF INVENTION .

Before the Author commenced Contriver of Implements, he

digeſted his ideas on the Art of Invention. The Analyſis, however,

he found difficult, and the refult is not at prefent fufficiently

fcientific for the Public Eye : he will therefore, here, only refer to

fuch MINUTES as may throwmore or lefs light on this abftrufe Art.

1775. Mar. 24. What a keen-eyed Critic is Practice !

28. Perfeverance perfects both the Art and the

Artiſt.

April 4. It is dangerous to generalife ideas haftily in

matters of Invention.

Iii2
1775. April 14.
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1775. April 14. Perhaps never fwerve far from original ideas before

they be tefled.

20. Mifcarriages may fometimes lead to ufeful In-

ventions.

29. Things uſeleſs in themſelves may lead to things

ufeful, when excited by neceffity.

May 13. The beſt mode of ufing is fometimes more

difficult to afcertain, than the beft mode of

conftruction.

-- The Ufer is more likely to find out this than the

Inventor.

30. Another mifcarriage by generalization :

July 4.
And another.

29. Self-attention is neceffary to the Maturation of

Inventions.

Aug. 24. Simplicity is the test of Agricultural Implements.

AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE.

THE SOURCES of AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE are various:

By the PRIVATE AGRICULTURIST, however, they are principally

divifible into SELF-EXPERIENCE and the EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS .

SELF-EXPERIENCE is gained by ANALYSIS, by actual EXPERIMENT,

or by actual OBSERVATION ; either on Self-management, or on the

Management of others .

The EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS may be acquired from Books, or by

PAROLE.

The
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The following are references to fuch MINUTES as appertain to the

acquifition of AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE.

1775.
Mar. 25.

May 13.

Oct. 10.

1776. June 20.

July 18.

Oct. 2 .

Nov. 17.

It is dangerous to adopt practices on the fole

authority of Cuſtom.

An inftance of the Utility of regiſtering Obferva-

tions.

Books fhould be read with caution.

Uſeful knowledge cannot be too ftrongly im-

preffed on the memory.

Obfervations on the Utility of Minuting.

Nothing but Analyſis can eradicate Prejudice.

Reflections on Experimenting.

A fcientific Method adopted.

Further Obfervations on Experimenting:

1777. April 25. No man can be a Farmer without Self-applica-

June 10.

tion.

Obfervations on Touring.

A plan for acquiring the preſent State and Practice

of English Agriculture propofed.

From the flow progrefs which AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE has

heretofore made under the patronage of the illiterate, it feems but

reaſonable to infer, that Letters may be made ufefully fubfervient to

its advancement. Befides, memory to fome is treacherous ; it is

fallible in all ; and perhaps it is not in any man equal to the

retainment of the Knowledge requifite to a perfect practice of Agri-

culture. And the Pen ſeems not lefs neceffary to FARMING than to

PHYSIC, PHILOSOPHY, or any other abftrufe ART or SCIENCE .

Left an incongruity of fentiment ſhould feem to eſcape the

Author with refpect to WRITTEN AGRICULTURE, he here begs leave

to explain himſelf.

It
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It is true, he is writing a Book ; in which it is alfo true, he

has more than once laughed at Books ; and he is now abfolutely recom-

mending written Agriculture.

He writes a Book to put the unexperienced on their guard in reading

Books. He contemns Books, becauſe there are too many Books on

Agriculture which are contemptible . And when he recommends

WRITTEN AGRICULTURE, he means fuch only as refults immediately

from DELIBERATE ANALYSIS , ACCURATE EXPERIMENTS,, and

WELL-DIGESTED OBSERVATIONS.

WORKING ON SUNDAY S.

THE Author did not commence Farming with a premeditated

intent on Sabbath- breaking : He reveres the LAWS OF MEN,

whether they are Religious, or profeſſedly Political, when the LAWS

OF MEN are founded on the LAW OF NATURE : Nay, he can allow

for the mifconceptions of Human frailty, and venerate the inoffenfive

LAW OF CUSTOM, tho' eſtabliſhed in ERROR. But when the

LAW OF MAN is evidently fubverfive of the LAW OF GOD, what un-

prejudiced man can heſitate to condemn it ?—at leaſt in his own mind.

Nor did the Writer begin the practice of Working on Sundays.

precipitately ; but was deliberately convinced of its propriety, by a

ſeries of circumftances, and a long train of reafoning.

The first year, he faw his Hay lofe its effence, and his Corn its

wholeſomeneſs, with paffive obedience to the Laws and Religion

of his Country.

The fecond year, perceiving more evidently the mifchievouſneſs

and abfurdity of a Cuſtom which counter-acts the bounteous

intentions
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intentions of Providence, he began to reflect on the confequences

which would refult from a non-compliance ; and fifted, particularly,

into the Sabbath-day-employment of his weekly Servants.

One, he found digging in his garden :-another, quarrelling

with his neighbour :-a third, gambling :-a fourth, bl-g'himfelf

and blafpheming his Maker, by way of amufing the hour of in-

dolence : the reft at the Ale-houſe, fquandering thofe wages which

ought to have adminiſtered comfort to themſelves, their Wives,

and their Children, thro' the enfuing week.

The wane of the Harveſt 1775 was uncommonly precarious

and the impropriety (not to ſay the impioufnefs) of neglecting any

opportunity which might preferve the gifts of Nature from actual

wafte, was painted in ſuch ſtriking colours, that the Author no

longer heſitated to liften to the dictates of NATURE, REASON, and

COMMON-SENSE.

See the MINUTES of the 11th SEPT. and 8th OCT. 1775.

The more the Author practifed the WORKING ON SUNDAYS in

HAY-TIME and HARVEST, the more clearly he faw its PROPRIETY :

He eagerly wished to ſee it the common Practice of this Country ; and

was ambitious of ſetting the PATRIOTIC EXAMPLE.

His Patriotiſm, however, was not ſeen fo clearly by his Neighbours.

as by himfelf, and he incurred the cenfure of many, whofe good

opinion he wiſhed not to have forfeited .

The circumſtance which gave the greatest offence, happened fince

the cloſe of the foregoing MINUTES ; the Author, nevertheleſs,

in ſupport of his conduct, will here infert, tho' out of form, Abſtracts

of a Series of MINUTES on WORKING ON SUNDAYS, made during

the backward Hay-time, and the Harveſt of 1777.

SUNDAY,
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SUNDAY, 3. AUGUST, 1777.

" Laft Sunday, the Meadow-hay was in fwath, and might then

have been cocked : no opportunity of Cocking has fince occurred,

and it is now yellow and almoft rotten. It is true, I was facrilegious

enough to turn fome which was then ſpoiling ; but the Men

appeared to think it wrong, and to - day I did not dare to afk their

affiſtance.

" Tho' it has been a heavenly day, not a man was to be found,

even to uncover the ſtacks .

TUESDAY, 5. AUG. 1777.

" It may be very good policy to have days of Relaxation and

Sociability ; but furely thefe days ought not to be fo boly as to interfere

with the facred Laws of Nature : it can never be good policy, in

the Members of any State, to fquander wantonly the means of their

own preſervation.

(See the 3d . ) "Had the Hay mentioned been then fhook into

Cocklits, it would have been ready to carry yesterday ; but it was

obliged to be made yesterday, and was caught in the Rain of to-day !

SUNDAY, 7th SEPT. 1777-

" The laſt week has been very flack Harveſt-weather ; except

yeſterday, which was very fine.

"We had this morning about thirty loads of Wheat, -thirty

loads of Oats,-fifteen loads of Barley,—and twenty acres of fecond

cut of Clover down ; and moſt of them fit to be carried.

" The Month of September is very uncertain Harveſt-weather :

The days grow fhort ;-the dews remain long on the ground ; the

fogs frequently hang on till noon ; and, until paſt the middle of the

month,

1
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month, the Weather is generally fqually and uncertain ; tho' the

latter end is as generally fine : this, at leaft, was the cafe in the

September of 1775 and 1776 * .

The following is a literal Tranfcript from the DIARY, defcribed under the

Article AccOUNTING .

Night.

heavy rain.

1775.

Morning.
Noon. Evening. Forenoon.

1. Fine, fine, rainy. 1. Blank,

1776.

Afternoon.

blank,

2. Showery, ſhowery, fine.
2. Heavyſhowers, fine, dry.

3. Rainy, rainy, fine.
3. Showery, cloudy, dry.

4. Fine, fine, fine. 4. Fine, v. h. fquall , dry.

5. Rain, fine, fine.
5. Showers and gleams, dry.

6. Cloudy, fine, fine.
6. Foggy, fine, dry.

7. Tempestuous, fine, fine.
7. Fine,

threatening blank.

8. Cloudy, rain, fine. 8. Blank blank,
dry.

9. Cloudy, fhowers, fine. 9. Very fine, very fine, dry.

10. Rain, rain, rain. 10. Foggy, cloudy, dry.

11. Delugy, ſhowery, fine. 11. Foggy, cloudy, dry.

12. Fine, fine, cloudy. 12. Foggy, cloudy, dry.

13. Rainy, fine, rainy. 13. Foggy, fine, dry.

14. Tempeftuous, fine, ſhowery. 14. Foggy, very fine, dry.

15. Rain,
rain, rain !

15. Foggy, very rainy fhowers.

16. Rain, fine, fine. 16. Foggy, fine, dry.

17. Fine, fine, fine.
17. Foggy, rainy, dry.

18. Drizzly, rainy, rain !
18. Foggy, rainy, dry.

19. Drizzly, drizzly, drizzly ! 19. Fine,
ſhowery, white froft.

20. Cloudy, fine, fine. 20. Fine, ſhowery, dry.

21. Showery, fine, fine. 21. Fine, fine, froſty.

22. Fine, fine, very fine! 22. Fine, fine, froſty.

23. Fine, fine, fine.
23. Bleak, bleak, frofty.

24. Blank, blank, blank. 24. Fine, fine, dry.

25. Fine, fine, fine.
25. Mild, mild, rainy.

26. Fine, fine, fine. 26. Fine, fhowers, dry.

27. Cloudy,
fine, fine.

27. Lovely, lovely! dry,---rain,

28. Cloudy, cloudy, cloudy. 28. Drizzly, fine, fine.

29. Fine, fine, cloudy. 29. Fine, fine, dry.

30. Fine, fine, fine.
30. Fine,

fine, fine.

What provident Man would depend on the Weather in the fore part of September !

Kk k " Laft
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" Laft night the fun fet well, and there was every other appear-

ance of a fine day fucceeding. I promiſed every man who would

work, in caſe of a fine day, two fhillings, and as much roaſt-beef

and plum-pudding as he would eat, with as much ale as it might be

fit for him to drink.

" To-day (which has been tranfcendantly fine) nine men,-three

boys,-three teams,-and four carriages, have made a very hand-

fome Wheat-Stack of eighteen harveſt loads, and have put two or

three loads of clover into ftack, in exceeding high order. The

labourers have behaved themſelves like men, and are gone home well-

fatisfied with breakfaſt, dinner, and fupper, and with each half-a-

crown in his pocket.

" Ifincerely thank Providence for fuch a favourable opportunity of

fetting ſopatriotic an example to this country ; and my vanity is ſtill

more flattered when I reflect, that not one fober * man has, yet, con-

demned my conduct : But I am not fo fanguine as to think that no

fober man will condemn me,-if an Enthuſiaſt can be called fober.

But I am confident that every fober man of ſenſe muſt applaud me

in his own mind : for it is not vague reaſoning to fay, that fome

hundreds-fome thouſands of quarters of corn will be ſpoiled , or

damaged, becaufe Farmers in general have not embraced this heaven-

born day, to fecure their crops from the uncertainty of the weather

* Two drunken fellows d- d and bl― d the eyes and limbs of the Stackers,

becauſe they did not go to church and other two, who could ſcarcely ſtand, ſtopped

one of the teams, and infifted upon unloading the waggon in the road ; becauſe as

how it was very wicked to carry Wheat on a Sunday ! They were about to fall upon

the Carter, when two gentlemen came up, and perfuaded them that theywere miſtaken,

for it was really Monday: they, nevertheless, went off big with the thoughts of their

Chriftian-like effort !

The whole neighbourhood feems to be alarmed ! Numbers came on the Common,

to peep; and feveral, unwilling to believe their own eyes, went into the Stack-yard

to touchthe fheaves,

at
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at this feaſon of the year : the quantity of found corn will be of

courfe leffened ; the price, in confequence, augmented * .

WEDNESDAY, 10. SEPT. 1777.

" Strange ! the whole Country is agitated, and men in their fober

ſenſes think it was not quite right. Let me take a retrofpect-look

into my motives ; and fee if I have really offended Nature, Reafon,

and Common-Senſe.

" Was not SELF-INTEREST the firſt mover ?-It could not there

was a certain lofs of at leaft a guinea, without any certain gain † ;

a chance of gain, indeed, might influence ; but this was not my

prime motive.

" Was a CONTEMPT OF RELIGION the ftimulus ?-No : I revere

every Religion which teaches Morality, and inftils a grateful regard

of that bountiful Power to which we owe our exiftence.

" And, on the matureft reflection , I am confident beyond a doubt,

PHILANTHROPY was my leading motive ; My leading principle was

the increaſe of the quantity, and the decreaſe of the price of whole-

Some bread.

" But what mighty difference will one ſtack make in the affize of

bread ? Ridiculous ! It is not meant that the faving of one ſtack,

nor twenty ftacks, would affect it fenfibly ; but, were it the uni-

verfal practice of every Farmer, in every year, to work on Sundays

in July, Auguſt, and the beginning of September, who will deny

that the Community would be benefited ? And, I declare,—nay, I

* It is true, the enfuing week happened to prove fine ; but does this affect the prin-

ciple of action ? Might not a week of inceffant rain have happened? Is any man vain

enough to pretend to foreknow the weather three days together in the fore part of

September ? And, on the 6. Sept. the Writer had feven days work to do ; for, not-

withstanding the fineness of the enfuing week, it had been dark two hours on Satur-

day night before the teams brought the tidings of harveſt home.

The harvest month being up (fee a note under 2. SEP. '76) , the fame men would

have done the fame work on Monday for 20d . a -day, -

K kk 2

wages only.

will

1
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3

will fwear by the facred laws of Nature, or by the holy tenets of

any Religion now exifting, or which ever did exift, that it was the

EXAMPLE I principally meant to hold out * . And although it has met

with the cenfure of Some, I hope in that Providence which I trust led

me to the act, that it will meet with the approbation of the Many,

and that WORKING ON SUNDAYS in SEED-TIMES and HARVEST will be,

fooner or later, the universally applauded practice of ENGLISH

AGRICULTURISTS +.

The Author would not have cumbered his work with thefe in-

terloping Minutes, nor would he have publifhed his fentiments fo

freely, had he not been called upon by that awful Tribunal,

which every Social Being ought to hold moft facred : -for the man

who contemns THE GOOD OPINION OF OTHERS, is, in himſelf, moſt pro-

bably contemptible :-And although he may differ with others in fenti-

ment, he hopes, as a Man and as a Member of Society, to be moft-

efteemed by thofe with whom he is beſt-acquainted.

RENT AND TAX E S.

IN a ftate of NATURE, the furface of the Earth is common :-

Land-marks are unknown.

In a ſtate of PROPERTY, each Land-owner cultivates his own

ſhare, or lends it conditionally to another to cultivate.

ENGLAND has long been in a ſtate of Property, and the Rental

Value of Land has long been aſcertained.

The RENT OF LAND will ever be proportionate to the

* The Writer has already acknowledged, that felf-intereft bore a fhare in the bufi-

nefs of this unhallowed day : it would, indeed, be mere philanthropic bombaſt to ſay,

that ſelf-intereft was neuter when felf-emolument was concerned : But he again de-

clares , had not felf-intereft been feconded by coNSCIOUS RIGHT, fhe might, alone,

have fued in vain.

Since writing the above , the Author has been informed that an old law exiſts

(mentioned by Dugdale) , which tolerates Huſbandmen in Working on Sundays in

harveſt : and in proof thereof a Gentleman in the North has uniformly carried one

load every year on a Sunday.

4
PRICES
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PRICES OF ITS PRODUCE : for, if the prices of produce rife, the

Tenant becomes too low-rented : the Landlord perceives this, and

raiſes him.The Rife being univerfal, the Prices of Produce are

fixed at the advanced rates ; for the Farmer muft keep up his prices,

or forfeit his Farm : therefore-the Prices of Produce will ever keep

pace with the Rent of Land ; for, reverfe the propofition, and fuppofe

that Farmers in general are too high-rented, the Land-owners muſt lower

their rents, or the Farmers must raife the Prices of Produce, or

confign themſelves to ruin .-The Landlords (who have taken another

ftride towards the Temple of Luxury) will not recede ; and to

fuppofe that the whole body of Farmers would rather bring utter

fhame and difgrace on themfelves and their families, than ufe every

means in their power to raife the Prices of their Produce, would

be weakness in the extreme ; and of courfe, in a few years, if not

reftrained by Law, the Rate of Produce muft neceffarily be raiſed to

the rate of Rent.

The PRICES OF LABOUR muft ever be proportionate to the

PRICES OF PROVISIONS ; for the Labourer, like the Farmer, will,

if not restrained by Law, confult the means of his own immediate

prefervation, let the confequence to the Community be what it may.

The PRICES OF MANUFACTURES muft ever keep pace with the

PRICES OF LABOUR. This, in a general light, is too obvious to

need an argumentative proof.

The EXPORTATION OF MANUFACTURES is more or less influenced

by their PRICES ; for fuppofe any particular article to be the

Manufacture of two distinct Countries, and that a third Country

has a demand for this article, will not this third Country apply to

that Market at which it can be fupplied the cheapeſt ?

ENGLAND Owes her prefent Splendour to her MANUFACTURES :

and, confidering Manufactures as the promoters of NAVIGATION,

to Manufactures in fome meaſure fhe owes her Strength.

Is it then for ENGLISHMEN to preach up a RISE OF RENT !

For ENGLISHMEN to blaft the ftrength and ſplendour of

GREAT BRITAIN ! May Shame confound fuch Preachers, and Oblivion,

without delay, fwallow up, at once, their Folly, and their Sermons !

By
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By the PRIVATE AGRICULTURIST the RENT of LAND must be

viewed in a different light.

LANDLORDS and TENANTS must be confidered as two diſtinct

Bodies of Men ; holding interefts diftinct and oppofite ,

In a State of MONEY, SELF-INTEREST is SELF-PRESERVATION ;

for Money is the Means of Subfiftence : and confequently Money

is the Goal of Landlord and Tenant.

If a Land-owner fell his Eftate, he fells it to the Man who offers

the moſt Money ; and on the fame principle, if he lett his Eftate,

he letts it to the Man who will give the moſt Rent *·

If a Tenant want a Farm, he is actuated by the felf-fame

principle : he looks around the Country, and pitches upon the Farm

he can rent the cheapeſt.

Therefore- every Farm, which is lett publicly, on a fresh leafe, to a

fresh Tenant, is lett precifely, or nearly, at its Rental Value ; that is ,

nearly in proportion to the preſent or recent Prices of Produce.

But the Prices of Produce are fluctuating ; and although in

England the rife has been pretty regular, if taken Century after

Century ; yet viewed year after year, an irregular rife and fall would

be perceived : this, indeed, muſt neceffarily be the cafe , for altho'

the Prices of Land and the Prices of its Produce may never lofe

fight of each other, yet the Prices of the current Year depend

on a variety of circumftances, which circumftances may not be

annual, but may laft thro' a ſeries of years. Therefore-the Tenant.

who leafes a Farm after a fall, or during a long ftagnation of

Prices, rents it to advantage ; while he who takes one during or

immediately after a rapid riſe, moſt probably rents it too dear.

* There are , no doubt, fome generous exceptions to this general rule. There a'ways

have been, and ftill may be, fome few Land-holders who have fuffered, and ſtill fuffer

their hereditary Tenants to , fit at eafe on their patrimonial Rents : But the Landlord

who wants money (and who will deny that Landlords in general do not want Money ?)

letts his Land to the beſt advantage ; and every new Leafe lett by fuch a Man, is lett

21, or nearly at, the rate ofthe recent Prices of Produce.

f

Within
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Within the laſt five-and-twenty years, the Prices of Produce have

had a rapid rife in England, and the Farmers who had long leafes

unexpired have been acquiring Wealth ; the confequence of which

is a rapid rife of Rent.

In the year 1774 (and for fome years preceding), Wheat was

fold for 60 s. a-quarter, more or lefs ; and Farms, in general, have

fince then been lett at that all-ruining rate : notwithſtanding Wheat

is now, and has almoft ever fince been, under 50 s. a quarter.

What muſt be the confequence ? One of thefe : the Landlord muſt

reduce his Rent to under 50 s. a-quarter ; or the Tenant muſt

re-advance the Prices of his Wheat to 60 s. a-quarter ; or, he muft

annually fink a part of his capital.

Some Landlords may, but Landlords in general will not reduce

their Leafe-rents. The Farmer cannot, as yet, re-advance his

Produce (for many Leafes, much cheaper than his,
are ftill

unexpired Befides, the Act to regulate the Importation and

Exportation of Corn, which took place the ift of January 1774,

and which fixes the Importation Price at 48 s. a-quarter, is another

material hindrance to the re-advancement ofWheat to 60s , a-quarter. )

And the Writer will venture to predict, that the Farmer who has

taken a long Leafe of a large Farm, within the last three years,

the letting of which has been publicly known, has laid the founda-

tion of his own and his family's ruin.

The MINUTE of the 2d Nov. 1775, fhews clearly that the

Farmer's Profit or Lofs refts, principally, on Rent and Taxes ;

* But, perhaps, not fo abundantly as is generally imagined : fome ferv, no doubt,

have amaffed fortunes ; but more generally this has been the ſtate of the cafe : The

Farmer has had a good thing ; that is, he has been lucky enough to take a Farm

clandeftinely ; or has had the good fortune to take one when the Prices of Produce

have been low ; added to this, he has worked hard, lived penuriously, and when

Luck has fmiled upon him, has put- out Forty or Fifty Pounds a-year. At the expira-

tion oftwenty or thirty years, he finds himſelf worth the enormous Sum of a Thoufand

Pounds ! He buys himfelf a decent Suit--his Wife a Riding-habit, and each of them

a Nag to ride to Market on ; and thus gets the name ofbeing worth a World ofMoney.

but
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but a Summer-fallow being included in that Calculation, the

Writer here gives one (he could give fifty) wherein a Summer-fallow

is not concerned.

The Entry in his JOURNAL ftands thus :

LOWLANDS to SUNDRIES :

For 10 Acres of Oats.

TO LABOUR ; for Plowing (once), Harrowing, and

Sowing ; taking 16 Teams and 1 Man,

at 8 s. and 1 s . 8 d .

༧
TO OATS 1775 ; for 41 Bushels of O. and A. at 195.

TO RENT and TAXES 1776 ; (together about 30 s .)

£. S. d.

6 2 6

18
7

15 15

4

£. 26 16 I

Thefe Fields produced 16 Jags of Oats ; which being ſtacked with

other Oats, the exact quantity of Grain cannot be aſcertained : ſuppoſe

they yielded 3 Quarters to the Jag (the Straw being long they could

not yield more) , which at 19 s. a Quarter, is

Deduct for Exhauftion of Vegetable -food

(See 18th Nov. 1775.)

Theſe Fields were in exceedingly fine Tilth ; they

received the preceding year, a Fallow almoſt equal

to a Summer-fallow ; to which this Crop of Oats is

indebted at leaſt one Stirring and one Harrowing ;

which, fuppofing that they took nine Teams, at

8 s. is

£.47

16 10

6

£.30 10 6

O£. 3 12

£.26 18
6There now remains a nett Produce * of

And, of courſe, a nett profit on the 10 Acres, of £.0 2 5t.

Suppofing the Straw to pay for Weeding, Mowing, Cocking, Raking, Carrying,

Stacking, Thatching, Houfeing, Thrashing, Winnowing, and carrying the Corn to

Market, which it might do, and ſomewhat more.

↑ A poor Pittance towards Houfe-keeping.

The
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The Rent of thefe Fields was about 22 s. an acre -the Taxes

(exclufive of Land Tax) about 3s . and the Tithe, Fencing, &c.

about 5s. an acre.

Suppofe the Rent had been 5 s. an acre , the Rent and Taxes,

inſtead of 151. 15 s . would have been 51. 12 s . 10 d. and con-

fequently there would have been a profit on the 10 acres of

101. 4 s . 7 d.

Suppoſe the Rent had been 40 s. an acre ;

would have been 261. 15 s . 6 d. inftead of

the Rent and Taxes

15 l. 15 s.; and con-

fequently there would have been a loss of 121. 12 s. 11 d.

Confequently the Farmer of 1000 Acres at 5 s. would have been

gaining about 1000l. a-year ; while the Farmer at 40 s. would have

been lofing 12501. a-year.

It would be as fuperfluous to give any further example, as it is

injurious to intimate that the Farmer's intereſt does not principally

depend on his Rent.

There are five things which confiderably influence the Farmer's

interefts : RENT,-THE PRICES OF MANURES,-MANAGEMENT,-

PRICES OF LABOUR,-PRICES OF PRODUCE,-LUCK. The two

latter are adventitious ; the three former are more intrinfic.

RENT. Although a Shilling an Acre may not be feen in the

Produce of a Farm ; it makes a very confpicuous Figure in the

Profits of a Farm. And although there may be fome petty Cottagers

in the North ofEngland (and perhaps in every quarter ofthe Ifland),

who, by an over-indulgence of their Landlords, are rendered

indolent by being too low-rented, is this a general malady among

Farmers ? Are the Farmers of England fuch jades to their own

intereſt as to need the ſpur ! Whoever is weak enough to believe

this, is weak indeed ; or knows but very little of Engliſh Farmers.

And is a Man who can get a few Shillings before-hand, lefs likely to

ferve himſelf and theCommunity, than the flavewho is ever plodding in

* The rack-rent Value of which is 15 s. which Rent the Writer offered ; but it

was refufed he therefore gave up the above-mentioned Divifion (the property oftwo

or three different Men) laſt Michaelmas.

L11 poverty ?
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poverty ? whofe Farm is for ever under-ftocked, under- dunged, and ·

under-tilled ! This may be very good doctrine-very good Farming,

in a garret ; and whether the Landed Gentlemen feel the force of

it or not, who can blame them for liftening to it.

MANURE. The Soil is the Farmer's Cafh-book, and every Crop

he takes is a draught on his Banker, the amount of which Manure

alone can replace.

It is fortunate for the Farmer who can diſcover any foffil Manure

on or near his Farm : It is alfo advantageous, if he can purchaſe

Dung at a reaſonable rate : But even dung, precious as it is to a

Farmer, may be bought too dear : and the prices of Farms have

not rifen more rapidly of late than the Prices of Dunghills, which

(around here at leaft) have got up to 60 s. a Quarter.

MANAGEMENT.---The Author has already faid, that the Aboriginal

Farmers, collectively, are far advanced on the Road of Perfection :

But this need not difcourage the young Agriculturiſt ; for, taken

feparately, they are not arrived at that defireable Achme. The

Improvements in Agriculture, however, he apprehends, are rather

numerous than great ; and perhaps it requires no fmall fhare of

attendance and attention to improve materially the Management

of fome prefent Farmers .

The requifites of good Management are SKILL and INDUSTRY :

the last paragraph alludes to the former, the enfuing to the latter.

That the majority of Farmers are an induftrious fett of people

will not-cannot be denied. But that there are many drunken,

idle, improvident Farmers, is as true as that there are drunken,

idle, improvident Mechanics, Tradefmen, and Merchants ; and

diffipated, gambling, improvident Men of Fafhion. Thus, the

Son frequently finks the few hundreds his Father has fcraped

together on the identical Farm ; which now falls into the hands of

a third perfon ; who, at the identical Rent, makes a Farmer's

* The Writer here fpeaks , generally, on lands which have ufually been cultivated :

not on Bogs, Waftes, &c.; which by draining and culture may, no doubt, receive

very great improvement.

Fortune
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Fortune upon it : not by his fuperior SKILL, ( for the Son had the

fkill of his Father) but by his fuperior INDUSTRY.

Generally. If there are no great improvements to be made in

MANAGEMENT ; if MANURE cannot be purchased, or if the price

be adequate to its value ; and if the prices of LABOUR are fettled ,

what can influence the Farmer's intereft, confiderably, RENT excepted?

For let him plant, drill, or fow broad-caft, the Soil will throw-out

a Crop in proportion to the MANURE and the TILLAGE it has

received. There are many common Farmers who PLOW DEEP and

DUNG WELL, and therefore there are many common Farmers who

are nearly at the height of their profeffion * : But common Farmers

get rich or poor in proportion to their Rent ; therefore on Rent

principally refts the Farmer's intereſt.

The Author has fpoken generally throughout this Article : there

are fo many incidents and appendages of Agriculture, that, to

treat this fubje& minutely, would require a feparate Volume. His

fentiments are briefly thefe : The Farmer's Loss or GAIN refts-

principally on his RENT †. The Rents of Lands are at prefent

getting above the rental Value of Lands : and on the rate of Rent.

depends, in fome meaſure, the welfare of this Inland. If he is wrong,

he will thank, fincerely, the Man who will fet him right. ,

Before he cloſe this Head, however, he will by way of corro-

borating almost every argument ufed in it, give a Sketch of one of

thoſe few Farmers who have really made a genteel Fortune by

Farming ; and who farmed on the verge of this Parish.

"

This industrious Man left his Son a Fortune of Ten, Fifteen, or

Twenty Thouſand Pounds Suppofe Fifteen Thouſand Pounds.

He held two or three diftinct Farms, under ſeparate Leafes, on dif-

ferent terms : Suppofe he occupied, on a par, 800 acres, at 7 s.

an acre, during 40 years. This, if not the truth, is fufficiently

near it, on which to found the following calculations :

* The Writer means as private Agricultors in England.

The Author fpeaks of Farmers in general : not of the Spendthrift and down-

right Sloven.

If
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If in 40 years he gained 15,000l . he cleared (fetting afide the

ideas of intereft, and original capital which was but ſmall) 3751.

a-year; befides paying his Rent and Taxes :

800 Acres at 7 s. amount to

Suppofe the Tenants Taxes at 3 s . in the

Pound,

£.280
00

00

42 00 00

£. 322
00 00

His Farms, therefore, produced, independant of Labour, Manure,

Seed, Titke, PERSONAL EXPENCES, &c. 697 1. a-year.

Suppofe he had paid 14 s. an Acre :

800 Acres at 14 s.

Taxes on 560 l. at 3 s.

£. 560 00 00

84 0Q 00

L. 644 00 со

which taken from 697 1. leaves 53 1. his yearly faving ; which

in 40 years amounts to 2,120 1. the Fortune he would, at 14s. an

acre, have left his Son.

Suppoſe he had paid 28 s . an Acre :

800 Acres, at 28 s.

Taxes on 1120l . at 3 s.

L. 1120 00 00

168 00 00

£. 1288 .00 00

however, may be eaſily

a-year ! Confequently,

begun with a Capital

which cannot be deducted from 697 1. This,

taken from 1288 1. and leave a loss of 591 l.

had this industrious Man, fkilful as he was,

of even Fifteen or Twenty Thouſand Pounds, he muft, before the

expiration of 40 years, have been reduced to beggary ! And yet the

Author can affert, from very good authority, that a principal

part of theſe 800 Acres is lett at, or nearly at, this ruinous Rate

of 28 s. an acre ! Time aloneTime alone can fhew whether the prefent

Leffors (they are not yet Poffeffors ) will be raiſed to Riches, or

reduced to Beggary *.

It is true , the Prices of Produce are higher now than they were fortyyears ago ;

butthey are not fo high now as they were ten years ago ; and the advance on a par bears

no proportion to the exceffive Rife of Rent.

ACCOUNTING.
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ACCOUNTIN G..

A

CCOUNTANTSHIP is the Oracle of the PRIVATE

AGRICULTURIST. A Farmer, it is true, may in a courſe of

years, know, by his Purſe, whether he gains or lofes in the gross, by

Farming ; yet his Purfe cannot particularife his Lofs or Gain on the

different departments of Agriculture : REGULAR ACCOUNTS alone

can do this.

SIMPLICITY and PERSPICUITY are the Bafes of ACCOUNTANTSHIP ;

and on theſe the Author endeavoured, at leaſt, to raiſe his Plan of

ACCOUNTS ; which he will here communicate as briefly as poffible.

When he firſt commenced his own Bailiff, he kept a regular Journal

(byway of detail) of every petty Tranſaction ; and alſo an imperfec

Regiſter of the daily employment of each Man ; that, at the week's

end, he might aſcertain , preciſely, his wages. But, finding this double

taſk tedious and complex, he fimplified his Plan, by keeping his

Journal in a more explicit Diary, in the following Manner.

Mmm MARCH
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MARCH 1777. | MONDAY 24. TUESDAY 25. | WEDNESDAY 26:

The Weather,

The Wind,

drly dry

Cloudy-very dry . a Summer's day.

S. S.

drly dr

delightful !

S.

Farm .-dined at- Farms.-Farm . Farm3.-Writing.

*

Ox-Team,

Horſe-Teams,

Odd Horfes,

Duffel (Oxen),

Miles (Horfes),

Rivers (odd Horſes ),

Doubling A 5.

Harrowing B 3.

f.(a) doublingA5. b. ( b ) doublingA4•

b. Reverfing B 4. Reverfing B 4.

Carried Hay to
-

Harrowing G 1. Pulvering ( c) G 1 .

Boy Smith ( Oxen),

Boy Miles (Horſes ),

Boy Smale ( Cows, Hogs) , Cow n°. 3. calved . ]

Bades (Butler), Sow . Oats in B 3. Sow". Oats in G1.

Caper, Gapping. (odd Horfes) (odd Horfes,&c. )

Ratford,

King, ditto.

Gregory,

Fencs.B.R--ll's (d) FencingB.R-- II's , FencingB. R-- 11's .

Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oaths.

ditto. ditto.

Richardfon,

Kinnaby,

ditto.

Trimme. A 3.A4.

ditto.

Gapping.

ditto.

Trim³. A4.--A5.

(a) Finished throwing two Five-bout Beds into one : this being intended for a Ley :

(b) Bigan.

(c) Lightly Rolling, and Re-harrowing.

(d) Making the Fence between the divifion B. and Farmer R-ll's Fields.
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THURSDAY 27. | FRIDAY 28. | SATURDAY 29. | SUNDAY 30.

colld col
d

Snow-cold .

N. E.

cold and wind.

E.

Asbleakas Xtmas!

y dry

Quite fultry!

S.

Farm . Farm".

* *

Doubling A 4.

Reverfing B 4.

Carried Hay to

N. E.

Farm . Writing. Write. Mr-dined Dined at —

Doubling A 4. Doubling A 4.

Reverfing B 4.
f. ReverſingB 4.

Harrowing F 2. Diftrib . Buſhes.

*
and Harrow . A 5. £.) s. d.

Week (e ) to 6

Ditto. 10 6

Ditto.
IC 6

Ditto.
5 3

Ditto.
4 3

Sow,n°1.farrowed . In-door.

f.tow.tare-barley. Sowing Oats inA In-door.

Binding Hay, &c.
(odd Horſes)

Fence. B. R--11's. Fencs. B. R-- 11's.

ditto.
ditto.

Gapping. Week.

Fenc . B. R--ll's . 10s. 6d.

ditto .

10

os. 6d . (f)

Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oats. Making-up Oats . See below.

ditto.

Cutting Buſhes.

ditto . ditto. ditto.

Cutting Bufhes.
Loads. Bufhes , & c Week. 10

3 I

Gregory and Pr. for Thrashing. 11 qrs. of Oats . at 22 d. I 0101

£.1. Is. Od. 4110

(e) The Cartets have 6d. extraordinary for their Sunday's attendance.

(f) Thefe Men work by the Rod, and have not finished their Job ; they therefore

each of them receive half a Guinea on Account. It is here written infhort, that the

whole may ftand together when they are paid infull.

M m m 2
This
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.

This DIARY is the bafis of the other accounts, and ferves as an

almoft-infallible Remembrancer ; for every team and every labourer

paffing under the eye every evening, their work of the day muft ne-

ceffarily occur. If a field has been finiſhed plowing or fowing ; if

wheat has been carried into ftack,-winnowed,-or fent to market,

&c. &c. a mark or tick is inftantly made over it ; that, at leifure,

it
may be carried to its proper head in the CHECK : when it receives

an additional mark, or double tick.

The CHECK is divided into a Journal-Part and a Ledger-Part :

the former admits the deliveries ; the latter, the labour, pro-

duce, field, &c . &c. &c. being both of them fimplifiers of the

JOURNAL and LEDGER, which are kept nearly in the ordinary me-

thod of Book-keeping.

The Journal-Part of the CHECK is kept thus :

Date. To, or from whom. Of what.

I Load Clover-Hay, 80s.

21 Bushels of Oats of P. (b.

191. Bushels of ditto ditto

How diſcharged

C. B. 35. (a)

Jo. 126. (6)

1777.

Mar. 24. Thompſon.

24.
B. 3.

G. I.
Jo. 127.25.

27. Dixon. 1 Load Meadow Hay, 85s.
Jo. 127.

28. F.2. 16 Bufhels of Tare Barley Jo. 128.

Apr. 2.

4.

Jackſon.

Johnſon.

5 Qrs. of Oats at 20s. 6d.

A Calf, 65s.

C. B. 40.

-
Jo. 128.

(a) Paid, and entered in the CASH-BOOK, in Folio 35.

(6) Grown in the DIVISION P.

(C) Entered in the JOURNAL, Page 126.

Divifions.
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The following is a literal Tranfcript of the INDEX of the Ledger-

Part of the CHECK.

Divifions. Field-Produce. Yield and Vent.

A.- 21. Wheat, 35. Wheat, 56, 57.

B.-13. Barley, 41 . Barley, 58, 65.

Miſcellaneous.

Manure, 10, II.

Calves, 7.

C.- 12. Oats, 43. Oats, 52. Store Hogs, 9.

D.-16. Beans, 38. Beans, 54.
Fatting Hogs, 6.

F.- 5, 40. Peafe, 38. Peaſe, 51.

G.-I. Tares, 43

H.-8.

I.-8.

K.- 15.

L.-11, 39.

Meadow, 37.

Mix-grafs, 36.

Pea-beans, 45.

Tare-barley, 42.

Tares, 49.

Pea-beans, 55.

Tare Barley, 60.

Meadow Hay, 59:

Mix Hay, 64.

M.-14. ift. Cut, 47. ift Cut, 63 .

N.-19. 2d. Cut, 60. 2d Cut, 66.

Wheat Straw, 70.O.- 6, 20.

P.- 25, 46.

R.

Stack Wood, 48.

Bavins, 71.

S.- 18, 28.

T.

For the method of keeping the Labour-Account of each DIVISION,

fee a MINUTE of the 27. APRIL 1775 ; and for the mode of jour-

nalizing it, fee the DIGEST, page 136.

The FIELD-PRODUCE is fet - down under its refpective head as it

is carried, mentioning the Date-the Divifion-the Repofitory, and

the number of Field-jags.

The YIELD and DISPOSAL are kept on oppofite pages, and confe-

quently the quantity of grain, &c. on hand may be readily afcer-

tained.

The MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES are kept as conveniency points

out.

The
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The ARRANGEMENT and PRODUCE are brought into one views

thus :

THE ARRANGEMENT.

1776.

THE PRODUCE.

Field

Acres Of
Jags. Head.

Qrs. of Bs. of

Tail.

Loads of

Hay or Straw.

53
Wheat (a) . 64 1093

93 65
6530

1

41 W. Tares, for Verdage.

82

82 Ditto for Hay. 15

2 Ditto for Seed 6

12
Beans (b). it 28/1/ 25

Pea-beans.
2 4

11
Peaſe.

4
2

2 2
2

8 Tare-barley. 12

24

21

2

Oats (c).

Barley (d).

Oat-Herbage.

35 773

41 791

i
n/00

i
n
t
e

27

59

2

29 Clover ( ) ift. and 2d. Cuts) . 36

2

24

Rye-Graſs.

Mix-grafs Ley (ƒ).

2

23

223

17 .

18/2

214 Meadow (g).

11/
Potatoes.

11 Cabbages.

I 1 Turnips.

0/1/ Buck-Wheat.

22
Pafture.

25 층
Summer-Fallow.

Fences, Roads and Waſte.

01

22

291

(a) See theMINUTE of the 13. AUG. 1776,

(b) After Oats on an old Ley : no dung.

(c) A few Acres very indifferent,

(d) Moft of the land in good heart and fine tilth.

(e) A burning foil, and a dry ſpring.

(f) A clayey loam in tolerable heart.

(8) Hay-crops in general fhort this year.

Although
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Although it may be difficult for a FARMER to aſcertain the neat

profit of a crop with that precifion which a MERCHANT afcertains

the neat proceeds of an Account Sales ; yet the AGRICULTOR

may come near enough the truth to direct him in the choice of

his future plan of management. And, perhaps, generally, the more

leifure-hours the SCIENCIST dedicates to ACCOUNTANTSHIP, the fooner

he will become a JUDICIOUS AGRICULTURIST.

THE END OF THE DIGEST.

THE
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HEN a Man firft ventures to offer his Sentiments to the

PUBLIC, he has much to rifk ; and confequently every

Man who is poffeffed of ordinary feelings, muſt be peculiarly

anxious for the fate of a first Production. Every page and every

paffage becomes fubject to RETROSPECTION : FRIENDS, too, are

confulted, and their advice fometimes taken. After theſe precautions,

a Man who ſteps not out of the beaten Track, may be ufhered into

the presence of the PUBLIC with fome degree of confidence. But

the fituation of the Man who prefumes to tread his own Path,

travels thro' an inhofpitable Region, without Friend or Finger- poft

to direct him.

Such, in fome meaſure, is the fituation of the Author of the

preceding Sheets. It is true, he has confulted Friends ; but

(perhaps to his difpraiſe be it known) has feldom taken their

advice ; being determined to ſtand or fall before the Tribunal of

the PUBLIC.

The proffers of Friendſhip, however, are too facred to be treated

with contempt : the Author will therefore here enumerate the

principal objections which have been raiſed againſt his Book, and

at the fame time give his Reaſons for difallowing their validity.

"The
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" The Style is florid, the Sentiment eccentric, and the whole

" manner defultory and unclaffical."

It is now upwards of feven years fince the Author studied any

other Book than the BOOK OF NATURE ; and throughout that

ample, that mind- enlarging Volume, he has rarely diſcovered

a ftraight Line, or a Circle : every thing is defultory, every thing

eccentric. Flowers and Verdure, the LUXURIANT Tendril and

FLOWING Spray fhoot promifcuouſly, and charm with EPITHETICAL,

unclaffical elegance. He prefumes not to rival NATURE ; but

NATURE alone he will IMITATE. It would be needlefs therefore

to add, that he is an admirer of MODERN ENGLISH GARDENING ;

not of Trees inlopt, and Shrubs incropt, and Yew - hedges

inclafficalated.

"The new-coined Words, too, are numerous and unwarrantable.

" NATURISION, ANIMALISION, &c. might pleaſe and be paffed

"overin Converfation, as the effects of a vigorous Fancy, unchaſtiſed

by Reflection ; but will be reprobated as INNOVATIONS in Print.

" SCIENCIST, CUSTOMIST, and AERIALIST, too, may give offence

" to the faftidious Reader."

ANIMALISION , VEGETISION, &c . are not fanciful flaſhes, but

elaborately - raiſed Technical Terms, as neceffary to a SYSTEM of

Agriculture, as PROBLEM and COROLLARY are to the Mathematicks.

The preceding Work, however, not being intended as a System,

they might there have been fubftituted by appofite Phrafes : But

to take away SCIENCIST, CUSTOMIST, and AERIALIST, would

be beating down a range of fimple Columns, to prop up the

Superſtructure with Spars and Brick-bats .

The Author, throughout the preceding Volume, has confidered

Agriculture as an INFANT SCIENCE, deftitute of SYSTEM, and in

fome meaſure deftitute of SCIENTIFIC TERMS . An impropriety

and ambiguity of Terms have ever been the bane of Science, as a

Nnn
perfpicuity
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perfpicuity and propriety have ever aided in its advancement.

In what ftate would the MATHEMATICS, PHILOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY,

and ASTRONOMY have now been, had there not exifted INNOVATORS

OF TERMS ? If the Writer has introduced a redundancy or an

impropriety of Terms, he is ready to retrench or alter them * .

" NATURE has always been drawn and defcribed by Painters and

" Poets as a Female ; but you, we know not why, have unfexed her,

" and reprefented her as one of us."

How ! Becauſe the ANCIENTS, perhaps, while yet in a ſtate of

Barbarifm, happened, " they knew not why," to make NATURE

feminine ; are the MODERNS , in their preſent enlightened ftate,

fill to ape ancient abſurdities ? Shall it be hereafter ſaid by a Race

yet more enlightened, whether they tread the Banks of the Delaware

or Ohio, that ENGLISHMEN, in the wane of the Eighteenth Century,

were fo profoundly ignorant, or fo ftrangely deluded, as to

imagine that OMNISCIENCE trufted the Agency of his

earthly affairs to an Old-woman† ! Seriouſly-if the SUPREME.

be Maſculine, his REPRESENTATIVE ought to be fo like-

wife.

• That he could not be prompted by wantonnefs, may be ſeen by a Note under

the 13th of MAY 1775 ;-when, being aware of impending cenfure, yet wishing

earneſtly for aword, the want of which had frequently embarraſſed him, he fat himſelf

down with a determination to register every idea (whether it might happen to be good

or indifferent, great or little, ferious or ludicrous) which might pafs over his mind

during the Process of Coining a Word ; in order to obviate, equally, the cenfure

and the envy of fuch of his Readers as have never afpired at being drawn on a

Claffical Hurdle.

+ It has, indeed, been argued, that NATURE is a Female, becauſe ſhe brings forth.

With the fame propriety, is not NATURE aMale, becauſe he begets ? For the two

operations are equally under the immediate fuperintendance of NATURE : except,

indeed, by bringing -forth be meant the matronic art of Midwifery ; but even in this

light the idea is antiquated, for times are altered, and Male Obftetrifts are now all the

Faſhion,

"In
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" In short, the Novelties and Liberties are fo abundant, no

"Mercy muſt be expected from the profeffional Critics."

This gives him but little concern : He does not mean by com-

plimenting the REVIEWERS to deprecate their vengeance ; but he

believes that fome of them are Gentlemen, and many of them

Men of Senfe, who dare to think for themſelves ; and with fuch

Men he is ever ready to enter the lift. He likes not to be buffeted

with his faults, but wishes to be told of them ; and the more

REAL OBJECTIONS any Man, or fet of Men will ſtart, the more

gratitude the Author engages to render ; for he wishes not to

deceive himſelf, nor to miſguide others. As to the HYPERCRITIC

and the CRITICASTER, he gives theſe full power to fnarl with

impunity ; for falfe and fine-spun Criticiſm will ever add ſtrength

to the fubject criticised.

Generally-the Author declares himſelf at open war with Cuſtom ;

excepting the CUSTOM founded in NATURE, or at leaſt ſupported

by REASON : And he holds the LITERATURE , as well as the

AGRICULTURE, whofe only foundation is chance -produced Custom,

derogatory to Beings whofe boaft is RATIONALITY. His ambition

is to be ftigmatized with INNOVATOR : Nay, he would even rifk his

being thought an AUKWARD MEDDLER, rather than add to the

Crowd of DECENT COPYISTS.

The Writer is by no means conſcious that the Cauſe of NATURE

and REASON needs a warmth of expreffion ; but he is convinced, that

even NATURE and REASON have their opponents : and he cannot

fupprefs his diſapprobation of thofe LISPERS OF GREEK AND LATIN ;

thofe POMPOUS DISPLAYERS OF LEARNED TRIFLES ,

nor of thoſe EVANESCENT ECHOES of SCHOOL-PHILOSOPHY,

faint warbling through the Grove of Letters, to the injury of

NATURAL and SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, and the annoyance of

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

--

-

INDEX
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If in 40 years he gained 15,000l . he cleared (fetting afide the

ideas of intereft, and original capital which was but fmall) 3751 .

a-year; befides paying his Rent and Taxes:

800 Acres at 7 s. amount to

Suppofe the Tenants Taxes at 3 s . in the

Pound,

£.280 00 00

42 00

£. 322
00 00

His Farms, therefore, produced , independant of Labour, Manure,

Seed, Titke, PERSONAL EXPENCES, &c. 697 1. a-year.

Suppofe he had paid 14 s. an Acre :

800 Acres at 14 s.

Taxes on 5601. at 3 s .

£. 560 00

84 0Q

00

L. 644 00 ∞

which taken from 697 1. leaves 53 1. his yearly ſaving ; which

in 40 years amounts to 2,120l. the Fortune he would, at 14 s . an

acre, have left his Son.

Suppofe he had paid 28 s. an Acre :

800 Acres, at 28 s.

Taxes on 1120l. at 3 s.

£. 1120 00 00

168 00 00

£. 1288 .00 00

however, may be eaſily

a-year ! Confequently,

which cannot be deducted from 697 1. This,

taken from 12881. and leave a loss of 591 1.

had this industrious Man, kilful as he was, begun with a Capital

of even Fifteen or Twenty Thouſand Pounds, he muft, before the

expiration of 40 years, have been reduced to beggary ! And yet the

Author can affert, from very good authority, that a principal

part of thefe 800 Acres is lett at, or nearly at, this ruinous Rate

of 28 s. an acre ! Time alone can fhew whether the prefent

Leffors (they are not yet Poffeffors) will be raiſed to Riches, or

reduced to Beggary * .

It is true, the Prices of Produce are higher now than they were fortyyears ago ;

butthey are not fo high now as they were ten years ago ; and the advance on a par bears

no proportion to the exceffive Rife of Rent.

ACCOUNTING.

*
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ACCOUNTING..

A

CCOUNTANTSHIP is the Oracle of the PRIVATE

AGRICULTURIST. A Farmer, it is true, may in a courſe of

years, know, by his Purſe, whether he gains or lofes in the grofs, by

Farming; yet his Purfe cannot particularife his Lofs or Gain on the

different departments of Agriculture : REGULAR ACCOUNTS alone

can do this.

SIMPLICITY and PERSPICUITY are the Baſes of ACCOUNTANTSHIP ;

and on theſe the Author endeavoured, at leaft, to raiſe his Plan of

ACCOUNTS ; which he will here communicate as briefly as poffible.

When he firſt commenced his own Bailiff, he kept a regular Journal

(byway of detail ) of every petty Tranfaction ; and alſo an imperfec

Regiſter of the daily employment of each Man ; that, at the week's

end, he might aſcertain , preciſely, his wages. But, finding this double

taſk tedious and complex, he fimplified his Plan, by keeping his

Journal in a more explicit Diary, in the following Manner.

Mmm MARCH
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MARCH 1777. | MONDAY 24. | TUESDAY 25. | WEDNESDAY 26:

The Weather,

The Wind,

*

Ox-Team,

Horſe-Teams,

Odd Horfes,

*

Duffel (Oxen),

Miles (Horſes),

Rivers (odd Horſes),

Boy Smith ( Oxen) ,

Boy Miles (Horſes ),

drly
dry

Cloudy- very dry . a Summer's day.

S.

Farm .-dined at-

Doubling A 5.

Harrowing B 3.

Carried Hay to

dry dr

delightful !

S. S.

Farms.-Farm . Farm3.-Writing.

f. ( a) doublingA5.b. ( b ) doublingA4.

b. Reverfing B 4. Reverſing B 4.

Pulvering (c) G1.Harrowing G 1.

BoySmale (Cows, Hogs),
Cow n°.3. calved .

Bades (Butler), Sows. Oats in B 3. Sows. Oats inG 1.

Caper, Gapping. (odd Horſes) (odd Horfes,&c. )

Ratford,

King, ditto.

Gregory,

Fence.B.R--ll's (d) FencingB.R--Il's , FencingB. R--ll's .

ditto.

Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oaths.

ditto.

Richardfon,

Kinnaby,

ditto.

Trimmg. A 3.A4.

ditto.

Gapping.

ditto.

Trim . A4.--A5.

(a) Finished throwing two Five-bout Beds into one : this being intended for a Ley:

(b) Bigan.

(c) Lightly Rolling, and Re-harrowing.

(d) Making the Fence between the divifion B. and Farmer R-ll's Fields.
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y
drly

Quite fultry!

THURSDAY 27. | FRIDAY 28. | SATURDAY 29. | SUNDAY 30.

colld

Asbleakas Xtmas! Snow-cold .

colld

cold and wind.

S. N. E.
N. E. E.

Farm . Farm". Farm . Writing. Write. Mr-dined Dined at ―

* *

Doubling A 4. Doubling A 4.
Doubling A 4.

Reverſing B 4.

Carried Hay to

Reverfing B 4.
f. ReverſingB 4.

Harrowing F 2. Diftrib . Buſhes.

**

andHarrow . A5.
£. s. d.

Week (e ) to 6

Ditto.
Ic 6

Ditto. 10 6

Ditto.
5 3

Ditto.

4 3

*
Sow,n°1.farrowed .

*

In-door.

f.fow³.tare-barley. Sowing Oats inA In- door.

Binding Hay, &c,
(odd Horſes)

Fence. B. R--ll's . Fencs. B. R-- ll's.

ditto.
ditto.

Gapping. Week.

Fenc . B. R--ll's . 10s. 6d .

ditto .

10

os. 6d. (f)

Thrashing Oats. Thrashing Oats. Making-up Oats. See below.

ditto.
ditto . ditto.

ditto.

Cutting Buſhes. Cutting Buſhes. Loads. Bufhes,&c Week. 10

3 I

Gregory and Pr. for Thrashing.

113 qrs. of Oats. at 22 d .

£.1. Is. od. 4 110

(e) The Cartets have 6d. extraordinary for their Sunday's attendance.

f) Thefe Men work by the Rod, and have not finished their Job ; they therefore

each of them receive half a Guinea on Account. It is here written infhort, that the

whole may ftand together when they are paid infull.

M m m 2

This
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This DIARY is the bafis of the other accounts, and ferves as an

almoft-infallible Remembrancer ; for every team and every labourer

paffing under the eye every evening, their work of the day muft ne-

ceffarily occur. If a field has been finiſhed plowing or fowing ; if

wheat has been carried into ftack,-winnowed, or ſent to market,

&c. &c. a mark or tick is inftantly made over it ; that, at leiſure,

it may be carried to its proper head in the CHECK : when it receives

an additional mark, or double tick.

The CHECK is divided into a Journal-Part and a Ledger-Part :

the former admits the deliveries ; the latter, the labour, pro-

duce, field, &c . &c. &c. being both of them fimplifiers of the

JOURNAL and LEDGER, which are kept nearly in the ordinary me-

thod of Book-keeping.

The Journal-Part of the CHECK is kept thus :

To, or from whom. Of what.

I Load Clover-Hay, 80s.

21 Bushels of Oats of P. (b.

191. Bushels of ditto ditto

Howdiſcharged

C. B. 35. (a )

Jo. 126. ( )

Date.

1777.

Mar. 24. Thompſon.

24.
B. 3.

25.
G. I.

Jo. 127.

27. Dixon. I Load Meadow Hay, 85s.
Jo. 127.

28. F.2. 16 Bufhels of Tare Barley Jo. 128.

Apr. 2.
Jackfon.

4. Johnſon.

5 Qrs. of Oats at 20s . 6d.

A Calf, 65s.

C. B. 40.

-
Jo . 128.

(a) Paid, and entered in the CASH-BOOK, in Folio 35.

(6) Grown in the DIVISION P.

() Entered in the JOURNAL, Page 126.

Divifions.
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The following is a literal Tranfcript of the INDEX of the Ledger-

Part of the CHECK.

Divifions. Field-Produce. Yield and Vent. Mifcellaneous.

A.- 21. Wheat, 35. Wheat, 56, 57- Manure, 10, II.

B.-13. Barley, 41. Barley, 58, 65.
Calves, 7.

C.- 12. Oats, 43. Oats, 52. Store Hogs, 9.

D.-16. Beans, 38. Beans, 54.
Fatting Hogs, 6.

F.- 5, 40. Peaſe, 38. Peafe, 51.

G.-I. Tares, 43

H.-8.

I.-8.

K.- 15. Meadow, 37.

Pea-beans, 45.

Tare-barley, 42.

Tares, 49.

Pea-beans, 55.

Tare Barley, 60.

Meadow Hay, 59:

L.- 11 , 39. Mix-grafs, 36.
Mix Hay, 64.

M.-14. ift. Cut, 47. ift Cut, 63.

N.- 19. 2d. Cut, 60. 2d Cut, 66.

Wheat Straw, 70.O.-6, 20.

P.- 25, 46.

R.

Stack Wood, 48.

Bavins, 71.

S.- 18, 28.

T.

For the method of keeping the Labour-Account of each DIVISION,

fee a MINUTE of the 27. APRIL 1775 ; and for the mode of jour-

nalizing it, fee the DIGEST, page 136.

The FIELD-PRODUCE is fet - down under its refpective head as it

is carried, mentioning the Date-the Divifion-the Repofitory, and

the number of Field-jags.

The YIELD and DISPOSAL are kept on oppofite pages, and confe-

quently the quantity of grain, &c. on hand may be readily afcer-

tained.

The MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES are kept as conveniency points

out.

The
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The ARRANGEMENT and PRODUCE are brought into one view,

thus :

1776.

THE ARRANGEMENT. THE PRODUCE.

Field 2rs. of Bs. of Loads of

Acres Of
Jags. Head. Tail. Hay or Straw.

53
Wheat (a).

64 1093 93

30

6528

44 W. Tares, for Verdage.

1

8' Ditto for Hay. 15

2 Ditto for Seed. 6

12 Beans (b). it 28 25

2 Pea-beans.
4

11
Peaſe. 21

8 Tare-barley. 12

24

21

2

Oats (c).

Barley (d).

Oat-Herbage.

35 771 27

41 791 59

2

29
Clover (e) ift. and 28. Cuts) . 36

2

24

211

12/
3
/
4

3
/
0
0

If

Rye-Graſs.

Mix-grafs Ley (ƒ).

Meadow (g).

Potatoes.

Cabbages.

1}} Turnips.

01/

22

25

Buck-Wheat.

Pafture.

Summer-Fallow.

Fences, Roads and Wafte.

2

23

17 .

22

18 /

01/1

22

291

(a) See theMINUTE of the 13. AUG. 1776,

(b) After Oats on an old Ley: no dung.

(c) A few Acres very indifferent,

(d) Moft of the land in good heart and fine tilth.

(e) A burning foil, and a dry ſpring.

A clayey loam in tolerable heart.

(8) Hay-crops in general fhort this year.

Although
ww
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Although it may be difficult for a FARMER to afcertain the neat

profit of a crop with that precifion which a MERCHANT afcertains

the neat proceeds of an Account Sales ; yet the AGRICULTOR

may come near enough the truth to direct him in the choice of

his future plan of management. And, perhaps, generally, the more

leifure-hours the SCIENCIST dedicates to ACCOUNTANTSHIP, thefooner

he will become a JUDICIOUS AGRICULTURIST.

THE END OF THE DIGEST.

THE



THE

RETROSPECT.

T
H
E PROPERTY

OF THE

NEWYORK
,

WH

HEN a Man firft ventures to offer his Sentiments to the

PUBLIC, he has much to risk ; and confequently every

Man who is poffeffed of ordinary feelings, muſt be peculiarly

anxious for the fate of a first Production. Every page and every

paffage becomes fubject to RETROSPECTION : FRIENDS, too, are

confulted, and their advice fometimes taken. After theſe precautions,

a Man who ſteps not out of the beaten Track, may be ufhered into

the presence of the PUBLIC with fome degree of confidence. But

the fituation of the Man who prefumes to tread his own Path,

travels thro' an inhoſpitable Region, without Friend or Finger-poft

to direct him.

Such, in fome meaſure, is the fituation of the Author of the

preceding Sheets. It is true, he has confulted Friends ; but

(perhaps to his difpraiſe be it known) has feldom taken their

advice ; being determined to ſtand or fall before the Tribunal of

the PUBLIC.

The proffers of Friendſhip, however, are too facred to be treated

with contempt : the Author will therefore here enumerate the

principal objections which have been raiſed againſt his Book, and

at the fame time give his Reaſons for difallowing their validity.

" The
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" The Style is florid, the Sentiment eccentric, and the whole

manner defultory and unclaffical."

It is now upwards of ſeven years fince the Author ftudied any

other Book than the Book or NATURE ; and throughout that

ample, that mind-enlarging Volume, he has rarely diſcovered

a ftraight Line, or a Circle : every thing is defultory, every thing

eccentric. Flowers and Verdure, the LUXURIANTthe LUXURIANT Tendril and

FLOWING Spray ſhoot promifcuouſly, and charm with EPITHETICAL ,

unclaffical elegance. He prefumes not to rival NATURE ; but

NATURE alone he will IMITATE. It would be needlefs therefore

to add, that he is an admirer of MODERN ENGLISH GARDENING ;

not of Trees inlopt, and Shrubs incropt, and Yew - hedges

inclafficalated.

"The new-coined Words, too, are numerous and unwarrantable.

" NATURISION, ANIMALISION, &c. might pleaſe and be paffed

" over in Converfation, as the effects of a vigorous Fancy, unchaftifed

by Reflection ; but will be reprobated as INNOVATIONS in Print.

" SCIENCIST, CUSTOMIST, and AERIALIST, too, may give offence

" to the faftidious Reader."

66

ANIMALISION, VEGETISION, &c . are not fanciful flashes, but

elaborately raiſed Technical Terms, as neceffary to a SYSTEM of

Agriculture, as PROBLEM and COROLLARY are to the Mathematicks.

The preceding Work, however, not being intended as a Syſtem,

they might there have been fubftituted by appofite Phrafes : But

to take away SCIENCIST, CUSTOMIST, and AERIALIST, Would

be beating down a range of fimple Columns, to prop up the

Superftructure with Spars and Brick-bats.

The Author, throughout the preceding Volume, has confidered

Agriculture as an INFANT SCIENCE, deftitute of SYSTEM, and in

ſome meaſure deftitute of SCIENTIFIC TERMS. An impropriety

and ambiguity of Terms have ever been the bane of Science, as a

Nnn
perfpicuity
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perfpicuity and propriety have ever aided in its advancement.

In what ftate would the MATHEMATICS, PHILOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY,

and ASTRONOMY have now been, had there not exifted INNOVATORS

OF TERMS ? If the Writer has introduced a redundancy or an

impropriety of Terms, he is ready to retrench or alter them * .

" NATURE has always been drawn and defcribed by Painters and

" Poets as a Female ; but you, we know not why, have unfexed her,

"and reprefented her as one of us."

How ! Becauſe the ANCIENTS, perhaps, while yet in a ſtate of

Barbarifm, happened, " they knew not why," to make NATURE

feminine ; are the MODERNS, in their preſent enlightened ſtate,

fill to ape ancient abfurdities ? Shall it be hereafter ſaid by a Race

yet more enlightened, whether they tread the Banks of the Delaware

or Ohio, that ENGLISHMEN, in the wane of the Eighteenth Century,

were fo profoundly ignorant, or fo ftrangely deluded, as to

imagine that OMNISCIENCE trufted the Agency of his

earthly affairs to an Old-woman † ! Seriouſly-if the SUPREME.

be Maſculine, his REPRESENTATIVE ought to be fo like-

wife.

• That he could not be prompted by wantonnefs, may be ſeen by a Note under

the 13th of MAY 1775 ;-when, being aware of impending cenfure, yet wiſhing

earneftly for aword, the want ofwhich had frequently embarraffed him, he fat himſelf

down with a determination to register every idea (whether it might happen to be good.

or indifferent, great or little, ferious or ludicrous) which might pafs over his mind.

during the Process of Coining a Word ; in order to obviate, equally, the cenfure

and the envy of fuch of his Readers as have never afpired at being drawn on a

Claffical Hurdle.

+ It has, indeed, been argued, that NATURE is a Female, becauſe ſhe brings forth.

With the fame propriety, is not NATURE a Male, becauſe he begets ? For the two

operations are equally under the immediate fuperintendance of NATURE : except,

indeed, by bringing -forth be meant the matronic art of Midwifery ; but even in this

light the idea is antiquated, for times are altered, and Male Obſtetrifts are now all the

Fashion,

1

• In
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" In short, the Novelties and Liberties are fo abundant, no

" Mercy muſt be expected from the profeffional Critics."

This gives him but little concern : He does not mean by com-

plimenting the REVIEWERS to deprecate their vengeance ; but he

believes that fome of them are Gentlemen, and many of them

Men of Senfe, who dare to think for themſelves ; and with fuch

Men he is ever ready to enter the lift . He likes not to be buffeted

with his faults, but wishes to be told of them ; and the more

REAL OBJECTIONS any Man, or fet of Men will ſtart, the more

gratitude the Author engages to render ; for he wishes not to

deceive himſelf, nor to miſguide others. As to the HYPERCRITIC

and the CRITICASTER, he gives theſe full power to fnarl with

impunity ; for falfe and fine-fpun Criticiſm will ever add ſtrength

to the fubject criticifed.

Generally-the Author declares himſelf at open war with Custom ;

excepting the CUSTOм founded in NATURE, or at leaſt ſupported

by REASON : And he holds the LITERATURE, as well as the

AGRICULTURE, whofe only foundation is chance -produced Custom,

derogatory to Beings whofe boaft is RATIONALITY. His ambition

is to be ftigmatized with INNOVATOR : Nay, he would even rifk his

being thought an AUKWARD MEDDLER, rather than add to the

Crowd of DECENT COPYISTS .

The Writer is by no means conſcious that the Cauſe of NATURE

and REASON needs a warmth of expreffion ; but he is convinced, that

even NATURE and REASON have their opponents : and he cannot

ſuppreſs his diſapprobation of thoſe LISPERS OF GREEK AND LATIN ;

--thofe POMPOUS DISPLAYERS OF LEARNED TRIFLES ,

nor of thoſe EVANESCENT ECHOES of SCHOOL -PHILOSOPHY,

faint - warbling through the Grove of Letters, to the injury of

NATURAL and SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, and the annoyance of

ENGLISH LITERATURE,

"

INDEX
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